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In this age of atomic bombs and
radar to the moon, Mrs. Harris’ stories

may prove closer to the “here and
now” than the title would indicate.

Mrs. Harris proudly claims the dis¬
tinction of being the first woman
science-fiction writer in the country.
Each of her stories is based upon a
sound scientific fact, carried so plaus¬
ibly to the nth degree that at no time
does it overstrain credulity. The
stories possess the qualities of dealing
with ideas of big importance to the
human race, of presenting those ideas
in a plausible form, and of appealing
to emotions that exist deep within the
heart of every human being whether
he be scientific or not.

Here is sugar-coated science.
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A RUNAWAY WORLD

I

The laboratory of Henry Shipley was a conglomera¬
tion of test-tubes, bottles, mysterious physical and
chemical appliances and papers covered with inde¬
cipherable script. The man himself was in no angelic
mood as he sat at his desk and surveyed the hope¬
less litter about him. His years may have numbered
five and thirty, but young though he was, no man ex¬
celled him in his chosen profession.

“Curse that maid!” he muttered in exasperation.
“If she possessed even an ordinary amount of intelli¬
gence she could tidy up this place and still leave my
notes and paraphernalia intact. As it is I can’t find
the account of that important nitrogen experiment.”

At this moment a loud knock at the door put an
abrupt end to further soliloquy. In response to Ship¬
ley’s curt “come in,” the door opened and a stranger,
possibly ten years older than Shipley, entered. The
newcomer surveyed the young scientist through pierc¬
ing eyes of nonedescript hue. The outline of mouth
and chin was only faintly suggested through a Van¬
dyke beard.

Something in the new arrival’s gaze did not encour¬
age speech, so Shipley mutely pointed to a chair, and
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8 AWAY FROM THE HERE AND NOW

upon perceiving that the seat was covered with papers,
hastened to clear them away.

“Have I the honor of addressing Henry Shipley,
authority on atomic energy?” asked the man, seating
himself, apparently unmindful of the younger man’s
confusion.

“I am Henry Shipley, but as to being an author¬
ity ”

The stranger raised a deprecating hand, “Never
mind. We can dispense with the modesty, Mr. Ship-
ley. I have come upon a matter of world-wide impor¬
tance. Possibly you have heard of me. La Rue is my
name; Leon La Rue.”

Henry Shipley’s eyes grew wide with astonishment.
“Indeed I am honored by the visit of so renowned

a scientist,” he cried with genuine enthusiasm.
“It is nothing,” said La Rue. “I love my work.”
“You and John Olmstead,” said Shipley, “have

given humanity a clearer conception of the universe
about us in the past hundred years than any others
have done. Here it is now the year 2026 A. D. and
we have established by radio regular communication
with Mars, Venus, two of the moons of Jupiter, and
recently it has been broadcast that messages are being
received from outside our solar system, communica¬
tions from interstellar space! Is that true?”

“It is,” replied La Rue. “During the past six months
my worthy colleague, Jules Nichol, and I have re¬
ceived messages (some of them not very intelligible)
from two planets that revolve around one of the nearer
suns. These messages have required years to reach
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us, although they travel at an inconceivable rate of
speed.”

“How do you manage to carry on intelligent com¬
munication? Surely the languages must be very
strange,” said the thoroughly interested Shipley.

“We begin all intercourse through the principles of
mathematics,” replied the Frenchman with a smile,
“for by those exact principles God’s universe is con¬
trolled. Those rules never fail. You know the prin¬
ciples of mathematics were discovered by man, not
invented by him. This, then, is the basis of our code,
always, and it never fails to bring intelligent responses
from other planets whose inhabitants have arrived at
an understanding equal to or surpassing that of our¬
selves. It is not a stretch of imagination to believe
that we may some day receive a message from some¬
where in space that was sent out millions of years
ago, and likewise we can comprehend the possibility
of messages which we are now sending into the all-
pervading ether, reaching some remote world eons in
the future.”

“It is indeed a fascinating subject,” mused Henry
Shipley, “but mine has an equal attraction. While you
reach out among the stars, I delve down amid the
protons and electrons. And who, my dear fellow, in
this day of scientific advancement, can say that they
are not identical except for size? Planets revolve about
their suns, electrons around their protons; the infinite,
the infinitesimal! Wha,t distinguishes them?”

The older man leaned forward, a white hand clutch¬
ing the cluttered desk.
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“What distinguishes them, you ask?” he muttered
hoarsely. “This and this alone: time, the fourth di¬
mension!”

The two men gazed at one another in profound
silence, then La Rue continued, his voice once more
back to normal: “You said a moment ago that my
planetary systems and your atoms were identical ex¬
cept for one thing—the fourth dimension. In my
supra-world of infinite bigness our sun, one million
times as big as this Earth, gigantic Jupiter, and all
the other planets in our little system, would seem as
small as an atom, a thing invisible even in the most
powerful miscroscope. Your infra-world would be like
a single atom with electrons revolving around it, com¬
pared to our solar system, sun and planets. I believe
the invisible atom is another universe with its central
sun and revolving planets, and there also exists a
supra-universe in which our sun, the Earth and ail the
planets are only an atom. But the fourth dimension!”

La Rue picked up a minute speck of dust from the
table and regarded it a moment in silence, then he
went on: “Who knows but that this tiny particle of
matter which I hold may contain a universe in that
infra-world, and that during our conversation eons may
have passed to the possible inhabitants of the planets
therein? So we come to the fact that time is the fourth
dimension. Let me read you what a scientist of an
earlier day has written, a man who was so far ahead
of his time that he was wholly unappreciated:

“ ‘If you lived on a planet infinitesimally small, or
infinitely big, you would not know the difference. Time
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and space are, after all, purely relative. If at mid¬
night tonight, all things, including ourselves and our
measuring instruments, were reduced in size one thou¬
sand times, we should be left quite unaware of any
such change.’

“But I wish to read you a message which I re¬
ceived at my radio station on the Eiffel Tower at
Paris.”

La Rue produced a paper from a pocket and read
the following radiogram from Mars:

“ ‘A most horrible catastrophe is befalling us. We
are leaving the solar system! The sun grows daily
smaller. Soon we shall be plunged in eternal gloom.
The cold is becoming unbearable!’ ”

When the Frenchman had finished reading he con¬
tinued addressing the physicist: “A few astronomers
are aware of the departure of Mars from the system,
but are keeping it from the public temporarily. What
do you think of this whole business, Shipley?”

“The phenomenon is quite clear,” the latter replied.
“Some intelligent beings in this vaster cosmos or supra-
universe, in which we are but a molecule, have begun
an experiment which is a common one in chemistry,
an experiment in which one or two electrons in each
atom are torn away, resulting, as you already know,
in the formation of a new element. Their experiment
will cause a rearrangement in our universe.”

“Yes,” smiled La Rue significantly, “every time we
perform a similar experiment, millions of planets leave
their suns in that next smaller cosmos or infra-world.
But why isn’t it commoner even around us?”
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“That is where the time element comes in,” an¬

swered his friend. “Think of the rarity of such an
experiment upon a particular molecule or group of
molecules, and you will plainly see why it has never
happened in all the eons of time that our universe has
passed through.”

There was a moment’s silence as both men realized
their human inability to grasp even a vague conception
of the idea of relativity. This silence was broken by
the foreigner, who spoke in eager accents: “Will you
not, my friend, return with me to Paris? And together
at my radio station we will listen to the messages
from the truant Mars.”

II

The radio station of La Rue was the most interest¬
ing place Shipley had ever visited. Here were per¬
fected instruments of television. An observer from this
tower could both see and hear any place on the globe.
As yet, seeing beyond our Earth had not been scien¬
tifically perfected.

La Rue had been eager to hear from his assistants
any further messages from Mars. These could have
been forwarded to him when he was in the States, but
he preferred to wait until his return to his beloved sta¬
tion. There was nothing startlingly new in any of the
communications. All showed despair regarding the
Martians’ ability to survive, with their rare atmos¬
phere, the cold of outer space. As the planet retreated
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and was lost to view even by the most powerful tele¬
scopes, the messages grew fainter, and finally ceased
altogether.

By this time alarm had spread beyond scientific cir¬
cles. Every serious-minded being upon the globe sought
for a plausible explanation of the phenomenon.

“Now is the time for your revelation,” urged La
Rue. “Tell the world what you told me.”

But the world at large did not approve of Henry
Shipley’s theory. People did not arrive at any unani¬
mous decision. The opinion was prevalent that Mars
had become so wicked and had come so near to fathom¬

ing the Creator’s secrets, that it was banished into
outer darkness as a punishment.

“Its fate should,” they said, “prove a warning to
Earth.”

The scientists smiled at this interpretation. As a
body of enlightened and religious men they knew that
God does not object to His Truth being known, that
only by a knowledge of the Truth can we become
fully conscious of His will concerning us.

The frivolous, pleasure-seeking, self-centered world
soon forgot the fate of the ruddy planet, and then—
but that is my story I

III

It was five months to the day after the radios had
first broadcast the startling news that Mars was no
longer revolving around the sun that I, James Griffin,
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sat at breakfast with my wife and two children, Eleanor
and Jimmy, Jr. I am not and never have been an astro¬
nomical man. Mundane affairs have always kept me
too busy for star-gazing, so it is not to be wondered
at that the news of Mars’ departure did not deeply
concern me. But the whole affair was, much to my
chagrin, indirectly the cause of a dreadful blunder at
the office.

“Mars was closer to the sun than we are,” I had
remarked one day to Zutell, my assistant at the office,
“but I’ll bet the old war-planet is getting pretty well
cooled off by now.”

Zutell looked at me with a peculiar expression which
I haven’t forgotten to this day.

“Mars closer to the sun than Earth?” he ejaculated.
“Why, man alive, didn’t you know Mars’ orbit is more
remote from the sun than ours?”

His manner was extraordinarily convincing, and in¬
wardly I was mortified at my ignorance.

“It is not!” I declared stubbornly, then added
weakly, “Anyhow, what difference does it make?”

His glance of amused condescension stung my pride,
and from that time on his already too sufficient self-
confidence increased. In his presence I seemed to be
suffering from an inferiority complex. I laid the entire
blame for my loss of self-confidence upon the truant
Mars, and secretly wished the ruddy planet all kinds
of bad luck.

But to return to the breakfast table. My wife, Vera,
poured me a second cup of coffee and remarked sweetly,
“The Zutells are coming over this morning, since it is
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a holiday, dear, to listen to the radio and see in the
new televisio. You know President Bedford is to ad¬
dress the nation from the newly completed capitol
building, which will be seen for the first time in the
televisio. If you like, I’ll ask the Mardens, too. You
seem to like them so much.”

“Hang it all,” I said irritably, “can’t you leave the
Zutells out of it? Ed’s forever rubbing in something
about Jupiter or Venus, now that Mars is gone. He’s
an insufferable bore!”

“Why, Jim,” cried Vera, half laughing, “as sure
as fate I do believe you’re jealous, just because ”

“Jealous!” I burst out. “Jealous of him? Why, I
can show him cards and spades ”

“I know you can. That’s just it,” laughed Vera;
“that’s just why it’s so funny to have you care because
you didn’t know about Mars. It’s much more impor¬
tant that you know more about cost-accounting than
Ed does.”

Vera was right, as usual, and I rewarded her with
a kiss, just as Junior screamed that Archie Zutell was
coming across the lawn to play with him and Eleanor.

“Well, you kids clear out of here,” I said, “and
play outside if we grown-ups are expected to see any¬
thing of the president and hear his address, and Jimmy,
don’t let Archie put anything over on you. Stick up
for your rights.”

I imagined Vera smiled a little indulgently, and I
didn’t like it.

“Well, at any rate,” I said, “I do like young
Marden and his bride. There’s a fellow that really
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is an astronomer, but he never shoots off his mouth
about it in inappropriate places.”

Truth was, Marden held a high college degree in
astronomy and taught the subject in our local college.
Just across the street from our residence, which faced
the beautiful campus, stood the observatory on a pic¬
turesque elevation. Many summer evenings since my
deplorable error in regard to Mars I had visited the
observatory with Oscar Marden and learned much
that was interesting about the starry host.

The breakfast dishes cleared away, Vera and I seated
ourselves at our televisio that worked in combination
with the radio. It was the envy of the neighborhood,
there being but three others in the entire town that
could compare with it. There was yet half an hour
before the president’s address was scheduled to com¬
mence. We turned on the electricity. Vice-president
Ellsworth was speaking. We gazed into the great oval
mirror and saw that he was in the private office of his
own residence. A door opened behind him and a tall
man entered the room, lifted his hand in dignified salu¬
tation, and smiled at his unseen spectators. Then in
clear resonant tones he began addressing his invisible
audience in a preliminary talk preceding the one to be
delivered from the new capitol steps.

At this point the Mardens and Zutells arrived, and
after exchange of a few pleasantries, were comfortably
seated pending the main address of the morning.

“Citizens of the Republic of the United Americas,”
began President Bedford.
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I reached for the dials, and with a slight manipula¬
tion the man’s voice was as clear as if he talked with
us in the room. I turned another dial, and the hazy
outlines were cleared, bringing the tall, manly form
into correct perspective. Behind him rose the massive
columns of the new capitol building in Central America.

The address, an exceptionally inspiring one, con¬
tinued while the six of us in our Midwestern town were

seeing and hearing with millions of others through¬
out the country, a man thousands of miles away. The
day had commenced cloudy, but ere long the sun was
shining with dazzling splendor. Meanwhile the presi¬
dent continued to speak in simple but eloquent style of
the future of our great republic. So engrossed were
we six, and undoubtedly millions of others upon two
continents, to say nothing of the scattered radio audi¬
ence throughout the world, that for some time we had
failed to notice the decreasing light. Mrs. Zutell had
been the first to make the casual remark that it was

clouding up again, but a rather curt acknowledgment
of her comment on the part of the rest of us had dis¬
couraged further attempts at conversation.

Not long afterward the front door burst open and
the three children rushed in, making all attempts of
the elders to listen to the address futile.

“Mamma, it is getting darker and colder,” ex¬
claimed Eleanor. “We want our wraps on.”

“Put on the light!” cried Jimmy, suiting the action
to the word.

With the flood of light any growing apprehension
that we may have felt diminished, but as we looked
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through the windows we noticed that outside it was
dusk though the time was but 10 a. m.

Our faces looked strangely drawn and haggard, but
it was the expression on young Marden’s face that
caught and held my attention. I believe as I review
those dreadful times in my mind, that Oscar Marden
knew then what ailed this old world of ours, but he
said not a word at that time.

We turned our faces to the televisio again and were
amazed at the scene which was there presented. Presi¬
dent Bedford had ceased speaking and was engaged
in earnest conversation with other men who had joined
him. The growing darkness outside the capitol made
it difficult to distinguish our leader’s figure among the
others, who in ever-growing numbers thronged the
steps of the great edifice. Presently the president again
turned to the invisible millions seated behind their
radios and televisios, and spoke. His voice was calm,
as befitted the leader of so great a nation, but it was
fraught with an emotion that did not escape observing
watchers and listeners.

“Tune in your instruments to Paris,” said the great
man. “The noted astronomer, La Rue, has something
of importance to tell us. Do this at once,” he added,
and his voice took on a somewhat sterner quality.

I arose somewhat shakily, and fumbled futilely with
the dials.

“Put on more speed there, Griffin,” said Marden.
It was the first time I had ever heard him speak

in any other than a courteous manner, and I realized
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he was greatly perturbed. I fumbled awhile longer
until Ed Zutell spoke up.

“Can I help you, Jim?” he asked.
“Only by shutting up and staying that way,” I

growled, at the same time giving a vicious twist to the
stubborn long-distance dial.

In a little while I had it: Paris, France, observatory
of Leon La Rue. We all instantly recognized the
bearded Frenchman of astronomical fame; he who
with Henry Shipley had informed the world of the fate
of Mars. He was speaking in his quick, decisive way
with many gesticulations.

“I repeat for the benefit of any tardy listeners that
Earth is about to suffer the fate of Mars. I will take
no time for any scientific explanations. You have had
those in the past and many of you have scoffed at them.
It is enough to tell you positively that we are leaving
the sun at a terrific rate of speed and are plunging into
the void of the great Universe. What will be the end
no man knows. Our fate rests in the hands of God.

“Now hear, my friends, and I hope the whole world
is listening to what I say: Choose wisely for quarters
where you will have a large supply of food, water and
fuel (whether you use atomic energy, electricity, oil,
or even the old-fashioned coal). I advise all electrical
power stations to be used as stations of supply, and
the men working there will be the real heroes who will
save the members of their respective communities.
Those who possess atomic heat machines are indeed
fortunate. There is no time for detailed directions.
Go—and may your conduct be such that it will be for
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the future salvation of the human race in this crisis.”
The picture faded, leaving us staring with white faces

at one another.
“I’ll get the children,” screamed Vera, but I caught

her arm.

“You’ll do nothing of the kind. We must not any
of us be separated. The children will return when they
are thoroughly cold.”

My prediction was correct. The words had scarcely
left my lips when the three ran into the hall crying.
It was growing insufferably cold. We all realized that.
We rushed about in addle-pated fashion, all talking
at once, grabbing up this and that until we were act¬
ing like so many demented creatures.

Suddenly a voice, loud and stern, brought us to our
senses. It was young Marden who was speaking.

“We are all acting like fools,” he cried. “With your
permission I will, tell you what to do if you want to
live awhile longer.”

His self-control had a quieting effect upon the rest
of us. He continued in lower tones, but with an un¬
deniable air of mastery, “My observatory across the
street is the place for our hibernation. It is heated by
atomic energy, so there will be no danger of a fuel
shortage. Ed, will you and Mrs. Zutell bring from
your home in your car all the provisions you have avail¬
able at once? Jim” (I rather winced at being ad¬
dressed in so familiar a manner by a man younger
in years than myself, but upon this occasion my su¬
perior), “you and Mrs. Griffin load your car with all
your available food. I was going to add that you buy
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more, but an inevitable stampede at the groceries might
make that inadvisable at present. My wife and I will
bring all the concentrated food we have on hand-—
enough for two or three years, I think, if carefully
used. Kiddies,” he said to the three who stood look¬
ing from one to the other of us in uncomprehending
terror, “gather together all the coats and wraps you
find here in the Griffin house!”

A new respect for this man possessed me as we all
set about carrying out his orders.

“You watch the children and gather together pro¬
visions,” I called to Vera. “I am going to see if I can’t
get more from the store. We must have more concen¬
trated and condensed foods than we are in the habit
of keeping on hand for daily use. Such foods will fur¬
nish a maximum amount of nourishment with a mini¬
mum bulk.”

IV

I opened the door but returned immediately for
my overcoat. The breath of winter was out-of-doors,
though it was the month of June. The streets were
lighted, and in the imperfect glow I could see panicky
figures flitting to and fro. I hurried toward the square,
which was exactly what everyone else seemed to be
doing. A man bumped my elbow. Each of us turned
and regarded the other with wide eyes. I recognized
Sam McSween.
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“My God, Griffin,” he cried, “what does it all
mean? Ella’s been laid up for a week—no food, and
I thought I’d ”

I left him to relate his woes to the next passer-by.
My goal was Barnes’ Cash Grocery. There was a mob
inside the store, but old man Barnes, his son and
daughter and two extra clerks were serving the crowd
as quickly as possible. Guy Barnes’ nasal tones reached
my ears as I stood shivering in the doorway.

“No—terms are strictly cash— friends.”
“Cash!” bawled a voice near my ear. “What good

will cash do you, pard, in the place we’re all headed
for?”

“I have cash, Guy. Gimme ten dollars’ worth o’
canned goods and make it snappy,” yelled another.

Petty thievery was rife, but no one was vested with
authority to attempt to stop it. One thought actuated
all: to get food, either by fair means or foul.

At length I found myself near the counter frantically
waving in the air a ten-dollar bill and two ones.

“You’ve always let me have credit for a month or
two at a time, Guy,” I said coaxingly.

The old grocer shook his head in a determined man¬
ner. “Cash is the surest way to distribute this stuff
fairly. The bank’s open, Jim, but the mob’s worse
there than here, they tell me.”

I shrugged my shoulders in resignation. “Give me
ten dollars’ worth of condensed milk, meat tablets,
some fruits and vegetables.”

He handed me my great basket of groceries and I
forced a passage through the crowd and gained the
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street. There were fewer people on the square than
there had been an hour earlier. On their faces had
settled a grim resignation that was more tragic than
the first fright had been.

On the corner of Franklin and Main Streets I met

little Dora Schofield, a playmate of Eleanor’s. She
was crying pitifully, and the hands that held her mar¬
ket basket were purple with the cold that grew more
intense every moment.

“Where are you going, Dora?” I asked.
“Mother’s ill and I am going to Barnes’ grocery

store for her,” replied the little girl.
“You can never get in there,” I said. My heart was

wrung at the sight of the pathetic little figure. “Put
your basket down and I’ll fill it for you. Then you can
hurry right back to mother.”

She ceased her crying and did as I bade her. I filled
her smaller basket from my own.

“Now hurry home,” I cried, “and tell your mother
not to let you out again.”

I had a walk of five blocks before me. I hurried
on with other scurrying figures through the deepening
gloom. I lifted my eyes to the sky and surveyed the
black vault above. It was noon, and yet it had every
appearance of night. Suddenly I stopped and gazed
fixedly at a heavenly body, the strangest I had ever
seen. It did not seem to be a star, nor was it the moon,
for it was scarcely a quarter the size of the full moon.

“Can it be a comet?” I asked, half aloud.
Then with a shock I realized it was our sun, which

we were leaving at an inconceivably rapid rate. The
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thought appalled me, and I stood for some seconds
overwhelmed by the realization of what had occurred.

“I suppose Venus will give us a passing thought, as
we did Mars, if she even ”

My train of thoughts came to an abrupt conclusion
as I became aware of a menacing figure approaching
me from Brigham Street. I tried to proceed, assuming
a jaunty air, though my emotions certainly belied my
mien. I had recognized Carl Hovarder, a typical town
bully with whom I had had a previous unfortunate
encounter when serving on a civic improvement com¬
mittee.

“Drop them groceries and don’t take all day to do
it neither,” demanded Hovarder, coming to a full stop
and eyeing me pugnaciously.

“This is night, not day, Carl,” I replied quietly.
“Don’t you ‘Carl’ me!” roared the bully. “Hand

over that grub, and I don’t mean maybe!”
I stooped to place the basket of provisions upon

the walk between us, but at the same time I seized a
can. As Carl bent to pick up the basket I threw the
can with all the strength I possessed full at his head.
He crumbled up with a groan and I snatched the
precious burden and fled. When I was a block away
I looked back and saw him rise and stoop uncertainly.
He was picking up the can with which I had hit him.
I did not begrudge him the food contained therein.
That can had done me more good than it could ever
possibly do Carl Hovarder.

The last lap of my journey proved the most tedious,
for I was suffering with cold, and depressed at the
fate of humanity, but at last I spied the observatory.
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V

The grassy knoll upon which this edifice stood had
an elevation of about twenty feet and the building
itself was not less than forty feet high, so that an
observer at the telescope had an unobstructed view
of the heavens. The lower floor was equipped as a
chemical laboratory, and in its two large rooms college
classes had met during the school term in chemistry
and astronomy. The second story, I thought, could
be used as sleeping quarters for the nine souls who felt
certain the observatory would eventually be their mau¬
soleum.

“All in?” I shouted as I ran into the building and
slammed the door behind me. How welcome was the
warmth that enveloped me!

“Yes, we’re all in, and I suspect you are, too, judg¬
ing from appearances,” laughed Vera.

I looked from one to another of the little group
and somehow I felt that though each tried to smile
bravely, grim tragedy was stalking in our midst.

Late in the afternoon I thought of our radio and
televisio, and decided to run over to the house and
get them. The streets were deserted and covered with
several inches of snow, and the cold was intenser than
I had ever experienced. A few yards from the ob¬
servatory lay a dark object. I investigated and found
it to be a dog frozen as stiff as though carved from
wood, and that i$ a few hours! My lungs were aching
now as I looked across the street at our home, and
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though I wanted the instruments badly I valued life
more highly. I turned and retraced my steps to the
observatory.

The men were disappointed that we were to be so
cut off from communication with the outside world,
but the essentials of life were of primary importance.
We swallowed our disappointment then and many times
in the future when from time to time we missed the
luxuries of modern life to which we had been accus¬

tomed.
Later, while the children were being put to bed,

we men ascended the steps to the telescope room where
we gazed ruefully at the diminishing disk of the lumi¬
nary that had given life to this old Earth of ours for
millions of years.

“I suppose that’s the way old Sol looked to the
Martians before the days of our system’s disruption,”
commented Ed with a side glance in my direction.

“The inhabitants of Mars saw a larger orb in their
heavens than that,” replied Oscar, adjusting the in¬
strument. “We are well beyond the confines of our
solar system. What do you see there, boys?”

We looked alternatively through the eyepiece and
beheld a bright star slightly smaller than our once glori¬
ous sun now appeared to be.

“That is Pluto,” explained Marden, “the outer¬
most planet of the system.”

“So we are entering the unknown! Whither are we
bound, Marden?” I cried, suddenly overwhelmed with
the awfulness of it all.
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The young astronomer shrugged his shoulders. “I
do not know. But we shall not be the only dead world
hurtling through space! The void is full of them. I
think it was Tennyson who wrote ”

“Never mind Tennyson!” I fairly shrieked. “Tell
me, do you think this is the—the end?”

He nodded thoughtfully and then repeated: “Lord
Tennyson wrote, ‘Many a planet by many a sun may
roll with the dust of a vanished race.’ ”

“Say, this is as cheerful as a funeral service,” said
Zutell. “I’m going down with the women. I can hear
them laughing together. They’ve got more grit and
pluck than we have. You two old pessimists can go
on with your calamity-howling. I’m going to get a few
smiles yet before I look like a piece of refrigerator
meat.”

“Ed’s right for once,” I laughed. “We can’t help
matters this way.”

VI

I should gain nothing by a detailed account of the
flight of Earth through interplanetary space. Seconds,
minutes, hours, days, weeks and months lost their sig¬
nificance to the isolated inhabitants of a world that
had gone astray. Since time had always been reck¬
oned by the movements of the Earth in relation to
the sun, there was no way to ascertain the correct pas¬
sage of time. True, a few watches among the members
of our group aided in determining approximately the
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passage of time in accordance with the old standards
to which we had been accustomed. How we missed
the light of day, no being can imagine who has never
experienced what we lived through.

“Is the moon still with us?” I asked one time of
Marden.

“I cannot ascertain definitely,” he replied. “With no
sunlight to reflect to Earth from its surface, it has
eluded my observation so far, but I have imagined a
number of times that a dark object passes periodically
between us and the stars. I shall soon have my ob¬
servations checked up, however. How I do miss radio
communication, for doubtless such questions are being
discussed over the air pro and con! We are still turn¬
ing on our axis, but once in every twenty-seven hours
instead of twenty-four. I don’t understand it!”

Oscar spent virtually all his time in the observatory.
He did not always reward the rest of us with his dis¬
coveries there, as he was naturally taciturn. When he
spoke it was usually because he had something really
worth while to tell us.

“You remember I told you that the Earth continued
to rotate, though slowly, on its axis even though it
no longer revolved around the sun,” he said on the
day we completed approximately five months of our
interstellar wandering. “I also told you that should
such a calamity befall the Earth as its failing to ro¬
tate, the waters would pile up and cover the conti¬
nents. I have not told you before, but I have calcu¬
lated that the Earth is gradually ceasing to rotate.
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However, we need not fear the oceans, for they are
-solid ice. I may also add that with this decrease in
our rate of rotation there is a great acceleration in
our onward flight. In less than a month we shall be
plunging straight forward at many times our present
rate of speed.”

It was as Oscar Marden had predicted, and in a
few weeks the positions of the heavenly bodies showed
that Earth was hurtling straight onward at the speed
of light. At the end of two years our provisions were
running very low in spite of the scanty rations which
we had allowed. The telescope had become our only
solace for lonely hours, and through its gigantic lens
we became aware of what the future held for us. I
flatter myself that I was the first to whom Oscar
revealed his fearful discovery.

“Tell me what you see,” he said, resigning his seat
at the eyepiece to me.

“I see a very large star,” I replied, “considerably
larger than any near it.”

He nodded. “I will tell you something that need
not be mentioned to the seven below, Jim, because I
can trust you to keep your head. For some weeks
past I have known that we are headed for that star
as straight as a die!”

I must have paled, for he glanced at me appre¬
hensively and added, “Don’t allow yourself to worry.
Remember complete resignation to whatever fate is
in store for us is the only way to meet natural catas¬
trophes.”
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“Yes,” I agreed. “Man may be the master of his
own fate as regards his relation to his fellowmen, but
he has no hand in an affair like this I”

“None whatever,” smiled Marden, and I thought
it seemed the very nicest smile in the world, except
possibly Vera’s.

“If we are destined to plunge headlong into this
sun that lies directly in our path, and is undoubtedly
what is drawing us onward, you may rest assured
that human suffering will be less prolonged than if we
pass this sun and continue to fathom the abyss of the
eternal ether. If we were to plunge into it, the Earth
would become a gaseous mass.”

“Tell me,” I pleaded, “is it because we are not ro¬
tating that we are threatened with this awful dis¬
aster?”

“Yes, I believe so,” he answered slowly. “If we
had continued to rotate we might have escaped the
powerful drawing force of this sun.”

VII

Since young Marden had taken me into his confi¬
dence I spent many hours of each waking period, for
one could not call them days, at his side studying the
star which grew steadily brighter. I believe as I look
back through the years of my life that the increasing
magnitude of that star was the most appalling and
ominous sight I had ever beheld. Many were the
times that in dreams I saw the Earth rushing into
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the blazing hell. I invariably awoke with a scream,
and covered with perspiration. I sat, it seems, for
days at a time watching it, fascinated as if under the
hypnotic influence of an evil eye. Finally its pres¬
ence could no longer be kept a secret from the others
who saw outside the windows the brightness that in¬
creased as time went on.

Printed indelibly on my memory was our first ex¬
cursion out of doors after three years of confinement.
Walking warily along the deserted streets, we were
reminded of the ancient cities of Herculaneum and

Pompeii. It was not ashes and lava that had worked
the doom of hundreds of human beings; the destroyer
in this case was intangible, but nevertheless potent.
Many silent huddled forms were seen here and there,
bringing tears to our eyes as we recognized this friend
and that; but the greatest tragedies were in the homes
where many whole families were discovered grouped
together around whatever source of heat they had tem¬
porarily relied upon for warmth. We learned that
none who had depended upon coal had survived the
frigidity, and in some instances starvation had wiped
out entire households.

The scene which was the greatest shock to the recon-
noitering party was that staged in Guy Barnes’ Store.
The old grocer had been game to the end, and his
body was found behind the counter, where he had
apparently been overcome by the intensity of the cold
during his labors for his fellowmen. The last over¬
whelming cold had descended so swiftly that many
had been unable to reach shelter in time.
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Next came the sad task of burying our dead. Prompt
action was necessary, for the ever-growing disk of
the great sun hastened the process of decay. The
simplest of ceremonies were all that could be employed
by men and women struggling to return the living
world to pre-catastrophic normality.

The sun grew terrible to behold, as large in diam¬
eter as our old sun. Still it seemed good to be once
more in the open! The children scampered about,
and Ed and I had a race to the square and back.
Scorch to death we might in a very short time, but
it was certainly a pleasant thing to spend a few days
in this solar glow which we had been denied so long.

Came a time when we could no longer be ignorant
of the fact that it was growing uncomfortably warm.
Finally we decided to do as everyone else was doing;
pack up our earthly possessions and move to a part
of the Earth’s surface where the heat was not so direct.

Ed came over, mopping his forehead with his hand¬
kerchief.

“You folks about ready?” he queried. “We’re all
packed up. The Mardens are going in our car.”

I walked to the door and gazed across the seared
landscape toward the mammoth fiery orb. Suddenly
I gave a startled cry. The new sun was not in its
accustomed place in the heavens. It was several de¬
grees lower down, and to the east!

“Look!” I cried, pointing with trembling finger.
“My God—do you see?”

I think Ed concluded I had gone insane, but he fol¬
lowed the direction of my gaze.
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“Jim, old fellow, you’re right,” he ejaculated, “as
sure as Mars was farther from the sun than we were,
that sun is setting, which means ”

“That we are rotating on our axis and probably
revolving around the new sun,” I finished triumphantly.
“But we are turning from east to west instead of
from west to east as formerly. If the whole world
wasn’t temperate nowadays I should think I had been
imbibing some of the poisonous drink of our ances¬
tors!”

VIII

That evening the townspeople who had not already
migrated to cooler regions held a jubilee in Central
Park Square. The principal speaker of the evening
was Oscar Marden, who explained to the people what
capers our planet had been cutting during the past
three years. After his address I noticed that he kept
gazing skyward as if unable to bring his attention to
Earth.

“Say, will you come to the observatory with me
now?” he asked as I was talking to a group of friends
shortly afterward.

“I’ll be right along,” I replied.
Scarcely half a block away we saw Ed Zutell go¬

ing in the general direction of home.
“Do we want him?” I asked, not a little annoyed.

“Can’t we beat it up an alley? I’d like this conference
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alone, for I know by your manner you have some¬
thing important to tell me.”

“In the last part of what you say you are right,”
responded Marden, “but in the first part, wrong. I
do want Ed, for I have something to show him, too.”

When the three of us were again in the familiar
setting of the past three years, Marden gazed for
quite some time at the heavens through the great in¬
strument. Finally he turned to us with a wry smile on
his lips and a twinkle in his eyes.

“Just take a peep, boys, and tell me what you see.”
He strove in vain to conceal his amusement.

We both agreed that we saw a rather reddish star.
“That ‘reddish star,’ ” said Oscar, impressively, “is

our old friend, Mars, and he is revolving in an orbit
between us and the sun!”

Ed and I looked at each other speechlessly for
some seconds; then without a word Ed dropped on
his knees before me in something of the fashion of an
Arab bowing toward Mecca.

“What’s the big idea?” I asked, not a little fright¬
ened, for I wondered if the confinement of the years
had crazed him.

Oscar was laughing so that he had to hold on to
the telescope for support, so I concluded there was
nothing very radically amiss in the situation.

“I am worshiping a god,” said Ed, “for so I would
call anyone who can move the planets about so that
they line up in accordance with his conceptions of
the way they ought to do.”
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“I’d like to take the credit,” I laughed, then more
seriously, “but a higher authority than mine has charge
of the movements of the planets.”

“Well, it certainly is uncanny how you have your
way in everything,” grumbled Ed.

IX

There is little more to tell. The world soon ad¬

justed itself to its new environment. People became
accustomed to seeing the sun rise in the West and
set in the East.

Vera was ineffably delighted with the new system
of time which was necessitated by the increased orbit
of the Earth. Inasmuch as it now required a trifle
over two years for our planet to make a journey once
around the new sun, Vera figured that she was less
than half her former age, and this new method of
figuring, I may add, others of her sex were not slow
to adopt.

The huge sun rendered the Earth habitable clear
to the poles, and strange to say, it caused very little
increase of heat in the tropics. Astronomers proved
that, though a big sun, it was not as hot a one, for it
was in the later stages of the cooling-off process to
which all suns eventually come. Two planets had
already been journeying around the giant sun before
the advent of Mars and Earth, and what they thought
of the intrusion of the two strange worlds was be-
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fore long made evident through radio communication.
To the astronomers of this new era the welkin pre¬

sented a fascinating opportunity for studying new
neighbors in space.

And thus the chemical experiment of the superpeople
of that vaster cosmos was finished..—Weird. Tales,
July, 1926.



THE FATE OF THE POSEIDONIA*

I

The first moment I laid eyes on Martell I took a
great dislike to the man. There sprang up between
us an antagonism that as far as he was concerned
might have remained passive, but which circumstances
forced into activity on my side.

How distinctly I recall the occasion of our meet¬
ing at the home of Professor Stearns, head of the
Astronomy department of Austin College. The ad¬
dress which the professor proposed giving before the
Mentor Club, of which I was a member, was to be
on the subject of the planet, Mars. The spacious
front rooms of the Stearns home were crowded for
the occasion with rows of chairs, and at the end of
the double parlors a screen was erected for the pur¬
pose of presenting telescopic views of the ruddy planet
in its various aspects'

As I entered the parlor after shaking hands with
my hostess, I felt, rather than saw, an unfamiliar
presence, and the impression I received involuntarily
was that of antipathy. What I saw was the professor
himself engaged in earnest conversation with a

* Third Prize Winner in the $500 Prize Cover Contest.
37
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stranger. Intuitively I knew that from the latter ema¬
nated the hostility of which I was definitely conscious.

He was a man of slightly less than average height.
At once I noticed that he did not appear exactly normal
physically and yet I could not ascertain in what way
he was deficient. It was not until I had passed the
entire evening in his company that I was fully aware
of his bodily peculiarities. Perhaps the most strik¬
ing characteristic was the swarthy, coppery hue of his
flesh that was not unlike that of an American In¬
dian. His chest and shoulders seemed abnormally
developed, his limbs and features extremely slender in
proportion. Another peculiar individuality was the
wearing of a skull-cap pulled well down over his
forehead.

Professor Stearns caught my eye, and with a friendly
nod indicated his desire that I meet the new arrival.

“Glad to see you, Mr. Gregory,” he said warmly
as he clasped my hand. “I want you to meet Mr.
Martell, a stranger in our town, but a kindred spirit,
in that he is interested in Astronomy and particularly
in the subject of my lecture this evening.”

I extended my hand to Mr. Martell and imagined
that he responded to my salutation somewhat reluc¬
tantly. Immediately I knew why. The texture of
the skin was most unusual. For want of a better
simile, I shall say that it felt not unlike a fine, dry
sponge. I do not believe that I betrayed any visible
surprise, though inwardly my whole being revolted.
The deep, close-set eyes of the stranger seemed search¬
ing me for any manifestation of antipathy, but I
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congratulate myself that my outward poise was un¬
disturbed by the strange encounter.

The guests assembled, and I discovered to my cha¬
grin that I was seated next to the stranger, Martell.
Suddenly the lights were extinguished preparatory
to the presentation of the lantern-slides. The dark¬
ness that enveloped us was intense. Supreme horror
gripped me when I presently became conscious of two
faint phosphorescent lights to my right. There could
be no mistaking their origin. They were the eyes of
Martell and they were regarding me with an enig¬
matical stare. Fascinated, I gazed back into those
diabolical orbs with an emotion akin to terror. I felt
that I should shriek and then attack their owner. But
at the precise moment when my usually steady nerves
threatened to betray me, the twin lights vanished. A
second later the lantern light flashed on the screen. I
stole a furtive glance in the direction of Martell. He
was sitting with his eyes closed.

“The planet Mars should be of particular interest
to us,” began Professor Stearns, “not only because
of its relative proximity to us, but because of the
fact that there are visible upon its surface undeniable
evidences of the handiwork of man, and I am inclined
to believe in the existence of mankind there not unlike
the humanity of the earth.”

The discourse proceeded uninterruptedly. The audi¬
ence remained quiet and attentive, for Professor
Stearns possessed the faculty of holding his listeners
spellbound. A large map of one hemisphere of Mars
was thrown on the screen, and simultaneously the
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stranger Martell drew in his breath sharply with a
faint whistling sound.

The professor continued, “Friends, do you observe
that the outstanding physical difference between Mars
and Terra appears to be in the relative distribution
of land and water? On our own globe the terrestrial
parts lie as distinct entities surrounded by the vast
aqueous portions, whereas on Mars the land and water
are so intermingled by gulfs, bays, capes and peninsulas
that it requires careful study to ascertain for a cer¬
tainty which is which. It is my opinion, and I do not
hold it alone, for much discussion with my worthy col¬
leagues has made it obvious that the peculiar land
contours are due to the fact that water is becoming
a very scarce commodity on our neighboring planet.
Much of what is now land is merely the exposed por¬
tions of the one-time ocean bed, the precious life-giving
fluid now occupying only the lowest depressions. We
may conclude that the telescopic eye, when turned on
Mars, sees a waning world, the habitat of a people
struggling desperately and vainly for existence, with
inevitable extermination facing them in the not far
distant future. What will they do? If they are no
farther advanced in the evolutionary stage than a car¬
rot or a jelly-fish, they will ultimately succumb to fate,
but if they are men and women such as you and I,
they will fight for the continuity of their race. I am
inclined to the opinion that the Martians will not
die without putting up a brave struggle, which will
result in the prolongation of their existence, but not
in their complete salvation.”
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Professor Stearns paused. “Are there any ques¬
tions?” he asked.

I was about to speak when the voice of Martell
boomed in my ear, startling me.

“In regard to the map, professor,” he said, “I be¬
lieve that gulf which lies farthest south is not a gulf
at all but is a part of the land portion surrounding
it. I think you credit the poor dying planet with even
more water than it actually has!”

“It is possible and even probable that I have erred,”
replied the learned man, “and I am sorry indeed if
that gulf is to be withdrawn from the credit of the
Martians, for the future must look very black.”

“Just suppose,” resumed Martell, leaning toward
the lecturer with interested mien, “that the Martians
were the possessors of an intelligence equal to that
of terrestrials, what might they do to save themselves
from total extinction? In other words to bring it home
to us more realistically, what would we do were we
threatened with a like disaster?”

“That is a very difficult question to answer, and
one upon which merely an opinion could be ventured,”
smiled Professor Stearns. “ ‘Necessity is the mother
of invention,’ and in our case without the likelihood
of the existence of the mother, we can hardly hazard
a guess as to the nature of the offspring. But always,
as Terra’s resources have diminished, the mind of man
has discovered substitutes. There has always been a
way out, and let us hope our brave planetary neigh¬
bors will succeed in solving their problem.”
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“Let us hope so indeed,” echoed the voice of Mar-
tell.

II

At the time of my story in the winter of 1954-1955,
I was still unmarried and was living in a private hotel
on East Ferguson Avenue, where I enjoyed the com¬
forts of well-furnished bachelor quarters. To my neigh¬
bors I paid little or no attention, absorbed in my work
during the day and paying court to Margaret Landon
in the evenings.

I was not a little surprised upon one occasion, as
I stepped into the corridor, to see a strange yet fa¬
miliar figure in the hotel locking the door of the
apartment adjoining my own. Almost instantly I rec¬
ognized Martell, on whom I had not laid eyes since
the meeting some weeks previous at the home of Pro¬
fessor Stearns. He evinced no more pleasure at our
meeting than I did, and after the exchange of a few
cursory remarks from which I learned that he was
my new neighbor, we went our respective ways.

I thought no more of the meeting, and as I am
not blessed or cursed (as the case may be) with a
natural curiosity concerning the affairs of those about
me, I seldom met Martell, and upon the rare occa¬
sions when I did, we confined our remarks to that ever-
convenient topic, the weather.

Between Margaret and myself there seemed to be
growing an inexplicable estrangement that increased
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as time went on, but it was not until after five re¬

peated futile efforts to spend an evening in her com¬
pany that I suspected the presence of a rival. Imagine
my surprise and my chagrin to discover that rival in
the person of my neighbor, Martell! I saw them
together at the theatre and wondered, even with all
due modesty, what there was in the ungainly figure
and peculiar character of Martell to attract a beauti¬
ful and refined girl) of Margaret Landon’s type.
But attract her he did, for it was plainly evident, as
I watched them with the eyes of a jealous lover, that
Margaret was fascinated by the personality of her
escort.

In sullen rage I went to Margaret a few days later,
expressing my opinion of her new admirer in deroga¬
tory epithets. She gave me calm and dignified at¬
tention until I had exhausted my vocabulary voicing
my ideas of Martell, then she made reply in Martell’s
defense.

“Aside from personal appearance, Mr. Martell is
a forceful and interesting character, and I refuse to
allow you to dictate to me who my associates are to
be. There is no reason why we three cannot all be
friends.”

“Martell hates me as I hate him,” I replied with
smoldering resentment. “That is sufficient reason why
we three cannot all be friends.”

“I think you must be mistaken,” she replied curtly.
“Mr. Martell praises your qualities as a neighbor and
comments not infrequently on your excellent virtue of
attending strictly to your own business.”
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I left Margaret’s presence in a down-hearted mood.
“So Martell appreciates my lack of inquisitiveness,

does he?” I mused as later I reviewed mentally the
closing words of Margaret, and right then and there
doubts and suspicions arose in my mind. If self¬
absorption was an appreciable quality as far as Mar¬
tell was concerned, there was reason for his esteem
of that phase of my character. I had discovered the
presence of a mystery; Martell had something to con¬
ceal!

It was New Year’s Day, not January 1st as they
had it in the old days, but the extra New Year’s Day
that was sandwiched as a separate entity between two
years. This new chronological reckoning had been
put into use in 1950. The calendar had previously con¬
tained twelve months in length from twenty-eight to
thirty-one days, but with the addition of a new month
and the adoption of a uniformity of twenty-eight days
for all months and the interpolation of an isolated
New Year’s Day the world’s system of chronology
was greatly simplified. It was, as I say, on New Year’s
Day that I arose later than usual and dressed myself.
The buzzing monotone of a voice from Martell’s room
annoyed me. Could he be talking over the telephone
to Margaret? Right then and there I stooped to the
performance of a deed of which I did not think my¬
self capable. Ineffable curiosity converted me into a
spy and an eavesdropper. I dropped to my knees and
peered through the keyhole. I was rewarded with an
unobstructed profile view of Martell seated at a low
desk on which stood a peculiar cubical mechanism
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measuring on each edge six or seven inches. Above it
hovered a tenuous vapor and from it issued strange
sounds, occasionally interrupted by remarks from Mar-
tell, uttered in an unknown tongue. Good heavens 1
Was this a new-fangled radio that communicated with
the spirit-world? For only in such a way could I ex¬
plain the peculiar vapor that enveloped the tiny ma¬
chine. Television had been perfected, but as yet no
instrument had been invented which delivered messages
from the “unknown bourne!”

I crouched in my undignified position until it was
with difficulty that I arose, at the same time that Mar-
tell shut off the mysterious contrivance. Could Mar¬
garet be involved in any diabolical schemes? The
very suggestion caused me to break out in a cold
sweat. Surely Margaret, the very personification of
innocence and purity, could be no partner in any ne¬
farious undertaking! I resolved to call her up. She
answered the phone and I thought her voice showed
agitation.

“Margaret, this is George,” I said. “Are you all
right?”

She answered faintly in the affirmative.
“May I come over at once?” I pled. “I have some¬

thing important to tell you.”
To my surprise she consented, and I lost no time

in speeding my volplane to her home. With no in¬
troductory remarks, I plunged right into a narrative
of the peculiar and suspicious actions of Martell,
and ended by begging her to discontinue her associa¬
tion with him. Ever well poised and with a girlish
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dignity that was irresistibly charming Margaret quietly
thanked me for my solicitude for her well-being but
assured me that there was nothing to fear from Mar-
tell. It was like beating against a brick wall to obtain
any satisfaction from her, so I returned to my lonely
room, there to brood in solitude over the unhappy
change that Martell had brought into my life.

Once again I gazed through the tiny aperture. My
neighbor was nowhere to be seen, but on the desk
stood that which I mentally termed the devil-machine.
The subtle mist that had previously hovered above it
was wanting.

The next day upon arising I was drawn as by a
magnet toward the keyhole, but my amazement knew
no bounds when I discovered that it had been plugged
from the other side, and my vision completely barred!

“Well, I guess it serves me right,” I muttered in
my chagrin. “I ought to keep out of other people’s
private affairs. But,” I added as an afterthought in
feeble defense of my actions, “my motive is to save
Margaret from that scoundrel.” And such I wanted
to prove him to be before it was too late!

Ill

The sixth of April, 1955, was a memorable day
in the annals of history, especially to the inhabitants
of Pacific coast cities throughout the world. Radios
buzzed with the alarming and mystifying news that
just overnight the ocean line had receded several feet.
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What cataclysm of nature could have caused the dis¬
appearance of thousands of tons of water inside of
twenty-four hours? Scientists ventured the explana¬
tion that internal disturbances must have resulted in
the opening of vast submarine fissures into which the
sea had poured.

This explanation, stupendous as it was, sounded
plausible enough and was accepted by the world at
large, which was too busy accumulating gold and sil¬
ver to worry over the loss of nearly a million tons
of water. How little we then realized that the rela¬
tive importance of gold and water was destined to
be reversed, and that man was to have forced upon
him a new conception of values which would bring
to him a complete realization of his former erroneous
ideas.

May and June passed marking little change in the
drab monotony that had settled into my life since
Margaret Landon had ceased to care for me. One
afternoon early in July I received a telephone call
from Margaret. Her voice betrayed an agitated state
of mind, and sorry though I was that she was troubled,
it pleased me that she had turned to me in her despair.
Hope sprang anew in my breast, and I told her I would
be over at once.

I was admitted by the taciturn housekeeper and
ushered into the library where Margaret rose to greet
me as I entered. There were traces of tears in her

lovely eyes. She extended both hands to me in a ges¬
ture of spontaneity that had been wholly lacking in
her attitude toward me ever since the advent of Mar-
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tell. In the role of protector and adviser, I felt that
I was about to be reinstated in her regard.

But my joy was short-lived as I beheld a recumbent
figure on the great davenport and recognized it in¬
stantly as that of Martell. So he was in the game after
all! Margaret had summoned me because her lover
was in danger! I turned to go but felt a restraining
hand.

“Wait, George,” the girl pled. “The doctor will
be here any minute.”

“Then let the doctor attend to him,” I replied coldly.
“I know nothing of the art of healing.”

“I know, George,” Margaret persisted, “but he
mentioned you before he lost consciousness and I think
he wants to speak to you. Won’t you wait, please?”

I paused, hesitant at the supplicating tones of her
whom I loved, but at that moment the maid announced
the doctor, and I made a hasty exit.

Needless to say I experienced a sense of guilt as
I returned to my rooms.

“But,” I argued as I seated myself comfortably
before my radio, “a rejected lover would have to be
a very magnanimous specimen of humanity to go run¬
ning about doing favors for a rival. What do the
pair of them take me for anyway—a fool?”

I rather enjoyed a consciousness of righteous in¬
dignation, but disturbing visions of Margaret gave
me an uncomfortable feeling that there was much
about the affair that was incomprehensible to me.

“The transatlantic passenger-plane, Pegasus, has
mysteriously disappeared,” said the voice of the news
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announcer. “One member of her crew has been picked
up who tells such a weird, fantastic tale that it has
not received credence. According to his story the
Pegasus was winging its way across mid-ocean last
night keeping an even elevation of three thousand feet,
when, without any warning, the machine started
straight up. Some force outside of itself was drawing
it up, but whither? The rescued mechanic, the only
one of all the fated ship’s passengers, possessed the
presence of mind to manipulate his parachute, and
thus descended in safety before the air became too
rare to breathe, and before he and the parachute could
be attracted upwards. He stoutly maintains that the
plane could not have fallen later without his knowl¬
edge. Scouting planes, boats and submarines sent out
this morning verify his seemingly mad narration. Not
a vestige of the Pegasus is to be found above, on the
surface or below the water. Is this tragedy in any
way connected with the lowering of the ocean level?
Has someone a theory? In the face of such an in¬
explicable enigma the government will listen to the
advancement of any theories in the hope of solving
the mystery. Too many times in the past have so-called
level-headed people failed to give ear to the warnings
of theorists and dreamers, but now we know that the
latter are often the possessors of a sixth sense that
enables them to see that to which the bulk of man¬

kind is blind.”
I was awed by the fate of the Pegasus. I had had

two flights in the wonderful machine myself three
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years ago, and I knew that it was the last word in
luxuriant air-travel.

How long I sat listening to brief news bulletins
and witnessing scenic flashes of world affairs I do
not know, but there suddenly came to my mind and
persisted in staying there a very disquieting thought.
Several times I dismissed it as unworthy of any con¬
sideration, but it continued with unmitigating tenacity.

After an hour of mental pros and cons I called up
the hotel office.

“This is Mr. Gregory in suite 307,” I strove to
keep my voice steady. “Mr. Martell of 309 is ill at
the house of a friend. He wishes me to have some

of his belongings taken to him. May I have the key
to his rooms?”

There was a pause that to me seemed interminable,
then the voice of the clerk, “Certainly, Mr. Gregory,
I’ll send a boy up with it at once.”

I felt like a culprit of the deepest dye as I entered
Martell’s suite a few moments later and gazed about
me. I knew I might expect interference from any
quarter at any moment, so I wasted no time in a gen¬
eral survey of the apartment, but proceeded at once
to the object of my visit. The tiny machine which
I now perceived was more intricate than I had sup¬
posed from my previous observations through the key¬
hole, stood in its accustomed place upon the desk.
It had four levers and a dial, and I decided to manipu¬
late each of these in turn. I commenced with the one

at my extreme left. For a moment apparently noth-
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ing happened, then I realized that above the machine
a mist was forming.

At first it was faint and cloudy but the haziness
quickly cleared, and before my startled vision a scene
presented itself. I seemed to be inside a bamboo hut
looking toward an opening which afforded a glimpse
of a wave-washed sandy beach and a few palm trees
silhouetted against the horizon. I could imagine my¬
self on a desert isle. I gasped in astonishment, but
it was nothing to the shock which was to follow. While
my fascinated gaze dwelt on the scene before me, a
shadow fell athwart the hut’s entrance and the figure
of a man came toward me. I uttered a hoarse cry.
For a moment I thought I had been transplanted
chronologically to the discovery of America, for the
being who approached me bore a general resemblance
to an Indian chief. From his forehead tall, white
feathers stood erect. He was without clothing and
his skin had a reddish cast that glistened with a cop¬
pery sheen in the sunlight. Where had I seen those
features or similar ones recently. I had it! Martell!
The Indian savage was a natural replica of the suave
and civilized Martell, and yet was this man before
me a savage? On the contrary, I noted that his fea¬
tures displayed a remarkably keen intelligence.

The stranger approached a table upon which I
seemed* to be, and raised his arms. A muffled cry
escaped my lips! The feathers that I had supposed
constituted his headdress were attached permanently
along the upper portion of his arms to a point a little
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below each elbow. They grew there. This strange
being had feathers instead of hair.

I do not know by what presence of mind I man¬
aged to return the lever to its original position, but
I did, and sat weakly gazing vacantly at the air, where
but a few seconds before a vivid tropic scene had been
visible. Suddenly a low buzzing sound was heard.
Only for an instant was I mystified, then I knew that
the stranger of the desert-isle was endeavoring to sum¬
mon Martell.

Weak and dazed I waited until the buzzing had
ceased and then I resolutely pulled the second of the
four levers. At the inception of the experiment the
same phenomena were repeated, but when a correct
perspective was effected a very different scene was
presented before my startled vision. This time I
seemed to be in a luxuriant room filled with costly
furnishings, but I had time only for a most fleeting
glance, for a section of newspaper that had inter¬
cepted part of my view, moved, and from behind its
printed expanse emerged a being who bore a resem¬
blance to Martell and the Indian of the desert island.
It required but a second to turn off the mysterious
connection, but that short time had been of sufficient
duration to enable me to read the heading of the paper
in the hands of a copper-hued man. It was Die Munch-
ene Zeitung.

Still stupefied by the turn of events, it was with
a certain degree of enjoyment that I continued to
experiment with the devil-machine. I was startled
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when the same buzzing sound followed the discon¬
necting of the instrument.

I was about to manipulate the third lever when I
became conscious of pacing footsteps in the outer
hall. Was I arousing the suspicion of the hotel offi¬
cials? Leaving my seat before the desk, I began to
move about the room in semblance of gathering to¬
gether Martell’s required articles. Apparently satis¬
fied, the footsteps retreated down the corridor and
were soon inaudible.

Feverishly now I fumbled with the third lever.
There was no time to lose and I was madly desirous
of investigating all the possibilities of this new kind
of television-set. I had no doubt that I was on the
track of a nefarious organization of spies, and I
worked on in the self-termed capacity of a Sherlock
Holmes.

The third lever revealed an apartment no less
sumptuous than the German one had been. It ap¬
peared to be unoccupied for the present, and I had
ample time to survey its expensive furnishings which
had an oriental appearance. Through an open win¬
dow at the far end of the room I glimpsed a mosque
with domes and minarets. I could not ascertain for
a certainty whether this was Turkey or India. It
might have been any one of many eastern lands, I
could not know. The fact that the occupant of this
oriental apartment was temporarily absent made me
desirous of learning more about it, but time was
precious to me now, and I disconnected. No buzzing
followed upon this occasion, which strengthened my
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belief that my lever manipulation sounded a similar
buzzing that was audible in the various stations con¬
nected for the purpose of accomplishing some wicked
scheme.

The fourth handle invited me to further investiga¬
tion. I determined to go through with my secret re¬
search though I died in the effort. Just before my
hand dropped, the buzzing commenced, and I per¬
ceived for the first time a faint glow near the lever
of No. 4. I dared not investigate 4 at this time,
for I did not wish it known that another than Martell
was at this station. I thought of going on to dial 5,
but an innate love of system forced me to risk a loss
of time rather than to take them out of order. The

buzzing continued for the usual duration of time, but
I waited until it had apparently ceased entirely be¬
fore I moved No. 4.

My soul rebelled at that which took form from
the emanating mist. A face, another duplicate of Mar-
tell’s, but if possible more cruel, confronted me, com¬

pletely filling up the vaporous space, and two phos¬
phorescent eyes seared a warning into my own. A
nauseating sensation crept over me as my hand crept
to the connecting part of No. 4. When every vestige
of the menacing face had vanished, I arose weakly
and took a few faltering steps around the room. A
bell was ringing with great persistence from some other
room. It was mine! It would be wise to answer it.
I fairly flew back to my room and was rewarded by
the sound of Margaret’s voice with a note of petulance
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“Why didn’t you answer, George? The phone rang
several times.”

“Couldn’t. Was taking a bath,” I lied.
“Mr. Martell is better,” continued Margaret. “The

doctor says there’s no immediate danger.”
There was a pause and the sound of a rasping voice

a little away from the vicinity of the phone, and then
Margaret’s voice came again.

“Mr. Martell wants you to come over, George.
He wants to see you.”

“Tell him I have to dress after my bath, then I’ll
come,” I answered.

IV

There was not a moment to spare. I rushed back
into Martell’s room determined to see this thing
through. I had never been subject to heart attacks,
but certainly the suffocating sensation that possessed
me could be attributed to no other cause.

A loud buzzing greeted my ears as soon as I had
closed the door of Martell’s suite. I looked toward
the devil-machine. The four stations were buzzing
at once! What was I to do? There was no light
near dial 5, and that alone remained uninvestigated.
My course of action was clear; try out No. 5 to my
satisfaction, leave Martell’s room and go to Mar¬
garet Landon’s home as I had told her I would. They
must not know what I had done. But it was inevitable
that Martell would know when he got back to his
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infernal television and radio. He must not get backl
Well, time enough to plan that later; now to the
work of seeing No. 5.

When I turned the dial of No. 5 (for, as I have
stated before, this was a dial instead of a lever) I
was conscious of a peculiar sensation of distance. It
fairly took my breath away. What remote part of
the earth’s surface would the last position reveal to
me?

A sharp hissing sound accompanied the manipula¬
tion of No. 5 and the vaporous shroud was very slow
in taking definite shape. When it was finally at rest,
and it was apparent that it would not change further,
the scene depicted was at first incomprehensible to me.
I stared with bulging eyes and bated breath trying
to read any meaning into the combinations of form
and color that had taken shape before me.

In the light of what had since occurred, the facts
of which are known throughout the world, I can lend
my description a little intelligence borrowed, as it
were, from the future. At the time of which I write,
however, no such enlightenment was mine, and it must
have been a matter of minutes before the slightest
knowledge of the significance of the scene entered my
uncomprehending brain.

My vantage-point seemed to be slightly aerial, for
I was looking down upon a scene possibly ninety feet
below me. Arid red cliffs and promontories jutted
over dry ravines and crevices. In the immediate fore¬
ground and also across a deep gully extended a com¬
paratively level area which was the scene of some
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sort of activity. There was about it a vague sugges¬
tion of a shipyard, yet I saw no lumber, only great
mountainous piles of dull metal, among which moved
thousands of agile figures. They were men and women,
but how strange they appeared! Their red bodies
were minus clothing of any description and their heads
and shoulders were covered with long white feathers
that, when folded, draped the upper portions of their
bodies like shawls. They were unquestionably of the
same race as the desert-island stranger—and Martell!
At times the feathers of these strange people stood
erect and spread out like a peacock’s tail. I noticed
that when spread in this fan-like fashion they facili¬
tated locomotion.

I glanced toward the sun far to my right and
wondered if I had gone crazy. I rubbed my hands
across my eyes and peered again. Yes, it was our
luminary, but it was little more than half its cus¬
tomary size! I watched it sinking with fascinated
gaze. It vanished quickly beyond the red horizon
and darkness descended with scarcely a moment of
intervening twilight. It was only by the closest ob¬
servation that I could perceive that I was still in com¬
munication with No. 5.

Presently the gloom was dissipated by a shaft of
light from the opposite horizon whither the sun had
disappeared, so rapidly that I could follow its move¬
ment across the sky; the moon hove into view. But
wait, was it the moon? Its surface looked strangely
unfamiliar, and it too seemed to have shrunk in size.
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Spellbound, I watched the tiny moon glide across
the heavens the while I listened to the clang of metal
tools from the workers below. Again a bright light
appeared on the horizon beyond the great metal bulks
below me. The scene was rapidly being rendered vis¬
ible by an orb that exceeded the sun in diameter.
Then I knew. Great God! There were two moons

traversing the welkin! My heart was pounding so
loudly that it drowned out the sound of the metal¬
workers. I watched on, unconscious of the passage of
time.

Voices shouted from below in great excitement.
Events were evidently working up to some important
climax while the little satellite passed from my line
of vision and only the second large moon occupied
the sky. Straight before me and low on the horizon
it hung with its lower margin touching the cliffs. It
was low enough now so that a few of the larger stars
were becoming visible. One in particular attracted
my gaze and held it. It was a great bluish-green star,
and I noticed that the workers paused seemingly to
gaze in silent admiration at its transcendent beauty.
Then shout after shout arose from below and I gazed
in bewilderment at the spectacle of the next few min¬
utes, or was it hours?

A great spherical bulk hove in view from the right
of my line of vision. It made me think of nothing
so much as a gyroscope of gigantic proportions. It
seemed to be made of the metal with which the
workers were employed below, and as it gleamed in
the deep blue of the sky it looked like a huge satel-
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lite. A band of red metal encircled it with points of
the same at top and bottom. Numerous openings
that resembled the portholes of an ocean-liner ap¬
peared in the broad central band, from which ex¬
tended metal points. I judged these were the “eyes”
of the machine. But that which riveted my atten¬
tion was an object that hung poised in the air below
the mighty gyroscope, held in suspension by some
mysterious force, probably magnetic in nature, evi¬
dently controlled in such a manner that at a certain
point it was exactly counter-balanced by the gravi¬
tational pull. The lines of force apparently traveled
from the poles of the mammoth sphere. But the ob¬
ject that depended in mid-air, as firm and rigid as
though resting on terra-firma, was the missing Pegasus,
the epitome of earthly scientific skill, but in the
clutches of this unearthly looking marauder it looked
like a fragile toy. Its wings were bent and twisted,
giving it an uncanny resemblance to a bird in the
claws of a cat.

In my spellbound contemplation of this new phe¬
nomenon I had temporarily forgotten the scene be¬
low, but suddenly a great cloud momentarily blotted
out the moon, then another and another and another,
in rapid succession. Huge bulks of aircraft were
eclipsing the moon. Soon the scene was all but ob¬
literated by the machines whose speed accelerated
as they reached the upper air. On and on they sped
in endless procession while the green star gazed se¬
renely on! The green star, most sublime of the starry
host! I loved its pale beauty, though I knew not why.
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Darkness. The moon had set, but I knew that those
frightfully gigantic and ominous shapes still sped up¬
ward and onward. Whither?

The tiny moon again made its appearance, serving
to reveal once more that endless aerial migration.
Was it hours or days? I had lost all sense of the
passage of time. The sound of rushing feet, suc¬
ceeded by a pounding at the door, brought me back
to my immediate surroundings. I had the presence
of mind to shut off the machine, then I arose and
assumed a defensive attitude as the door opened and
many figures confronted me. Foremost among them
was Martell, his face white with rage, or was it fear?

“Officer, seize that man,” he cried furiously. “I
did not give him permission to spy in my room. He
lied when he said that.” Here Martell turned to the
desk clerk who stood behind two policemen.

“Speaking of spying,” I flung back at him, “Mar¬
tell, you ought to know the meaning of that word.
He’s a spy himself,” I cried to the two apparently
unmoved officers. “Why he—he—” To continue was
futile.

From their unsympathetic attitudes, I knew the
odds were against me. I had lied, and I had been
found in a man’s private room without his permis¬
sion. It would be a matter of time and patience be¬
fore I could persuade the law that I had any justice
on my side.

I was handcuffed and led toward the door just as
a sharp pain like an icy clutch at my heart overcame
me. I sank into oblivion.
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VI

When I regained consciousness two days later I
discovered that I was the sole occupant of a cell in
the State Hospital for the Insane. Mortified to the
extreme, I pled with the keeper to bring about my
release, assuring him that I was unimpaired mentally.

“Sure, that’s what they all say,” the fellow re¬
marked with a wry smile.

“But I must be freed,” I reiterated impatiently,
“I have a message of importance for the world. I
must get into immediate communication with the
Secretary of War.”

“Yes, yes,” agreed the keeper affably. “We’ll let
you see the Secretary of War when that fellow over
there,” he jerked his thumb in the direction of the
cell opposite mine, “dies from drinking hemlock. He
says he’s Socrates, and every time he drinks a cup
of milk he flops over, but he always revives.”

I looked across the narrow hall into a pair of eyes
that mirrored a deranged mind, then my gaze returned
to the guard who was watching me narrowly. I turned
away with a shrug of despair.

Later in the day the man appeared again, but I sat
in sullen silence in a corner of my cell. Days passed
in this manner until at last a plausible means of com¬
munication with the outside world occurred to me.

I asked if my good friend Professor Stearns might
be permitted to visit me. The guard replied that he
believed it could be arranged for sometime the fol-
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lowing week. It is a wonder I did not become de¬
mented, imprisoned as I was, in solitude, with the
thoughts of the mysterious revelations haunting me
continually.

One afternoon the keeper, passing by on one of his
customary rounds, thrust a newspaper between the
bars of my cell. I grabbed it eagerly and retired to
read it.

The headlines smote my vision with an almost tactile
force.

“Second Mysterious Recession of Ocean. The
Poseidonia is lost!”

I continued to read the entire article, the letters
of which blazed before my eyes like so many pin¬
points of light.

“Ocean waters have again receded, this time in
the Atlantic. Seismologists are at a loss to explain
the mysterious cataclysm as no earth tremors have
been registered. It is a little over three months since
the supposed submarine fissures lowered the level of
the Pacific Ocean several feet, and now the same

calamity, only to a greater extent, has visited the
Atlantic.

“The island of Madeira reports stranded fish upon
her shores by the thousands, the decay of which
threatens the health of the island’s population. Two
merchant vessels off the Azores, and one fifty miles
out from Gibraltar, were found total wrecks. An¬
other, the Transatlantic, reported a fearful agitation
of the ocean depths, but seemed at a loss for a plausible
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explanation, as the sky was cloudless and no wind
was blowing.

“ ‘But despite this fact,” wired the Transatlantic,
‘great waves all but capsized us. This marine dis¬
turbance lasted throughout the night.’

“The following wireless from the great ocean
liner, Poseidonia, brings home to us the realization
that Earth has been visited with a stupendous ca¬
lamity. The Poseidonia was making her weekly trans-
Atlantic trip between Europe and America, and was
in mid-ocean at the time her message was flashed to
the world.

“ ‘A great cloud of flying objects of enormous pro¬
portions has just appeared in the sky, blotting out
the light of the stars. No sound accompanies the
approach of this strange fleet. In appearance the
individual craft resemble mammoth balloons. The
sky is black with them and in their vicinity the air
is humid and oppressive, as though the atmosphere
were saturated to the point of condensation. Every¬
thing is orderly. There are no collisions. Our cap¬
tain has given orders for us to turn back toward
Europe—we have turned, but the dark dirigibles are
pursuing us. Their speed is unthinkable. Can the
Poseidonia, doing a mere hundred miles an hour,
escape? A huge craft is bearing down upon us from
above and behind. There is no escape. Pandemonium
reigns. The enemy—’

“Thus ends the tragic message from the brave
wireless operator of the Poseidonia
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I threw down the paper and called loudly for the
keeper. Socrates across the hall eyed me suspiciously.
I was beginning to feel that perhaps the poor de¬
mented fellow had nothing on me; that I should soon
be in actuality a raving maniac.

The keeper came in response to my call, entered
my cell and patted my shoulders reassuringly.

“Never mind, old top,” he said, “it isn’t so bad as
it seems.”

“Now look here,” I burst forth angrily, “I tell
you I am not insane!” How futile my words sounded I
“If you will send Professor Mortimer Stearns, teacher
of Astronomy at Austin, to me at once for an hour’s
talk, I’ll prove to the world that I have not been
demented.”

“Professor Stearns is a very highly esteemed friend
of mine,” I continued, noting the suspicion depicted
on his countenance. “If you wish, go to him first and
find out his true opinion of me. I’ll wager it will not
be an uncomplimentary one!”

The man twisted his keys thoughtfully, and I ut¬
tered not a word, believing a silent demeanor most
effective in the present crisis. After what seemed an

eternity:
“All right,” he said, “I’ll see what can be done

toward arranging a visit from Professor Mortimer
Stearns as soon as possible.”

I restrained my impulse toward a too effusive ex¬
pression of gratitude as I realized that a quiet dig¬
nity prospered my cause more effectually.
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The next morning at ten, after a constant vigil, I
was rewarded with the most welcome sight of Pro¬
fessor Stearns striding down the hall in earnest con¬
versation with the guard. He was the straw and I
the drowning man, but would he prove a more sub¬
stantial help than the proverbial straw? I surely
hoped so.

A chair was brought for the professor and placed
just outside my cell. I hastily drew my own near it.

“Well, this is indeed unfortunate,” said Mortimer
Stearns with some embarrassment,” and I sincerely
hope you will soon be released.”

“Unfortunate!” I echoed. “It is nothing short of
a calamity.”

My indignation voiced so vociferously startled the
good professor and he shoved his chair almost im¬
perceptibly away from the intervening bars. At the
far end of the hall the keeper eyed me suspiciously.
Hang it all, was my last resort going to fail me ?

“Professor Stearns,” I said earnestly, “will you
try to give me an unbiased hearing? My situation
is a desperate one, and it is necessary for someone
to believe in me before I can render humanity the
service it needs.”

He responded to my appeal with something of his
old sincerity that always endeared him to his asso¬
ciates.

“I shall be glad to hear your story, Gregory, and
if I can render any service, I’ll not hesitate—”

“That’s splendid of you,” I interrupted with emo¬
tion, “and now to my weird tale.”
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I related from the beginning, omitting no details,
however trivial they may have seemed, the series of
events that had brought me to my present predica¬
ment.

“And your conclusion?” queried the professor in
strange, hollow tones.

“That Martian spies, one of whom is Martell, are
superintending by radio and television, an unbelievably
well-planned theft of Earth’s water in order to re¬
plenish their own dry ocean beds!”

“Stupendous!” gasped Professor Stearns. “Some¬
thing must be done to prevent another raid. Let’s
see,” he mused, “the interval was three months be¬
fore, was it not? Three months we shall have for
bringing again into use the instruments of war that,
praise God! have lain idle for many generations. It
is the only way to deal with a formidable foe from
outside.”

VI

Professor Stearns was gone, but there was hope in
my heart in place of the former grim despair. When
the guard handed the evening paper to me I amazed
him with a grateful “thank you.” But my joy was
short-lived. Staring up at me from the printed pas¬
senger-list of the ill-fated Poseidonia were the names
of Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Landon and daughter, Mar¬
garet !
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I know the guard classed me as one of the worst
cases on record, but I felt that surely Fate had been
unkind.

“A package for Mr. George Gregory,” bawled a
voice in the corridor.

Thanks to the influence of Professor Stearns, I
was permitted to receive mail. When the guard saw
that I preferred unwrapping it myself, he discreetly
left me to the mystery of the missive.

A card just inside bore the few but significant words,
“For Gregory in remembrance of Martell.”

I suppressed an impulse to dash the accursed thing
to the floor when I saw that it was Martell’s radio
and television instrument. Placing it upon the table
I drew a chair up to it and turned each of the levers,
but not one functioned. I manipulated the dial No. 5.
The action was accompanied by the same hissing sound
that had so startled my overwrought nerves upon the
previous occasion. Slowly the wraithlike mist com¬
menced the process of adjustment. Spellbound I
watched the scene before my eyes.

Again I had the sensation of a lofty viewpoint. It
was identical with the one I had previously held, but
the scene—was it the same? It must be—and yet!
The barren red soil was but faintly visible through
a verdure. The towering rocky palisades that bor¬
dered the chasm were crowned with golden-roofed
dwellings, or were they temples, for they were like the
pure marble fanes of the ancient Greeks except in
color. Down the steep slopes flowed streams of spar-
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kling water that dashed with a merry sound to a canal
below.

Gone were the thousands of beings and their metal
aircraft, but seated on a grassy plot in the left fore¬
ground of the picture was a small group of the white-
feathered, red-skinned inhabitants of this strange
land. In the distance rose the temple-crowned crags.
One figure alone stood, and with a magnificent gesture
held arms aloft. The great corona of feathers spread,
following the line of the arms like the open wings
of a great eagle. The superb figure stood and gazed
into the deep velvety blue of the sky, the others fol¬
lowing the direction of their leader’s gaze.

Involuntarily I too watched the welkin where now
not even a moon was visible. Then within the range
of my vision there moved a great object—the huge
aerial gyroscope—and beneath it, dwarfed by its far
greater bulk, hung a modern ocean-liner, like a jewel
from the neck of some gigantic ogre.

Great God—it was the Poseidoniaf I knew now,
in spite of the earthly appearance of the great ship,
that it was no terrestrial scene upon which I gazed.
I was beholding the victory of Martell, the Martian,
who had filled his world’s canals with water of Earth,
and even borne away trophies of our civilization to
exhibit to his fellow-beings.

I closed my eyes to shut out the awful scene, and
thought of Margaret, dead and yet aboard the liner,
frozen in the absolute cold of outer space!

How long I sat stunned and horrified I dp not
know, but when I looked back for another last glimpse
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of the Martian landscape, I uttered a gasp of in¬
credulity. A face filled the entire vaporous screen,
the beloved features of Margaret Landon. She was
speaking and her voice came over the distance like the
memory of a sound that is not quite audible and yet
very real to the person in whose mind it exists. It
was more as if time divided us instead of space, yet
I knew it was the latter, for while a few minutes of
time came between us, millions of miles of space inter¬
vened !

“George,” came the sweet, far-away voice, “I loved
you, but you were so suspicious and jealous that I ac¬
cepted the companionship of Martell, hoping to bring
you to your senses. I did not know what an agency
for evil he had established upon the earth. Forgive
me, dear.”

She smiled wistfully. “My parents perished with
hundreds of others in the transportation of the
Poseidonia, but Martell took me from the ship to
the ether-craft for the journey, so that I alone was
saved.”

Her eyes filled with tears. “Do not mourn for me,
George, for I shall take up the thread of life anew
among these strange but beautiful surroundings. Mars
is indeed lovely, but I will tell you of it later, for I
cannot talk long now.”

“I only want to say,” she added hastily, “that Terra
need fear Mars no more. There is a sufficiency of
water now—and I will prevent any—”

She was gone, and in her stead was the leering,
malevolent face of Martell. He was minus his skull-
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cap, and his clipped feathers stood up like the ruff
of an angry turkey-gobbler.

I reached instinctively for the dial, but before my
hand touched it there came a sound, not unlike that
of escaping steam, and instantaneously the picture van¬
ished. I did not object to the disappearance of the
Martian, but another fact did cause me regret; from
that moment I was never able to view the ruddy planet
through the agency of the little machine. All com¬
munication had been forever shut off by Martell.

Although many doubt the truth of my solution of
the mystery of the disappearance of the Pegasus
and of the Poseidonia, and are still searching beneath
the ocean waves, I know that never will either of them
be seen again on Earth.
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I

I met Lee Clayton in Rome. The attraction was
a mutual one, for we discovered that we had much
in common; both students of history, fond of travel,
and possessing an insatiable thirst for the uncovering
of forgotten and apparently insignificant historical data
that might throw light upon questions of dispute.

At the end of three weeks we had covered the city
of the seven hills from the Flaminian to the Appian
Way, reveling especially in those relics that gave us
any knowledge of the dead past. Dead? Can the
past ever really die ? I believed, and I think my friend
Clayton agreed with me, that the past lives today.
It is immortal, but in its changed form it is mani¬
fest in influence and posterity. These two in a stream
of continuity render the antiquity of Rome a vital
fact in the Twentieth Century A. D.

One warm evening Clayton and I returned to the
hotel veranda after an interesting day among the
ruins of the Roman Forum. To our ears came the
characteristic sounds of Italian life; a snatch of song
in melodious tenor, a sharp staccato exclamation, the
rumble of cab wheels over cobblestones, and the occa-
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sional bleating of goats whose milk supplied the na¬
tive quarter. To our right the yellow thread of the
Tiber was faintly visible.

Clayton smiled understanding^ and waved a hand
toward the streets below as he sank luxuriously into
a comfortable chair.

“Great thing for a rest, Ebson,” he remarked.
“It’s a change from the hurry and bustle of the aver¬
age American city. I like it.”

“Yes,” I agreed, “and a change always means rest.
Although we are both young, we’ve been living strenu¬
ously in a modern business world, and can’t help ap¬
preciating the contrast.”

We sat for some time in silence, the while I no¬
ticed Clayton’s features displaying a growing pensive
mood. His former joviality was disappearing. I made
no attempt to encourage conversation, for I felt that
it would come when the time was ripe.

“Friend Ebson,” said Lee Clayton at length, drop¬
ping his listless mien and leaning toward me, “for
many years the repetition of a certain dream has
troubled me. The vision first appeared when I was in
high school and followed me throughout my entire
college career, its vividness increasing with the pass¬
ing of the years. It pertains to the solution of the
mystery surrounding the ambiguous expression in the
Greek, Latin and Jewish scripts where the incendiary
of the temple of Jerusalem is invariably referred to
as ‘a certain soldier.’ In my constantly recurring dream
I seem continually on the verge of discovering the
identity of this ‘certain soldier,’ but always I awake
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just before solving the mystery. My trip upon this
occasion to the Eternal City is to find out, if pos¬
sible, who threw the flaming torch into the temple
at Jerusalem when the legions of Titus took the city
of the Jews. If it is ever possible to bring my haunt¬
ing dream to a consummation, it should be here amid
the relics of its original enactment.”

I must have gazed at him incredulously, for he
continued hastily, “In all sincerity I mean what I say,
my friend. Either here or in Jerusalem I should be
able to ascertain the identity of that ‘certain soldier’
who threw a lighted torch into a window of the sanc¬
tuary. Why, man alive, think of the responsibility of
that act!”

Had the heat of a semi-tropic sun or the fatigue
of daily sight-seeing affected my friend’s mind? I
hesitated before voicing a mild rebuke, and in that
moment of pause the spirit of adventure, tempered
with tolerance for the incomprehensible whims of an¬
other, possessed me. My answer must have surprised
him.

“There’s a quest worthy of some time and effort!”
I answered with more enthusiasm than I really felt.
“The Forum Romanum has already disclosed to us
a few of its secrets, and why not this one? We’ll show
the world yet'that Tacitus and Josephus and a few
others of the ancients didn’t get exactly the right dope
on all this.”

My light mood did not affect Clayton. He contin¬
ued seriously, his eyes showing a dreamy expression.

“You remember the historians, Josephus and Taci-
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tus, were both contemporaries of Titus—and this
‘certain soldier.’ They had first-hand evidence and
certainly ought to have been more explicit in their
details. As a matter of fact,” he added, “they are
more evasive in their narrations of the events con¬

nected with the siege of Jerusalem, of which they
must have been eye-witnesses, than they are regarding
historical occurrences preceding their era.”

“Yes, that is strange,” I agreed. “How do you
account for it?”

Clayton was about to reply when I noticed a pallor
spread over his features and he leaned forward with
eyes intent upon the hotel entrance. Following the
direction of his gaze I saw the well-tailored back of
a gentleman disappearing through the doorway. I
turned with a glance of inquiry to my friend. His
manner showed agitation, and I did not press him for
the explanation, which I knew would be forthcoming
shortly.

“That man,” Clayton explained in a husky voice,
“is an enemy—and possibly not without reason,” he
added reflectively. “Two years ago I was fortunate
enough to win as my wife the girl whom we both
loved. Shortly afterward the company in which we
were both financially interested elected me to the presi¬
dency, a position to which each of us had aspired.
Since that time my dear wife died—but the business
concern in which that man and I are mutually inter¬
ested is prospering. Although my two victories have
been won solely by fair means, the man whom you
saw disappearing within the doorway has proved a
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determined enemy whose obsession is to avenge his
defeat in love and war.”

I was a little disquieted, though I sought to cover
my uneasiness with cheering words.

“Never mind, old chap. We are living in the Twen¬
tieth Century. No one can stoop to revenge in these
days and get away with it. Now if we were living in
70 A. D., for instance, you might have cause for alarm.
Life was held pretty cheap at the time Titus laid siege
to Jerusalem, and one had to live warily, but things
are different now.”

He smiled wanly. “Speaking of Titus, let’s begin
tomorrow to solve the mystery of the ‘certain sol¬
dier.’ ”

“Agreed!” I replied heartily. “I’m in my element
when it comes to finding an explanation for the in¬
explicable.”

II

Sleep seemed to have forsaken me completely that
night. The full moon shining in at my window caused
me to abandon all further thought of rest. I arose,
dressed myself and stood gazing out across the silvery
landscape. The moonlight softened objects below that
in the glare of day stood out in too bold relief.

I stood for some time in a troubled and hesitant
mood.

“Why not?” I exclaimed, half aloud.
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Once resolved upon my course of action I sought
the streets below without eliciting any surprise from
the sleepy concierge at the desk. The streets were
silent and deserted, the pavement echoing with the
ring of my footfall until it seemed to me that all Rome
must be apprised of my nocturnal sally. Soon I spied
the ancient grandeur of the Colosseum as it rose tier
on tier above the stone ruins and cypress trees that
nestled in its shadow. I was approaching the familiar
territory of the once busy mart of ancient Rome. The
Arch of Constantine rose before me, sublime in its
architectural beauty. Then I turned fascinated eyes
down to the ruins of the Forum, which lie several feet
below the level of the present city.

I know it was surprise, though not untinged with
fear, that possessed me as I became aware of the
presence of another figure not fifty feet ahead of me.
It was that of a man, and he was agilely descending
the steps to the lower level. I instantly recognized Lee
Clayton and watched him with fascinated gaze. What
could the man be doing alone among silent ruins in
the dead of the night? Then I thought of myself and
my own intentions and I nearly laughed aloud. Well,
I would not spy on my friend! I quickened my pace
with the intention of making my presence known,
when further progress was arrested by the changed
demeanor of Lee Clayton.

No longer did he walk as a man alone, but rather
as one who wends his way in and out among a crowd.
Occasionally he paused and gazed fixedly at some ob¬
ject apparently visible to him, then his head turned
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as though following the course of something in motion.
The effect was most uncanny, and I pinched myself

to make certain I was not asleep. The somnambulist,
if he were such, strode with dignity in the direction
of the triumphal Arch of Titus, and there he paused.
Strange words were wafted to my ears, phrases in
an unknown tongue. Unknown. Had I studied Latin
for six years not to recognize it when I heard it, even
in this fashion? Occasionally Clayton paused, ap¬
parently to lay his hand upon the shoulder of an in¬
visible associate. Some of the things he thought he
heard were mirth-provoking, and his laughter rang out
weirdly shrill in the white silence around us.

“Jumping Johosophat!” I exclaimed, wiping my
perspiring brow with my handkerchief. “That’s a wow
of a dream all right!”

He must have heard me, for he looked in my direc¬
tion and smiled as if in friendly greeting. Trem¬
blingly I smiled back. I racked my brain for one
intelligent sentence in Latin.

“ ‘All Gaul is divided into three parts’ won’t do upon
this occasion,” I mumbled disconsolately.

The only other words that came to my muddled
brain were the Latin version of “Twinkle, twinkle,
little star.” I tried them and was greeted with a burst
of uproarious laughter from Clayton, the incongruity
of which at this time caused me to tremble with fear.
He said something about vinum nimiurn, and then
turned his attention to the Arch of Titus, talking off
and on the while as if engaged in conversation with
many around him.
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For an hour the apparent monologue continued
while I stood spellbound. Finally he turned abruptly
and proceeded in the direction of the Colosseum. He
strode so rapidly that I had difficulty in keeping a
desirable distance behind him. I intended to see that
he returned without harm to his rooms at the hotel.

At the foot of the flight of steps leading to the level
of present-day Rome, Clayton paused and passed a
hand across his brow. He gazed about him in apparent
bewilderment and proceeded thereafter with the air
of a man in solitude.

Thinking that possibly the knowledge of a witness
might cause him some embarrassment I did not make
my presence manifest, but allowed him to retire tp his
apartment before entering the hotel myself.

Was the true explanation of Lee Clayton’s night
expedition in any way connected with the puzzling
dream of which he had told me ? Sleep claimed me for
the few hours that remained until dawn.

Ill

The following morning found me in bed at a late
hour. My vigilance of the previous night had been
more fatiguing than I had at the time realized. I
lay for some time pondering the enigma of my friend’s
behavior. Should I feign ignorance of the occurrence
in the Forum, or would it be best to inform Lee Clay¬
ton of what I knew? Unable to decide the better
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course to pursue, I dressed and hastened down to
breakfast.

Clayton was breakfasting alone in a far corner of
the dining room. As I took the chair opposite him
he looked up with a smile of recognition and passed
across the table to me an open volume which he had
been perusing, pointing to a paragraph therein.

“Hebrew!” I ejaculated. “I’m sorry, but I don’t
know a word of it.”

“Then here is a rather free translation of it,” he
replied, “but I regret that you cannot read the origi¬
nal. Some of the author’s thought is always lost in
the process of translation.”

I accepted the proffered script and read the fol¬
lowing :

“The secret of the identity of a certain soldier
who fired the sanctuary of the holy temple of the
Jews lies buried in his bosom. An associate, upon
threat of exposure, bids him make record of his
deed. This he has done, but so obscurely that
nearly twenty centuries shall pass before the mys¬
tery shall be made clear.”

“Well, that’s beginning to get close,” I commented,
returning the paper to Lee. “Who was the old fellow
that wrote that?” indicating the volume.

“That is not known,” Lee Clayton replied, turning
to the title-page. “It seems to be merely a collection
of anonymous Hebrew manuscripts published by a
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German house in the early part of the Sixteenth Cen¬
tury.”

“But why all the secrecy?” I asked. “The ‘certain
soldier’ was merely fulfilling destiny when he obeyed
an impulse to fire the sanctuary.”

Young Lee Clayton shot me a swift, searching
glance.

“If you believe so,” he said quietly, “I will not
gainsay, but if you want my personal opinion, the ‘cer¬
tain soldier’ was, as indeed all of us are, the captain
of his own soul. He was entirely responsible for his
deed. You know Shakespeare wrote:

“ ‘The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves, that we are underlings.’ ”

“What if he did?” I admitted, warming to the argu¬
ment. “But if I remember rightly he is also responsible
for these words:

“ ‘There’s a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will.’

“How do you reconcile the two?”
Clayton laughed pleasantly. “It seems to be a case

of ‘pay your money and take your choice,’ friend Eb-
son, and my choice is made and is unchangeable.”

“I admire you for your convictions,” I said heartily.
“I confess my own are not so unshakable.”

He smiled a little pensively, then remarked, “And
because I believe this ‘certain soldier’ to have been
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entirely responsible for his act of desecration, I wish
to ascertain his identity. And now I am going to a
curio-shop which I chanced upon yesterday. Will you
come too?”

I readily consented, and together we wended our
way through the busy streets of modern Rome.

Not far from the Piazza de Spania, near the end
of a short and narrow street lined with native bazaars
and stalls, is a curio-shop of one Antonio Salvucci,
dealer in antiques. Although the place was far from
cleanly and had a very cluttered appearance, it was
not wholly lacking in charm. The proprietor appeared
from the rear of the shop as we entered and eyed us
appraisingly.

“The American gentlemen wish some Roman an¬
tiques?” questioned the Italian eagerly.

“Just looking, Mr. Salvucci,” replied Clayton, and
aside to me: “The museums have most of the genuine
antiques, but occasionally one can pick up something
good for very little money.”

We walked about the little store looking at and
inquiring about various objects. Most of the curios
were relics of Coptic art that had been found in and
about the catacombs where the early Christians had
met secretly to escape persecution. Occasionally an
object that dated back to the Republic was seen, but
the majority were identified in some way with the
period of Rome’s downfall when attacked by the tribes
from the north.
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“Have you any relic of the time of Vespasian or
Titus?” asked Clayton, coming at last to the subject
that was nearest his heart.

“Titus—Titus,” repeated the foreigner as if trying
to recall some long-forgotten fact. “Wait, I see.”

He vanished through a rear door, but reappeared
some minutes later bearing in his arms a miniature
restoration of the famous Arch of Titus which had
been erected in honor of the Roman conquest of Jeru¬
salem in 70 A. D. This facsimile was two feet at its

greatest length, and the other dimensions were pro¬
portional.

We were delighted with our find, but feigned indif¬
ference. I perceived, though, that it was all Lee could
do to keep his hands off it.

“What price do you ask?” I inquired casually.
“Twenty-five dollars,” answered the Italian

promptly.
“Nothing doing,” I replied, turning toward the door,

“I’ll give you five for it.”
“Oh—but, signor, I have four bambini. I must

make a living,” he pleaded with characteristic Italian
pathos.

“I’ll give you ten,” said Clayton somewhat harshly.
The sale was eventually consummated at the six-

teen-dollar figure, and we bore our trophy away with
exultation.

Back in the hotel and safely ensconced in Lee Clay¬
ton’s rooms we studied the little arch minutely. It
was a very perfect reproduction in Pentelic marble like
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the original, and showed a faithfulness to detail that
was nothing short of marvelous.

There were the faces in bas-relief of Titus, the son
of the Emperor Vespasian; a number of triumphant
Roman warriors, a line of Jews in bondage, and a
reproduction of the seven golden candlesticks which
had been seized from the Holy of Holies when the
temple at Jerusalem was plundered. The chiseling of
the faces was unique, each one displaying its charac¬
teristic individuality.

“Do you notice,” I observed, “that the sculptor has
differentiated between the Jews and the Romans? The
facial characteristics of each race are quite in evi¬
dence.”

“Yes—only—hold on a minute, Ebson!” cried Lee
in excitement. “He’s made one error. Unless I’m very
much mistaken he’s got a Jew among the victorious
Romans I”

“To be sure!” I exclaimed, my excitement equaling
his own. “That figure near the middle certainly be¬
longs to the conquered race. But there were Jews who
were Roman citizens,” I added; “and the chances are

they were even more numerous in 70 than in 40 A. D.”
“That is very true,” Lee answered a little abstract¬

edly, I thought, “but it is very poor taste for the artist
to be so realistic in a symbolic creation where com¬
paratively few figures are represented. I think he
showed decidedly bad judgment—unless,” he added,
“the Jew in question was a man of considerable im¬
portance.”
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“That explanation sounds plausible to me,” I said.
“The torchbearer is undoubtedly a man of fame whose
portrait is indispensable to an accurate depiction of the
triumphal entry into Rome.”

IV

Night and a full moon shedding its ethereal light
across the eternal city prove a combination irresistible
to lovers of beauty and romance.

Lee Clayton and I left the hotel at sundown and
wandered on the Roman Campagna, amid the vener¬
able quietude of its ilex and cypress trees. The beauty
and serenity of the scene were not likely to be soon
forgotten. When the moon hung low we returned to
the city seeking that part which is rich in historic
associations. We saw splashing fountains, old altars,
partly demolished statues of ancient origin, picturesque
arches and shattered pillars, their outlines softened
and half concealed by flowers and vines.

After the moon had disappeared we retraced our
steps to the hotel. I had just locked my door prepara¬
tory to retiring for the night when I was forcibly im¬
pressed with a possible solution to the enigma of the
Roman soldier who was a Jew! I unlocked my door,
locking it again behind me, and stepped into the hall.
There was light in Lee’s room and the door was slightly
ajar. I rapped lightly but received no response. Upon
the center table stood the small replica of the famous
arch, and it seemed to me as I gazed ruefully at it
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that the handsome features of the mysterious Roman
Jew regarded me with amusement not untouched with
contempt.

I left the room and descended to the first floor.
“Did Mr. Clayton leave the hotel?” I inquired of

the desk clerk.
“He passed this way just a moment ago,” the man

replied.
My mind was made up. Without a moment’s hesi¬

tation I left the hotel and stepped into the quiet of a
semi-tropic night. I discerned the figure of my friend
as I had seen him upon the previous night, striding
rapidly toward the site of the Forum of ancient Rome.

But his pace was too rapid for me, and I knew
that unless I dashed madly after him, running the
risk of arousing suspicion, I could not hope to catch up
with him. Instinctively I retraced the route of the
night before. In a breathless condition I espied the
familiar ruins of the great Colosseum and the arch of
the first Christian emperor, Constantine, flanking the
mammoth pit of the ancient Forum wherein clustered
pillars, like tombstones of a bygone age, gleamed
palely.

Fatigued to the point of exhaustion I seated my¬
self on a boulder and mopped my perspiring brow.
The night seemed to be growing warmer—and a faint
glow of suffused light pervaded the landscape.

“But the moon set an hour ago,” I murmured in
bewilderment.

Then I stared with gaping mouth and bulging eyes.
The Arch of Constantine was growing hazy and trans-
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parent while I gazed. I turned to the Colosseum and
saw that the familiar sloping sides where Time had
put its stamp of demolition were fast fading away and
in their stead the outline of the vast arena became
more distinct in its pristine splendor.

“Merciful heaven—am I going mad?” I exclaimed,
passing a hand across my eyes in perplexity.

When I looked again for the Arch of Constantine,
it was gone! Something seemed to snap in my brain,
and then

V

“By the Gods, Pliny, you are missing the fun. Our
new emperor, Titus, is marching with the legions
through the triumphal arch which is just completed.
His route is through the Forum, as it was nine years
ago upon his return from Jerusalem while his father,
Vespasian, yet wore the purple.”

I looked up from the rock upon which I was seated
to see a familiar face regarding me affectionately.

“I shouldn’t want to miss that, Quintilian,” I replied
in the fluent Latin in which he had addressed me.

I cast a hurried glance at my attire, thinking how
incongruous a figure I must appear in a suit of the
Twentieth Century. But my alarm was short-lived,
for I perceived that a spotless toga draped my body
in graceful folds.

My companion plucked my sleeve, and I arose and
turned toward the Forum.
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“See,” exclaimed Quintilian, “the soldiers are al¬
ready passing the Temple of Vesta. Hurry!”

Stretching before me beneath an azure sky lay the
busy Roman market-place of the First Century, its
pure marble fanes and statues reflecting the brilliance
of a mid-afternoon sun. Throngs of white-robed
people intermingled with young men in military ac¬
couterments who were scattered singly and in groups
about the great mart.

My sensation was a most peculiar one. While I
recognized my identity as Paul Ebson, of Cleveland,
Ohio, at the same time I was cognizant that as I stood
here with my good friend Quintilian, the famous
rhetorician, I was Pliny the Elder, noted naturalist
of Rome.

We forced our way through the crowd and stood
before a statue of two figures, symbolic of the conquest
of Judea by Rome; as beautiful a piece of statuary
as I had ever seen, comparable to the works of the
most noted Greek sculptors rather than to this de¬
cadent period of Roman art. Alas that the Twentieth
Century had never seen even a remnant of this master¬
piece of sculptural art!

I was about to comment upon this creation when
the cheers of the populace directed my attention to
the approaching procession, at the head of which,
mounted upon a richly caparisoned steed, rode young
Titus, emperor of Rome. He was followed by a body¬
guard of stalwart men. Following this came a cohort
of Roman soldiers, and immediately behind, long lines
of captive Jews, eight abreast, their heads bowed to
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the yokes of the conquerors. Then followed the legions
of Rome, their spears and shields clattering rhythm¬
ically as they marched toward the great triumphal
Arch of Titus.

A youth of eighteen years came up to my side and
greeted me with a friendly salutation. He was my
nephew, Pliny the Younger, who shared with me the
joys of scientific research.

“Uncle,” he cried, his eyes sparkling with excite¬
ment, “I wish I had been old enough to have gone
with the legions of Titus to Jerusalem like Flavius
over there; but see, they have passed through the arch
and some of the soldiers are rejoining the rest of us.
Look, here comes Tacitus. Isn’t he handsome?”

I looked at the stalwart young soldier who was
nearing our group. Yes, it was Tacitus, who, though
young, was establishing for himself quite a reputation
as an historian.

“Tacitus—Tacitus,” I repeated under my breath,
but I knew that the youthful historian and soldier was
Lee Clayton.

Tacitus regarded me with an enigmatical smile.
“Is your ire still aroused, Pliny, that the portrait of

my fellow historian appears upon the arch and mine
does not?” he asked. Then he added, “You must re¬
member that his years number more than mine and
that his reputation in the chosen profession of both of
us is already established.”

“I know that, my dear Tacitus,” I replied, “but I
am convinced that your narratives adhere more strictly
to historical facts than do those of your Jewish rival,
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and what is more, I don’t like a man who can take part
in the overthrow of his own people.”

Tacitus smiled. “I don’t believe the possibility of
my becoming his professional rival is worrying Jose¬
phus so much as the fact that the fair Julia has con¬
sented to become my wife. You know he sought her
hand after the death of his Jewish wife, Vashti. His
failure in love has embittered him. We have been do¬

ing a little work jointly in preparing an accurate chron¬
icle of the siege of Jerusalem. I asked him if he knew
who threw the lighted torch into the window of the
sanctuary of the temple, as I thought the act of suffi¬
cient importance to warrant minute detail in narration,
but he was evasive upon the subject, finally remarking
that the expression ‘a certain soldier’ was 'sufficient in¬
formation to hand down to posterity; that the deed
and not the doer was in this case of paramount impor¬
tance.”

“Well, Tacitus,” I said, “I admire your love of
truth and detail and I will do what I can to assist in
procuring for you the identity of this ‘certain soldier’.”

VI

Our little group of four moved slowly toward the
Arch of Titus while around us surged the Roman
populace. As we walked we were greeted by friends
on this side and that. At length we stood facing the
great arch through which the legions of Titus had but
recently filed. How familiar it looked! And there in
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the foreground, sculptured among surrounding notables
of pure Roman blood, was the face of Josephus with
the same expression of mockery.

I tore my attention from the arch to the scene in
the Forum. The crowds were thinning as the shadows
lengthened. I became aware of another presence, and
turning I encountered the ironic gaze of the historian
Josephus. I recognized him to be a man of extraord¬
inary intellect. His lofty brow and thoughtful eyes
indicated that. Still there was something about the
man I did not like and I was forced to confess to my¬
self that the feeling was inexplicable.

“Well met, Pliny,” Josephus said in salutation. “I
hear you leave on the morrow for Pompeii. Give my
regards to Lucius Sulla and tell him that I will myself
be in Pompeii by the ides of next month. And here
is my fellow historian Tacitus,” he continued, smiling
upon the younger man with a patronizing air. “How
goes the account of the siege?”

“I am still wanting to put a name in the place of ‘a
certain soldier’,” Tacitus replied. “Future generations
will not tolerate ambiguity.”

Josephus shrugged his shoulders and pointed with
a smile toward the portrait upon the arch. “Quite an
honor for an insignificant soldier, don’t you think, my
friends ?”

“I am of the opinion that your part in the siege may
not have been as insignificant as you would like to have
us believe,” I said.

“What do you mean?” Josephus demanded, his
brow clouding.
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I did not reply at once, for Quintilian was excusing
himself to go to his home. Pliny the Younger was off
for the new Colosseum, which had been but recently
completed.

When they were out of hearing, Josephus repeated
his question with glowering mien, then recalling sud¬
denly the presence of Tacitus, controlled his anger
with effort. I knew that he would vouchsafe no infor¬
mation in the presence of his rival historian.

I shot a significant glance into the eyes of my dear
friend Tacitus, and remarked casually, “By the way,
Tacitus, is it not the fair Julia’s daily custom to ride
in the vicinity of the Colosseum toward sundown in
the chariot of her father, Agricola?”

“You have spoken truly, Pliny. I am to meet her at
the hour of sundown by the Golden House of Nero,”
the young man replied.

“I will say farewell, Tacitus,” I called after him,
“for I may not see you again until my return from
Pompeii.”

The latter’s reference to Julia did not improve the
temper of the Jewish historian, who turned to me with
a third repetition of his question.

“I will ask you, Josephus,” I replied quietly, “why
the portrait of ‘a certain soldier’ who ignites the sanc¬
tuary of his own besieged people is not important
enough to appear on a triumphal arch. But there is
one objection, his name should appear in the written
chronicle.”

The historian trembled with mingled fear and rage
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and his voice was thick as he answered, “Do you dare
to identify me with that accursed ‘certain soldier’ ?”

I looked sternly at the wretched man through nar¬
rowed eyes and said, “Josephus, if you will write a
confession of your deed you will find favor with the
Gods, and posterity will hold your records in good
repute.”

“And what if I have already revealed in writing the
name of the soldier who was moved by a divine impulse
to throw a lighted torch into the window of the sanc¬
tuary?” he asked mockingly.

“Divine impulse!” I exclaimed. “Would you con¬
sider it a divine impulse were I suddenly to seize a bar
and demolish the sculptural figure of yonder smirking
Jew who aids in the overthrow of his people?”

His apparent terror wrung my heart.
“But your confession,” I urged in gentler tones.

“Where is the written chronicle you mentioned in which
‘a certain soldier’ is named?”

“In my bosom the secret lies, Pliny, and there it
shall stay—yes, it shall be unrevealed till twenty cen¬
turies have rolled by. Historians are sometimes per¬
mitted glimpses of the future as well as of the past!”

I lunged toward him, but he fled, his prophetic words
ringing in my ears. I stood alone in the Roman Forum
before the Arch of Titus, gazing at the smug counte¬
nance of the sculptured Josephus that seemed gloating
over the secret within its breast.

Within its breast!
“By all the immortal Gods,” I cried, “I understand

the words of Josephus, ‘In my bosom the secret lies’.”
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Impetuously I picked up a blunt bar that lay on the
ground a few feet away, and cast a hurried glance
around me. From behind the Temple of Jupiter Stator
a figure was approaching. I recognized it as that of
Tacitus returning from his ride with Julia. I lifted the
bar for a shattering stroke that did not fall.

The beautiful arch was aging before my eyes. Cor¬
ners were becoming worn away, inscriptions grew faint,
and in some instances were completely obliterated.
Weeds and the creepers of vines clambered over the
surface, and many of the chiseled features were chipped
or worn smooth by the fingers of Time. The face of
Josephus was gone completely. For all posterity might
know, a typically Roman visage could have topped
those shoulders.

I stood aghast, but with undiminished ardor com¬
menced to knock away the marble folds that covered
the breast of Josephus. Then I felt a restraining hand
on my arm, and a voice: “Not that, friend Ebson I One
does not wantonly destroy the relics of ancient art.”

I turned and gazed full into the face of Lee Clayton.
“But it is in there,” I exclaimed, “the proof of the
identity of ‘a certain soldier’ I”

He looked at me uncomprehendingly. A first gleam
of early dawn stole across the city and found its way
into the midst of the monuments and pillars that now
give but a vague conception of the glory that was Rome
when she was mistress of the world.

“The truth is in there,” I asseverated, “and the
twenty centuries have expired. Come, let us see?”
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I seized the bar once again for a telling stroke, but
instead dropped it helplessly at my feet as I became
aware of the figure of a man observing us with pene¬
trating gaze through the arch.

“Josephus I” I muttered hoarsely.
“That is Joseph Pollard,” Lee whispered hurriedly

in my ear. “It is he, my enemy, of whom I told you
yesterday.”

“Nevertheless, behold the ‘certain soldier’,” I cried
triumphantly.

“You are both insane somnambulists!” shrilled the
voice of Joseph Pollard, “and if either of you dares to
deface this arch, I shall report you to the authorities.”

There was a ring of triumph in his voice and a gleam
of malice in his eyes as he strode through the arch
toward us. I caught the glitter of steel as he came
through on our side of the monument. Then a distant
shout, followed by a confused jargon and the sound of
hurrying footsteps, dragged our attention to the ap¬
proach of two officers who ran up to Pollard and
seized him.

“You are under arrest,” said one of the police¬
men, “for entering a hotel guest’s room and destroying
his property.”

Clayton and I left Pollard in the safe hands of the
officers and returned to the hotel. We repaired at once
to Lee’s room. There, strewn on the table and floor,
were minute fragments of what had once been a min¬
iature likeness of the Arch of Titus. I commenced

picking the pieces off the floor and Lee proceeded to
clear up the fragments from the table, where they lay
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scattered across the books and papers which in his
hurry he had left opened and thrown about.

A sudden exclamation brought me hurriedly to his
side. He was staring with bulging eyes at a page of
Latin wherein the words miles certus seemed to jump
up out of the text to meet us, and immediately above
the inscription, laid by the careful hand of Fate, was
a fragment of the tiny arch; the breast and head of
Josephus!

“The twenty centuries are passed,” I said, “and the
prophecy is fulfilled. Josephus was right, though he
did all within his power to prevent its accomplishment.
He was unconsciously a tool in the hands of Fate.”

After a silence of some moments I asked, “Why
didn’t Tacitus correct his version of ‘a certain soldier’?

Pliny intended to tell him the revelation of Josephus
and that would have made it unnecessary for two thou¬
sand years to pass before its becoming known.”

Lee Clayton smiled. “If you will look up Pliny the
Elder in the encyclopedia, you will learn that he died
at Pompeii in the famous eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in
79 A.D.”
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If Edgar Hamilton had even remotely suspected
whither his singular experiments in anaesthetics were
destined to lead him, it is doubtful whether he would
have undertaken even the initial steps. But the degrees
by which he advanced from an astounding scientific dis¬
covery to an experience beyond the ordinary ken of
mankind, were in themselves so slow and uncertain as
to fail to give warning of the ultimate catastrophe.

Young Hamilton’s years numbered but twenty-six,
and this was to the youth himself a slight source of
annoyance, for the young woman whom he adored
with heart and soul lacked but four months of being
thirty-two. Now these six years would not have mat¬
tered to Edgar, had they not, in the eyes of his lady¬
love, represented an unbridgeable gulf. Repeated
declarations of a lasting devotion did not change the
lady’s mind in the slightest degree, so that at last, in
utter despair, Edgar shut himself in his little chemical
laboratory and applied himself assiduously to the pur¬
suit of the science that he loved.

For two months he saw very little of Ellen Gordan,
and even in her presence he had an air of abstraction
that contrasted strangely with his former ardor. Upon
the rare occasions, when he left his laboratory to call

96
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at the Gordan home, he sat with preoccupied gaze,
much to Ellen’s annoyance, for this indifference was
certainly less satisfying than his former demonstrations
of affection had been.

Then one October day he was ushered into her pres¬
ence as she sat playing the piano. He was hatless and
breathless. She gazed at him reprovingly, much as a
teacher might look in correcting a naughty school-boy.
Edgar comprehended the glance, and it only rendered
his present call of greater importance to him.

“I say, Ellen, where can I talk to you alone? I’ve
got so much to explain. But we must have privacy.”

A smile of amusement flitted across her face.
“Let’s go into the library, Edgar. It is warm by

the fire-place and no one will intrude.”
Together they passed into the library. After the

door was closed, he produced from his coat-pocket a
vial containing about two ounces of a clear amber-
colored liquid, which he held up for her inspection.

“What is it?” she asked wonderingly.
“It’s the most wonderful potion ever concocted by

the hand of man,” he answered somewhat huskily. “It
will make Ponce de Leon’s fountain of eternal youth
look like poison hooch!”

“But I don’t understand. Is it to be taken intern¬
ally?”

“No, that would be somewhat risky. This is to be
injected into the blood—and—then—” He paused,
not knowing how to continue.

“And then—what?” asked Miss Gordan with inter¬
ested eyes riveted upon the golden fluid.
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“I will explain.” Hamilton gazed for a long mo¬
ment at the yellow contents of the small bottle before
continuing. Then he spoke, and his voice quivered
with the intensity of his emotion. “You know, Ellen,
the brain is the conscious center to which vibrations
are conveyed by the nerves. Do you know what hap¬
pens when the brain interprets vibrations?”

Ellen admitted that she did not.

“Well, neither do I,” resumed Hamilton, “nor does
anybody else, for that matter, but that there is a similar
interpretation to all human beings from a given source
of vibrations, there can be no doubt, though it cannot
be proven that we respond identically. These various
vibrations, whether they are the rapid ones of sight,
the slower ones of sound, or the still slower ones of
touch, must travel over a nerve with something like
pressure, which vibrations, as I said before, are prob¬
ably similarly interpreted by all of us. Now here
comes my wonderful discovery,” Edgar Hamilton’s
eyes gleamed with enthusiasm as he reached his climax.
“I have discovered that this pressure, which travels
along the nerves to the brain, is very like volts in elec¬
tricity. Now most anesthetics deaden the nerves so
that they but faintly convey the nervous impulses to
the brain, but I have here a drug that instead of dead¬
ening the nerves, reduces the pressure or voltage, not
in halves, mind you, but in hundredths and even in
thousandths. You know how our bodies grow old.
What is life but the sum total of our forces that resist
death? Decrease the nervous energy expended in this
process of warding off the grim reaper, and you have
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a prolongation of the bodily functions. Hence if not
eternal, at least a protracted youth.”

He held for her further inspection the bit of glass
with its amber contents.

“Will—will it—make me younger?” she faltered.
“Certainly not,” he replied. “It will merely retard

the expenditure of your energy, and you will age very
slowly, while the rest of us can overtake and pass you
on life’s journey. In other words, you will remain about
thirty-two, while I go ahead at life’s customary pace,
catch up and pass you by a year or two, and then—
then, Ellen, I may find favor in your eyes!”

“Oh, Edgar, if that can be done I shall truly say yes.
What a wonderful man you are to have figured out so
marvelous a plan!”

Edgar Hamilton already fancied that the future held
much happiness for them both.

“And you are not afraid to have me inject this drug
into your arm?” he asked.

“Is it painless?” she questioned.
“To the best of my knowledge, yes,” he answered

gravely.
“Very well, then I am ready.” She pulled up the

sleeve which covered her left arm, while Edgar filled
the needle with some of the liquid from the little glass
vessel.

“It will require the entire amount,” he said, “to pro¬
duce enough change in nervous pressure to keep your
body hovering around thirty-two years of age for seven
or eight years to come, but I shall administer it slowly.”

And administer it he did!
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For a moment it seemed that she was going to faint.
Edgar led her gently to the massive arm-chair into
which she sank. She sat erect, but apparently inani¬
mate. Her eyes stared unshrinkingly into the flames,
then for a period of a minute or two they remained
closed. Then Edgar noticed that she was turning her
head toward him, but the movement was scarcely per¬
ceptible. Her lips were opening so slowly, and from
her throat there issued occasional low rumbles.

“My God,” cried the terrified young man, “I’ve done
it now! This is awful! Ellen, Ellen, you can not live
at this slow rate for seven years. I never realized it
could be so gruesome. For heaven’s sake stop looking
at me so fixedly with your mouth open! I can’t even
talk with you intelligibly. Wait—I have it!”

He went to a writing-desk which stood in a corner
and took therefrom a large tablet of paper, and pro¬
ducing a pencil from his own pocket, placed them in
Ellen Gordan’s lap. After what seemed an intermin¬
able length of time she apparently noticed the tablet
and pencil. Another five, ten and fifteen minutes ticked
away on the mahogany mantel-clock, at the end of
which time she had the pencil and tablet in her hands
and was beginning to write.

Edgar knew that task would require at least a half
hour, so he left the library and rushed out upon the
terrace where he found Mrs. Gordan, an aristocratic
appearing woman of fifty-five. To her he poured out
the experience of the last few moments. The two lost
no time in returning to the library, where Ellen sat,
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an impassive figure, with a pencil poised apparently
motionless above the paper.

“She has written some,” cried Edgar, “but we will
wait until she is through and then read the whole
message.”

Poor Mrs. Gordan was overwhelmed at her daugh¬
ter’s catastrophe and did not hesitate to express her
opinion of young Hamilton, in very derogatory epi¬
thets.

“If you two wanted to be the same age, why didn’t
you take something to speed you up instead of bringing
this calamity upon my poor, dear Ellen?” lamented
the distraught mother.

“By George,” cried Edgar, “I never thought of that!
I believe it would be harder to do, but maybe I can yet,
and then I shall catch up with her quickly. I could
use it as an antidote for what has been given her.”

“Well, try it on yourself first, you rash young man!
Better have her this way than dead. But look,” she
cried, pointing to the immobile figure of her daughter,
“she is through writing and is looking toward us with
the tablet in her hands.”

Edgar seized the message with trembling hands and
read it aloud to the anguished mother.

The note ran as follows:

“Edgar, what on earth has happened? I don’t
feel any different, but you fly around worse than
a chicken with its head cut off. Half the time you
are a mere streak, and as for your talk, occasion-
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ally I hear a fine, piping, whistling note. I see
mother is here now but it was quite awhile before
she stood in one place long enough for me to make
her out. Don’t worry, I feel fine, but what ails
you?”

After reading this, Edgar sat down at the desk and
wrote the following to his sweetheart:

“My own dear Ellen: The amber potion is
working! Rates of vibration are relative. If we
seem fast to you, you are extremely slow to us.
We remain normal with the rest of the inhabi¬
tants of this world, while you are considerably
slowed up, but do not be alarmed, my dear. I am
now beginning to catch up with you in age. And
here is a secret for you, your mother and me. I
am going to produce an antidote which I shall
take until I overtake you quickly, then I shall
give you some to bring you back to normal. Then,
as the fairytale has it, we shall live happily ever
after.

Your devoted Edgar.

P.S. You might begin writing me another mes¬
sage right away, so I shall have it to enjoy this
evening!”

He gave this note to Ellen and then followed Mrs.
Gordan out on the terrace, where he assured her with
sincere words of consolation, that everything would
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come out all right. Mrs. Gordan had been considerably
cheered by her daughter’s message, and the indigna¬
tion which she had felt toward her prospective son-in-
law was partially mollified. They sat for some time
discussing the prospects of a bright future. At length
Edgar arose and said he would have a look in at the
library to see if Ellen had finished reading the note.
In a moment he rushed back toward Mrs. Gordan, his
face depicting abject terror.

“Come, come at once,” he cried.
The frantic mother joined him, and together they ran

into the library.
Ellen sat with her face turned toward them, her

mouth wide open, her eyes squinting. The immobility
of the features was gruesome.

“Isn’t that awful!” gasped Edgar when he could find
voice.

“Awful, nothing!” exclaimed the indignant mother.
“Can’t you see the poor dear girl is laughing at your
post-script? See, her finger points to it!”

But Edgar turned and fled!
Many times in the days and weeks that followed,

Edgar Hamilton thought of the interminable smile
that had lost its quality of alert gaiety, which is essen¬
tial, if a smile is to put across its meaning at all.

And the antidote ? That was progressing splendidly.
It was to be a much more powerful drug than the other.
Edgar had figured out that one drop of the colorless
antidote would counteract the two ounces of amber fluid
which had been injected into the veins of Ellen Gordan.
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Before taking any chances with himself, Edgar de¬
cided to try the experiment upon Napoleon, the tor¬
toise-shell cat. Napoleon had been nicknamed Nap
because he was such a sleepy old fellow. Nap was past
the prime of cat life. He was no longer a good mouser,
so Edgar figured that if his declining years were a bit
shortened, no one would greatly regret that fact, and
Nap could prove very useful in testing the powerful
antidote.

Nap was discovered sleeping under the back porch
near the remains of a pork chop which Agnes, the maid,
had thrown out to him after breakfast. Edgar smug¬
gled the furry creature upstairs and into the laboratory,
and lost no time in administering the drug. One drop
was all that he intended to inject, but when Nap felt
the prick of the needle, he leaped wildly into the air,
and before Edgar could withdraw the instrument, Nap
had in his veins about ten drops. After a dazed second
or two, Edgar thought the cat had disappeared, but
upon closer observation, he perceived a faint gray
streak near the floor moving with almost lightning-like
rapidity around the room. Finally the streak disap¬
peared and he saw flashes of color. These, he assumed,
were the vibrations of Nap’s wild cries increased until
they entered the realm of vision. Then there was a
puff of smoke, an instantaneous glare of fire, and Edgar
knew that Nap had literally ignited, due to his friction
with the air.

“Well,” thought the young chemist sadly, when he
had recovered from the shock of Nap’s fate, “I must
take only one drop. That will allow me to catch up
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with Ellen in a few weeks, or at most, months. Then
we will forget about this dangerous drug business.”

He took within the needle but one drop of the crystal
fluid and injected it quickly. Nothing apparently hap¬
pened. He walked to his window and looked out upon
the street below, and then he knew what had occurred.
It was a frozen world that he beheld! An automobile
stood in front of the house and yet it was not standing,
for behind it was a cloud of dust that hung motionless
like a fog-bank. Everywhere people stood in grotesque
attitudes. It required the most infinite patience to dis¬
cover the meaning of their postures. He turned away
from the window and stood buried in thought. At last
he became aware that Agnes, the maid, was drifting
toward him like some slowly swimming fish. She held
a letter in her hand.

“Now,” thought Edgar, “I will not alarm her. I will
imitate her slow and ponderous movements in receiving
the letter from her.”

Gauging the rate of her approach, he extended his
arm as slowly as his muscular control permitted and
received the letter with a grave and tiresomely slow
bow. If his actions did not appear exactly normal, he
could not tell it by the fixed expression of Agnes’ feat¬
ures, which were none too mobile under ordinary con¬
ditions. He stood perfectly still until she had disap¬
peared, then with feverish haste he opened the missive
whch was written in the straight firm handwriting of
Mr. Paul Gordan, the father of Ellen.

“You infernal young idiot,” it ran, “I’d like nothing
so well as to twist your miserable neck! Day after
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day my daughter sits like a statue and it quite gets on
her mother’s nerves and mine, to get into communica¬
tion with her. But now to cap the climax! She has a
severe case of measles and the doctor tells us she will
likely have the disease for the next five years!”

With a sob, Edgar flung the letter from him and
seized the vial of colorless fluid.

“Let it be ten drops,” he said hoarsely. “I shall go
as old Nap did—but no—I shan’t prolong it, I will
take the entire two ounces that I have made. The
quicker the better!”

Now the reader at this point will doubtless be pre¬
pared for the hasty conclusion of this story, but such,
I regret to say, is not the case. Have you never heard
that one hundred thousand volts of high frequency
electricity can be discharged through a living body with
no apparent damage, but diminish the number of volts
to five hundred or a thousand at a lower frequency and
death is instantaneous? Something of the quality of
the mysterious force known to us as electricity was
contained in that harmless looking liquid. Before
Edgar had put the entire two ounces into his arm he
was conscious of a deafening roar and of intermittent
flashes of brilliant lights. He felt as if'he were falling
through interstellar space. He seemed to be passing
suns with planets swinging in their orbits about them.
Great universes stretched on and on without end I At
first he thought, “They are universes of solar systems,
containing suns and planets.” Then with sudden lucid¬
ity came the thought, “They are molecules made up
of atoms, containing protons and electrons I I am go-
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ing, not the way of the telescope, but of the micro¬
scope !”

A physics professor, who had been considered a little
wild in his theories, had once said these words and
they had never been forgotten by the student, Hamil¬
ton.

“Our Earth in the ether of space is as but a grain
of sand upon the sea-shore. Our universe may be
but a molecule in a greater universe, and all our ages
since the beginning of time, record but a second in
the time of that larger cosmos. Then take it the other
way too- In this grain of sand which I hold in my
hand, there may be other universes which, while I have
talked to you, have come into being, and vanished.
Students, perhaps time is the fourth dimension we have
sought after so long II Would not this theory prove
that the time element enters into the size of things?”

Then Edgar understood. Ellen had been headed the
way of the telescope, but only to an infinitesimal degree.
His body was hurtling millions of times more rapidly
in the direction of microscopic infinity, and as his
physics professor had explained, the atomic space is as
vast, proportionally, as interplanetary space. The dif¬
ference is that of rates of vibration, and with his bodily
shrinkage, Edgar was expending his bodily energies at
a relatively rapid rate.

Unable to measure the passage of time, Edgar
drowsily felt himself losing consciousness. If this was
death it was actually a pleasurable experience.

Again consciousness, sharp and acute. Edgar looked
about him and raised himself to a sitting posture. In
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his ears pounded an almost deafening roar, and a
strong wind was blowing steadily. He seemed to be
lying upon a stone-paved floor. Then he observed that
it was a great ledge, as broad as the length of a city
block. He could see where it made a straight horizon
with the sky a few rods away. But the fearful roar!
He turned toward the near edge of this ledge, and
there, stretching in endless billows that tossed and
drove great waves to points within not more than ten
feet from the top of the huge wall, was a vast watery
expanse, the most restless, writhing body of water that
Edgar had ever imagined. Nothing but water, a deep
blue sky (not the cerulean blue of the skies of Terra,
but a deeper royal blue) and the stone paving of this
vast shelf of rocks! Edgar took a few steps toward
the farther edge. As he walked, he noticed how evenly
and smoothly the slabs of stone had been fitted to¬
gether. It was like one vast block of concrete.

He approached curiously and cautiously the opposite
edge, and peered below. He drew back in even greater
alarm, for he had glimpsed a pit of fire that sent up
great tongues of flame. He seemed literally between
the devil and the deep sea! Stepping back a few paces
he commenced to walk along the paving which seemed
the only safe place upon this strange world. To the
left stretched the boundless sea and to the right the
awful semblance of Hades!

After several miles of weary walking, Edgar began
to feel acutely the pangs of hunger. He ventured war¬
ily toward the right edge once more, and this time
he did not draw back in alarm. Far, far below him
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lay a beautiful green valley with rolling swards and
mossy hillocks. Dwelling-places dotted the landscape
and figures moved about. From his lofty height the
scene resembled the miniature card-board village of his
childhood’s day. But how to descend into this Garden
of Eden I There seemed to be no visible means of get¬
ting down to what seemed a veritable paradise, after
the experiences of the past hour. Along the entire
length of the wall, as far down as Edgar could see, in
both directions, his eye could perceive nothing but a
blank uniformity, unless—he peered more intently. A
few feet directly below him he saw two small holes,
and his heart gave a joyful bound. The holes must
have been made there for the purpose of attaching the
curved ends of a ladder used in ascending this most
gigantic piece of masonry. Edgar decided to remain
directly above the holes until one of the inhabitants of
this miniature world should be moved by providence
to investigate the top of the mammoth dike.

Many times during the days that followed, Edgar
gave up in despair. He tried to shout, but his voice
was completely lost in the unceasing roar of the ocean
back of him. Too weak to hope longer, he lay down
utterly despondent. And then came hope and with it
a renewed strength!

Directly below him at the base of this vast wall which
sloped toward the valley, at an angle of about thirty
degrees, were many figures gesticulating and carrying
long black objects upon their shoulders. Edgar in his
weakness and excitement nearly lost his balance in
watching the procedure. Then he was assured beyond
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the question of a doubt that one of them was scaling
the wall. Over and over the ladder was being turned
and attached into holes along the side. Nearer and
nearer crawled a tiny saffron garmented creature until
the ladder had been inserted into the last holes and an

inhabitant of the remote valley stood in astonishment
before Edgar Hamilton.

His short yellow garment hung by straps across his
shoulders and extended below his waist where it ended
in short bloomers, full enough to give the effect of a
skirt. His features were in type not unlike those of
the people of our eastern civilization of today.

Communication through a common language was,
of course, impossible, but Edgar was able to indicate
his desire for food and his wish to descend into the

green valley. The stranger nodded and then ran to
the opposite edge of the dike and gazed long and fix¬
edly at the stormy sea. At length he turned back to¬
ward Edgar and the latter noticed that his face wore
an expression of extreme anxiety.

They both descended by the ladder.
Once down among these people, so like and yet so

different from himself, Hamilton learned many strange
and wonderful things. Inside of a few weeks he had
mastered their language. He became acquainted with
numerous astounding truths concerning this planet to
which fate had so strangely sent him. Chief among
these was the fact that the large island upon which the
people dwelt had at one time been part of a vast con¬
tinent, but the larger portion of this land with its great
cities and monumental temples, palaces and fertile
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plains had been swallowed up in the ocean. The rem¬
nant of the civilization living upon a lofty plateau had
managed to survive the onslaught of the sea, whose
waters seemed to creep up through the centuries, and
threatened to engulf them. In reality it was not the
water which rose, but the land that sank due to enor¬
mous subterranean gas pockets collapsing, the gas es¬
caping through fiery volcanoes. This was a sunken land
then that maintained its temporary safety only through
the building and repair of its monstrous dikes.

Edgar thought of Holland on the far away Earth.
(Ah! but was it so far away? He and all the universe
about him were an infinitesimal part of the new blue-
figured linoleum that he had purchased recently for his
laboratory!)

“Not so much like Holland,” he said to himself one

time, “as like the lost land of Mu, which, according to
archeologists was a tropical continent larger than
North America. It went to the bottom of the Pacific
with its sixty-four million white inhabitants and their
templed cities thirteen thousand years ago.”

Then she came into Edgar’s life and gradually he
forgot the linoleum on the laboratory floor and the
measles that threatened to last for five long years. She
was the daughter of Elto, the chief inspector and engi¬
neer of the dikes. A sort of modern Nehemiah was

he, as he superintended the continual erection of the
rocky walls that preserved the land of Luntin from
total annihilation. Her name was Yana and her pale,
wild beauty outrivaled the charms of any earthly
maiden Edgar had ever known.
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One time they sat upon a grassy knoll outside Elto’s
home. They looked in the direction of Mt. Karp, into
whose forbidding depths Edgar had gazed at the time
of his arrival upon this planet.

“The fiery mount has been very active of late years,”
said Yana sadly, her sweet troubled eyes turned in the
direction of the volcano. “Father says that the land
is sinking rapidly and that the dikes have now been
built as high as is possible without their crumbling. He
and the wise Kermis predict that inside of the next
fifty or sixty years our beloved Luntin and its inhabi¬
tants will be no more, and over all this will stretch that
wild, roaring ocean I”

She shuddered and in that moment Edgar had
clasped her in his arms and won from her the promise
to be his bride.

Twenty-five years passed; years filled with much
happiness, but clouded with an ever increasing anxiety
for the fate of Luntin. Edgar and Yana had lived in
happy companionship. They had a son whom they
called Yangar. The lad was the pride of their hearts.
He had inherited his grandfather’s constructive ability,
and at the age of twenty-two was appointed chief engi¬
neer of the dikes, to succeed his late grandfather, Elto.
In this capacity Yangar was a decided success, and by
his ingenuity had more than once warded off dire
calamity to his country.

Thirty-five years more! It looked as if the date set
by old Elto for the inundation was nigh. Yangar, now
a widower with a son of his own, Manly, was ingenious
and vigilant, but even these qualities could not hold out
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forever against such a monster as hurled itself con¬
stantly against the walls. Yana grew thin and wasted
away with worry and died. Edgar sorrowed greatly
over the loss of his wife, and his son became doubly
dear to him.

One time after Yangar had returned from an inspec¬
tion of the dikes, his father showed him a bottle con¬

taining a yellow liquid.
“This,” he explained to Yangar, “is the way out

of the catastrophe for us. It has taken me years to
prepare it. I will divide it in thirds; for you, your
son, Manly, and myself. It is a very concentrated form
of a drug I prepared sixty years ago. The entire con¬
tents of this bottle is sufficient, if injected into the veins
of you, Manly and myself, to so decrease the rate of
our nerve impulses that we shall no longer be of this
world.”

He paused, while in retrospection his mind’s eye saw
the immobile form of that earthly maiden with her
interminable smile.

“We shall not be of this world, father!” exclaimed
Yangar. “Do you mean that we shall die?”

“Not that, I trust,” replied Edgar, “but as I have
often explained to you before, time and size being
purely relative, we cannot of necessity become infinitely
slower in our rate of existence without at the same

time growing infinitely bigger. This process employed
at the crucial moment of disaster will lift us to a world
in a universe next larger to our own. My bodily forces
are about exhausted anyhow, but for you and your
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son Manly, it will mean the ability to complete the
normal span of your lives.”

Then came a day when Edgar and his grandson,
Manly, a young man of four and thirty, who bore a
marked resemblance to his grandfather when the latter
had come a stranger to Luntin, sat within the little
stone house where they and Yangar dwelt together.
The latter was away, as was his custom, to oversee
work upon the dikes. On the morrow Manly would be
one of the number chosen to labor for the safety of
his land.

“Tomorrow you and Yangar must take with you
your bottles containing your portions of this wonderful
drug that diminishes nervous pressure,” said Edgar
Hamilton, smiling with affection at his stalwart and
handsome grandson. “It is no longer safe to be with¬
out it. The attached syringes will render its injection
a matter of seconds only.”

He had scarcely finished speaking when a roar like
thunder shook the very ground beneath their feet. To¬
gether they rushed to the entrance and lifted their
eyes to the rocky wall that had held at bay their watery
enemy for so many generations. The dike was a crum¬
bling mass, a Niagara, increased to many times its
earthly proportions.

“May the saints preserve me!” exclaimed Agnes as
she flew toward her room and locked the door. “This
mornin’ I hands a note to master Edgar and he acts
that queer I think he’s after losin’ his mind. Then this
evenin’ I goes in, and there he’s a settin’ on the floor
with next to nothin’ on, and an old man standin’ beside
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him! I’m through. If these goin’s on don’t stop, I’m
after lookin’ for another job I”

At nine o’clock that evening the door-bell rang at
the Gordan residence.

“The strange doctor who was called for consulta¬
tion by Dr. Bennett, dear,” said Mrs. Gordan to her
husband. “Dr. Bennett said he would send him to see

poor Ellen. Will you go to the door?”
“If it’s the doctor, all right,” responded her spouse,

“but should it chance to be that scalawag, Hamilton,
down the front steps he goes faster than he came up l”

Mr. Gordan opened the front door and gave a little
gasp of amazement. In the entryway, with the street¬
light shining grotesquely upon his bent figure, stood
an aged stranger.

“Are you the consulting physician to investigate Miss
Gordan’s case?” asked Mr. Gordan.

The elderly individual bent an interested glance upon
the man before him. Then he replied.

“I—that is—yes, I believe I have an excellent cure
for her condition. May I see her?”

“Certainly, this way, doctor.”
The strange physician followed Mr. and Mrs. Paul

Gordan to the room of their daughter. Upon the bed
lay the inert form of the unfortunate young woman
whose nerve impulses had been so retarded as to render
her a misfit among all the rest of humanity about her.
The aged doctor gazed at the still form intently.

“Not a day over thirty-two,” he thought to himself.
Aloud he said, “Her most rapid cure will be accom¬

plished by injecting this serum which—”
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“But please, doctor!” pleaded the mother with a
detaining hand upon his arm, “I—I don’t like injected
serums. Can’t she—er—take it internally?”

“Unfortunately not, my good woman, but let me
assure you, it will effect a rapid cure.”

The mother surrendered and the old doctor injected
into the arm of his patient a drop of colorless liquid.
The effect was almost instantaneous. Ellen sat up
quickly and looked from one to another of the occu¬
pants of the room.

“Mother, father,” she cried. “Has the world really
stopped tearing around at such a fearful rate? Ah, I
know it is I who am back to normal. I wonder if Edgar
is succeeding in catching up with me. My measles won’t
last long now!”

The old man turned to leave the room, but stopped
at a question from the astonished father, Paul Gordan.

“To whom are we indebted for this restoration of
our daughter to normalcy?”

The piercing eyes of the stranger swept the faces of
all three.

“To Edgar Hamilton,” he replied quietly.
“Oh, he sent you, did he?” laughed Mr. Gordan.

“Probably the young rascal was afraid to deliver the
antidote in person after my somewhat plain letter this
morning.”

The aged man advanced a step with outstretched
trembling hands.

“You do not understand, Mr. Gordan. I am Edgar
Hamilton.”
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“You—well this is rich!” Aside to his wife, “We
must humor the poor devil.”

“Joking set aside,” persisted the stranger, “I am
Edgar Hamilton, to whom you owe your late catas¬
trophe and its more recent remedy.”

Then he proceeded to tell a tale of a spent lifetime,
a tale so fantastic that it fell upon incredulous ears.
It ended with a wild unearthly cry of, “Yangar, my
son, Yangar.” His shrieks grew louder until they
became the ravings of a mad man.

Nearly all who have seen him at the asylum and
heard his story believe him to be the victim of an
hallucination.

It is said that some months after Ellen Gordan’s

complete recovery from measles, she married a young
man by the name of Manly Hamilton, who claimed
kinship with the Edgar Hamilton, who had so mysteri¬
ously disappeared. There remain those of their ac¬
quaintance, who maintain that Ellen’s husband and
Edgar are one and the same man, but that does not
explain the aged inmate of the asylum.
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I

The Passing of a Kingdom

Since the comparatively recent resume of the
ancient order of agriculture I, Nathano, have been
asked to set down the extraordinary events of the past
two thousand years, at the beginning of which time the
supremacy of man, chief of the mammals, threatened
to come to an untimely end.

Ever since the dawn of life upon this globe, life,
which it seemed had crept from the slime of the sea,
only two great types had been the rulers; the rep¬
tiles and the mammals. The former held undisputed
sway for eons, but gave way eventually before the
smaller, but intellectually superior mammals. Man
himself, the supreme example of the ability of life
to govern and control inanimate matter, was master
of the world with apparently none to dispute his
right. Yet, so blinded was he with pride over the
continued exercise of his power on Earth over other
lower types of mammals and the nearly extinct
reptiles, that he failed to notice the slow but steady
rise of another branch of life, different from his own;
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smaller, it is true, but no smaller than he had been in
comparison with the mighty reptilian monsters that
roamed the swamps in Mesozoic times.

These new enemies of man, though seldom attack¬
ing him personally, threatened his downfall by de¬
stroying his chief means of sustenance, so that by
the close of the twentieth century, strange and dar¬
ing projects were laid before the various govern¬
ments of the world with an idea of fighting man’s
insect enemies to the finish. These pests were growing
in size, multiplying so rapidly and destroying so much
vegetation, that eventually no plants would be left
to sustain human life. Humanity suddenly woke to the
realization that it might suffer the fate of the nearly
extinct reptiles. Would mankind be able to prevent
the encroachment of the insects? And at last man

knew that unless drastic measures were taken at once,
a third great class of life was on the brink of terrestrial
sovereignty.

Of course no great changes in development come
suddenly. Slow evolutionary progress had brought
us up to the point, where, with the application of
outside pressure, we were ready to handle a situation,
that, a century before, would have overwhelmed us.

I reproduce here in part a lecture delivered by a
great American scientist, a talk which, sent by radio
throughout the world, changed the destiny of man¬
kind: but whether for good or for evil I will leave
you to judge at the conclusion of this story.
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“Only in comparatively recent times has man suc¬
ceeded in conquering natural enemies; flood, storm,
inclemency of climate, distance, and now we face
an encroaching menace to the whole of humanity.
Have we learned more and more of truth and of the
laws that control matter only to succumb to the first
real danger that threatens us with extermination?
Surely, no matter what the cost, you will rally to the
solution of our problem, and I believe, friends, that
I have discovered the answer to the enigma.

“I know that many of you, like my friend Professor
Fair, will believe my ideas too extreme, but I am con¬
vinced that unless you are willing to put behind you
those notions which are old*and not utilitarian, you
cannot hope to cope with the present situation.

“Already, in the past few decades, you have real¬
ized the utter futility of encumbering yourselves with
superfluous possessions that had no useful virtue,
but which, for various sentimental reasons, you con¬
tinued to hoard, thus lessening the degree of your
life’s efficiency by using for it time and attention that
should have been applied to the practical work of
life’s accomplishments. You have given these things
up slowly, but I am now going to ask you to relinquish
the rest of them quickly; everything that interferes
in any way with the immediate disposal of our enemies,
the insects.”

At this point, it seems that my worthy ancestor,
Professor Fair, objected to the scientist’s words,
asserting that efficiency at the expense of some of
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the sentimental virtues was undesirable and not con¬

ducive to happiness, the real goal of man. The scientist,
in his turn, argued that happiness was available only
through a perfect adaptability to one’s environment,
and that efficiency sans love, mercy and the softer
sentiments was the short cut to human bliss.

It took a number of years for the scientist to put
over his scheme of salvation, but in the end he suc¬

ceeded, not so much from the persuasiveness of his
words, as because prompt action of some sort was
necessary. There was not enough food to feed the
people of the earth. Fruit and vegetables were becom¬
ing a thing of the past. Too much protein food in the
form of meat and fish was injuring the race, and at
last the people realized that, for fruits and vegetables,
or their nutritive equivalent, they must turn from the
field to the laboratory; from the farmer to the chemist.
Synthetic food was the solution to the problem. There
was no longer any use in planting and caring for food
stuffs destined to become the nourishment of man’s
most deadly enemy.

The last planting took place in 2900, but there was
no harvest, the voracious insects took every green
shoot as soon as it appeared, and even trees, that had
previously withstood the attacks of the huge insects,
were by this time, stripped of every vestige of greenery.

The vegetable world suddenly ceased to exist. Over
the barren plains which had been gradually filling with
vast cities, man-made fires brought devastation to every
living bit of greenery, so that in all the world there was
no food for the insect pests.
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II

Man or Insect?

Extract from the diary of Delfair, a descendant of
Professor Fair, who had opposed the

daring scientist.

From the borders of the great state-city of Iowa,
I was witness to the passing of one of the great king¬
doms of earth—the vegetable, and I can not find
words to express the grief that overwhelms me as
I write of its demise, for I loved all growing things.
Many of us realized that Earth was no longer beauti¬
ful; but if beauty meant death; better life in the
sterility of the metropolis.

The viciousness of the thwarted insects was a

menace that we had forseen and yet failed to take
into adequate account. On the city-state borderland,
life is constantly imperiled by the attacks of well
organized bodies of our dreaded foe.

(Note: The organization that now exists among
the ants, bees and other insects, testifies to the possi¬
bility of the development of military tactics among
them in the centuries to come.)

Robbed of their source of food, they have become
emboldened to such an extent that they will take any
risks to carry human beings away for food, and after
one of their well organized raids, the toll of human
life is appalling.
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But the great chemical laboratories where our syn¬
thetic food is made, and our oxygen plants, we thought
were impregnable to their attacks. In that we were
mistaken.

Let me say briefly that since the destruction of all
vegetation which furnished a part of the oxygen
essential to human life, it became necessary to manu¬
facture this gas artificially for general diffusion through
the atmosphere.

I was flying to my work, which is in Oxygen Plant
No. 21, when I noticed a peculiar thing on the upper
speedway near Food Plant No. 3,439. Although it
was night, the various levels of the state-city were
illuminated as brightly as by day. A pleasure vehicle
was going with prodigious speed westward. I looked
after it in amazement. It was unquestionably the
car of Eric, my co-worker at Oxygen Plant No. 21.
I recognized the gay color of its body, but to verify
my suspicions beyond the question of a doubt, I turned
my volplane in pursuit and made out the familiar
license number. What was Eric doing away from the
plant before I had arrived to relieve him from duty?

In hot pursuit, I sped above the car to the very
border of the state-city, wondering what unheard of
errand took him to the land of the enemy, for the car
came to a sudden stop at the edge of what had once
been an agricultural area. Miles ahead of me stretched
an enormous expanse of black sterility; at my back
was the teeming metropolis, five levels high—if one
counted the hangar-level, which did not cover the
residence sections.
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I had not long to wait, for almost immediately my
friend appeared. What a sight he presented to my
incredulous gaze! He was literally covered from
head to foot with the two-inch ants, that next to the
beetles, had proved the greatest menace in their attacks
upon humanity. With wild incoherent cries he fled over
the rock and stubble-burned earth.

As soon as my stunned senses permitted, I swooped
down toward him to effect a rescue, but even as my
plane touched the barren earth, I saw that I was too
late, for he fell, borne down by the vicious attacks of
his myriad foes. I knew it was useless for me to set
foot upon the ground, for my fate would be that of
Eric. I rose ten feet and seizing my poison-gas weapon,
let its contents out upon the tiny black evil things that
swarmed below. I did not bother with my mask, for
I planned to rise immediately, and it was not a moment
too soon. From across the waste-land, a dark cloud
eclipsed the stars and I saw coming toward me a horde
of flying ants interspersed with larger flying insects,
all bent upon my annihilation. I now took my mask
and prepared to turn more gas upon my pursuers, but
alas, I had used every atom of it in my attack upon th^
non-flying ants! I had no recourse but flight, and to
this I immediately resorted, knowing that I could out¬
distance my pursuers.

When I could no longer see them, I removed my
gas mask. A suffocating sensation seized me. I could
not breathe! How high had I flown in my endeavor
to escape the flying ants? I leaned over the side of
my plane, expecting to see the city far, far below me.
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What was my utter amazement when I discovered that
I was scarcely a thousand feet high! It was not altitude
that was depriving me of the life-giving oxygen.

A drop of three hundred feet showed me inert specks
of humanity lying about the streets. Then I knew;
the oxygen plant was not in operation! In another
minute I had on my oxygen mask, which was attached
to a small portable tank for emergency use, and I
rushed for the vicinity of the plant. There I witnessed
the first signs of life. Men equipped with oxygen
masks, were trying to force entrance into the locked
building. Being an employee, I possessed knowledge
of the combination of the great lock, and I opened
the door, only to be greeted by a swarm of ants that
commenced a concerted attack upon us.

The floor seemed to be covered with a moving black
rug, the corner nearest the door appearing to unravel
as we entered, and it was but a few seconds before
we were covered with the clinging, biting creatures,
who fought with a supernatural energy born of despair.
Two very active ants succeeded in getting under my
helmet. The bite of their sharp mandibles and the
effect of their poisonous formic acid became intoler¬
able. Did I dare remove my mask while the air about
me was foul with the gas discharged from the weapons
of my allies ? While I felt the attacks elsewhere upon
my body gradually diminishing as the insects succumbed
to the deadly fumes, the two upon my face waxed more
vicious under the protection of my mask. One at
each eye, they were trying to blind me. The pain was
unbearable. Better the suffocating death-gas than the
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torture of lacerated eyes! Frantically I removed the
head-gear and tore at the shiny black fiends. Strange
to tell, I discovered that I could breathe near the
vicinity of the great oxygen tanks, where enough
oxygen lingered to support life at least temporarily.
The two vicious insects, no longer protected by my
gas-mask, scurried from me like rats from a sinking
ship and disappeared behind the oxygen tanks.

This attack of our enemies, though unsuccessful on
their part, was dire in its significance, for it had shown
more cunning and ingenuity than anything that had
ever preceded it. Heretofore, their onslaughts had
been confined to direct attacks upon us personally or
upon the synthetic-food laboratories, but in this last
raid they had shown an amazing cleverness that por¬
tended future disaster, unless they were checked at
once. It was obvious they had ingeniously planned to
smother us by the suspension of work at the oxygen
plant, knowing that they themselves could exist in an
atmosphere containing a greater percentage of carbon-
dioxide. Their scheme, then, was to raid our labora¬
tories for food.

Ill

Lucanus the Last

A Continuation of Delfair’s Account

Although it was evident that the cessation of all
plant-life spelled inevitable doom for the insect in-
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habitants of Earth, their extermination did not follow
as rapidly as one might have supposed. There were
years of internecine warfare. The insects continued
to thrive, though in decreasing numbers, upon stolen
laboratory foods, bodies of human-beings and finally
upon each other; at first capturing enemy species and
at last even resorting to a cannibalistic procedure.
Their rapacity grew in inverse proportion to their wan¬
ing numbers, until the meeting of even an isolated insect
might mean death, unless one were equipped with
poison gas and prepared to use it upon a second’s
notice.

I am an old man now, though I have not yet lived
quite two centuries, but I am happy in the knowledge
that I have lived to see the last living insect which
was held in captivity. It was an excellent specimen
of the stag-beetle (Lucanus) and the years have testi¬
fied that it was the sole survivor of a form of life that

might have succeeded man upon this planet. This
beetle was caught weeks after we had previously seen
what was supposed to be the last living thing upon the
globe, barring man and the sea-life. Untiring search
for years has failed to reveal any more insects, so that
at last man rests secure in the knowledge that he is
monarch of all he surveys.

I have heard that long, long ago man used to gaze
with a fearful fascination upon the reptilian creatures
which he displaced, and just so did he view this lone
specimen of a type of life that might have covered
the face of the earth, but for man’s ingenuity.

It was this unholy lure that drew me one day to view
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the captive beetle in his cage in district 404 at Uni-
versapolis. I was amazed at the size of the creature,
for it looked larger than when I had seen it by tele¬
vision, but I reasoned that upon that occasion there
had been no object near with which to compare its size.
True, the broadcaster had announced its dimensions,
but the statistics concretely given had failed to register
a perfect realization of its prodigious proportions.

As I approached the cage, the creature was lying
with its dorsal covering toward me and I judged it
measured fourteen inches from one extremity to the
other. Its smooth horny sheath gleamed in the bright
artificial light. (It was confined on the third level.)
As I stood there, mentally conjuring a picture of a
world overrun with billions of such creatures as the
one before me, the keeper approached the cage with
a meal-portion of synthetic food. Although the food
has no odor, the beetle sensed the man’s approach, for
it rose on its jointed legs and came toward us, its horn¬
like prongs moving threateningly; then apparently re¬
membering its confinement, and the impotency of an
attack, it subsided and quickly ate the food which had
been placed within its prison.

The food consumed, it lifted itself to its hind legs,
partially supported by a box, and turned its great eyes
upon me. I had never been regarded with such utter
malevolence before. The detestation was almost

tangible and I shuddered involuntarily. As plainly
as if he spoke, I knew that Lucanus was perfectly
cognizant of the situation and in his gaze I read the
concentrated hate of an entire defeated race.
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I had no desire to gloat over his misfortune, rather
a great pity toward him welled up within me. I pic¬
tured myself alone, the last of my kind, held up for
ridicule before the swarming hordes of insects who
had conquered my people, and I knew that life would
no longer be worth the living.

Whether he sensed my pity or not I do not know,
but he continued to survey me with unmitigated rage,
as if he would convey to me the information that his
was an implacable hatred that would outlast eternity.

Not long after this he died, and a world long since
intolerant of ceremony, surprised itself by interring
the beetle’s remains in a golden casket, accompanied
by much pomp and splendor.

I have lived many long years since that memor¬
able event, and undoubtedly my days here are num¬
bered, but I can pass on happily, convinced that in this
sphere man’s conquest of his environment is supreme.

IV

Efficiency Maximum

In a direct line of descent from Professor Fair and
Delfair, the author of the preceding chapter,

comes Thanor whose journal is
given in this chapter.

Am I a true product of the year 2928? Sometimes
I am convinced that I am hopelessly old-fashioned, an
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anachronism, that should have existed a thousand
years ago. In no other way can I account for the dis¬
satisfaction I feel in a world where efficiency has at
last reached a maximum.

I am told that I spring from a line of ancestors who
were not readily acclimated to changing conditions. I
love beauty, yet I see none of it here. There are many
who think our lofty buildings that tower two and three
thousand feet into the air are beautiful, but while they
are architectural splendors, they do not represent the
kind of loveliness I crave. Only when I visit the sea
do I feel any satisfaction for a certain yearning in my
soul. The ocean alone shows the handiwork of God.
The land bears evidence only of man.

As I read back through the diaries of my sentimental
ancestors I find occasional glowing descriptions of the
world that was; the world before the insects menaced
human existence. Trees, plants and flowers brought
delight into the lives of people as they wandered
among them in vast open spaces, I am told, where the
earth was soft beneath the feet, and flying creatures,
called birds, sang among the greenery. True, I learn
that many people had not enough to eat, and that un¬
controllable passions governed them, but I do believe
it must have been more interesting than this methodi¬
cal, unemotional existence. I can not understand why
many people were poor, for I am told that Nature as
manifested in the vegetable kingdom was very prolific;
so much so that year after year quantities of food
rotted on the ground. The fault, I find by my reading,
was not with Nature but with man’s economic system
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which is now perfect, though this perfection really
brings few of us happiness, I think.

Now there is no waste; all is converted into food.
Long ago men learned how to reduce all matter to
its constituent elements, of which there are nearly
a hundred in number, and from them to rebuild com¬

pounds for food. The old axiom that nothing is created
or destroyed, but merely changed from one form to
another, has stood the test of ages. Man, as the agent
of God, has simply performed the miracle of trans¬
mutation himself instead of waiting for natural forces
to accomplish it as in the old days.

At first humanity was horrified when it was decreed
that it must relinquish its dead to the laboratory. For
too many eons had man closely associated the soul
and body, failing to comprehend the body as merely
a material agent, through which the spirit functioned.
When man knew at last of the eternal qualities of spirit,
he ceased to regard the discarded body with reverential
awe, and saw in it only the same molecular constituents
which comprised all matter about him. He recognized
only material basically the same as that of stone or
metal; material to be reduced to its atomic elements
and rebuilt into matter that would render, service to

living humanity; that portion of matter wherein spirit
functions.

The drab monotony of life is appalling. Is it pos¬
sible that man had reached his height a thousand years
ago and should have been willing to resign Earth’s
sovereignty to a coming order of creatures destined
to be man’s worthy successor in the eons to come?
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It seems that life is interesting only when there is a
struggle, a goal to be reached through an evolutionary
process. Once the goal is attained, all progress ceases.
The huge reptiles of preglacial ages rose to supremacy
by virtue of their great size, and yet was it not the
excessive bulk of those creatures that finally wiped
them out of existence? Nature, it seems, avoids ex¬
tremes. She allows the fantastic to develop for awhile
and then wipes the slate clean for a new order of de¬
velopment. Is it not conceivable that man could destroy
himself through excessive development of his nervous
system, and give place for the future evolution of a
comparatively simple form of life, such as the insects
were at man’s height of development? This, it seems
to me, was the great plan; a scheme with which man
dared to interfere and for which he is now paying
by the boredom of existence.

The earth’s population is decreasing so rapidly, that
I fear another thousand years will see a lifeless planet
hurtling through space. It seems to me that only a
miracle will save us now.

V

The Year 3928

The Original Writer, Nathano, Resumes
the Narrative

My ancestor, Thanor, of ten centuries ago, accord¬
ing to the records he gave to my great grandfather,
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seems to voice the general despair of humanity which,
bad enough in his times, has reacher the nth power in
my day. A soulless world is gradually dying from self-
inflicted boredom.

As I have ascertained from the perusal of the journ¬
als of my forebears, even antedating the extermination
of the insects, I come of a stock that clings with senti¬
mental tenacity to the things that made life worth
while in the old days. If the world at large knew of
my emotional musings concerning past ages, it would
scarcely tolerate me, but surrounded by my thought-
insulator, I often indulge in what fancies I will, and
such meditation, coupled with a love for a few ancient
relics from the past, have led me to a most amazing
discovery.

Several months ago I found among my family relics
a golden receptacle two feet long, one and a half in
width and one in depth, which I found, upon opening,
to contain many tiny square compartments, each filled
with minute objects of slightly varying size, texture
and color.

“Not sand!” I exclaimed as I closely examined the
little particles of matter.

Food? After eating some, I was convinced that
their nutritive value was small in comparison with a
similar quantity of the products of our laboratories.
What were the mysterious objects?

Just as I was about to close the lid again, convinced
that I had one ovef-sentimental ancestor, whose gift
to posterity was absolutely useless, my pocket-radio
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buzzed and the voice of my friend, Stentor, the inter¬
planetary broadcaster, issued from the tiny instrument.

“If you’re going to be home this afternoon,” said
Stentor, “I’ll skate over. I have some interesting news.”

I consented, for I thought I would share my “find”
with this friend whom I loved above all others, but
before he arrived I had again hidden my golden chest,
for I had decided to await the development of events
before sharing its mysterious secret with another. It
was well that I did this for Stentor was so filled with
the importance of his own news that he could have
given me little attention at first.

“Well, what is your interesting news?” I asked after
he was comfortably seated in my adjustable chair.

“You’d never guess,” he replied with irritating
leisureliness.

“Does it pertain to Mars or Venus?” I queried.
“What news of our neighbor planets?”

“You may know it has nothing to do with the self-
satisfied Martians,” answered the broadcaster, “but
the Venusians have a very serious problem confronting
.them. It is in connection with the same old difficulty
they have had ever since interplanetary radio was
developed forty years ago. You remember, that, in
their second communication with us, they told us of
their continual warfare on insect pests that were de¬
stroying all vegetable food? Well, last night after
general broadcasting had ceased, I was surprised to
hear the voice of the Venusian broadcaster. He is sug¬
gesting that we get up a scientific expedition to Venus
to help the natives of the unfortunate planet solve their
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insect problem as we did ours. He says the Martians
turn a deaf ear to their plea for help, but he expects
sympathy and assistance from Earth who has so re¬
cently solved these problems for herself.”

I was dumbfounded at Stentor’s news.

“But the Venusians are farther advanced mechanic¬

ally than we,” I objected, “though they are behind us
in the natural sciences. They could much more easily
solve the difficulties of space-flying than we could.”

“That is true,” agreed Stentor, “but-if we are to
render them material aid in freeing their world from
devastating insects, we must get to Venus. The past
four decades have proved that we can not help them
merely by verbal instructions.”

“Now, last night,” Stentor continued, with warm¬
ing enthusiasm, “Wanyana, the Venusian broadcaster,
informed me that scientists on Venus are developing
interplanetary television. This, if successful, will prove
highly beneficial in facilitating communication, and it
may even do away with the necessity of interplanetary
travel, which I think is centuries ahead of us yet.”

“Television, though so common here on Earth and
on Venus, has seemed an impossibility across the
ethereal void,” I said, “but if it becomes a reality,
I believe it will be the Venusians who will take the
initiative, though of course they will be helpless with¬
out our friendly cooperation. In return for the me¬
chanical instructions they have given us from time to
time, I think it no more than right that we should try
to give them all the help possible in freeing their world,
as ours has been freed, of the insects that threaten their
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very existence. Personally, therefore, I hope it can
be done through radio and television rather than by
personal excursions.”

“I believe you are right,” he admitted, “but I hope
we can be of service to them soon. Ever since I have
served in the capacity of official interplanetary broad¬
caster, I have liked the spirit of goodfellowship shown
by the Venusians through their spokesman, Wanyana.
The impression is favorable in contrast to the super¬
ciliousness of the inhabitants of Mars.”

We conversed for some time, but at length he rose
to take his leave. It was then I ventured to broach the
subject that was uppermost in my thoughts.

“I want to show you something, Stentor,” I said,
going into an adjoining room for my precious box
and returning shortly with it. “A relic from the days
of an ancestor named Delfair, who lived at the time
the last insect, a beetle, was kept in captivity. Judging
from his personal account, Delfair was fully aware of
the significance of the changing times in which he lived,
and contrary to the majority of his contemporaries,
possessed a sentimentality of soul that has proved an
historical asset to future generations. Look, my friend,
these he left to posterity!”

I deposited the heavy casket on a table between us
and lifted the lid, revealing to Stentor the mystifying
particles.

The face of Stentor was eloquent of astonishment.
Not unnaturally his mind took somewhat the same
route as mine had followed previously, though he
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added atomic-power-units to the list of possibilities.
He shook his head in perplexity.

“Whatever they are, there must have been a real
purpose behind their preservation,” he said at last.
“You say this old Delfair witnessed the passing of
the insects ? What sort of a fellow was he ? Likely to
be up to any tricks?”

“Not at all,” I asserted rather indignantly, “he
seemed a very serious minded chap; worked in an
oxygen-plant and took an active part in the last war¬
fare between men and insects.”

Suddenly Stentor stooped over and scooped up some
of the minute particles into the palm of his hand—
and then he uttered a maniacal shriek and flung them
into the air.

“Great God, man, do you know what they are?” he
screamed, shaking violently.

“No, I do not,” I replied quietly, with an attempt
at dignity I did not feel.

“Insect eggs!” he cried, and shuddering with terror,
he made for the door.

I caught him on the threshold and pulled him forcibly
back into the room.

“Now see here,” I said sternly, “not a,word of this
to anyone. Do you understand? I will test out your
theory in every possible way but I want no public inter¬
ference.”

At first he was obstinate, but finally yielded to threats
when supplications were impotent.

“I will test them,” I said, “and will endeavor to keep
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hatchings under absolute control, should they prove
to be what you suspect.

It was time for the evening broadcast, so he left,
promising to keep our secret and leaving me regretting
that I had taken another into my confidence.

yi

The Miracle

For days following my unfortunate experience with
Stentor, I experimented upon the tiny objects that had
so terrified him. I subjected them to various tests for
the purpose of ascertaining whether or not they bore
evidence of life, whether in egg, pupa or larva stages
of development. And to all my experiments, there was
but one answer. No life was manifest. Yet I was not

satisfied, for chemical tests showed that they were
composed of organic matter. Here was an inexplicable
enigma I Many times I was on the verge of consigning
the entire contents of the chest to the flames. I seemed
to see in my mind’s eye the world again over-ridden
with insects, and that calamity due to the indiscretions
of one man! My next impulse was to turn over my
problem to scientists, when a suspicion of the truth
dawned upon me. These were seeds, the germs of
plant-life, and they might grow. But alas, where?
Over all the earth man has spread his artificial do¬
minion. The state-city has been succeeded by what
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could be termed the nation-city, for one great floor
of concrete or rock covers the country.

I resolved to try an experiment, the far-reaching
influence of which I did not at that time suspect. Ben-
neath the lowest level of the community edifice in which
I dwell, I removed, by means of a small atomic ex¬
cavator, a slab of concrete large enough to admit my
body. I let myself down into the hole and felt my feet
resting on a soft dark substance that I knew to be dirt.
I hastily filled a box of this, and after replacing the
concrete slab, returned to my room, where I proceeded
to plant a variety of the seeds.

Being a product of an age when practically to wish
for a thing in a material sense is to have it, I expe¬
rienced the greatest impatience, while waiting for any
evidences of plant-life to become manifest. Daily, yes
hourly, I watched the soil for signs of a type of life
long since departed from the earth, and was about
convinced that the germ of life could not have sur¬
vived the centuries, when a tiny blade of green proved
to me that a miracle, more wonderful to me than the
works of man through the ages, was taking place
before my eyes. This was an enigma so complex and
yet so simple, that one recognized in it a direct revela¬
tion of Nature.

Daily and weekly I watched in secret the botanical
miracle. It was my one obsession. I was amazed at
the fascination it held for me—a man who viewed the
marvels of the thirty-fourth century with unemotional
complacency. It showed me that Nature is manifest
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in the simple things which mankind has chosen to
ignore.

Then one morning, when I awoke, a white blossom
displayed its immaculate beauty and sent forth its
delicate fragrance into the air. The lily, a symbol of
new life, resurrection! I felt within me the stirring
of strange emotions I had long believed dead in the
bosom of man. But the message must not be for me
alone. As of old, the lily would be the symbol of life
for all!

With trembling hands, I carried my precious bur¬
den to a front window where it might be witnessed
by all who passed by. The first day there were few
who saw it, for only rarely do men and women walk;
they usually ride in speeding vehicles of one kind or
another, or employ electric skates, a delightful means
of locomotion, which gives the body some exercise.
The fourth city level, which is reserved for skaters
and pedestrians, is kept in a smooth glass-like con¬
dition. And so it was only the occasional pedestrian,
walking on the outer border of the fourth level, upon
which my window faced, who first carried the news of
the growing plant to the world, and it was not long
before it was necessary for civic authorities to disperse
the crowds that thronged to my window for a glimpse
of a miracle in green and white.

When I showed my beautiful plant to Sentor, he
was most profuse in his apology and came to my rooms
every day to watch it unfold and develop, but the
majority of people, long used to business-like efficiency,
were intolerant of the sentimental emotions that
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swayed a small minority, and I was commanded to
dispose of the lily. But a figurative seed had been
planted in the human heart, a seed that could not be
disposed of so readily, and this seed ripened and grew
until it finally bore fruit.

VII

Ex Terreno

It is a very different picture of humanity that I paint
ten years after the last entry in my diary. My new
vocation is farming, but it is farming on a far more
intensive scale than had been done two thousand years
ago. Our crops never fail, for temperatures and rain¬
fall are regulated artificially. But we attribute our
success principally to the total absence of insect pests.
Our small agricultural areas dot the country like the
parks of ancient days and supply us with a type of
food, no more nourishing, but more appetizing than
that produced in the laboratories. Truly we are living
in a marvelous age! If the earth is ours completely,
why may we not turn our thoughts toward the other
planets in our solar-system? For the past ten or eleven
years the Venusians have repeatedly urged us to come
and assist them in their battle for life. I believe it is
our duty to help them.

Tomorrow will be a great day for us and especially
for Stentor, as the new interplanetary television is to be
tested, and it is possible that for the first time in history,
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we shall see our neighbors in the infinity of space.
Although the people of Venus were about a thousand
years behind us in many respects, they have made won¬
derful progress with radio and television. We have
been in radio communication with them for the last
half century and they shared with us the joy of the
establishment of our Eden. They have always been
greatly interested in hearing Stentor tell the story of
our subjugation of the insects that threatened to wipe
us out of existence, for they have exactly that problem
to solve now; judging from their reports, we fear that
theirs is a losing battle. Tomorrow we shall converse
face to face with the Venusians! It will be an event

second in importance only to the first radio communi¬
cations interchanged fifty years ago. Stentor’s excite¬
ment exceeds that displayed at the time of the dis¬
covery of the seeds.

Well it is over and the experiment was a success,
but alas for the revelation!

The great assembly halls all over the continent were
packed with humanity eager to catch a first glimpse
of the Venusians. Prior to the test, we sent our mes¬

sage of friendship and good will by radio, and received
a reciprocal one from our interplanetary neighbors.
Alas, we were ignorant at that time! Then the tele¬
vision receiving apparatus was put into operation, and
we sat with breathless interest, our eyes intent upon the
crystal screen before us. I sat near Stentor and noted
the feverish ardor with which he watched for the first
glimpse of Wanyana.
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At first hazy mist-like spectres seemed to glide
across the screen. We knew these figures were not
in correct perspective. Finally, one object gradually
became more opaque, its outlines could be seen clearly.
Then across that vast assemblage, as well as thousands
of others throughout the world, there swept a wave
of speechless horror, as its full significance burst upon
mankind.

The figure that stood facing us was a huge six¬
legged beetle, not identical in every detail with our
earthly enemies of past years, but unmistakably an
insect of gigantic proportions! Of course it could not
see us, for our broadcaster was not to appear until
afterward, but it spoke, and we had to close our eyes
to convince ourselves that it was the familiar voice of
Wanyana, the leading Venusian radio broadcaster.
Stentor grabbed my arm, uttered an inarticulate cry
and would have fallen but for my timely support.

“Friends of Earth, as you call your world,” began
the object of horror, “this is a momentous occasion
in the annals of the twin planets, and we are looking
forward to seeing one of you, and preferably Sten¬
tor, for the first time, as you are now viewing one
of us. We have listened many times, with interest,
to your story of the insect pests which threatened to
follow you as lords of your planet. As you have often
heard us tell, we are likewise molested with insects.
Our fight is a losing one, unless we can soon extermi¬
nate them.”

Suddenly, the Venusian was joined by another being,
a colossal ant, who bore in his fore-legs a tiny light-
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colored object which he handed to the beetle-announcer,
who took it and held it forward for our closer in¬
spection. It seemed to be a tiny ape, but was so small
we could not ascertain for a certainty. We were con¬
vinced, however, that it was a mammalian creature,
an “insect” pest of Venus. Yet in it we recognized
rudimentary man as we know him on earth!

There was no question as to the direction in which
sympathies instinctively turned, yet reason told us that
our pity should be given to the intelligent reigning race
who had risen to its present mental attainment through
eons of time. By some quirk or freak of nature, way
back in the beginning, life had developed in the form
of insects instead of mammals. Or (the thought was
repellant) had insects in the past succeeded in displac¬
ing mammals, as they might have done here on earth ?

There was no more television that night. Stentor
would not appear, so disturbed was he by the sight
of the Venusians, but in the morning, he talked to
them by radio and explained the very natural an¬
tipathy we experienced in seeing them or in having
them see us.

Now they no longer urge us to construct etherships
and go to help them dispose of their “insects.” I think
they are afraid of us, and their very fear has aroused
in mankind an unholy desire to conquer them.

I am against it. Have we not had enough of war
in the past? We have subdued our own world and
should be content with that, instead of seeking new
worlds to conquer. But life is too easy here. I can
plainly see that. Much as he may seem to dislike it,
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man is not happy, unless he has some enemy to over¬
come, some difficulty to surmount.

Alas my greatest fears for man were groundless!
A short time ago, when I went out into my field

to see how my crops were faring, I found a six-pronged
beetle voraciously eating. No—man will not need to
go to Venus to fight “insects.”
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Collaboration with Miles J. Breuer, M.D.

A Dying Wish

It must be admitted that interplanetary communica¬
tion is still in a rudimentary stage; nevertheless some
astonishing developments have already taken place.
Beginning with the humble experiments of Hertz in
1887, progress has been variable but uninterrupted.
Hundreds of brilliant men have devoted their lifetimes
to the work. Episodes of intense human interest can
be found along the way of this development. This
account deals with one of them.

The story of any great achievement is marked by
certain epochs, certain milestones, each of which is
associated with the name of a genius. After Hertz
came Marconi, who, in about the year 1896, expressed
the existing theoretical knowledge in his concrete and
workable wireless telegraph. He was followed by
deForest, who about 1900 developed the three-
electrode vacuum tube, making wireless telephony com¬
mercially possible. Then for a half a century nothing
startling happened; efforts were devoted chiefly to the
increase in transmission power and in the range of radio
waves.

146
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It was not until 1967 that Takats at Budapest experi¬
mentally confirmed the belief of scientists that radio
waves, since they were electromagnetic waves of the
same nature as light, could be reflected and refracted.
Up to Takats’ time we lacked the proper media for
this reflection and refraction. Using the gigantic
crystals of aluminum developed at the Kansas Uni¬
versity by H. K. F. Smith, machining them into shape,
Takats succeeded in focusing radio rays as accurately
as the light rays from a movie projector are focused
on the screen.

With his projection system four miles long, he
focused radio waves of intensity receivable on the
planet Mars. Two years later signals were picked up
from Mars, Venus, and from the direction of both
Saturn and Jupiter. That is how fast things moved.

It was demonstrated beyond a doubt that these
signals were attempts of intelligent beings to communi¬
cate with us. Yet, by the time they were comprehended
even vaguely, not one person was alive who had lived
at the time of Takat’s discovery. In 2099 a young
kindergarten teacher, Miss Geneva Hollingsworth, at
Corpus Christi, Texas, published a paper in The
Scientific Monthly that gave the fundamental clue to
the messages that had kept coming in over the instru¬
ments for one hundred and thirty years. The con¬
ceptions of number, size, rhythm, geometry, solar-
system position, solar-system period are so simple and
now so thoroughly understood that it seems ridiculous
that it required more than a century to grasp them.

Though the fundamental conception was simple, the
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development of actual communication was a terrifically
complex and tedious matter. Little Miss Hollings¬
worth was long dead and gone before the interplane¬
tary code was developed. She would have shrunk
terrified from the complicated proportions that her
simple idea assumed, had she been able to see it put into
practice.

But the year 2300 dawned with a fairly fluent com¬
munication going on with Mars, Venus, four of Jupi¬
ter’s moons and one of Saturn’s, and an unsolved
mystery with regard to Neptune. Astronomers ad¬
mitted that the bodies from whom intelligible messages
were being received were in such physical condition
that inhabitation by intelligent beings was a granted
possibility. But, living beings on Neptune! That was
hardly conceivable. That bleak and distant planet
was too cold and dark. Yet signals came from it. Were
they intelligent signals from living beings or not? No
one knows. Certainly no one had as yet been able to
understand them. They were merely noises in the re¬
ceivers. Yet they were too uniform, too persistent, too
regular to be passed over as accidents or as inorganic
phenomena. They demanded an explanation of one
kind or another.

Then, in 2345, came the first successful interplane¬
tary voyage. Thirty-five years before a daring explorer
by the name of Bjerken had gone in a trans-geodesic
coaster to the moon, but had never been seen or heard
of again. Consequently now the eyes of the world were
turned with eager curiosity in the direction of Rex
Dalton, the Kentucky physicist, who, on January 7th,
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was starting out for Venus. The radios, which were
buzzing at the last moment with announcements of
the preparations for departure, suddenly gave out the
news that the famous English astronomer, Myron
Colby, would accompany Dalton on his perilous voyage.

The trip of Dalton and Colby was a memorable
one, not only in the annals of astronomy and physical-
mathematics but likewise in those of biology, since it
proved that man’s previous conception, that, if evolu¬
tion progressed on two different worlds it must neces¬
sarily do so along parallel lines, was an erroneous one.

The Pioneer, which was the name of Dalton’s space
coaster, descended to the steaming atmosphere of
Venus, and its astonished occupants gazed through the
transparent walls at a strange sight. Lying beneath
the pale fronds of gigantic, stringy and palm-like vege¬
tation were thousands of huge worms!

Their heads were large and contained points which
suggested terminal organs of the special senses. If the
aggregation of special-sense end organs constitutes a
face, the faces of these things were creepy, repulsive.
They were intensely active, twitching and writhing and
darting back and forth, in and out among each other.
They seemed to be engaged in a tremendous activity
and even handled a good many blocks and sticks and
things among them. The earthmen shuddered and
were disgusted at the slimy spectacle.

In a few moments the shell of their vessel was so hot
that to save themselves they were compelled to start
the refrigerating apparatus they had brought with
them, in anticipation of just such a situation. They
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raised their vessel and cruised about, looking for cities,
for intelligent beings, and finding nothing but slimy
life, settled again. Near them was another intensely
active bunch of worms. Suddenly a message sounded
on their radio in the interplanetary code:

“Hello! Are you intelligent beings in the crystal
sphere that dropped from the sky?”

Dalton coded back:
“We are humans from the planet Earth. Where

can we find you?”
Then the two men gasped in astonishment when

their radio said:
“You are among us now, looking at us. Come out.

We wish to look at you more closely and see if you are
as civilized as we are.”

The two scientists looked at each other in puzzled
bewilderment.

“We’d better test the atmosphere first,” Dalton
suggested.

They had come all prepared for this. Between
double doors was a compartment into which all accumu¬

lating waste had been placed during their space journey.
The inner door was opened, the waste material was
placed in the chamber and the inner door was closed.
Then the outer door was opened by electrical means,
and the refuse was thrown out electrically, and the
outer door was closed again. This always lowered
the pressure, which was again made good by drawing
compressed oxygen and nitrogen from cylinders.

Now they had registering thermometers, barometers,
and hygrometers and buretts for automatically gather-
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ing samples of the outside air, which could be analyzed
in a few minutes with their equipment. The results of
their tests showed that the atmosphere resembled that
of the earth, with some excess of carbon dioxide and
oxygen; the temperature was 60° Centigrade, the
pressure 790 millimeters of mercury, and the humidity
50 per cent.

“We cannot come out,”Rex Dalton radioed. “Our
bodies will not stand your atmosphere.” They had to
make some plausible excuse for not coming out.

These were the first scientists to return alive from an

interplanetary voyage. Their trip may not have been
entirely satisfactory from the standpoint of the
romantic reader or the sensational news-spreader, but
its scientific significance was epoch-making. It cer¬
tainly gave the first evidence that intelligent beings
can be found under other conditions than ours and in
a form other than that which we have learned to know
as human.

Recording on the Steel Tape

Professor MacLean still retained all the keenness
of his mental powers, although he was ninety-two and
confined to bed. Recently his death had been expected
every day, for he was so weak that he talked with
evident effort. Into his room every morning came
Patrick Corrigan, his friend, and his successor at the
university.

“Corrigan,” the old man said, and the younger man
leaned forward to catch the faint words, “this is a
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great day for me. People give me credit for having
had much to do with the building up of interplanetary
communication. I would be ready to die now, were it
not for that mystery about Neptune. That makes me
feel like a failure. But, now these young men have
returned from Venus, I feel encouraged. Some day
the question of Neptune will be answered.”

For a moment the aged man’s voice trailed off
wearily, then he began again:

“Baffling, mystifying this Neptune business. Those
low-pitched, tapping sounds that come through our
instruments must mean something. There is a rhythm,
a sort of mathematical suggestiveness about them. I
could die in peace if I knew what they mean.”

Corrigan waited respectfully and somewhat puzzled.
He had a solution to propose for the Neptunian mys¬
tery and hesitated to present it because of a foolish
superstition that he might be thus the cause of Pro¬
fessor MacLean’s death. Finally he spoke:

“You followed the radio reports of Dalton and
• Colby’s trip. They landed near Phoenix yesterday I’ve
been pondering on their reports since. Do you re¬
member what they said about the quickness of the
worm-people ? Doesn’t that remind you of the uncom¬
fortable speed with which the Venerian messages come
in? Only experts can make anything of them. Now,
Mars is slower than we are; quite easy to receive in
code. Now, suppose ”

The aged man sat up suddenly with an effort, bring¬
ing a look of alarm into Corrigan’s face. The latter
continued warily:
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“Now, suppose that the messages from Neptune are
so slow that they fail to register with us. Because of
their slowness, we cannot synthesize them into sounds!”

Corrigan stopped suddenly. Professor MacLean lay
white and still; there was no evidence that he lived.
Corrigan stood in stunned silence. Presently the Pro¬
fessor raised a white hand and a wan smile played over
his features.

“Correct I” he whispered. “It almost overcame me.
Now go and work it out experimentally. I shall wait
to hear from Neptune.”

For a man like Corrigan the experimental working
out of the idea was a simple and straightforward
matter. The principle of recording radio impulses
electro-magnetically on a steel tape was already well
known. Assuming hypothetically that the tappings he
had been hearing from Neptune were individual wave
impulses, a simple calculation told him how fast they
must be recorded in order that they might be repro¬
duced as sound. He rigged up this much of the appa¬
ratus and set it to making permanent records of the
Neptunian impulses.

In the meanwhile he adapted an ordinary trans¬
atlantic dictaphone to reproducing sounds from the
steel tape. He had three days of tape when he was
ready to try it out for the first time. He wheeled it
into Professor MacLean’s sick room. The aged
scientist looked as though he could not last much
longer; Corrigan wanted him to witness whatever the
instrument had to tell them. With beating heart he
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adjusted the tape into the dictaphone and started the
tubes.

“—scientists of other planets—”
That is what the instrument spoke, quite clearly.

That was the result of seventy-two hours of patient
recording of Neptunian messages. About a word a
day. Corrigan looked anxiously at the bed.

“I’m still in good shape,” Professor MacLean
smiled. “I must live long enough to hear the first com¬
plete message from Neptune.”

No youngster eagerly awaiting Christmas was ever
more impatient at the lagging footsteps of time than
was Corrigan during the six weeks which he set aside
for the accumulation of the first message from Neptune.
He tried to get himself absorbed in other work, but
it was of no use. He could not stay away from the
recorder; he hovered around it continuously, which
only made the time drag more heavily. Finally, one
momentous day, the apparatus was wheeled into
Professor MacLean’s room again, and with trembling
fingers Corrigan threaded the steel tape. They listened
for the voice, which began in the well-known inter¬
planetary code:

“Elzar, physicist on the planet Neptune, sends greet¬
ings to the scientists of other planets. The Earth,
Mars, and Saturn VIII we can hear. The others are
too rapid for us. For ten of our years we have been
sending out messages. Answer if you hear this. Elzar,
physicist on the planet Neptune, sends greetings to the
scientists of other planets. The Earth, Mars, and
Saturn VIII, we can—”
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Apparently a repetition of the message had begun.
Corrigan turned his eyes to Professor MacLean to see
how the long-awaited message affected the old man. A
smile of peace and contentment rested upon the wasted
countenance. Professor MacLean’s indominable spirit
had waited long enough to hear from the mysterious
Neptune; then it had taken flight to the place where
Neptunian affairs matter little or not at all.

Does it mean that the scientist was stronger than the
friend in Corrigan’s make-up, when Corrigan first dis¬
patched the reply to Elzar of Neptune before making
Professor MacLean’s funeral arrangements? Not
necessarily. While this famous man’s funeral was go¬
ing on, under the lenses and microphones that were
broadcasting it over the entire Earth, the slow tapping
messages from Neptune were again being magnetized
into the steel tape. It was over six months before the
following message was heard out of the dictaphone:

“Elzar of Neptune has received the message of
Corrigan of the Earth. For many years we have had
analyzers for receiving the ultra-rapid messages from
Mars and Venus; for many years our analyzers set
to catch Earth messages have been silent. Today we
are overjoyed to hear them speak. That tells us that
you have understood our signals. Noting that you
have already made a successful trip to Venus, and not
having ourselves as yet conquered the problems of
space-travel, we invite you to visit us on Neptune. You
will find no lovlier spot in the universe. Our extensive
forests and our wonderful cities will please and amaze
you. I live with my child in one of the largest cities,
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exactly on the equator and turned to the sun at XIX-
1118-00B00. That will help you find me. Our home
stands on the edge of a cliff, overlooking a great sea,
the greatest on the planet. We live happily, though
occasionally sorrow is thrust into our midst, because
huge and vicious beasts come up out of the sea and prey
upon our people. Just yesterday a fine child was de¬
stroyed. Elzar bids you come and welcome.”

A Trip Into Space

The Neptunian scientist’s invitation was a startling
thing and would give Corrigan no peace. For months
his mind dwelt on the idea of going to Neptune. Several
other messages came from Neptune, all from Elzar,
who had manifestly a powerful and interesting person¬
ality. Who but an astounding character like Elzar
would think of extending an invitation across those
reaches of space? And who but a genius like Corrigan
would thing of accepting it? For accept it he did.

The first thing he did was to call Dalton into the
project. However, Dalton’s space ship could not be
used, for the simple reason that it was too slow for
that enormous distance. Theoretically, the velocity
of light was the upper limit of speed for space-ships of
the geodesic-hurdling type. In practice, there are
numerous objections and obstacles to such a velocity.
Dalton had made his ship so that it traversed the
26,000,000 miles to Venus in ten hours, with a mean

velocity of 850 miles per second. At this rate, it would
take about forty days to cover the 2,707,000,000 miles
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to Neptune at the latter’s nearest position. After con¬
siderable discussion, a speed of about twenty times that
of the original ship was decided upon. This would give
a velocity of between 16,000 and 17,000 miles per
second which would get them to Neptune in two days
or less.

Two days is not an unreasonable period, and Cor¬
rigan was afraid of higher speeds, not knowing what to
expect from the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction. The
principle is as follows: a moving body contracts in the
direction of its motion, so that at a velocity u, its

length is i —of its original length, when c

expresses the velocity of light. Therefore, at the veloc¬
ity of light, the length of the moving body would be
zero. Most physicists believed that this was merely a
conception of relativism, due to the fact that the veloc¬
ity of light is an arbitrarily chosen constant in a world
where everything else is relative. But no one wanted
to test the truth of this belief on himself.

The late afternoon of July 11, 2347, saw the geo-
desical flier, Neptunian, launched into the unknown,
taking with it Corrigan and Dalton. The two occu¬
pants had placed themselves face downwards on the
floor of the vessel, and waited with fast beating hearts
for the second of severance from all earthly ties. They
watched with interest the curiosity and anticipation
depicted on the faces of those who crowded about out¬
side. Corrigan manipulated the controlling levers, and
the dark frame beneath them became a blank. For an

instant they were pressed crushingly against the floor,
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and then they floated strangely free. There was the
earth rapidly dropping away from them below.

For a few seconds nothing was heard within the
vessel but the sharp intake of breath. Conversation
was out of question at such an exciting moment. The
Neptunian was one hundred miles above the surface
of the earth before they looked around within the
vessel and spoke to each other. Land, water, moun¬
tains, valleys beneath them were rapidly coalescing and
rounding into a sphere. They had barely begun to feel
warm from the friction of the atmosphere when they
were out of it. After they left the atmosphere, Cor¬
rigan threw the switches into full speed. In a few
seconds the earth appeared no bigger than a bass drum.

Elzar Explains

There followed a period of space-sickness, during
which the explorers were intensely miserable. They
were afraid they would die and then afraid they would
not die. They wondered what insane idea possessed
them to embark on such a trip. Eventually they sank
into a stupor of several hours, from which they awoke
considerably improved. The disorder did not wear
off for about sixty hours, however. Dalton was the
first to feel well.

Later researches by competent clinicians on space-
trips have demonstrated that space-sickness is due to
the removal of the effects of gravity from the fluid in
the semi-circular canals of the inner ear. These canals
constitute a little organ which controls the equilibrium
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of the body and which is closely connected with the
eyes and with the gastro-intestinal tract. Normally the
fluid fills the lower halves of the two vertical canals and
the entire horizontal canal. In a geodesic-hurdler this
fluid is freely distributed over the entire interior of
canals, and severe vertigo, nausea, and vomiting result.
Most people become adjusted to the condition in two
or three days.

The complete isolation of the passengers of a space-
coaster, their curious independence of what we have
become accustomed to as natural laws, the blazing
glory of the stars and planets in the black sky, the
strange emotional experiences through which the
travelers pass on seeing their mother earth become
a tiny pin-point of light—all these things have been
dwelt upon so much in the popular magazines that this
is no place for them. One point has not been clearly
brought out in any popular writings that I have seen.
At their enormous velocity, why are not space-travelers
in danger of instant annihilation by collision with loose
masses of matter in space?

We know that space is full of flying bodies in size all
the way from microscopic specks to small planets. A
projectile shot at random stands a strong chance of col¬
liding with one of them before it has gotten very far.
But a geodesic spaceflier is in no danger from them,
because it is not on a world-line. Stating the same thing
in different words, the space flier is moving along a
dimension at right angles to the three old dimensions.
Theoretically speaking, it is not in the old Euclidean
space at all. Practically speaking, space-travelers re-
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port seeing numerous bolides and asteroids, which,
however, seem mutually repelled by their vessels. On
a path at right angles to a geodesic, a repulsion exists
similar to that of like magnetic poles, and it is not
possible to approach a mass of matter of any size what¬
ever unless power is applied and the course changed.

By means of a telescope with lenses of the marvel¬
ously refractive substance, protite, Corrigan and Dal¬
ton studied everything they could see from their vessel.
They passed within a half a million miles of Uranus,
a mere stone’s throw.

“I wonder,” mused Corrigan, studying the pale-
golf-ball sized disc, “whether Uranus is a dead world?
Doesn’t it seem a logical explanation of his constant
taciturnity?”

“It seems to me,” said Dalton thoughtfully, “that it
is the inevitable trend of the forces of Nature to build
up Life. Life arises out of matter, regardless of what
the conditions are. Even on our own planet Life exists
in sections that would seem most unfavorable: the

burning sands of the desert and the frozen seas of the
polar circles. Life, yes. But not necessarily Life as we
conceive of it.”

“You may be right,” Corrigan sighed.

On each of the fifty days observation and calcula¬
tions of position had been made. Almost at every
hour they knew exactly where they were. Therefore,
when the disc of Neptune began to fill the entire sky,
they gradually altered their angle with the geodesic
and slowed down their speed, with a view to landing.
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For many hours they had been unable to sleep because
of their wonderment at the amazing world that filled
the observation frame beneath them. Great cloud
strata pierced by jagged mountain peaks, which rose
to heights of twenty-five miles above the planet’s sur¬
face, veiled the greater part of the strange world from
their eyes.

They had but a dusky twilight by which to see. Shad¬
ows were black as ink; a favorable reflecting surface
shone dazzlingly. However, with pupils widely dilated
and retinas rendered hypersensitive by their long
absence from refracted light, they were able to make
out all details comfortably and distinctly.

“We seem to have struck an uninhabited portion of
Neptune,” commented Dalton, unable to keep an under¬
tone of misgiving out of his voice. “Like Martians
landing on the Sahara desert or the polar wastes.”

“All right, we’ll move around and have a look at
other places,” Corrigan replied and suited action to
word. Soon the awful grandeur of the bare, bleak
landscape was passing in panoramic review beneath
them. One day, two days they circled about, at sixty
miles an hour, at a thousand miles an hour, but found
no variation from the original scene that had at first
staggered them. Nothing but dry, fearful canyons and
bare, towering crags tumbled in chaotic masses, their
tops forever buried in the cloud strata.

“Hm! This is funny,” Corrigan mumbled through
set lips. They circled the planet about the equator and
then from north to south, but saw the same dismal
rocks, the same cold, scurrying vapors. Bare rocks,
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swirls of snow—truly a strange topography for a civil¬
ized world!

“There must be some mistake in the messages,”
Dalton offered.

Dalton didn’t understand interplanetary communi¬
cation as Corrigan did.

“Mistake!” Corrigan exclaimed. “A mistake in the
interplanetary code is more difficult to admit than what
we see below us.”

“Suppose the messages came from some other
planet?” Dalton asked.

“Stop and think,” Corrigan reminded. “We trans¬
lated the word ‘Neptune’ from the code into English.
But the code signal for Neptune gives the size, distance
from the sun, and position relative to other planets.
It is no more possible to conceive that the message
came from some other planet, than it would be for me
to imagine that some other person is talking to me
with your voice. There can be no doubt about the fol¬
lowing facts:

“That our message came from Neptune;
“That this is Neptune; and
“That this is an uninhabited world.
“From the bleakest mountain summits to the depths

of those black gorges, there is neither plant nor animal
life. Now, explain it as you will. I can’t do it.”

. “Perhaps,” suggested Dalton, “the Neptunians live
in caverns within their planet. Let us land and investi¬
gate.”

“No,” reminded Corrigan. “Remember that Elzar’s
message said that he dwelt on the equator on a cliff that
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overlooked the greatest sea on Neptune. Now where’s
the sea? We’ve scoured this whole dead globe, and
found no sea.”

Dalton leaped up in sudden enthusiasm.
“Anyway,” he exclaimed, “we can locate the spot he

mentioned by means of his bearings, and see what’s
there.”

No sooner said than done. In a couple of hours’
travel and a half hour’s calculation, they located XIX-
1118-00B00 on the equator. There indeed was a loom¬
ing cliff, and below it a chasm, that was a veritable
abyss into nothingness. But the cliff was bare and
bleak; naked rocks jutting out of dry ice, with snow
sifting about. And the chasm, of which no bottom was
visible, was not a sea, for there was no water.

Dalton proceeded to test the atmosphere, as he had
done on Venus. When they hauled in their instruments
and calculated their data, they were utterly astounded
to find the following figures: temperature—260°
Centigrade; pressure, 30 mm of mercury; humidity
zero; chemical composition, traces of inert gases of the
neon type, amounts of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon-
dioxide almost too small to determine chemically.

“That stuff out there must be hydrogen snow,”
gasped Dalton, sinking into a chair.

“Certainly no form of life can exist there,” Cor¬
rigan sighed. “I can’t explain it.”

And so, with heavy hearts they turned the Neptunian
back toward the Earth.

Once more back in their homes on Terra, the disap¬
pointed scientists told the story of their fruitless
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journey into the depths of interstellar space. But, a
surprise was in store for them. During their absence
there had been time for the exchange of a few short
messages with Elzar. These had been received and
answered by a certain promising young man by the
name of Sylvester Kuwamoto. (This curious surname
is a relic of the epoch, several hundred years ago, when
races and nationalities existed separately on earth. His
name is suggestive of the Japanese race and nation,
which occupied the island of Japan, spoke a curious
language, and was quite isolated. However, it was not
long before Japan joined the general intermingling of
races which has resulted in making the population of
the entire globe a homogeneous race.) He had been
little more than a sophomore student in Corrigan’s
laboratory prior to the latter’s trip into space. But he
had shown such a brilliant aptitude at the message¬
storing machine, that Corrigan had immediately given
him a permanent position in the laboratory, and put
him in charge of the Neptunian affairs. He had sent
and received the following messages:

Kuwamoto: “Two of our scientists have gone out
in a space-ship to visit you on your world. They will
arrive in forty-nine of our days. Watch for them.”

Elzar: “We are happy because we shall have visitors
from the Earth.”

Kuwamoto: “Please notify us as soon as you see
them.”

Elzar: “It is now the sixty-second terrestrial day,
and your people have not yet arrived. I fear that the
space-ship has met with disaster.”
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Two days after this message was interpreted, Cor¬
rigan and Dalton arrived. Corrigan immediately
radioed this message to Elzar:

“There is some great error. We went to Neptune,
looked it all over, but saw no sign of life or habitation.
We found the spot which you designated as your home,
but found nothing. We found conditions there in
which no kind of life could exist. Can you explain?”

The reply was anticipated eagerly, but required the
usual wait of three months to record, before the few
moments of interpretation could be enjoyed. It ran:

“We watched closely for you, but did not see you.”
Then followed a check of the solar-system data on the
Earth and Neptune at critical periods during the
voyage.

Direction finders and range computers were put to
work. Interplanetary code checks and re-checks were
made. Neptune’s position was checked back and forth.
The messages were from Neptune. Corrigan and Dal¬
ton knew they had been there. Could they convince the
public that they were telling the truth?

WHAT LIFE ON NEPTUNE?

Fifteen months passed, during which Neptunian
affairs remained a puzzle to the entire world. There
was some joking at the expense of Corrigan and
Dalton, though I doubt if any serious-minded person
ever doubted their account of their voyage. On the
other hand, there were people who scoffed; scoffed at
the accounts of the voyage, and at the Neptunian
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messages which continued to arrive with systematic
precision at comparatively regular intervals of from
three to six months—but which shed no light upon
the mystery.

Patrick Corrigan and his assistant seemed to live
primarily for the moment when, the steel tape
threaded, they could sit in their laboratory and listen
to the words of Elzar. They had grown very fond
of the scientist of another world. His cheerful, phil¬
osophizing personality seemed to come out of the void,
encouraging them to find him, wherever he might be.

One day in the laboratory, after the interpretation
of a particularly encouraging message, Sylvester Ku-
wamoto, began to speak to Corrigan, thought better
of it, cleared his throat to cover his embarrassment,
and lapsed into silence.

“What is it?” queried Corrigan kindly. “Never
mind me, you know.”

“Nothing special,” the younger man demurred;
“only—I can’t quite explain how I feel about Elzar.
It is sort of—well, it may sound silly—but like talk¬
ing with God. We can’t see him, we can’t find him;
yet know that he exists and that he is good. Do you
—er—see what I mean?”

“Precisely,” Corrigan replied. “To be frank, I’ve
had somewhat the same feeling myself, though I’ve
never tried to put it into words. Elzar’s personality
is, well a pervading one. We feel its influence through
millions of miles of space! Too bad we can’t know
what he looks like. I can’t help imagining him as an
old man with a flowing beard and a kindly face. We
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human beings put a lot of stock in our sense of sight,
don’t we? Unless we can see an object, we feel that
we know little about it. Yet I’ll venture to say that in
time we’ll develop other senses than our five by which
we become acquainted with our environment.”

“That may be,” replied Kuwamoto musingly; “but
I, for one, am not willing to wait until more senses
develop. I’m going to use the five I’ve got, and I want
to see Elzar!”

Corrigan merely sighed.
After Corrigan left, Kuwamoto sat buried in deepest

thought.
“Man’s reason exceeds any of his five senses. Rea¬

son is more important at this age than instinct and
emotion which have served their terms in the past.”

A strange idea, vague and incomplete was hovering
about the outskirts of his mind, trying to get in. There
was an explanation to this Neptunian puzzle; he al¬
most had it within his grasp, when suddenly, elusively,
it evaded him. There was something Dalton had said,
that ought to be the key to it. For weeks he was
moody and absent-minded. He read minute reports
of the Venerian and Neptunian trips, and talked re¬

peatedly with Dalton and Corrigan.
Pretty soon he grew more cheerful, and carried

sheets of scribbled paper. stuffed into his pockets.
Early one morning he raced pantingjy into Corrigan’s
laboratory. By sheer compulsion, he sat down and
forced himself to be calm.

“Shut it off!” he said, pointing to the apparatus on
which Corrigan was working, also in the effort to solve
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the puzzle of Neptune. “You’ll never find the answer
that way.”

“You’ve got it!” exclaimed Corrigan, dropping his
instruments. “Tell me!”

Kuwamoto began impressively.
“Exactly 500 years ago, Leverrier discovered Nep¬

tune—not with material instruments, not with his five
senses, but by abstract reasoning. From the distur¬
bances in the orbit of Uranus he predicted Neptune’s
position so accurately that Galle in Berlin was able to
turn his telescope to that spot and see it. Likewise,
abstract reasoning has discovered the inhabitants of
Neptune. I can tell you how to make an instrument
to see them.”

Corrigan stared.
“Neptunian processes are slow,” Kuwamoto ar¬

gued.
Corrigan nodded.
“And you couldn’t see the people?”
Corrigan shook his head.
“Nor the animals? Nor the plants? No life?”
Corrigan ceased responding.
“Mountains of ice. Hydrogen snow. Low temper¬

ature. Low pressure. And yet there is life there. Life
that was invisible to you. Can’t you see yet?”

Corrigan waited patiently. Kuwamoto went on:
“Out there in that rare atmosphere, so rare that you

could just barely detect it with instruments of pre¬
cision, no life such as we know it, can exist. It must
be a different form of life. The living things are gas¬
eous bodies! Don’t you see? Composed of cells, with
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nuclei and chromosomes and everything. But the cells
are huge ones, composed of gases instead of colloids.”

Corrigan sprang to his feet. His face was pale with
sudden excitement.

“By God! You’re right!” He slammed his power¬
ful fist down on the table, causing a couple of flasks
to topple and crash. He never noticed their contents
spreading across the table and dripping down.

“Living creatures,” Kuwamoto continued, “intelli¬
gent creatures, plants, animals, all composed of gas-
cells. Huge cells with slow chemical processes, all go¬
ing together just like the cells do in our own bodies.
Only out there in that cold, metabolism is slow.”

They sat a while and stared at each other.
“But it is Life, just the same!” Kuwamoto ex¬

claimed. “Only different from our kind of life. That’s
all.”

Corrigan pondered.
“That hypothesis explains all the data thus far ob¬

served. Now to test it further experimentally. That
means another trip to Neptune.” He slapped his
knee.

“A viewing apparatus for seeing Neptunian gas-life
will be a simple thing. Some sort of fluoroscope such
as is used by medical men in X-ray work. And an ap¬
paratus for storage-recording of visual images; we can
take motion-pictures at the rate of one a minute, and
then project them at the normal speed of sixteen per
second.”

Corrigan was already figuring with his pencil on a
pad, while Kuwamoto talked on:
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“A little experimental work right here in the labora¬
tory will enable us to determine in a preliminary way
just which type of electromagnetic vibrations are re¬
flected from the surface of masses of gas. Too short
a wave will go on through because it gets between the
molecules; whereas too long a wave will penetrate
molecules and all. When we find approximately the
right length, we can get together our photo-electric
receiving bulbs, and take them along to make the final
adjustments on the spot. An ordinary television screen
will do for the viewing end. You see: find the wave¬
length reflected from the gas-surfaces, devise a photo¬
electric cell that is sensitive to it; and project the.
images from the photo-electric cell on an ordinary
television screen.”

That night Corrigan tossed restlessly in his sleep.
“Gas-cells. Of course!” his wife heard'him mutter.

A VISIT TO NEPTUNE

Preliminary experimental work was more tedious
than the enthusiasm of the first moment had reckoned
on. It was all straightforward stuff, nothing about it
difficult to understand; but the mathematics was com¬

plicated, the experimental details were numerous and
tedious. Thus it was a good two years after its return
from the first voyage, that the Neptunian was taken
out of its hangar and “tuned up.” The second suc¬
cessful voyage to Venus in the old Pioneer, and the
two disastrous expeditions to Mars, which took place
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in the interval, are too well known to require notice
here.

This time the Neptunian contained three voyagers,
for Dalton would not be left behind, and Kuwamoto
had to be there. The vessel could have carried a

dozen people, but the very applicants who were most
anxious to go on the expedition were the least desir¬
able ones from the scientific standpoint. Corrigan de¬
cided that news reporters and curiosity seekers would
have to wait until this travel was commercialized. The
space that would have served for more passengers was
given over to a radio and television apparatus for
more perfect communication of the vessel with the
earth. They left with as little publicity as possible.
Publicity was becoming unwelcome to Corrigan.

The only matters of interest from the fifty-day voy¬
age are Kuwamoto’s notes on the passage of time. He
states that the time did not seem that long. Time ap¬
parently counted according to what they did. There
being little or nothing to stimulate them, much of the
time they rested passively, and may even have been in
a sort of unconscious state produced by the lack of ex¬
ternal comatic stimuli. Kuwamoto thinks that the only
thing that kept the entire period from seeming like a
blank in the retrospect was his period of space-sickness,
and the regular calls of the warning-clocks by which
they made their observations of position. This sug¬
gests that space-voyages ought to prove valuable for
invalids of the nervous-exhaustion type.

Corrigan and Dalton felt strange emotions when
they saw again the same sterile mountain peaks and
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bottomless abysses. They cruised about for a few
hours before landing, in order to let Kuwamoto see
the general features of Neptune. Then they located
Elzar’s home on the equator, selected a resting spot,
and landed the machine. Immediately everyone went
to work. Dalton was taking straight photographs,
which was possible with large lenses, sensitive plates,
and long exposures. Kuwamoto set about erecting the
viewing apparatus; he was feverishly busy, with an
expression of wonder on his round, wide-eyed face.
Corrigan began some radio messages back to the
Earth, reporting their arrival.

In comparatively few hours, Kuwamoto’s adjust¬
ments were finished. The two machines, one for direct
viewing and the other for taking the storage-movies,
were placed with their huge lenses against the trans¬
parent wall of the ship.

From within their warm vessel the travelers gazed
out upon the stern and forbidding character of the
landscape without. Directly centered in their frame of
observation was the gently-sloping, plateau-like area
that was midway between a rugged mountain with a
cloud-shorn summit and the vast chasm that Elzar
called the sea. Bare jagged rocks; ice, dry and solid
as rocks; flurries of carbon-dioxide and hydrogen
snow—these were printed indelibly upon their brains
as they sat before the infra-red viewing box, and
switched on the current. The two older men calm
and silent, the younger man half hopeful, half fear¬
ful, waited for the tuning of the machine. Then,
abruptly, Kuwamoto switched on the amplifying tubes.
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Corrigan remarked afterwards that his first impres¬
sion was that of looking into a kaleidoscope. Dalton’s
impression, again, was that of looking at an empty
room, and suddenly seeing it richly furnished. The
brilliant coloring of the scene took their breath away.
The gaunt mountain was covered with great billows
of luxurious vegetation, and the plain was a wealth of
flowers, trees, and grass, all inexpressibly huge in pro¬
portion to the people looking at them. The most beau¬
tiful sight of all were the great, opalescent bodies of
varying shapes and sizes that were scattered about the
landscape at varying heights above the ground. Their
colors shimmered and flashed throughout the entire
chromatic scale of visibility.

But, it was only the scintillating of the flashing hues
that gave any variety to the scene, for everything was
motionless. Not a movement, not a stir, anywhere.
The immobility of the iridescent, vari-formed object
was disappointing. It was like a brilliantly colored
stereopticon picture.

The three men looked at each other with emotions
that cannot be described. Has anyone tried to picture
what Balboa felt when he first saw the Pacific Ocean
from the “peak in Darien”? A few moments of
breathless silence, and then some trivial remark to
break the constraint; that is the way scientific men
take these situations.

“Medusae!” Dalton exclaimed. “Jelly-fish, a thou¬
sand times magnified!”

“And everything frozen solid,” Kuwamoto re¬
marked.
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They moved their vessel here and there, to get new
views, watching the scenery on the screen of the infra¬
red view-box. With intense interest they viewed the
multicolored festoons that adorned the landscape;
huge, umbrella-shaped bodies that clung to the hill¬
sides. Exclamations of delight issued from their lips
from time to time, as some amazingly lovely object
came within their range of vision.

“These medusoid forms must be the people—the in¬
telligent beings,” Corrigan remarked. The others
assented.

The vast chasm was now a sea; why it should hap¬
pen to be a deep greenish blue is not yet explained; but
that was its color. Down in its depths could be seen
vast, gloomy bulks; and on the surface, here and there,
an enormous, slimy bulk, like a gigantic paramecium—
obviously the ravenous beasts that Elzar feared so
much. The three observers were hushed for a moment

when they noted the contrast between the repulsive
bulks of these beasts, and the brilliant and delicate
tracery of the intelligent inhabitants. They brought
their machine back to their original landing place,
after hunting about a few minutes to find the location.

“Here we are,” Corrigan finally said; “same old
place.”

“And yet, not quite the same,” Dalton replied.
“Look, some of these things have moved. They have
different positions. Kuwamoto is right.”

It was true; there was a slight change of position
throughout the entire group of huge, globular ob¬
jects.
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“That must be Elzar!” Corrigan pointed with sup¬
pressed excitement to a brilliant umbrella-shaped body
in all hues of purple, floating near a resplendent struc¬
ture not far from the cliff’s edge.

Kuwamoto nodded. He was busy adjusting the mo¬
tion-picture taking machine. He had it trained on
Elzar and his house.

“One picture a minute,” he said. “In about six
weeks we can see some action on this film. In the
meanwhile, why don’t you talk to them?”

If waiting for Neptunian messages on the earth was
an anxious suspense, imagine the patience that was
required of these three men enclosed in the narrow
ship, waiting for six weeks, until the message came to
them, tick by tick. This six weeks, unlike the fifty days
of interplanetary travel, were the longest any of the
three men had ever spent. Fortunately, they were all
three of them scientific men, and knew how to find in¬
tellectual pursuits to pass away a large part of the
time.

Immediately on their arrival, Corrigan had coded:
“We are here. Look for us on the plateau near

your house.”
After those interminable six weeks had passed, after

every possible aspect of the scene had been studied, and
every animal and plant form studied and photographed
(they could not move their vessel because the mo¬
tion-picture camera was constantly in operation), they
finally threaded their steel tape into the dictaphone,
and listened to Elzar’s voice; through the vacuum
tubes and condensers, this deep and kindly voice was
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coming from that purple, cape-like mass with innum¬
erable streamers that hung up above the others:

“Welcome my friends, I am overjoyed at your ar¬
rival. I see your ship now, though you must have
waited long and patiently to enable us to see you. Be¬
fore that, your movements were so rapid that we could
not see you. We realize that yours is the difficult end
of this communication problem. From your message,
I judge that you have recognized my house. Me you
will recognize because I am larger than any of the
other people in this group. My child resembles me in
miniature, and is—wait a moment—oh—oh—help!
—” and then silence.

Elzar’s wail of distress brought the two men to
their feet in instant' alarm. All eyes turned frantically
to the intra-red view-screen. Could it be possible that
consternation reigned over that peaceful scene; that
events were at this moment rising to a climax that
spelled some terrible calamity?

“We can do nothing!” cried Kuwamoto hopelessly.
“Let us run the film through and see what is the mat¬
ter.”

THE BABY ON NEPTUNE

While Kuwamoto prepared the film that had re¬
quired six weeks to make, Corrigan radioed back to
Earth, asking the receiving stations to get their tele¬
vision sets in readiness to receive the first reel of a

possible Neptunian drama. Kuwamoto slipped his reel
of film into the projector. For the first time the
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observers saw the frozen scene in motion. Trees
swayed, multi-colored Neptunians glided over the
ground or floated through the atmosphere; the waves
of the sea tossed, and a huge bulk showed itself anon;
especially the Neptunians were busy on tasks and pur¬
poses of their own.

They all gazed at Elzar in silent admiration, aware
of his dominance over the rest of the Neptunians. He
was a truly remarkable organism. If he had been
beautiful in mobility, he was a thousand times more
lovely now. He resembled nothing so much as a bril¬
liant, multicolored chandelier of gigantic proportions,
scintillating throughout the chromatic scale with each
pulsation of his delicately constructed body. Like fairy
gossamer were his body tissues; and yet the vastness
of the whole gave an impression of sturdiness and
power. His prevailing hues were purples, though he
contained all the colors of the spectrum, harmoniously
interwoven.

“He is the only one whose dominant color is pur¬
ple,” Corrigan remarked.

“Appropriate, for both his brain and his body are
exceptional., Look! there is a smaller being with much
the same coloring I” Kuwamoto replied.

“That must be Elzar’s child,” declared Corrigan.
As they watched, Elzar rose above the other Nep¬

tunians about him, and the observers realized that he
was just then talking to them—making the speech to
which they had listened a half hour before. He re¬
mained quite motionless, and the observers, more
interested in the moving objects, allowed their eyes to
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wander from him to his diminutive counterpart, who
was moving away in the direction of the cliff edge that
overhung the sea.

“Great heavens, look at that!” Kuwamoto’s excla¬
mation was unnecessary, for they all saw it simultan¬
eously.

Out of the depths, a black, slimy form had risen,
with the fluid of the sea splashing off its glistening
sides. It seemed to spy the Neptunian child, for swiftly
it turned toward the little purple bell. The deadly in¬
tent of the loathsome entity was obvious to all the ob¬
servers. It reached out great pseudopods, slimy, flow¬
ing, shapeless projections, preparing to wrap them all
around the bright body of the little one. Swiftly it
closed toward its victim, while the men in the space¬
ship remained rigid, frozen in their positions; the little
Neptunian was all unconscious of the impending calam¬
ity. Ready to fall upon the child, to close about him
completely, when Elzar suddenly woke to the danger,
whirled about, and sped toward the scene of the
tragedy. Then—the picture was ended, and the men
gazed stupidly at the blank screen before them.

“Ye Gods!” shouted Kuwamoto. “Just at the
crucial moment, like a cheap novel serial! I suppose
all we can do is nothing, and Elzar’s child has been
devoured by the filthy beast.”

“Not at all, not at all!” Corrigan cried excitedly.
“Remember it is all going on very slowly. Let’s find
out for sure!” He rushed toward the window and
looked out.
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Nothing but bare black rocks and frozen air. In his
excitement he had forgotten the viewing machine that
rendered visible the tenuous gaseous matter on this
cold planet.

Through the infra-red visual transformer, the scene
which had become so familiar during the past week
lay before them. Now it was more comprehensible,
since they could read it in the light of what they had
seen happen on the moving projection.

“Thank God! It isn’t too late. . . . But what can

we do? By the time—”
Kuwamoto interrupted Corrigan.
“It is true that the distance between the monster’s

pseudopodia and the little Elzar is decreasing. But,
it is slow. Let us think. We can act fast.”

“We’re enclosed in this machine and can’t get
out—”

“Those things are so big. Even the little Elzar—
far too big for us, we can’t handle him. Destroy the
monster somehow—if we could do that—”

In helpless despair they stood gazing upon the
scene of the tragedy. The monster seemed such a short
distance away from the beautiful little creature.

“Blow him away!” Kuwamoto shouted. “The ni¬
trogen tanks!”

The others comprehended his idea instantly. Cor¬
rigan moved the space-vessel close to the scene of the
tragedy, gradually, with the aid of the infra-red screen,
working it into a position between the beast and the
little medusoid child. On the viewing screen, the two
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Neptunian creatures towered high above the appar¬
ently tiny earth machine; it looked like a toy between
them.

Dalton and Kuwamoto placed a cylinder of nitrogen
in the air-valve compartment that was used for refuse
disposal, retaining control of its stopcock by an elec¬
trical connection, and aiming its discharge tube directly
at the monster. The outer door was then opened,
sending a puff of air into the face of the foe and
causing it to sway visibly on the viewing screen, among
the frigid, motionless scenery. Almost instantaneously,
Kuwamoto turned on the compressed nitrogen.

On the infra-red viewing screen, the stream of gas
looked like a solid black beam shooting out of their
space-vessel. It spread out swiftly into a black cloud
that struck the monster and literally blew the beast to
nothingness. To the Neptunians, who must have been
watching the attack, the sudden vanishing of the beast
must have appeared very mysterious indeed. The
pressure of the nitrogen in the terrestrial cylinder was
to them an almost inconceivable phenomenon; none
but their trained mathematical physicists could com¬
prehend it.

For an hour or two, they waited and watched, anx¬
ious to see if the vortex of gases had done any harm
to the Neptunian child, even though the bulk of the
space vessel had protected it from the greatest pres¬
sure. In that time, no serious change was visible, and
the men, exhausted by the strenuous events of the last
hours, slept. Upon awakening, they were gratified to
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see in the visual transformer that Elzar had reached
the little one’s side; and that both of them seemed
safe.

The men made a quick decision to return to the
earth. They had gathered enough data and had en¬
ough excitement for one trip; whereas the difference in
the perception of the passage of time between them
and the Neptunians made it out of question for them
to wait for anything else. The most trivial act of a
Neptunian required too great a portion of an earth-
man’s lifetime.

They expected at the beginning of their return
journey, that they would soon hear from Elzar. On
the third day they began to get the purport of his
message, which occupied the entire flight homeward.

“My friends from the Earth, I thank you for saving
my child. How you destroyed the animal, I cannot un¬
derstand. It vanished instantaneously. When I looked
toward the place you recently occupied, you were no
longer there. Often have I warned my little one of the
awful dangers from the sea, but I believe it is char¬
acteristic of the young of all worlds that they learn by
experience rather than by admonition. You averted a
tragedy that would have wrecked the life of Elzar.
How I can show you the gratitude I feel, I do not
know. Perhaps the time will come; but I must act
quickly, for any delay on my part might cover the re¬
maining years of your lives. My dream is interplan¬
etary television, and to that I shall devote the remain¬
ing years of my life. Never shall I be content until I
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see the cities and men of your world. Again I thank
you and may you live to realize the gratitude of Elzar
of Neptune.”

Kuwamoto sighed.
“It wouldn’t take much,” he said, “to go over there

some day and clean up that nest of ugly beasts.”



THE ARTIFICIAL MAN

In the annals of surgery no case has ever left quite
as horrible an impression upon the public as did that
of George Gregory, a student of Austin College.
Young Gregory was equally proficient in scholastic
and athletic work, having been for two years captain
of the football team, and for one year a marked
success in intercollegiate debates. No student of the
senior class of Austin or Decker will ever forget his
masterful arguments in the question:—“Resolved that
bodily perfection is a result of right thinking.” Greg¬
ory gave every promise of being one of the masterful
minds of the age; and if masterful in this instance
means dominating, he was that—and more. Alas that
his brilliant mentality was destined to degradation
through the physical body—but that is my story.

It was the Thanksgiving game that proved the be¬
ginning of George’s downfall. Warned by friends
that he would be wise to desist from the more danger¬
ous physical sports, he laughingly—though with un¬
questionable sincerity—referred to the context of his
famous debate, declaring that a correct mental atti¬
tude toward life—he had this point down to a mathe¬
matical correctness—rendered physical disasters im¬
possible. His sincerity in believing this was laudable,

183
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and so far his credence had stood him in good stead.
No one who saw his well-proportioned six-foot figure
making its way through the opponents’ lines, could
doubt that the science of thinking rightly was favor¬
ably exemplified in young Gregory.

But can thinking be an exact science? Before the
close of that Thanksgiving game George was carried
unconscious from the field, and in two days his right
leg was amputated just below the hip.

During the days of his convalescence two bedside
visitors brightened the weary hours spent upon the
hospital cot. They were David Bell, a medical student,
and Rosalind Nelson, the girl whom George had loved
since his freshman year.

“I say, Rosalind,” he ventured one day as she sat
by his bedside. “It’s too bad to think of you ever
being tied up to a cripple. I’m willing to step aside—
can’t do it gracefully of course with only one leg—
but I mean it, my dear girl. You don’t want only part
of a husband!”

Rosalind smiled affectionately. “George, don’t think
for a minute that it matters to me. You’re still you,
and I love you, dear. Can’t you believe that? The
loss of a bodily member doesn’t alter your identity.”

“That’s just what gets me,” responded her lover
with a puzzled frown. “I have always believed, and
do now, that the mental and physical are so closely
related as to be inseparable. I think it is Browning
who says, ‘We know not whether soul helps body more
than body helps soul.’ They develop together, and if
either is injured the other is harmed. Losing part of
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my body has made me lose part of my soul. I’m not
what I was. My mental attitude has changed as a
result of this abominable catastrophe. I’m no longer
so confident. I feel myself slipping and I—oh it is
unbearable!”

Rosalind endeavored to the best of her ability to
reassure the unfortunate man, but he sank into a

despondent mood, and seeing that her efforts at cheer¬
ing him were unavailing, she arose and left him.

In the outer hall she met Bell on his way to visit
the sick man. He noticed her troubled mien and asked
if George were not so well today.

“Yes, David,” she replied, a quiver in her voice,
“the wound is healing nicely, but he is so morose. He
has a notion—oh how can I tell it—a sort of feeling
that some of his mental poise and confidence have gone
with his lost limb. You will soon be a graduate physi¬
cian, won’t you assure him that his fears are ground¬
less?”

“I don’t know but that his case is one for the min¬
ister or psychologist rather than the medical man,”
answered Bell. “His physical wound is healing, but
it seems his mental wound is not. However, I will do
my best, not only for your sake, Rosalind, but because
I am interested in the happiness of my old college
chum.”

Rosalind smiled her gratitude and turned abruptly
away to hide the tears that she had held back as long
as possible.

Five months passed, and with the aid of a crutch
George made excellent headway in overcoming the
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difficulties of locomotion. If David and Rosalind no¬

ticed a subtle change in the disposition and character
of their mutual friend, they made no further refer¬
ence to it.

A TRANSFORMATION

At length came a day when in the company of both
of these faithful friends George Gregory announced
his intention of using an artificial limb instead of a
crutch. His sweetheart voiced immediate remon¬

strance.

“No, George, I’d rather see you walking with the
visible aid of a crutch than to think of your using an
artificial leg. Somehow it seems like hypocrisy, a kind
of appearing to be what you aren’t. I know my idea
is poorly expressed, but that’s the way I feel about
it.”

A peculiar light came into Gregory’s eyes, a light
that neither friend had ever seen there before. He
straightened visibly, almost without the aid of his
crutch.

“I’ll walk yet as well as any one and maybe it
will give me back my mental confidence. My mind
shall triumph over my body as well as it ever did 1”

The artificial leg was duly applied to the hip stump,
and it really was amazing to observe the rapidity with
which Gregory mastered the art of using it proficiently.
Anyone unacquainted with his deformity would never
have realized that he did not possess two normal legs.
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And then came the automobile accident a week
before the time set for the Nelson-Gregory nup¬
tials. How George Gregory’s car was struck by an
oncoming truck, reduced to a junk-heap, and George
thrown into a ditch, so that the arm finally required
amputation, never will be known, for George had
always been a careful driver. Even with his artificial
leg he declared he had no difficulty in putting on the
brake. The fall had, as was proved later, caused also
internal injuries so that some of the bodily organs did
not function properly.

The months that followed were to all who were

closely concerned with the accident, like a descent into
Hades. Dr. Bell, serving as an interne in the Good
Samaritan Hospital, devoted himself untiringly to the
tragic case of George Gregory. A world famous spe¬
cialist was summoned in consultation concerning the
internal injuries sustained by Gregory. Very little hope
was held out for the life of the unfortunate man, al¬
though there was one chance; an artificial kidney.*
The vigorous constitution of the invalid came to his
rescue. He not only survived the operation but seemed
to be in the best of health afterward.

And it is not to be wondered that Rosalind began
to doubt whether her love for George Gregory could
remain the same as before. Thrown constantly as
she was in the company of Dr. David Bell, observing
his devoted care and interest in George, she began to
compare, or rather to contrast, the two men. George’s

* Note : An “artificial kidney” has been invented recently, and tried
out successfully on dogs. A cylinder of glass contains a number of
celloidin tubes which strain the poisons out of the blood.
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rapid deterioration was no longer a possible flight of
the imagination. It was an actuality. It was no longer
possible to overlook the meaning behind his words.

“God expresses Himself through the physical
world,” he said when the three were together at
George’s apartment on Kenneth Drive. “He is a
Spirit, but He makes Himself manifest in the perfec¬
tion of a physical world. As much of physical perfec¬
tion as I have lost, that much of God or Goodness has
left me and there are no two ways about it.”

Remonstrance was useless, so convinced was the in¬
valid that his theories were correct. Also in his mind
there grew steadily an ever increasing dislike for the
friend of his college days, the doctor. He could no
longer be blind to the fact that it was a struggle for
Rosalind to be loyal to him. He was also aware of the
growing affection that existed between David and
Rosalind. From a dislike his feelings gradually chang¬
ed to those of implacable hatred for his former chum.

THE PARTING

At length after weary days and nights of indecision
Rosalind came to the conclusion that she could not

marry George Gregory. She longed to tell David of
her feelings, but could not because she was conscious
of her love for the young doctor. The subject of mar¬
riage had not been mentioned by either George or
Rosalind since the second accident, but instinctively
the girl felt that her lover’s previous offer at the
time of his lost leg, to release her from their engage-
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ment, was not to be renewed; though he must have
known that his qualifications as a husband were now
fewer than they could possibly have been before.

The moment that Rosalind had dreaded came at

last. They were strolling together one evening toward
the outskirts of the town. The moon softened, with
its silvery glow, objects that in the glare of noon stood
out in too bold relief. As they left the highway for
the river-path George said:

“Let us set a day for the wedding. I’ve waited long
enough.” As he spoke he put around her waist an arm,
not one with which nature had equipped him, but one
so cunningly wrought that a casual observer would
never have known. But Rosalind knew! She shud¬
dered, and in that act, George Gregory knew that his
doom was sealed.

“I can’t marry you, George,” she pleaded in a
hoarse, unnatural voice. “I am sorry that it is so,
but I cannot do it.”

The man laughed and the tones chilled the heart
of the girl. “You said once that my identity remained,
no matter what the physical imperfections of my body.
Now you deny it!” His voice rose in his excitement.

“Listen, oh George,” she cried now thoroughly
panic-stricken. “You are yourself allowing your men¬
tal attitude toward life to be altered. You have ad¬
mitted it. Had you remained unchanged mentally, I
truly believe your physical difference would not have
mattered. I loved you for what you were, but, George,
you are so changed I”
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“Yes, I am changed,” he shrieked, “but my desires
and passions are no different, unless intensification in¬
dicates a difference.”

He reached toward her, but adept as he was in
the use of his two artificial limbs, she eluded his grasp
and was off with a bound up the rough river-path and
toward the highway. She heard distinctly the sound of
pursuit. Could he outrun her handicapped as he was?

Once he fell, and the sound of muttered oaths came
to her ears. On and on she flew, not daring to look
back though she suspected that he was gaining. Just
within the border of the town where the houses were

somewhat scattered he caught her and simultaneously
she fainted away.

When consciousness returned a dear familiar face
was bent near her own. With a sob of joy she put
her arms about David’s neck, and in a few endearing
words they plighted their troth.

David, on his way back from a professional call,
where he was substituting for old Dr. Amos, who
was ill, had witnessed from a distance the two running
figures. Before he arrived upon the spot with his
car, the pursuing form had overtaken the other.

To rescue a maiden from the arms of her lover
seemed a very peculiar service to render—but one
look into the eyes of George Gregory proved to the
doctor beyond the question of a doubt that he was
not dealing with a sane man. The contest was an
unequal one, though the agility displayed by the crip¬
ple would have done credit to a normal man of more
than average prowess. David tried to reason with his
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antagonist, but the use of logic at that time was un¬
availing. It was a hard struggle, but George was
finally willing to admit himself defeated.

A MAN OBSESSED

About three months following this incident Dr. Bell
(now in possession of the office of the late Dr. Amos)
was about to lock up after the afternoon consultations
when he heard the approach of a belated visitor in the
hall. Looking up he beheld Gregory who passed
quickly through the waiting-room and into the inner
office, closing the door behind him. The peculiar look
of a fanatic, that had become more marked since his
second accident, was evident now as he seated himself
and turned wild eyes to the doctor.

“Don’t be scared, doc,” he jeered at sight of Bell’s
white drawn face. “I didn’t come to blame you for
winning Rosalind’s love, though I confess the thought
of your wedding next week goes considerably against
the grain. I came for another purpose and I want
you to help me.”

He rose now and advanced toward the physician.
The latter observed the perfect mastery of the arti¬
ficial limbs, a mastery that proved how well the brain
can be trained to control nerves and muscles under
unusual conditions. Was all the effort of this brain
being turned in that direction to the detriment of a
well-balanced reasoning power?

“Here’s my proposition, Bell,” the words jangled
harshly, bringing to a swift conclusion the doctor’s
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thoughts regarding the changed mental status of his
one-time friend. “I have decided what I want done.
I’ll admit that what I’m about to tell you will prove
I have a mental quirk which, by the way, corresponds
to my physical quirks, but this thing has become an
obsession with me.”

The speaker leaned forward and held the other’s
attention with a steady gaze. He then resumed, “I
am going to try out an experiment, or rather have it
tried out on me, for I shall be a passive factor in this
case. I am going to find out how much of this mortal
coil I can shuffle off and still maintain my personal
identity as a piece of humanity here on earth. In
other words, as much of my body as can be removed
and substituted by artificial parts, I wish to have
done.”

During Gregory’s recital David’s eyes had dilated
in horror, and he unconsciously recoiled from his
visitor until the width of the room was between them.
Not a word could he utter. The seconds ticked away
on the little ebony clock on the desk and still the two
men regarded each other with unquestionable antag¬
onism.

“Well, will you do it, Bell?” The man pointed sig¬
nificantly to the surgical instruments and the operating
table. “I have ample means to pay you handsomely.
I’m going to find out about this mortal body and its
relation to the soul before I die. You’ve robbed me

of one desire of my heart, but this you shall grant!”
At last Bell spoke, and with the sound of his voice

his courage returned. “George, whether you believe
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it or not, you are a madman and I refuse to comply
with your request. If, as you yourself maintain, with
the loss of every bodily member, your mental and spir¬
itual powers have waned, what in heaven’s name, tell
me, would you be with only enough of your body left
to chain your spirit to earth ? I will not aid you in this
mad project of yours. Go, or shall I have you taken
to the hospital for the insane?”

George Gregory saw that further persuasion was
useless. He walked toward the outer office but at the

doorway he turned and faced Bell. “There are other
surgeons in the world, and mark my words, I shall
find out yet by how slender a thread body and soul
can hang together.”

THE ARTIFICIAL MAN

Five years passed. David Bell married Rosalind
Nelson and built up a splendid reputation as a surgeon.
Nothing had been heard in those years of George
Gregory. His memory passed as an evil dream and his
name was never mentioned. Then one day (it was
shortly after the erection of the new county hospital)
David and a young interne by the name of Lucius
Stevens were putting away the instruments after an
operation, when they felt rather than heard the ap¬
proach of an individual. Turning they beheld the un¬
familiar form of a stranger. He was a little under
average height. A cap covered the upper portion of
his face and a long loose overcoat concealed most of
his figure.
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“What can we do for you, stranger?” asked Dr.
Bell of the silent figure in the door.

“Stranger!” exclaimed the hollow, metallic voice
that issued from somewhere beneath the visor of the
cap. “I am no stranger, though possibly you do not
recognize me. Do you remember your rival George
Gregory, Dr. David Bell? I am he.”

“You—it is impossible,” exclaimed the amazed
doctor. “Gregory was a tall man, altogether differ¬
ent in appearance. You—” -

“Nevertheless I tell you I am George Gregory and
I have come to settle old accounts with you. Clear
out,” he shouted to the frightened Stevens. “My
trouble is not with you.”

Lucius lost no time in following the stranger’s sug¬
gestion. After his departure the two men in the
operating room faced each other for some moments
in silence.

“Before I have done with you,” came the metallic
tones again, “I will explain a few things that may
puzzle you.”

Here he walked to the office door, locked it and
put the key into the overcoat pocket. “Now, sit down,
David Bell, don’t be in a hurry, for you are not going
to leave this room alive. I promise you that, and I
am accustomed to doing what I promise.”

Bell did as he was bade. The curiosity of his ana¬
lytical mind was aroused and he wished to find out
more about this stranger whose identity he could in
no way associate with Gregory. Fascinated, he
watched while the man removed his cap and over-
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coat, and then before David’s startled gaze the new¬
comer placed his right hand to his left shoulder and
with a slight manipulation removed the left arm
which he propped up in the chair nearest him. He
then seated himself and proceeded to dismember him¬
self until naught but a torso, head and one arm re¬
mained, all of which were scarred with countless in¬
cisions. A mirthless laugh jarred to the depths the
doctor’s overwrought nerves. The features of the in¬
truder were not recognizable as those of his former
friend, Gregory. There was no nose, only two nostrils
flat upon the surface of the face. The head was bald
and earless, the mouth a toothless gap.

A shudder of disgust went through David, and
again the dry laugh of this monstrosity echoed through
the room.

“I’m not exactly pretty, eh? But I’m finding out
what I wanted to know. After I left you five years
ago I went to a famous German surgeon and put my
plea to him. He was as interested as I in the experi¬
ment, and you see the result. The operations required
a period of two years in order to give nature a chance
to have the body recuperate in the interim between
experiments. As you see me now I am without any
parts except those absolutely essential to life. One
exception to this however, are my eyes. I did not yet
wish to be shut off from the outer world by all of the
senses. The artificial internal organs I dare not remove
as I do my appendages for they are necessary to my
life. The crowning operation of all was a pump re¬
placing my heart. This pump is a simple double valve
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mechanism which circulates the small amount of blood
required for my torso, head and arm. Look here I”

As he spoke he proceeded to reattach the artificial
members. After he had again thus assumed semb¬
lance to human form he called attention to something
David had not noticed before, a flat object lying upon
his chest.

“This is the control board,” he explained. “With
the exception of the right arm I now move my body
by electricity. The batteries are concealed within a
hollow below the hip of my right leg. Behold in me
an artificial man who lives and breathes and has his

being with a minimum of mortal flesh! My various
parts can be mended and replaced as you would repair
the parts of your automobile.”

During Gregory’s recital David had not withdrawn
his fascinated but horrified eyes from the mechanical
man. Invulnerable and almost immortal this creature

was existing as a menace to mankind, a self-made
Frankenstein. When he was again complete he stood
before David, a triumphant gleam in the eyes which
alone, unchanged physically, were yet scarcely recog¬
nizable as Gregory’s, for the soul that peered through
these windows was transformed.

In the gathering gloom Bell could see the automaton
staring at him. He moved slowly toward a window
hoping to elude his antagonist by a sudden exit in that
direction, but Gregory crept toward him with a clock¬
like precision in his movements. The doctor noticed
that the right hand was kept busy manipulating the
control board at his chest. If this were the case, the
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interloper possessed only one free arm, but little had
Bell reckoned on the prowess of that left arm! Like
the grip of a vise the metallic fingers clutched at his
throat. One thought pervaded his mind. If he could
get that right hand away from the control and damage
the connections to the various appendages and organs!
But he soon realized how futile were his weaponless
hands against the invulnerable body of his adversary.
Down, down, those relentless claws bore him. The
darkness fell about him like a heavy curtain. A throb¬
bing in his temples that sounded like a distant pound¬
ing. Then oblivion.

THE THREAD SNAPS

When David Bell regained consciousness he was
lying in his bed. The bright sunlight shining through
the curtains made delicate traceries across the coun¬

terpane. His first thought was that this was heaven
by contrast to the events of his last conscious moments.
Surely that was an angel hovering above him! No—
at least not in the ethereal sense—but an angel never¬
theless, for it was Rosalind, her sweet face beaming
with love and solicitude.

“Mr. Stevens and I have been watching by your
side for hours, David dear,” she said as she placed a
cool hand upon his brow. “You have him to thank
for saving your life, not only at the time of the at¬
tack, but during the uncertain hours that have fol¬
lowed.”
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David turned grateful eyes toward his rescuer.
“Tell me about it, Lucius,” he said quietly.
Stevens seated himself in a chair by the bedside and

proceeded with this narrative.
“After that demon you called Gregory ordered me

from the room, Dr. Bell, I turned over in my mind
what had better be done to save you from his ven¬
geance. I thought it advisable to say nothing at the
time to Mrs. Bell because I did not wish to alarm
her unnecessarily, but I knew that when I forced en¬
trance into the room, it must be with adequate as¬
sistance, and within a very short period of time. I
made my way to the office as quickly as I could with¬
out arousing suspicion. Miss Cullis was at the desk.
Knowing I could rely on her natural calmness of de¬
meanor and self-possession, I told her briefly of the
danger which threatened you, then I phoned police
headquarters. Before ten minutes were over Copeland
and Knowles had arrived armed with automatics and
crow-bars. I carried an axe. Cautiously we made our
way to the door of the operating room and stood
without, listening. We heard no sounds of voices and
Copeland wanted to force entrance immediately, but
I held him in temporary restraint. I wanted to obtain
some cue as to conditions on the other side of the door
before taking drastic measures. But thanks to Cope¬
land’s impatience we broke down the door and saw—
I shall never forget the sight till my dying day—that
fiend of hell with his talons gripping your throat. He
was evidently somewhat deaf for he heard no motion
of our approach. We closed in on him from the rear,
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but he swung around with such force in that left arm
that we all went down like ten-pins. Knowles, as soon
as he was on his feet again, struck him several times
with the bar, but his efforts were wasted, for he might
as well have rained blows upon a stone wall. Copeland
aimed for his head in which he knew was encased a

mortal brain, but that blow was avoided by the mon¬
ster’s ever active legs and arms. I was reserving my
axe for a telling stroke, when it came upon me with
sudden clarity of understanding, that the man gov¬
erned his movements by manipulating the fingers of his
right hand upon a place of control at his breast. His
right arm and the switch board! These were the vul¬
nerable parts. At last I had found the heel of Achilles I

“While Gregory was occupied with his other two
antangonists I dealt a sudden stroke with the axe at
his right hand, but missed, the weapon falling heavily
upon his chest. My first emotion was disappointment
at having missed my mark but in another second I
realized that the blow had disabled him. The left
arm hung useless at his side, but what prowess it lacked
was made up in the increased activity of the legs. He
ran, and never have I seen such speed. He would have
made Atlanta resemble a snail! However, three
against one put the odds too heavily in our favor. Be¬
tween lurches and thrusts at the flying figure I man¬
aged to convey to the two policement my discovery
in regard to his mortal points, and we soon had his
trusty right arm disabled. The rest was comparatively
easy. We dismembered him. We did not want to kill
him, but it was soon apparent to us that the damage
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done to the control board would prove fatal. He
wanted to speak, but his voice was faint, and stooping
I could hardly get the words.

“ ‘Tell David,’ he said, ‘that I’ve been wrong, dead
wrong ever since I was carried off the field in that
football game. I had been right at first. Mental per¬
fection does make the physical harmonious, and with
the right mental attitude after that accident, I could
have risen above the physical handicap. It was not
the physical loss of my leg that brought me to this.
It was the mind that allowed it to do so. Tell David
and Rosalind I am sorry for the past, and I wish them
much happiness for the future!’ Those were his last
words.”

David Bell and his wife looked at each other with
tear-dimmed eyes.

Next day the “slender thread” which had held
George Gregory to this world was laid in its last
resting place, but the soul which had realized and re¬
pented of its error, who knows whither it went?
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Professor Harley pointed to the steam that issued
with a merry singing noise from the spout of the tea¬
kettle, then designated a glass of water that stood
near, and lastly placed his hand upon a small cake
of ice in a saucer on the table. Turning, he surveyed
the class from over the tops of his horn-rimmed spec¬
tacles.

“Elementally speaking, they are the same, but they
manifest differently. The molecules in the case of the
former,” he continued in pedantic discourse, “are in a
state of violent agitation, rushing upward and out¬
ward. Their speed is terrific. Now in the case of the
water, the molecular motion is less evident. The tem¬
perature is considerably lower and the molecular or¬
bits are far more restricted, hence the manifestation in
the liquid state. When we contemplate the last of the
three states of H2O, we find a solid of low temper¬
ature. In this cold, compact form there is still less
freedom among the whirling molecules. Modern
science tells us that the motion of molecules in the case

of solid bodies is confined within so narrow a range
that we cannot detect that they alter their places at
all.”

201
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My eyes wandered involuntarily from the kettle,
glass and saucer till they rested upon the very attrac¬
tive daughter of Professor Harley who occupied a
desk two rows ahead and one row to the right of my
own. From where I sat, her bobbed bronze ringlets
as they curled away from her ears and the nape of
her neck, were far more interesting phenomena to me
than steam, water and ice. Physics and chemistry were
not to be mentioned in the same breath with Vivian
Harley.

At the close of the class period, the professor read
the following announcement, a copy of which had been
posted on the bulletin board.

“As it will be an especially fine evening for astro¬
nomical observation, the college observatory will be
open between eight and ten to any who may wish to
view the heavens through the new telescope. Pro¬
fessor Aldrich will speak about the planets and stars
in the field of the instrument.”

I lost no time in finding out if Vivian Harley was
to be at the observatory.

. “I’ve got to go,” she smiled ruefully. “Father in¬
sists upon it. I suppose you’re going, Hildreth?”

“Yes, I’m majoring in the subject, you know,” I
replied. “Maybe I could give you some astronomical
instruction that would be more interesting than the
learned discourses of Professor Aldrich.”

“I fear even you couldn’t make it very interesting to
me.” Her words were curt, but her brown eyes were
smiling. “You see I am very one-sided in my tastes,
and I happen to be greatly interested in father’s sub-
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ject, chemistry. I’m majoring in that, you know, and
maybe I could give you some chemical instruction that
would prove more interesting than the learned dis¬
courses of Professor Harley!” she added with a twin¬
kle in her eye.

“Chemistry and astronomy be hanged!” I ejaculated
in semblance of great ferocity. “Your father wants
you to be at the observatory to-night and I intend to be
there, so I’ll see you at eight.”

I was climbing the steps to the telescope balcony at
the appointed hour. The Professor of Astronomy, sur¬
rounded by a group of some thirty students, was stand¬
ing on the north side pointing out the constellation,
Hercules, when I came up. It did not take me long,
even in the dim starlight, to discern the form of Vivian
Harley, as her eyes followed the direction of the
learned man’s finger with rapt gaze.

“She is interested in the subject,” I said half aloud,
“or else Professor Aldrich is proving more entertain¬
ing than usual.”

I approached the dark group silhouetted against the
interminable canopy of the heavens wherein blazoned
the fiery host of suns innumerable. How insignificant
seemed man, even as learned a man as Professor
Aldrich, when one could lift the eyes but a little higher
and behold with one glance mighty Vega, Altair and
Deneb. Yet I knew in my heart that much as I loved
my astronomical pursuits, a certain small figure in
yonder group of humanity was dearer to me than all
the suns that shine in the eternal ether.

“And so we believe there is an analogy between the
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universe of chemistry and that of the stars,” the pro¬
fessor was saying. “Within a tiny scrap of matter lies
hidden a whole atomic universe in ceaseless and terrific
movement. This is infinite smallness, but we can com¬

prehend the idea with finite minds. Let these finite
minds of ours contemplate for a moment, infinite big¬
ness. As everywhere throughout all space the condi¬
tions are repeated which we find within the atom, we
can deduce therefrom that our own universe is an atom

of infinite bigness in which atomic worlds and systems
come and go and progress through space in orbital
movement as do the electrons of infinite smallness in
the atoms they go to build up.”

“Our universe an atom!” I heard Vivian gasp as I
approached her side.

Apparently the idea had never impressed her before.
She turned to me and her eyes were wide with wonder.

“Of course,” I smiled, “and the sun with his family
of planets is an atom, and the same planets are elec¬
trons. That sort of connects up your chemistry and my
astronomy. Isn’t that so?”

She turned to me with a preoccupied air and said
slowly, “It is stupendous—and so plausible!”

“Of course,” I replied, “it proves more reasonable
than the laws of Newton which are being replaced in
part by those of Einstein.”

The student group led by the instructor, entered the
observatory and mounted the spiral stairs to the tel¬
escope room where we took turns viewing Saturn.
While Vivian gazed upon the ringed planet, I ap¬
proached Professor Aldrich with this question:
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“Is it beyond the hope of man ever to ascertain of
what gigantic body our universe is an atom? Man is
given but a very vague conception of the scheme of
things if he cannot conceive the niche in which he has
a place.”

The scholarly man smiled wistfully and said as he
laid a hand upon my shoulder, “My lad, we can never
know the billionth part of where we fit into God’s
great plan. Here we are isolated in the midst of In¬
finity by the limitations of our five senses. They pre¬
sent a mere crack through which we obtain but the
faintest suggestion of what lies beyond.”

“But,” I persisted, “by the very analogy you sug¬
gested when out on the balcony, might man conceive
the nature of the gigantic masterpiece of which he is
an infinitesimal part?”

“I grasp the significance of your question,” said the
professor with growing enthusiasm. “Yes—we can
surmise something of the nature of that great body in
which Destiny has placed us. In fact we can know at
least this much. It is a gas. The proportional distances
between the atoms (or solar systems, since we are con¬
templating the vaster cosmos) and their inconceivable
speed, indicates a gaseous constitution. That much
knowledge is vouchsafed us!”

II

Two years passed. I had graduated and become
Professor Aldrich’s assistant, teaching freshmen as-
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tronomy. It was Vivian Harley’s senior year. She was
majoring in chemistry to be her father’s laboratory
assistant, but thanks to the inspiration of that night
at the observatory two years ago, she had minored in
my subject, astronomy, and gave promise of being a
worthy aide to her future husband as well as to her
father. Yes, Vivian had promised to be mine after
her graduation in June, and it was now April.

Late in the afternoon of April 17th (a never-to-be-
forgotten-day in history) I was crossing the meadow-
lands between the low hills that surround the country
estate of my maternal uncle, the late Senator Gilroy.
His sudden death had brought relatives from all over
the country to attend the funeral. Many had arrived
by plane, for in the year 1958, travel by airplane was
common.

I was, as I said, walking across the low meadows,
entranced with the loveliness of nature, when I noticed
a peculiar thing. The sun was very low over the hills,
and I was cognizant of the fact that the setting sun
always appears much larger than when it is higher in
the heavens. But even the knowledge of this optical
illusion could not satisfactorily account for the phe¬
nomenal enormity of the sun as it slowly sank to rest
beyond the hills toward Pleasantown. The evening was
uncommonly warm and I shed my coat and seated my¬
self on the grassy mead, determined to enjoy a quiet
evening amid rural surroundings, before returning to
the companionship of friends and relatives at the
Gilroy mansion.
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It was during the magical moments between the set¬
ting of the sun and the appearance of the first stars,
that I experienced an uncanny premonition of ap¬
proaching disaster. I could attribute the foreboding to
no physical discomfort other than to an increasing
oppressiveness of the atmosphere, that was not unlike
the sultriness of an approaching storm. I decided to
watch for the appearance of the first star that should
come into my range of vision over the western tree-
tops.

“It will be Antares,” I conjectured.
Then in far less time than is required to tell it, the

sky clouded over and all prospective view of the hea¬
vens was temporarily denied me. The nightmare that
followed beggars description. Why I was not drowned
I do not know, for the flood of rain descended in tor¬
rents, striking my face with such force that I could
scarcely breathe. After several hours, how many I do
not know, for I had lost all track of the passage of
time, I was wading more than knee-deep in a turbulent
stream that was rapidly rising about me, while occa¬
sionally I was struck by floating debris as I strove in
the Stygian darkness to make my way back to the
house. Something soft brushed against my leg. It
yielded to my touch. I strove to hold it, but the waters
tore it from my grasp and it was gone.

Gradually the downpour abated and I believed I
had nothing more to fear from overhead.

“This isn’t so bad,” I assured myself, speaking
aloud and comforted by the sound of my voice. “I’ll
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wait until the stars come out and they will guide me
to the house.”

Suddenly the waters began to swirl and eddy around
me. They rose and fell like the waves of the sea;
occasionally they reached neck-high and I nearly lost
my footing.

“Thank God my feet are on terra-firma,” I cried,
“otherwise—”

The ground beneath me swayed. The waters
rushed up to meet me. For the next few minutes I
knew not sky from water nor water from ground. I
felt as if I were revolving with a mill-wheel, by far
the greater part of which was under water.

At last I stood again waist-high in water, but
Nature had ceased her havoc. Earth no longer quaked,
waters were not rising, and a faint light was suffusing
the black sky.

“If I find Antares now,” I mused, “I can get my
bearings and return to the house to see what has hap¬
pened there.”

A small area of the clouds was rapidly dispersing.
I fixed my gaze upon it expectantly, but was not pre¬
pared for that which burst upon my vision. A great
red ball of fire hung in the heavens. For a moment I
thought it a toy balloon, but such a bauble on a night
like this was incongruous. In appearance it was about
an eighth the size of the full moon. The clouds con¬
tinued to scatter until several other fiery balls, varying
in red, blue and yellow light, were visible through the
rift. Might it be that the inhabitants of Pleasantown
were celebrating the cessation of the deluge in a most
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extraordinary manner? Still it seemed to me that sane
human beings were likely at this moment to be engaged
in reconstructive work instead of wasting valuable time
and energy in making useless aerial toys.

After the appearance of a dozen or more, the gath¬
ering clouds again hid them from view, but I had had
sufficient time to definitely locate the house, in the
upper story of which lights now gleamed faintly.

I plowed my way through the water and finally
dragged myself wearily upon the stone veranda which
remained a good foot and a half above the flood. The
sound of excited voices assailed my ears from the
upper floor as I crossed the threshold.

“I just know it’s the end of the world,” shrilled the
voice of Cousin Donna. “Poor dear Cousin Paul (Sen¬
ator Gilroy) is the lucky one. He lived almost as long
as we’re going to, and he escaped doomsday!”

The reassuring tones of her husband, Miles Tracy,
came next to my ears, as I stood in my drenched
clothing at the foot of the stairs.

“What’s worrying me is what’s become of Cousin
Hildreth. The last I saw of him he was setting out on
a lonely hike, headed toward Pleasantown. I hinted
he might want company, but he told me plainly that he
preferred to be alone. Queer sort of chap, Hildreth.
Is he that way because he’s an astronomer or is he
an astronomer because he’s that way?”

“Which came first, the chicken or the egg?” laughed
another male voice.

“But all joking aside,” continued Miles, “we must
send out a rescue party after Hildreth. The Lord
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only knows what happened to him during the climax
of the earthquake!”

“Don’t allow yourselves to become alarmed on my
account,” I called as I mounted the stairs and ap¬
peared before the astounded group in my wet cloth¬
ing. “I’ve been taking a little swim and watching some
toy balloons over Pleasantown.”

Miles tapped his head significantly and looked from
one to another of the members of the group as they
crowded around me.

I was bombarded with questions from all sides, but
Mrs. Gilroy insisted that I get into dry clothes at once
before I attempt any narration of the events prior to
and following the catastrophe.

Ill

The rehearsal of events must have taken up the
greater part of the night, but we retired eventually.
When I awoke and looked at my watch, the hour hand
pointed to ten. Ten A.M.! It was more like ten P.M.
and hot—I had never been as warm in my life. The
thermometer by my door registered 94° F. and the
humidity was intolerable. My room faced the east, so
I hastily threw up the shades to see why old Sol was
not on duty.

The eastern horizon was a lurid red, as if many
miles away a great conflagration raged. Even as I
watched, the heavy clouds were partially dispelled, and
a sight, the most awful, barring one, that these eyes
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have ever beheld, met my view. The sun, increased to
mammoth size, hung between the horizon, and zenith,
a veritable hell of blazing fury. Was Earth plunging
into the fiery orb of day? Was this Earth’s ultimate
doom, after the prediction of astronomers, myself in¬
cluded, that a frozen lifeless world would eventually
swing around a rapidly cooling sun?

Intelligent radio communication was almost impos¬
sible, but the disconnected reports that came from
time to time, told of the tragic deaths of thousands
upon thousands, who were unable to seek adequate pro¬
tection from the scorching rays of the sun.

The guests of Gilroy manor passed the day in
alternate panic and despondency. There is nothing
to do in the face of natural calamities except to adjust
oneself to them. Their incontestable force cannot be
averted. The only thing that humanity could do dur¬
ing that first terrible day was to seek its cellars, if they
were dry, and await the ultimate setting of the gi¬
gantic orb.

My thoughts constantly turned to Vivian. How
much easier would have been this catastrophe, if we
could have been together. Although I had complete
confidence in Professor Harley’s sane judgment under
any circumstances, I desired nothing so much as to
have my fiancee with me.

As the day wore on, passed in the relatively cool
depths of the cellar for fear of further earthquakes,
we noticed a buoyancy taking the place of the former
heavy oppressiveness that had seemed to weigh us
down. The sultriness had given way to a dryness, very
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hot to be sure, but much less unpleasant than the ex¬
cessive humidity that had characterized the night,
morning and early afternoon. So light and gay did we
feel toward the sunset hour, that we indulged in music
and dancing. Frivolous it may seem to read of it, but
man is so constituted that he can mercifully relieve
overstrained nerves with various forms of relaxation,
though he may know that the stress of fear and worry
has not permanently subsided. And if this narrative
is to adhere strictly to the truth, I must not omit a
few words in regard to the discovery of the late sena¬
tor’s private stock, which I think deserves as much
credit for having relieved the mental strain of the
day as any natural reaction might have done. I can
write of this in a perfectly unbiased manner, for I
am a strict teetotaler, and this day spent in the subter¬
ranean depths of the Gilroy mansion was no exception
to the rule. But as regards Miles Tracy, James Urban
and even my ordinarily dignified Uncle Mark Atkins,
I can make no such positive assertion, and even Donna
was not above suspicion.

The first inkling I had of it all was when Donna
appeared suddenly from some remote part of the base¬
ment. As I watched her, I thought we were having
another earthquake.

“Say folks,” she called as she approached the rest
of us, “I just got weighed, and glory be—I’ve lost 72
pounds! It pays to try dieting for reducing. I told
you, Marian (Mrs. Gilroy), you’d lose flesh if you cut
out the starches.”

The widow of the late senator recovered quickly
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from the shock of her guest’s apparent loss of weight,
and replied rather icily, “I think you’d better look at
the scales again, Donna. There must be some mis¬
take.”

“ ’S’fact,” this from Uncle Mark whose belligerent
attitude signified all too plainly that he was prepared
to back Dorina up in her assertion in regard to her loss
of weight.

“Come in and see the scales if you don’t believe it!”
Glad of another diversion from our gloomy thoughts,

we trooped into the little side room in the corner of
which stood a weighing machine, the platform of
which Donna quickly mounted. The rest of us crowded
around the dial, and with Donna’s and James’ trium¬
phant, “We told you so!” in our ears, observed that
the pointer indicated that Donna, a woman of ap¬
parently more than average weight, tipped the scales
at precisely seventy-six pounds!

There followed a series of experiments that resulted
in the undeniable conclusion that each one of us

weighed only a little more than half of his or her
former weight!

“The machine is out of order,” I explained, but in
my heart. I knew differently, though I would not vouch¬
safe to tell these people what I suspicioned of the truth
at this time.

IV

A few minutes later, Miles approached me in a
confidential manner, and lowering his voice to a whis-
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per said, “I swear I didn’t drink enough to hurt a
flea, but I’m sure seeing things! Since it is now night
time, I went upstairs and out on the veranda thinking
it might be cooler, but—I’m in no shape to be about!
Guess I’ll turn in and sleep it off.”

He was quickly gone as I turned in alarm and saw
his rapidly receding figure climbing the stairs. He did
not seem intoxicated. His step was steady, but emo¬
tionally he was a wreck.

As I reached the entrance-hall, he was still mount¬
ing the stairway to the sleep-rooms. Once I was minded
to call and reassure him, but upon second thought de¬
cided to discover the cause for his consternation my¬
self. I heard his bedroom door close; then I hurried
to the front door and rushed out upon the porch.

I have said elsewhere in this narrative, that the sight
of the mammoth sun was the most awful, barring one,
that I had ever beheld. This is the “barring one.”
The night was bright as day, not the dazzling splen¬
dor of brilliant sunlight, but the clear cold light as of
a thousand moons, and that seemed to be literally what
I beheld as I raised my eyes skyward.

Like one demented, I ran out into the open, regard¬
less of the water that had receded to ankle depth, and
gazed aloft with bulging eyes. The welkin was a
crowded galaxy of heavenly bodies of vastly varying
sizes and degrees of brilliancy. All the starry and
planetary universe had marched up to us during the
cataclysmic events of the last twenty-four hours, or
so at least it seemed!
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“Nevertheless it is what I vaguely suspected,” I
muttered to myself. “No wonder we weigh less with
the counter-gravitational pull of the stars and plan¬
ets!”

Few of the stars twinkled. They shone with the
steady dazzling splendor of suns, and many hereto¬
fore unseen planets encircling them were visible with
the naked eye. The moon was not visible, but Venus,
an enormous silvery disc, four times the diameter of
the old full moon, occupied her part of the western sky,
and through her streaked cloudy veiling, I caught fleet¬
ing glimpses of mountain peaks that would dwarf into
insignificance the Himalayas or the Alps.

Shooting stars and meteors were more frequent than
I had ever known them to be heretofore. In the few
moments that I stood dumb with amazement, a dozen
or more fell within my immediate range of vision.

By this time I heard the voices of the Gilroy guests
from the porch, and judging from the vociferous ex¬
clamations, they too were cognizant of the proximity
of the stars and planets. I returned to the house only
to be bombarded with questions regarding my opinion
of the present state of the universe.

I had a theory, but so daring was it in its scope, that
I did not venture to voice it at this time.

“Let’s get the radio and television into working or¬
der,” I suggested. “We must learn something of the
extent that this calamity has visited the earth.”

With the very able assistance of Miles, who was
finally fully convinced that he was not “seeing things”
that were not an actuality, we succeeded in getting the
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radio into working order. There seemed to be nothing
on the air but distress signals, but eventually through
the staccato of one very remote but persistent call, we
recognized the familiar voice of Professor Aldrich,
whose reputation as an astronomer was without paral¬
lel in the country.

“—and so somewhere in that greater cosmos in
which we are but an atom, has been experienced merely
the transition of a substance from the gaseous, through
the liquid to the solid state, but to us, the atom, it has
been a phenomenon of such stupendous proportions
that it is difficult for us to grasp the significance of it
with our finite minds.

“Why has it never happened before? Simply be¬
cause Time like Space, is purely relative, and a million
years in the microcosmos may well be a second in the
vaster universe, the macrocosmos, of which it forms
so minute a part.

“And now we must turn our minds from the theo¬
retical to the practical, for our time grows short. The
proximity of the sun will make it impossible for hu¬
manity at present to inhabit any but the polar regions
of Earth, and because we are already living in the
northern hemsiphere, I suggest that we at once move
our entire population and all available food stuffs
northward by airplanes. There have been appointed
throughout the nation many local headquarters for the
arrangement of details pertaining to the great flight,
for these details apply to your local station.”

There followed a list of service stations and other
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directions followed by the deep, well-modulated tones
of the national broadcaster:

“Friends, Professor Harley, the nationally known
chemist, will speak to you now for a few minutes.”

Vivian’s father! I approached the radio in order
not to miss a single word, when suddenly, with a crack¬
ling and sputtering, the instrument went dead. There
followed an hour of frantic endeavor to get it to func¬
tion again, but it was all to no purpose. The requisite
material for the repair work was not available.

Even if only second-hand information, Professor
Harley’s talk would have given me at least a remote
idea of Vivian’s experiences during the cataclysm; but
I consoled myself with the happy prospect of being
reunited with her at the north pole.

V

On the beginning of the third day, after radio com¬
munication had ceased (as far as we were concerned),
we were on comparatively dry ground. The food sup¬
ply was low and we realized the immediate necessity of
reaching the nearest airplane base, which was located
at Chicago. The three small planes, that had brought
the funeral guests to the Gilroy estate, sufficed to take
them away together with the meager supply of pro¬
visions available, and shortly after noon my plane
landed west of Chicago.

The reader may be able to form a vague conception
of the united drawing force of the combined stars and
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planets that had marched toward us during those
tragic days. We learned at Chicago that coasts all
over the world had been alternately inundated and left
high and dry by the waters which were subject to the
pull of the heavenly bodies.

Four gigantic airships, each capable of carrying a
thousand passengers (though for ordinary usage their
capacity was limited to six hundred), were being rap¬
idly filled under a great white canopy that had been
erected for the purpose of cutting off some of the in¬
tolerable rays of the sun. Miles, Donna, Cousin Mar¬
ian Gilroy and I ran up to the gangplank of the Calvin
Coolidge just too late. A guard announced briskly that
a thousand souls were already aboard the great round-
the-world flyer, but that if we hurried we might board
another. We raced to the nearest one several blocks
away, and discovered it to be the ill-fated Icarus that,
like its ancient namesake, fell into the sea with crippled
wings, though this one, contrary to its namesake, had
been salvaged from the deep, though with loss of
life. It had on the whole suffered little from this
mishap, and was now once more ready for service.
Evidently the reputation of the Icarus was against it
though, for it was not filling as rapidly as might be
expected.

“Let’s try to get aboard yonder ship,” exclaimed
Cousin Marian, pointing to where a beautiful ship, the
color of summer skies, seemed to crouch ready for
flight.

“It is the Azuria” said Miles, “the last word in
speedy,, luxuriant air-travel.”
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But even as we turned our back to the Icarus, the
humming of the Azuria’s engines came to our ears.
Then slowly and majestically she rose, her three decks
a black swarm of humanity, and soon, too soon, her
blue hulk was invisible against the azure of the sky.

“What is the name of the other ship?” I asked the
officer at the gangplank of the Icarus.

“The Celestia,” he replied, “but do not fear to
board the Icarus. Since its overhauling, there is no
safer airship.”

We had no choice now but to cast our lot with the
Icarus. I mopped my perspiring brow and leaned
against the rail watching the workmen removing the
canvas that protected the Icarus from the sun. I heard
a voice at my elbow. It was Donna.

“The Celestia is coming this way. They are going
to bring it alongside the Icarus before embarking.”

Miles and Marian had joined us. They were watch¬
ing for others of the recent group that had been at the
Gilroy home, but I was ever searching for a possible
glimpse of Vivian Harley, though I did not know
whether she had left from Chicago or the Phila¬
delphia base, being located very nearly midway be¬
tween the two.

The Celestia approached as closely as the spread of
its wings and ours permitted and.a man on board
called through a megaphone:

“The Celestia is carrying 1,137 people. Have you
room for the surplus?”

The captain of the Icarus replied that we had, and
would be glad to take 150 to 200 of the Celestia’s pas-
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sengers. We waited, but there was no sign that such
a transference would be made. The people aboard the
Celestia were fearful of the reputation of the ill-
named Icarus.

“Look,” cried Donna excitedly, “there are Max and
Ethel Sabin and Cousin James and Uncle Mark on the
top deck of the Celestia!”

In vain did Donna, Miles, Marian and I try to per¬
suade our late companions to join us in our airship.
They remained obdurate to all our entreaties.

At last the gangplank was withdrawn and the Celes¬
tia winged her way skyward. The last we saw of her
was a faint blur low on the northern horizon.

And last but not least, the Icarus, with 783 souls
aboard, left the sun-dried earth far, far below and
sought the relief of the cool, high altitudes.

Through the long hours of the night, while Mars
and Jupiter looked as if they would fall from the sky
and obliterate us, we sped toward Polaris, occasionally
seeing on the 2,000 foot level below us great freight-
flyers winging their way north and south like moving
trucks of olden times, taking the paraphernalia of
civilization to a new abode.

But we found ourselves in a dreadful predicament.
The northernmost lands were submerged too far south
for humanity to live with any degree of comfort. The
north polar region was nothing but water, dotted with
a few rapidly diminishing icebergs. And this was to
be our home, the abode of man who had at one time
conquered the earth I What had become of the con¬
quest of which he once so proudly boasted?
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VI

Is it possible for you of the new era to form any
conception of the first year spent in our polar abode?
It was, of course, a period of reconstruction. Man
built for himself vast floating cities, lived upon fish
and synthetic foods and enjoyed a salubrious climate.

In vain did I search the floating islands of our
northern world for my promised wife, Vivian Harley.
Terror gripped my heart. Could she have been num¬
bered among the victims of the Celestiaf That great
air-liner, due no doubt to the fact that she had been
greatly overloaded, had fallen into the Arctic Ocean
where the northern coast of Greenland used to be.
Not a trace of her has ever been found. Her fate
should prove a constant reminder of the failure of fear
and superstition against the triumph of reason.

But as soon as the luxury of radio communication
could be indulged in, we of Polaria, as we named our
combined north civilization, received a communication
that was quite startling. The long summer days in
which the sun never set during the early months of
our sojourn in Polaria caused us to be a little neglect¬
ful of punctual hours for rising and retiring, though
I doubt if we were any more deplorably negligent in
this particular than were the Americans of the twen¬
tieth century, living where day and night were clearly
defined. But one night, when the huge sun glowed on
the eastern horizon, we Polarians who happened to
be up and listening at that hour and tuned by chance
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to an exceptionally short wave length, heard the fol¬
lowing message:

“This is Professor Richard Harley speaking over
station OGICU. No, friends, I am not floating around
the north pole just because it happened to be a few
hundred miles nearer at the time of our catastrophe. I
am living in a veritable Eden on terra firma, and this
Eden is at the south pole! My opinion of folks who
contrive, by years of unnecessary work, to save them¬
selves a few hundred miles trip in a palatial air-liner,
would not sound well expressed publicly. The new
garden of Eden is a paradise. No, I am not trying to
sell real estate. There are comparatively few of us
here, but we don’t want all of you to come. Possibly
by this time you have worked out a feasible program
for making the north polar regions comfortably habit¬
able, and I suggest that most of you stay where you
are, but there is room for 200,000 more down here
in Eden. When you get your television sets function¬
ing and can get a glimpse of this Utopia, I’ll warrant
that the north polar region will be a deserted place.

“This is Richard Harley of station OGICU signing
off till tomorrow at this time.”

There was no mention of Vivian, of course, but she
must be safe or her father would not have spoken in
so light a vein. I wanted to leave immediately for the
south pole, but Professor Aldrich would not hear of it.

“The beginning of the six months polar night is not
far off,” he explained in voicing his objection to my
going, “and we astronomers must be ready to observe
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and record the new and amazing phenomena that the
enlarged stars and planets will present to us.”

The long night arrived, but it did not seem like night
to us, for the moon, which is full and visible from the
pole during the first part of the polar night, shed its
cold, white, reflected light upon us. It occupied so
large a portion of the sky that astronomical observa¬
tions were limited exclusively to it. Many fascinating
discoveries were made about our satellite, but as this
story is not especially concerned with lunar problems,
I shall pass on to the mid-winter observations, when
Mars and Venus came within the scope of our vision.

I shall never forget the time that Professor Aldrich
and I first studied Venus from our new vantage. Like
a great silvery Chinese lantern, she seemed but a few
rods away. Her light was far brighter than that shed
by the moon in the olden days. Our telescope revealed
evidences of a civilization that had been blighted by
the universal catastrophe. There had been a civiliza¬
tion, but now there was no life. We searched the
polar regions with the telescopic eye, thinking the
Venerians would have done as we did, but all over
the planet there was evident only a scorched devasta¬
tion.

“Wait until we see Mars,” said the professor en¬
couragingly, “this cataclysm has surely improved the
conditions of the Martians.”

“I don’t agree with you,” I objected. “Whatever
their previous condition, they were used to it. We
cannot judge them by our standards. They are hotter
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than they were, and it stands to reason they are dis¬
comfited to as great an extent as we are.”

“Possibly there is some truth in what you say,” ad¬
mitted the astronomer, “but I am inclined to believe
this cosmic calamity will cause life to be more active
on the red planet. But time will tell, and that time is
not far off.”

In the meanwhile television and radio had estab¬
lished regular communication between the north and
the south, and it had been my great joy to see and
speak with Vivian several times. I planned to leave
for Eden as soon as the long night began in the Ant¬
arctic regions, for there were stars I wished to study
in the skies above Eden. Flights between the poles
even now were not infrequent, for many in Polaria
were weary of water reflecting great balls of light,
and longed for land and daylight. And some in Eden,
lured by the description of night in Polaria, flew north¬
ward.

VII

Miles Tracy had become an astronomy enthusiast
and was with me virtually all the time in the great
Polaria observatory. He seemed never to weary of
gazing at the planets. For weeks we had Mars under
closest observation, but could detect no signs of life.
This planet did not even present the possibility of life
having ever existed previous to the change in the
molecular structure of our universe from the gaseous
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to the solid state. The planet’s surface presented only
a conglomerate mass of crystalline reddish rock. On
some parts of this strange world’s surface, the sun’s
rays reflected ruby scintillations, in others great cracks
and crevices suggested abysmal depths.

“Mars is deader than a door-nail,” remarked Miles
upon one occasion as we studied alternately the physi¬
ography of the huge world that hovered so near us in
space. “He is less interesting than Venus because he
does not even grant us the privilege of studying a past
civilization.”

Professor Aldrich had entered the observatory in
time to overhear Miles’ remark, and he surprised us
with these words:

“Do not be too sure that Mars is a dead world. Life
may not always be vested with the attributes with
which our existence clothes it. What is life anyway?”
he asked, turning abruptly to Miles.

“Why—er—er—let me see. Life—er—shows ac¬
tion, it’s energy,” stammered Miles.

“Exactly as I thought,” snapped Aldrich, “you do
not know. What do you say it is, Hildreth?”

“Life is the sum total of our forces that resist
death,” I replied, vaguely recalling something learned
in college.

The professor looked at me pityingly. “Not bad as
far as it goes, but have you two ever really associated
life with radiant energy?”

“Radiant energy and vital energy are two distinct
processes,” I said. “Life manifests the latter. The
sun, a source of radiant energy, is not alive as we
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understand life, although it is active.” I turned to
Miles, who appeared rather non-plussed by our re¬
marks.

“I believe, friends,” said Professor Aldrich impres¬
sively, “that the primary function of the universe is
radiant energy. Primeval matter must go on trans¬
forming itself into inert ash. This so-called inert ash,
like the planet upon which we live, constitutes a very
small portion of the universe. How great in size and
number are the stars throughout space that are under¬
going this transformation due to radiant energy? How
small the inert matter upon which life, as we know it,
can exist! Yet we lay such great stress upon vital
energy, or life, which in every respect, in space, time
and physical conditions, is limited to an inconceivably
small corner of the universe. Primeval matter that is
in the process of radio-activity is really life as the
Creator meant it; this so-called life (vital energy) that
exists in inert substance is merely a disease of old
material after its radiant energy is spent. It is a sort
of fungus that infests matter in its old age.”

Miles and I were speechless. Was Professor Aid-
rich going mad that he could speak of life, which
included man’s soul and mind, in such derogatory
terms? Had a “fungus growth” caused the evolution
of an amoeba into a man? Had a “disease of old

age” built up a civilization from primitive cave-man
communities to the vast cities of the twenty-first cen¬
tury?”

The professor smiled at our horror. “I suppose you
two and millions like you have always thought the sun
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was expending its radiant energy for the sole purpose
of maintaining puny “life” upon earth and the other
planets. But, my dear boys, many of the planets are
not inhabited. Is the sun expending its energy in vain?
Not a bit of it! It matters not whether the fungus
grows. It may hang on where it can. It is secondary
matter compared to radiant energy, the real universal
life!”

We were glad when the professor’s footsteps be¬
came inaudible as he left the observatory.

“Crazy as a loon,” was Miles’ comment. “I sup¬
pose the excitement of the past months has been too
much for a man of his years.”

VIII

“Many a planet by many a sun
May roll with the dust of a vanished race,
Swallowed in Vastness, lost in Silence,
Drowned in the deeps of a meaningless Past ”

Tennyson.

Mars, dead, inert, beset by old age, and without
even the “fungus growth” of Earth! Was it better
off than Earth? Which planet consummated the Crea¬
tor’s plan?”

Such were the puzzling and depressing thoughts that
came to me some time later, when I sought the tele¬
scope alone, and ruefully viewed the planet that my
imaginative mind had always depicted as teeming with
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intelligent, active, progressive life, exemplifying a
civilization older and therefore farther advanced than
ours. I had expected the eye-piece to reveal a prophetic
vision of Earth many aeons in the future.

It did not take long for both Miles and myself to
lose all interest in Mars, but not so Professor Aldrich.
Hour after hour he sat gazing at the lifeless world.
We soon learned to let him alone and avoid his cheer¬
less discourse on “radiant energy” and “inert ash.”

The comparatively few remaining inhabitants of
Earth, with but few exceptions, took up their abodes
alternately at the poles, when it was night for six
months. Either polar circle was delightfully balmy,
the temperature ideal during the night that had been
unbearable in days of yore.

The mammoth sun had been visible on the horizon
for a week, when one time, upon waking, I heard the
sound of excited voices and rushed out of my tent,
which was located near the edge of Aldrich Isle (the
name given to the artificial, man-made floating island
upon which a thousand of us lived). The Azuria,
which had brought a number of people from Eden,
was ready to return to the Antarctic, and her captain
had decided to leave at once. It necessitated speed on
our part, for Professor Aldrich was very anxious to
begin a study of the southern heavens and did not
want to wait another week for the arrival of another
flyer.

Miles and Donna decided to join us, but Mrs. Gilroy
enjoyed the presence of a number of congenial friends,
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with whom she preferred to remain and try out an
Arctic summer.

A few hours later the flying palace, Azuria, had left
the island-rafts of Polaria, headed due south, and six
hours later the seared and lifeless plains of North
America lay in panorama below her. Hour after hour
I leaned on the rail of the lower deck and watched the

great continent slip by beneath me, as our flying ma¬
chine sped along at the rate of 400 miles an hour.
The thread of the nearly extinct Mississippi River
showed faintly as we approached the Gulf of Mexico.

Over twelve hours after leaving Polaria we crossed
the equator and for the next few hours the South
American Andes marked our route toward the south.

It was during the hours of early morning, as we
flew over the ruins of La Paz in Bolivia, that all who
chanced to be watching the vanishing landscape turned
questioning faces to one another and asked unani¬
mously the same questions.

“Do you see the streak of living vegetation?” and
“What is the cause of it when on either side lies
sterility?”

Why the path of life through a world of death?
The sight was amazing and held everybody at the

ship’s rails spellbound. A straight path of green, ten
or twelve miles in width, like a swath cut by some
gigantic scythe, stretched from La Paz to Valparaiso.
Every eye was fixed upon the miraculous sight and
many explanations were ventured.

“Underground water that hasn’t evaporated like
the surface water,” suggested one.
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“Cool polar air currents,” said another, and some¬
one laughed.

“I saw something move among the greenery,” ex¬
claimed a girl, “but I couldn’t tell whether it was a
human being or an animal.”

“Imagination,” was someone’s verdict, and the ques¬
tion of human or animal life was dropped.

In slightly over twenty-four hours after the Azuria
had left Polaria, it came to rest in the semi-twilight in
the land of Eden. We acknowledged from our first
glimpse that the continent of the south had been aptly
named. It was such a paradise as man has long
dreamed of. There have been grander, more rugged
scenes, but for sheer beauty, this Eden could scarcely
have been surpassed by the original.

In the garden that surrounded the Harley home,
Vivian was waiting for me, a rather pale and troubled
Vivian, whom the events of the past months had im¬
pressed with awe and bewilderment.

Not long after our reunion, an early date was set
for our wedding, but we were soon to realize the truth
of Burn’s words concerning “the best laid plans of mice
and men.”

IX

Reports from mail and passenger planes verified
the observations of the Azuria in regard to the fer¬
tile strip of land in South America, though, according
to the latest news, the streak had shifted slightly west-
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ward. And now not even the brainest individuals could
venture an explanation concerning the puzzling green
path extended from Georgetown to Buenos Aires.

One time I walked into the observatory for the pur¬
pose of making some private observation. I felt it was
high time that Professor Aldrich relinquished the tele¬
scope to someone else. However, I did not wish to
incur the enmity of the taciturn professor, for whom
I felt an emotion akin to pity. I really feared that
his constant dwelling upon the enigma of the unin¬
habited Mars was affecting his mind, so I approached
him as tactfully as I could.

“Any signs of life on Mars, Professor?” I asked
cheerfully, as I entered.

There was no answer and I felt indignation rising
within me. I opened my mouth to voice my resent¬
ment, when he said abruptly:

“By ‘sign of life,’ I suppose, you mean movement,
and to that I can assuredly answer in the negative, but
life, intelligence or whatever you may choose to call
it (the appellation is immaterial )may be evidenced
in other ways, and I say to you now, as I shall soon
state to the peoples of the two poles, that there are
evidences of intelligence on Mars. Oh, I know what
your reaction to my assertion will be,” as I began to
reply, “but I repeat, movement is not essential to in¬
telligence throughout the Universe.”

“Nevertheless,” I said firmly, “there is no evidence
of anything ever having been done by intelligent beings
on that planet. It is nothing but a huge pile of reddish
rock of a crystalline nature; nothing but ‘inert ash!’ ”
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I uttered the last two words somewhat sarcastically,
and an amused smile played about the professor’s thin
lips.

“The term ‘inert ash’ is hardly applicable to our
neighbor, Mars,” he replied, “as you and the rest of
the world will soon discover.”

He left the observatory and I took my place at the
eye-piece, which was directed, as I knew it would be,
toward the red planet. There it hung in space, a
mountainous mass of red rock crystal, traversed by
straight chasms and fissures, no doubt its “canals.”
Desolation, silence, and a more monotonous landscape
than that on the moon!

“If Mars isn’t a dead world, one can expect life in
a corpse,” I muttered. “That’s the deadest-looking
scene I ever gazed upon I”

A few more minutes was all I could tolerate before
shifting to a more interesting heavenly body. What
fascination did Mars hold for Professor Aldrich week
in, week out, for months at a time ?

“Darn his silence,” I blurted out, and then realized
that the professor had returned and had evidently been
observing me for some time.

“Locate Mars again,” he said tersely.
I obeyed, for there was that in his expression that

indicated he would not brook opposition.
“There is something the matter with the timing-

gear,” I said. “I cannot keep Mars in the center of
observation without moving the telescope by hand.
What’s wrong?”

“Are you sure?” he snapped at me.
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“Most assuredly. Let’s get at it.”
“We can do nothing now,” he replied more quietly.

“I have just heard by the latest radio news that seis¬
mologists have detected extensive earth tremors, pre¬
sumably in the equatorial region of Earth. ‘There
is no great loss without some small gain,’ so we can
be pleased that there are no human beings on that
portion of the globe to suffer from the quakes. Also,
since the earthquakes, the green streak in South Amer¬
ica is vanishing.”

“That is small consolation,” I made reply. “Our
situation is lamentable, though we have made the best
of it.”

Professor Aldrich drew out his watch and, upon
perceiving the time, crossed to the radio, with which
the observatory was equipped, not only with receiving,
but also with broadcasting apparatus.

“I am scheduled to speak in a half hour—will
you—”

There came a crackling, splitting sound, followed
by a roar. We reeled like drunken men, lost our foot¬
ing completely, and slid together with all the loose
paraphernalia to one side of the room. Well shaken
up, but uninjured, we emerged not a moment too soon.
With a thunder like the crack of doom, the great tele¬
scope, literally ripped from its foundation, fell where
a few seconds before we had crouched helplessly. A
second, splintering, cracking noise and the last I re¬
member was the two of us catapulting through the
broken floor into the story below.
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X

“Oh, father, he is regaining consciousness.”
These were the first words to greet my ears after

a blank period of insensibility. I opened my eyes to
behold Vivian bending over me, her eyes alight with
loving concern. I was comfortably tucked in a bed
in the Harley home.

“Professor Aldrich?” I asked weakly.
As if in answer to my question, the professor’s voice

sounded loud and tense from the opposite side of the
room. “This is Professor Aldrich speaking from sta¬
tion OGICU.”

And while I listened to the voice of the companion
of my misfortune, who had miraculously escaped with
no injuries, Vivian and a nurse administered to my
needs. As I ate my broth, I and the rest of a listening
world heard the following from the lips of the great¬
est living astronomer:

“I have been severely criticized for maintaining too
strict a silence; but it was my opinion that such criti¬
cism was less objectionable than the open derision that
would have been mine had I ventured to voice my

conjectures in the beginning. Your ridicule would
have interfered with my observations and delayed the
solution of the enigma, which solution I am about to
give you now.

“First of all, know that Mars is a living world;
vital, selfish, malignant! He is not vital in the sense
that Earth is—(Earth, a huge ball of inert ash cov-
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ered with human fungi). He is intelligent as a whole,
as an entity. He is so old that if he ever possessed
organisms creeping about his once inanimate core,
they have undergone a transmutation from vital to
radiant energy and are an integral part of his superb
unity. Can you not, my friends, imagine evolution on
a vast scale having proceeded so far that human activ¬
ity as we know it will have ceased? Orderliness out
of chaos (which is the goal of our activities now as
expressed in our organization processes) attained even
to the orderly and systematic arrangement of the
atoms in his vast molecular structure! He has reached
that perfect balance between cause and effect, toward
which all struggle is directed. He is an example of
a perfect state of equilibrium, or possibly I should
have used the past tense and said ‘was,’ for Mars, once
sufficient unto himself, has been greatly discommoded
by the recent alteration in the arrangement of the Uni¬
verse. His adaptation to his environment previous
to the cataclysm was perfect, but he has been thrown
off his poise, so to speak, and has found it necessary
to rehabituate himself.

“His first attempt to regain his former composure
was by the expulsion of a protective ray against the
rays of the sun. This ray .nullified to a correct degree
the intensified heat from our luminary. I discovered
the existence of this ray whenever Earth lay between
Mars and the sun. As its electrons swept past the
surface of our globe they counteracted the solar rays
affecting the Earth, in just the same manner as they
did for Mars, and in the wake of the ray, Earth bios-
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somed as of yore. This was the path of verdure you
beheld in South America.

“This Martian protective ray, while seemingly effec¬
tive, has apparently not been wholly satisfactory to
Mars. It may have required too much continued effort
on his part. We cannot know. At any rate, Mars, the
planet entity, has hit upon another solution to his
difficulty, and briefly it is this.”

I had finished my broth and was resting quietly with
Vivian’s hand in mine. Her father paced the floor
with nervous strides, stopped presently and came over
to the foot of my bed. He smiled from one to the
other of us and then said:

“I am about to succeed Professor Aldrich at the

microphone, so I’ll be going now. You’ll hear me

presently.”
“—these earthquakes,” continued Professor Ald¬

rich’s voice from the radio loud speaker, “are caused
by a retardation in speed of Earth in its orbit around
the sun. This slowing-up process has taken place
gradually, but not so slowly that it failed to cause
severe shocks to the world. This diminution in the
speed of our planet around the sun is not directly due
to the recent rearrangement of the Universe, but is
caused by a force exerted upon the Earth by Mars.
Earth is held in an intangible but powerful grip by
the malignant planet, held as a shield between him
and the flaming sun. We are now traveling in an orbit
that keeps us serving in the capacity of a huge sun¬
shade to the planet Mars, and it would seem that Mars
is happy to have us render this service. It is evidently
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less of an effort to hold us thus than to continue the
emission of the protective ray, for Mars travels in his
orbit at approximately 15 miles per second; Earth, 18
miles per second, a rather small difference.

“What can we do in our present quandary? Abso¬
lutely nothing. It is seldom that man has faced a
problem impossible of solution; but the scattered ef¬
forts of mankind cannot vie with a unit-intelligence
such as belongs to Mars.

“And now, radio listeners, I will turn over the micro¬
phone to Professor Harley, who will throw more light
from another angle upon this baffling mystery.”

XI

“Father’s conception is mine,” whispered Vivian,
“and I think before he is finished, it will be yours.”

I pressed her fingers with what newly acquired
strength I possessed, and presently Professor Harley’s
voice came to us over the radio.

“Friends of the radio audience of Eden and Polaria.
Professor Aldrich has explained to you the mystery
of Mars. I will try to make clear to you the puzzling
features of the cataclysmic events of the past year
and a half. The idea is not original with me, for
Professor Aldrich himself voiced this sentiment prior
to our worldy catastrophe. The theory that our uni¬
verse is an atom in a vast material substance is too

generally accepted to require reiteration here. But as
to the nature of that ‘vast material substance,’ no man
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except one has heretofore raised the slightest inquiry,
it having been naturally supposed that such knowledge
was beyond the ken of mere humanity. However, I
believe there is no limit to the growth of man’s knowl¬
edge, provided he obeys Nature’s laws in attaining
information. By comparisons of observations of the
telescope and the microscope, we discover many star¬
tling analogies. The Universe, we find, approaches in
constitution a gaseous substance rather than a liquid
or a solid. The distance between our sun and the
nearest fixed star is about 1018 cms., and this, when
reduced in the same ratio, becomes 10-4, which is ap¬
proximately the mean free path of a molecule in a
somewhat attenuated gas. On the other hand, if we
magnify the tiny world of the atom by the factor 1022,
leaving all the velocities unchanged, we should then
cause an oxygen atom, or any similar atom, to become
of the same size as the solar system, and its planetary
electrons would closely resemble Neptune and Uranus
both as regards size, distance from the center and
period of rotation.

“Now in the face of this startling similarity, we
ask, ‘What happened to the molecule of gas in that
unthinkably vast Cosmos in which we play so infini¬
tesimal a part?”

“Simply this, friends, the gas became condensed to
a liquid, passed completely through the fluid states into
that of solidity. Steam to water, water to ice. That
is the general explanation, though I doubt if the mo¬
lecular constituency is our familiar H2O.
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“When the Universe was in the gaseous state, we
had nothing to fear from Mars, but since the transition
into solidity, he is uncomfortably close.

“ ‘But,’ I hear you ask, ‘what additional harm can
he do us by using our world as a shield between him¬
self and the sun? The big catastrophe was not of his
doing. The retardation in our orbital speed is a minor
concern to Earth at present.’

“But is it? Do you relish being carried about in
the clutches of a malign entity, subject to his cruel
whimsicalities. Do you like being the particular help¬
less tool that will further his every diabolical design?

“Professor Aldrich has given me permission to an¬
nounce to an unsuspecting world some of his most
recent discoveries concerning Mars. Jupiter, who looks
slightly larger than our moon appeared to us prior
to the catastrophe, is undergoing a subtle change. The
first thing Professor Aldrich noticed was the rapid
growth of the large red area on the surface of Jupiter.
This reddish band has always puzzled astronomers,
and they have never known its exact nature, but since
its recent rapid growth, it shows every evidence of
being identical in nature with the substance of the
planet Mars. All present indications are that before
very long Jupiter will be a gigantic reproduction of
Mars.

“Now the question is, ‘Is this a form of colonization
being practiced by Mars, or is it a change that Jupiter
is undergoing as a whole?’ At any rate, it can be
considered as a form of conquest, for surely a planet
is being conquered by another when it is being made
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over into that other’s likeness. What capers will we
be expected to cut, may I ask, if Jupiter chooses eventu¬
ally to shift us about as he wills, and we become the
bone of contention between two mighty worlds 1”

XII

It seemed to require an undue length of time for
me to recover from the injuries sustained at the time
of the earthquake, and the long Antarctic day was far
advanced before my marriage to Vivian took place.
We planned to spend our honeymoon in Polaria, for
I was receiving urgent requests by every mail from
Professor Aldrich to join him at the observatory there.

One day in early February, Miles, Donna Tracy,
Vivian and I were passengers on the Icarus, headed
for the north polar circle. As the great flyer winged
its way across the ruins of the United States, we were
drawn irresistibly to the rail of the low observation
deck. Our altitude was so great that we could mark
few details, though far ahead on the north horizon we
could make out the Great Lakes district. Suddenly the
ship swooped earthward, veered to one side, strug¬
gled ineffectually to right itself and continued a steady
drop, though not at a falling rate. Vivian clung to my
arm in terror; Donna fainted. Pandemonium reigned
over the entire air-vessel. Was the Icarus to suffer
the fate of its namesake after all?

A white-faced officer appeared on our deck just as
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the plane lurched violently to the other side, carrying
terrified humanity with it.

“We are not falling,” were his first somewhat reas¬
suring words, “we’re being pulled down by some force
we can’t throw off. The pilot says he can’t change
her course an iota. The engines are working to their
utmost capacity, but they can’t keep her in the air fif¬
teen minutes!”

Something must be done. Several mechanics among
the passengers offered their assistance, but soon all
realized that it was beyond the reach of human skill
to control the airship as formerly. She continued a
steady slanting course earthward.

“I didn’t know the Great Lakes were surrounded by
reddish sand,” exclaimed Vivian. “I don’t remember
having ever noticed any sand in that region before.”

I strained my eyes for a minute scrutiny of the
approaching landscape, and checked an exclamation of
horror. Below us lay an area of crystalline rock ex¬
actly like what I had seen countless times through the
big telescopes when I looked at Mars, and later at
Jupiter!

“Vivian, Miles, Donna, wait right here!” I cried in
tones husky with the terror I could no longer conceal.

There were but a few minutes left to us and I knew
that time was our most precious possession. I rushed
to the radio room, and to my amazement found the
operator gathering his things together for flight.

“Have you sent out an S. O. S.?” I thundered at
him.

“Yes,” he replied.
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“Did you follow up with details by radio?” I per¬
sisted.

“No. What good would it do ? By the time—”
I did not wait to hear him through, but took my

place at the instrument.
“This is Hildreth, on board the airship Icarus. We

are being pulled slowly to earth into a Martian colony,
latitude 45°, longitude 87°. Send help at once.”

When I appeared again on deck, I must have had
the appearance of a maniac, for they all backed away
from me and shook their heads at one another.

“Jump,” I cried, “everybody jump! Your para¬
chutes will save you if you leap now. It is the Menace
of Mars!”

“But, Hildreth, the ship is not actually falling,” said
the officer who had warned us in the first place. “We’ll
make a comfortable landing if a few more passengers
don’t go crazy and lose their heads.”

There was no time to argue. I turned to Vivian.
“You understand, don’t you, dear?”

For answer she ran to the rail and leaped nimbly
over the side. I followed her with anxious eyes. Her
parachute was bearing her gently below.

“I’m with you, Hildreth,” cried Miles. “Come on,
Donna.”

“Not on your life,” screamed his irate wife. “I’ll
not follow the dictates of a crazy man!”

“Crazy or not crazy, over you go!” I exclaimed, and
raising her bodily, flung her free of the ship’s edge.

Miles and I followed immediately, for there wasn’t
a moment to spare. Already the ruddy gleam of the
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Martian crystals covered the north horizon like an
undulating sea of blood, and ever closer to the crim¬
son line approached the fated Icarus.

Our parachutes brought us down on the sun-baked
Earth, where a scene of desolation greeted our eyes.
Heretofore our vantage-point had always been aerial,
but here we were in the midst of a scene that might
have been taken from Dante’s Inferno, with nothing
but the clothes on our backs, and we could easily have
dispensed with them, so terrifically hot was it on this
barren desert. But with little thought at the present
as to our own difficulties, we turned fascinated eyes to
the descending airship. By this time it must be over
the edge of the red border. Suddenly a lone figure
separated itself from the great plane and fell like a
drop of water from a bucket; then another and an¬
other. The first to fall was running our way with
superhuman speed, and as he approached we saw that
it was the officer who had warned us. His face was

livid with terror and he was inarticulate. And now

we observed that as the others leaped and landed,
they did not rise as he had done, but remained, trans¬
formed into red rock, retaining the postures they had
unconsciously assumed upon landing on the mysterious
substance beneath.

Rooted to the spot in abject horror, we saw the
Icarus land, and then where it had been but a mo¬
ment before, an air-navigator of inestimable beauty
and utility, it lay a conglommerate mass of—Martian
consciousness.
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At the sight, Waite, the officer, found his voice:
“Run south as fast as you can, all of you! It is

spreading in every direction but north.”
His words were true. In two minutes we noticed

that the blood-red metamorphosis was coming our way,
and as it crept along, all the sun-baked ruins at its edge
became transformed into its own likeness. The Mar¬
tian curse was going to take the world and every living
creature on it!

Five beings fled southward in a panic lest the Mar¬
tian menace overtake them. Tired and foot-sore, we
still sped on, for when we stopped to rest the distance
between us and our pursuer grew less. We dared
not rest!

“Did you notice its northern boundary was the
lake?” asked Officer Waite. “I think water puts at
least a temporary end to its advance. Surely we’ll come
to a river and—”

I shook my head dubiously. “The rivers have dried
up long ago.”

It was getting dark, but even with the abating of
the terrific heat of the sun, we had about reached the
limit of endurance. We staggered on in drunken fash¬
ion, ready to succumb to the fate that seemed in¬
evitable.

“Do you—suppose the red death is—worse than—
this headlong flight—when we’re nearly dead?” gasped
Vivian.

“I don’t know,” replied Miles, “but I don’t propose
to merge my consciousness with that of Mars. I don’t
think it’s death we’d suffer, but a sort of annexation
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to the awful entity that seems to reach out after the
whole solar system.”

“It’s been coming faster since the sun set,” declared
Donna. “The sun seemed to retard its activities.”

Donna had spoken truly. Run as fast as we could,
we seemed able to keep only an even distance between
us and the onrushing tide of horror.

“This can’t keep on indefinitely,” cried Waite. “I’m
through. Wish I’d stayed with the ship. When I’m
part of what’s after us, I suppose I’ll do my infinitesi¬
mal bit to catch you folks, but—I’m not going any
farther.”

Remonstrance was useless. The four of us dragged
onward. We knew we would go on until sheer exhaus¬
tion ended our flight.

At this juncture I recognized a change in the land¬
scape ahead of us. A rocky ridge lay across our path,
and as we approached, we saw that it was the bank
of a river, and to our amazement there was water,
though many feet below its normal level.

“We’ll try this,” I said with decision. “It may be
our end, but if we press on we can’t last many hours
longer.”

“Unless an airship comes to our aid in response to
the S. O. S.,” said Donna.

I shook my head. “That is too big a chance to take.
Into the river, all of you!”

We found, to our satisfaction, that the water was
in no place above our heads and in most places scarcely
knee-deep. It was apparent that soon no river water
would remain as such in the temperate and tropic
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zones, but the deepest, widest rivers had not yet van¬
ished entirely.

It was a brave stand, and we stood defiantly with
faces toward the north—waiting.

Then out of the night a crimson band, stretching
from east to west, grew wider as we watched, and
the star-light reflected from its many shining apexes
gleamed like a myriad baneful eyes in the nocturnal
gloom.

Presently a dark object leaped from the bank and
stood for a second, a black mysterious silhouette
against the oncoming crystalline tide.

“Waite!” I shouted.
“Not on your life! I won’t wait for anybody.”
In another second our companion, whom we had

given up for lost, joined us in the river.
“It won’t be long now,” he said, as he sank to a sit¬

ting posture in the warm water of the river. “I could
scarcely keep ahead of it.”

And with Waite’s last word, the Menace was at
the river’s edge. With ineffable relief we saw that the
water laved the strange substance and receded un¬
harmed by the contact. So here at least was temporary
respite!

In a few minutes, sitting propped back to back, we
were asleep in the middle of the river.

XIII

Who was the first to waken in the morning I do
not know. It seemed we simultaneously became con-
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scious of the growing heat of the fierce sun that blazed
like a vast conflagration in the east. Hungry we were,
but not thirsty. We thanked heaven for an ever avail¬
able supply of drinking water. The red rocky northern
embankment lay like some huge beast of the jungle,
waiting for an opportune moment to spring upon its
prey. The first question at issue was whether to ven¬
ture southward from our watery haven after our
long night’s rest. Donna and Vivian were in favor
of moving onward, for the very sight of the red Men¬
ace gave them the “creeps.” But the men did not share
their opinion. We expected hourly, yes, any moment,
the appearance of a rescuing airship which would soon
put many miles between ourselves and the evil entity
that was gradually transforming a planet into itself.

A cry from Officer Waite caused us to turn with
apprehension toward the north bank, but we soon saw
our error in direction. Waite was pointing to the west,
a direction in which we had least interest, for the sun
flamed in the east and our rescue plane was expected
from the south. Nevertheless, our lack of observation
of the unexpected quarter might have been our un¬
doing, for creeping steadily toward us from the west
and on the south side of the river were the red crystals
of Mars!

Suddenly a series of shrill whistling notes pierced
the stillness about us. Again and again the staccato
tones stabbed the death-like silence of the scene. Un¬

comprehending, we huddled together and peered fu-
tilely toward the blazing orb that nearly blinded us,
and in whose heat we suffered intolerably. A moment
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later a familiar whirring sound apprised us. of the prox¬
imity of an air-liner whose presence we could not see
because of the glaring brilliancy of the sun.

Waite and I looked at each other dazedly, and then
slowly a look of dawning comprehension spread over
Waite’s features.

“Code,” he whispered fiercely. “Listen!”
The whistling notes were code and soon, out of the

previously mysterious sounds, an intelligible message
came to us.

“Leave river and run southeast as fast as possible.
If we approach any nearer we feel the drawing power
of the red Menace, which seems to act with magnetic
force upon the metal parts of our ship.”

Not a moment was wasted in carrying out the orders
of the rescue plane. We climbed up the south bank
and fled with all possible speed in the direction indi¬
cated. And it was indeed necessary that we hurry, for
the long red glittering line from the west seemed
bearing down on us with incredible rapidity.

“Vivian, don’t look back so much,” I warned her.
“It interferes with your progress.”

“I feel like Lot’s wife,” she said with a wan smile,
“and I imagine my fate might not be very different,
although this modern Sodom is somewhat livelier than
the one of Biblical fame.”

Soon the plane, a small one of twenty-passenger
capacity, seemed almost above us and we expected to
see it land, but it failed to do so, and again the shrill
whistle-code startled us:
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“You must run faster and farther. We are on the
border of the Menace’s zone of attraction.”

After our fatiguing experience of yesterday, it
seemed that we had already reached the limits of our
physical endurance, but when one is racing with death,
he draws upon his reserve forces, and can sometimes
accomplish the well-nigh impossible. So it was with
our little group of five souls racing over the rough,
barren plain into the face of a mammoth sun, its rays
death-dealing in their intensity.

The plane landed and waited for us to board it and
poon we were flying south, putting many miles between
us and our pursuer. As we had suspected, the Martian
terror had followed the north bank of the river to a

point far west, where the shallow water had entirely
evaporated. Here it had crossed and spread like an
infectious disease toward the sea, along the south
bank. Thankful though we were to be rescued, we saw
no hope of saving the world at large. We took food
and rest and returned to Eden to discuss with the
leaders there what should be done. Professor Aldrich
was at Polaria, and as a band of the living crystalline
substance encircled the globe, our communication was
necessarily confined to radio.

XIV

What would have been the fate of the earth had
she not been visited with another mysterious phe¬
nomenon can be imagined, for she was girdled on land
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by a great red belt of the Martian matter that was
creeping stealthily over the landed area of the world.
No human agency could have stopped it. But time
soon proved that there was a Power to which even
the Martian influence had to succumb.

Before we reached Eden, we were given a faint
warning of what was to follow. The plane fought its
way through a terrific gale and at one time had to
land. The earthquakes that followed were so numer¬
ous and so violent that thousands of planes stayed
aloft practically all the time to avoid the earth tremors
that shook the planet to its core.

Then the deluge commenced and all planes had to
descend, some with disastrous speed. As the down¬
pour increased, the quakes subsided. Darkness cov¬
ered the face of earth, even in Eden, where it was

presumably the time for the long days. There have
been many varying expressions of opinion as to the
length of time the surviving remnant of humanity was
buffeted by the winds, shaken by the quakes and half
drowned by the floods, but the consensus of opinion
is that it was about three days and four nights. And
when the convulsions of nature stopped, we knew what
glorious thing had taken place.

The following is part of the first radio speech broad¬
cast by Professor Aldrich from Polaria, where he had
been at the time of Nature’s great readjustment.

“I now believe our Universe to be in a state of
stability such as it has never enjoyed before. My
observations of the relative distances between the stars

convince me that it is now in the liquid state. Of
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course, in some chemical compounds, the liquid state
is not the one most easily maintained at normal tem¬
perature, but for scientific reasons, too abstruse for me
to enter into at this time, I believe the liquid state to
be certainly more normal than the solid, and probably
more so than the gaseous.

“Our sun, as the people of Eden can testify, is
closer than of old, but from its recent escapade it has
retreated with its accompanying planets half way back
to its former status. We can truly say with the psalmist
of old, ‘The heavens declare His glory and the firma¬
ment showeth His handiwork.’

“The great upheavals, through which a few thou¬
sand of us have lived, were the act of Terra wrenching
herself free from the grip of Mars, whose intangible
power was forced to relax with the liquefying of the
Universe. Neither I nor any other mortal living can
rest assured of the stability of the Universe even now,
but, from the terrestrial standpoint, the arrangement
will be ideal. The habitable portions of the globe
will be somewhat shifted, but certainly there will be
no great inconvenience to man. The only uninhabited
area will be the torrid zone. Polaria and Eden will
continue to flourish, but before we can occupy the
north temperate zone, the Menace must be con¬
quered.”

XV

Miles, Officer Waite and I felt an irresistible urge
to be of the investigating party sent out to see what
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progress Mars had made on our planet. Our request
to be part of a scouting party of fifteen in a small
plane was granted.

We proceeded cautiously, keeping a sharp look-out
toward the north, watching for a fearful red horizon
that would warn us of the danger. By late afternoon,
South America was rapidly vanishing beneath us. Had
the Isthmus of Panama proved sufficient protection?
Was yonder red line along the gulf coast proof that
the continent of North America was a Martian colony?

The Lindbergh was pointed slightly west of north,
flying high, but cautiously. We were on the alert to
detect the slightest deviation from a straight hori¬
zontal course. We did not propose to suffer the fate
of the Icarus if it were humanly possible to prevent it.
The red horizon still threatened us, but we felt no
undue terrestrial pull.

Finally a laugh from Messer, one of the crew,
brought an inquiry from each of us, to which he re¬
plied :

“It is nothing but the glow of sunset, proving what
over-active imaginations can do!”

We laughed rather sheepishly, but were secretly
satisfied that we had erred on the side of over-precau¬
tion.

With the coming of night and the corresponding
drop of temperature, we decided to make a landing
on the ground, inhospitable though it was, and start
again in the morning, when we could better see what
lay ahead and beneath us. Much of the land was
under water from the recent deluge, but we succeeded
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in finding a location high and dry enough to accom¬
modate us for the night. We took turns keeping a
lookout for the creeping danger from the north, but
throughout the night those on guard saw nothing.

Scarcely was the first streak of dawn visible in the
east than we were off once more, flying as slowly as
possible and keeping an even altitude of 1,500 feet.

I think every one of us saw It at the same instant,
so intently were we watching for the first indication
of the awful presence.

“Any downward pull?” Waite’s words snapped the
ominous silence.

“Not a bit,” the pilot responded.
“Funny. We felt it before this with the Icarus”
“Remember the Lindbergh has no exposed metal on

her under surface,” said the pilot. “We figured that
would make a difference.”

“That’s right, but go easy,” admonished Waite,
whose recent harrowing experience with the red Men¬
ace made him over-cautious.

All eyes were on the red boundary, the line of
demarcation between Life and Death as we thought.

“Funny, but that line is not advancing one iota,”
declared Miles Tracy. “I’ve been gauging it by certain
landmarks.”

“It is deliberately waiting to lure us on to destruc¬
tion,” was the pilot’s verdict.

“Easy now! Let’s land,” called Waite. “We can’t
find out its purpose from the air.”

At a distance of a half mile south of the red line,
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the Lindbergh landed, and its crew proceeded cau-
tiously toward the seemingly frozen waves of blood.

“I call this area the Red Sea,” I suggested, to re¬
lieve the awful tension of the situation.

“A frozen sea of blood!” cried Messer in an awed
voifce. “What if it is the life-blood of all the inhabi¬
tants of Mars from time immemorial, crystallized into
an evil entity!”

No one heeded Messer’s fantastic utterance. In an

unwavering line we marched steadily and silently on,
even as the Menace had done before, though each man
knew that should the waiting Intelligence from Mars
choose to advance toward us, we should have no re¬
course but flight. And now we were scarcely a stone’s
throw away. On and on, and we stood at the brink
of my so-called Red Sea, and still we lived!

“It looks the same,” cried Waite, “but what’s the
matter with it?”

As he finished speaking, he picked up a stone and
threw it onto the red. And now we stood agape, for
the rock was not converted by the infectious touch of
the red Menace. Instead it sank within an oozy, jelly-
like substance that offered no resistance to its weight.
A gasp of incredulous relief burst from the lips of
each member of the party as it dawned upon all that
the mysterious substance was no longer a crystal, and
was impotent for evil.

“I guess the floods put it out of commission,” re¬
marked Miles. “Thank God it was vulnerable!”

I stooped to examine the substance. It resembled
nothing so much as red vaseline. I hastily filled an
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empty match-box with the innocuous matter, intending
to give it a chemical analysis at my convenience.

XVI

No untoward incident marked our return to Eden
with the glad news that the Martian invasion was
ineffectual. The next day I analyzed the small quan¬
tity of the Martian substance I had brought with me
from the lakes district, and found it to be pure proto¬
plasm, the essence of life in matter! I put it in a
glass receptacle with the idea of keeping it as a sou¬
venir and possibly of experimenting further with it,
and left the laboratory.

In the dead of the night an unearthly howl rever¬
berated through the house. I recognized it as issuing
from the throat of Duffer, the German police dog be¬
longing to Professor Harley.

“Old Duffer is equal to any occasion,” I thought.
“He will hold the assailant at bay until I get there.”

With a reassuring word to Vivian, who had likewise
wakened at Duffer’s awful cry, I seized my automatic
and searchlight. The perfectly apparent absence of
further disturbance was less assuring than a commo¬
tion would have been. I cautiously pursued a direc¬
tion whence Duffer’s bark had first issued and discov¬
ered with fear and dread that I was going straight
toward the laboratory. I flung open the door.”

A red glassy mound was the first sight upon which
my eyes fell. It was as if a sculptor had modeled
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Duffer from a ruby of colossal dimensions. The dog
had been caught in flight and he stood facing me, a
bloody statue of terrible beauty! All this I realized
later, for at that time my eyes were holden to all
except the dire aspects of the situation.

And now from the feet of Duffer the red crystalline
substance was spreading; no longer red vaseline, but
hard crystals of igneous rock. Fan-shaped, it was
emerging from the confines of its glass receptacle.
Without thinking, I fired two shots into it, but merely
with the result that the growth was accelerated. Then
I bethought me of the temporary impotency of the
horrible stuff when water was used on it.

There remained now but a narrow aisle between me

and the wall, en route to the water-faucet. With great
agility, I ran and turned the tap. A growing pool at
my feet kept me safe from the marauder, but I had
no receptacle for water with which to dampen the
ardor of the ambitious Menace!

At this moment Vivian and her father appeared in
the doorway, too terrified to move, and still less to
comprehend the unfamiliar situation.

“A hose,” I screamed. “A hose or a tub. No, do
not enter,” as my father-in-law would have penetrated
the barrier.

Without further hesitancy, he hastened to obey my
request, and returning shortly with a few feet of
hose, tossed it to me. It did not take long to reduce
the crystalline protoplasm to its jelly-like state of in¬
efficiency, and not before the area thus transformed
measured approximately a square of ten feet. The red
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Menace, together with any portion of the laboratory
that came into contact with it, was transported to the
sea and dumped in. Not a trace was left in our part
of the world. As for rendering ineffectual the red-
landed girdle of the globe, it was necessary, we dis¬
covered by experiment, to wet its boundary line every
week, if Nature through rain did not do so.

And since the recession of the sun, stars and planets,
due to the liquid constituency of the Universe, North
America is habitable up to within five miles of the
dread line. The five-mile limit is advisable, because
that represents the maximum distance that the Menace
could spread in a night while an unconscious populace
slept, ignorant of the encroaching peril.

Is Mars, the planet, conscious of his inability to
convert Earth to his state? Many times I ponder
over the peaceful effectuality of his conscious exist¬
ence as he swings in space like a world. Is he better
off—that is, is he more in tune with his environment
than we poor strugglers of Earth ? I wonder.
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I

“I believe you three fellows are going to startle the
world yet,” Professor Lewis of the Biology depart¬
ment of our college remarked when we three students,
who had termed ourselves the triumvirate, gathered
in the laboratory at the close of class. “Marston, what
was that theory of evolution you hinted at just be¬
fore the bell rang? It sounded interesting.”

Ted Marston laughed in a slightly embarrassed man¬
ner, though modesty was not ordinarily an outstanding
attribute of Ted’s character. His environment, judg¬
ing from the little information we were able to glean
from time to time, had been one of poverty and
squalor. He was working his way through college and
had proved a credit to that institution.

“Oh, it’s a little far-fetched, professor, and I’m
afraid my two high-brow pals here will think I’m
cuckoo,” and he tapped his head significantly, “but
the idea’s been grinding away in my brain for several
days now.”

“Out with it, Ted,” said Irwin Staley jocosely. “Re¬
member this triumvirate holds no secrets from itself.
All thoughts are shared.”

258
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Irwin was the son of a wealthy New York broker
and had been raised with every luxury that the mod¬
ern age was capable of producing. His was a bril¬
liant mind, too, but it somehow lacked the initiative
that necessity had instilled into the being of Theodore
Marston.

“Well if you insist,” replied Ted more seriously.
“It’s something like this. I wonder if evolution isn’t
the result of a certain bacterial growth which slowly
and continuously changes the cellular structure of liv¬
ing organisms, causing the formation of new tissue
and organs, and breaking down the old.”

“Poppycock and fiddlesticks!” ejaculated Professor
Lewis. “Environment must also play a part in evolu¬
tionary change, for evolution is adaptability to envir¬
onment, and Darwin was right in his theory of the
survival of the fittest.”

I’ll admit I was dumbfounded by Marston’s asser¬
tion, but not so Irwin Staley.

“Ted,” he cried with enthusiasm, “you’ve got the
right dope. It sounds so reasonable. But can you
prove it?”

“I sure will,” he answered, “if only for the satisfac¬
tion of convincing these doubting Thomases,” indi¬
cating the professor and myself, who looked our in¬
credulity.

“The only way you can prove it,” I said, “is to de¬
velop specimens more rapidly than environment could
possibly change them.”

“That is precisely what I intend to do,” he said.
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II

I, Frank Caldwell, could boast of no extremes either
in environment or heredity. My people were middle
class, my father being a factory owner in a small town
in Iowa. My collegiate rank was slightly above the
average, though I showed a decided preference for
Biology, in which study my two friends excelled.

Following graduation I became Professor Lewis’ as¬
sistant, after the position had been refused by Mars-
ton. It seems the enthusiasm which Ted Marston felt
had been shared, as I feared, by Irwin Staley, who
placed at his chum’s disposal ample funds for the pur¬
pose of developing his theory of evolution. Thus the
“triumvirate” dwindled temporarily to two, while I,
troubled with no new, fanciful idea, taught my classes
with no inkling of what was to come.

One warm day in June at the close of the school
year, I received a letter from Ted and Irwin, who
were at the latter’s specially equipped laboratory, en¬

deavoring to carry out Ted’s great scheme for prov¬
ing to the world the primary causes of evolutionary
changes in mankind.

The letter ran as follows:

“Dear Frank:
“A meeting of the triumvirate is called for the

first possible moment you can get there. We want
you in on this. We are in a position to convince
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you whether you will or no! You can be of real
assistance to us in the carrying out of our plans.
Don’t delay.

“Ted and Irwin.”

I had vaguely planned a European trip for the sum¬
mer, but abandoned the rather hazy idea upon receipt
of my friend’s letter. My curiosity was unquestionably
aroused. Had the two succeeded in isolating the
“evolutionary germ” and in putting their theory to a
test? It seemed incredible and yet strange things have
happened.

Wonderingly, and not wholly without excitement, I
presented myself at the Staley mansion, which stood
secluded in the center of a twenty-acre estate. I was
surprised to have the door opened, not by a servant,
but by Mrs. Staley herself, and I could tell at once by
her manner that something was the matter.

Irwin had always been proud of his mother, and
justifiably so, for she was a woman of keen intellect
and young in appearance for her years. She was obvi¬
ously nervous as she bade me be seated for a moment,
before going out to the laboratory on the rear of the
estate. We exchanged a few pleasantries, but I felt
that she wanted to approach me upon what was a vital
subject to her, but that she lacked the courage to do
so. I finally decided to “break the ice” myself.

“How are Irwin and Ted getting along with their
experiments?” I asked. I knew the subject had to be
broached, painful though it was.
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She looked away with a quick, nervous movement
that had something of fear in it, then she seemed to
gain control of herself.

“Frank,” she said earnestly, “can’t you stop them?
It is my opinion they are guilty of great desecration.
One cannot so distort God’s laws without evil results.”

At once my old habit of defending my friends came
to the front.

“But is it distortion?” I countered. “They are
breaking no natural laws. They are merely speeding
them up. Where would we be today, Mrs. Staley, had
we failed to speed up and control the use of electricity?
Left to its natural manifestations, it would not turn
the wheels of our machinery nor send our voices to
remote parts of the world.”

“Well, I do not know,” she said miserably, “but I
cannot feel that it is right.”

Suddenly she stiffened and gave vent to a muffled
scream. “It is coming. I can feel it near!”

Before I had time to question her meaning, I felt,
rather than saw, a malign presence in the room. I
turned from the woman who was now frightened into
speechlessness to gaze down into a pair of evil eyes
a few inches above the floor.

“My God, what is it?” I cried, sharing her terror
in spite of myself.

My fright seemed to cause her to find voice, and
she replied, scarcely above a whisper, “It was once my
beautiful tabby cat, Cutey.”

“Cutey!” I gasped. “What a name for that!”
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I have always been very fond of cats, and at one
time was nicknamed “old maid” because of the fond¬
ness I showed for the species. But this unnamable hor¬
ror! It stood upright on two clumsily padded feet.
Furless, its flesh the color of a decaying corpse, it
seemed to me a miniature ghoul. The lidless eyes
stared up into mine with an implacable hatred. But it
was what I presume had once been whiskers that held
my half-reluctant, half-fascinated attention. They bris¬
tled separately, as though imbued with individual
volition.

Suddenly a shrill, whining voice spoke and I forced
my eyes whence it came. It issued from the tiny, mal¬
formed object on the rug; from the travesty on feline
beauty as we know it.

“You are wanted in the laboratory. Come at once.”
Yes, that hairless, furless object, no bigger than a

mouse, that stood on two feet and gazed at me with
deep malevolence, had issued a command, and I could
do naught but obey!

I turned to Mrs. Staley, but she was sitting with her
head buried in her arms, so I silently left her and fol¬
lowed “Cutey” from the room.

As I entered the reception hall I heard the approach
of a light footfall. I must of jumped unknowingly,
for my nerves were ajangle after the experience of the
last few minutes, and a peal of merry laughter tore
my eyes from Cutey.

A girl was standing at the foot of the stairs re¬

garding me with a quizzical smile. My first impression
of her was that she was beautifully and expensively
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clothed, and I am not a man who ordinarily observes
clothes before people. In this particular instance, how¬
ever, the clothes really possessed more personality than
their wearer. The girl was pretty in an insipid, baby-
doll way. I knew at once that she was Irwin’s sister,
for she was a feminine counterpart of her brother,
minus Irwin’s attractive personality.

“Isn’t Cutey a dear?” she asked with a giggle.
“I don’t quite agree with you—er—Miss Staley,

I presume?” I asked, stepping toward her.
“Yes, I’m Irwin’s kid sister, and I suppose you’re

Frank Caldwell. Irwin’s mentioned you so often. But
I don’t see why you don’t like Cutey. She’s quite in¬
telligent, you know.”

“Ye—es, I don’t dispute that Miss Staley, but she
seems to lack some necessary qualities to make her at¬
tractive,” I said, and to myself I thought, “and so
does a certain young lady I”

“Your mother seems genuinely distressed over this
evolution business, Miss Staley, and well she may be.
I think it has gone too far,” I continued.

“Gone too far!” she echoed. “Why it’s only just
begun, and by the way, call me Dot and I’ll call you
Frank. It’s easier.”

“Why what else have Irwin and Ted done along this
line?” I asked, ignoring her remark.

“It isn’t Irwin,” she corrected. “It’s Ted,” and at
the mention of the latter’s name she smiled simper-
ingly, I suppose to give me the impression that there
was an understanding between them.
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“Well he’s welcome to her,” I thought. Aloud I
said, “It seems to me your mother’s feelings should be
considered in this matter and I know she disapproves.”

“Oh, mother’s so fussy,” she replied as she tripped
to the full-length mirror and surveyed herself critically
but with very evident ultimate approval. “Ted is really
doing something wonderful for humanity, you know.
At least that’s what he says, and I like to believe him.”

Suddenly I looked toward Cutey, my gaze drawn in
that direction involuntarily. The round, blinkless eyes
of the cat (if I can call it such) were regarding me
with impelling magnetism, and all the long whiskers
were pointed toward me. With a brief “good-bye” to
Dorothy Staley, I opened the door and followed the
feline horror into the open. As I shut the door be¬
hind me, I heard Mrs. Staley call her daughter to her.

Ill

“If I could but kill it!” I thought as I followed the
thing along the flower-bordered path. “Is it a repre¬
sentation of the future? God forbid the development
of such life upon this globe! It would seem that the
evolutionary processes minus the modification of en¬
vironmental influences point toward retrogression in¬
stead of progress. Man dare not tamper with God’s
plan of a general, slow uplift for all humanity.”

At length the laboratory appeared ahead of me and
I hurried toward it, with something of joy at the pros¬
pect of meeting my old chums once more. Forgotten
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for the moment was the diminutive horror that had
once been a cat, as I eagerly grasped a hand of Ted and
of Irwin, who drew me into the building with many ex¬
pressions of cordiality.

“Quite some workshop, eh?” queried Ted with an
air of pardonable pride.

“Indeed it is,” I replied fervently. “I wish the col¬
lege had half the equipment you’ve got here.”

Irwin’s brow puckered into a little frown. “I have
neglected dear old Alma Mater. They would appre¬
ciate some more paraphernalia there, wouldn’t they,
Frank?”

“Indeed they would,” I echoed heartily. “The de¬
partment’s running down, and poor Professor Lewis
is about at his rope’s end.”

It was now Marston whose brow clouded, but not
with remorse.

“Lay off the sentimental Alma Mater stuff, Irwin,”
he said. “They’ve got enough equipment there to edu¬
cate the mediocre college boy. Your money and energy
can do more good here.”

I was not a little shocked at Ted’s depreciative
words; he who had always been such a loyal alumnus
of the university! It displeased me to find none of
the former joviality and loyalty that had characterized
him in college days.

It was on the tip of my tongue to voice a protest
against the preferable equipage of a private labora¬
tory over that of a public institution, but on Irwin’s
account I stayed the impulse.
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“Well,” I said finally, in well-controlled tones, “how
are the evolution bugs evolvihg?”

Ted and Irwin exchanged hasty glances, and I looked
at Ted, for it was evident he was the spokesman and
the master mind.

“What did you think of Cutey, if I may answer
your question with another?” Ted Marston asked with
a half smile.

Immediately my indignation was aroused. I had pre¬
sented one side of the argument to console Mrs. Staley,
but it was the other side that I proposed to give to
Marston.

“If you want my honest opinion,” I said frigidly, “I
think that what you are doing is the most hellish prac¬
tice since the days of necromancy.”

“And that from a member of the triumvirate, if
you please!” said Ted smiling unpleasantly at Irwin.

Irwin Staley was obviously embarrassed and ill at
ease. I had a feeling that he was “in deep” with Ted
and couldn’t get out, though why was a little hard to
explain. The laboratory equipment was all his, and
legally he could have kicked Ted out any time he chose,
but morally he lacked the courage to do so. Ted and
Irwin were living examples of mind over matter.

“Yes,” I said, “and I am here to fight you to the
finish if need be I Professor Lewis was right. With¬
out the modifying and mollifying influence of a chang¬
ing environment, evolution is a tool in the hands of
the devil.”

“I thought you never believed in his Satanic maj¬
esty,” said Marston sarcastically.
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“Nor do I now,” I replied heatedly. “I have always
maintained that evil was not a positive force, merely
negative good; a misdirection, so to speak, of the same
forces that can result in good. Just so is evolution a
force for good if used as the Creator intended, but
woe befall humanity if its laws are tampered with.
Electricity is an example of a force that can benefit
us or kill us, according as we obey or disobey its laws.”

“Very well, Parson Caldwell,” said Ted sneeringly,
“granted there is some force to your argument, what
are you going to do about it.”

“Be reasonable, Ted,” I pleaded. “If you—”
“Reasonable!” he mocked. “What does the world

know about reason? Since the days of Plato, Aristotle,
Socrates and Anaxagoras have we advanced one iota
in mentality? Answer me that! True we have invented
machines, have increased our luxuries, but have we

any purer logic or do we come any nearer to knowing
the Why of God than some of the philosophers of
500 B. C.? Let us hope, my friend, that a rapid evo¬
lution will increase the reason in most of us!”

“But look at that—that—cat!” I finally found voice
to say. “Isn’t that thing a warning to you, Ted?”

“That cat, so far removed from your present state
of evolution, is a shock to you merely because it is
unfamiliar,” he said quietly. “Had you progressed
parallel to it, you would look upon it as a delightful
pet.”

“Pet be hanged!” I blurted forth. “If that object
could ever be a pet, I’m going home to get a rattle¬
snake for company!”
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“A very good idea! It would prove an excellent
partnership,” with which cutting words he arose and
disappeared into an adjoining room.

“This situation is awful,” I said to Irwin after
the door had closed behind Marston. “Do you share
his views, may I ask?”

Irwin Staley cleared his throat and glanced nervously
toward the ante-room which closeted his companion.

“To tell the truth, Frank,” he said huskily, “I think
Ted is going a little too far. It was all immensely
interesting for awhile. I didn’t even mind Cutey as
you seem to, but when he began introducing evolution¬
ary bacteria into his own system to change the tissues
and organs through the many stages of bacterial infec¬
tion, I confess I began to feel that he had carried the
matter to an extreme. He has seemed different ever

since he commenced it.”
“Good heavens!” I exclaimed. “How long ago was

that?”

“Only a couple of weeks,” came the reassuring reply,
“and in very moderate doses, but just this morning he
intimated a desire to speed up the process, as he is
becoming impatient.”

“Irwin, if I were you I’d clear out and let him alone,
even though it might mean considerable financial loss,”
I admonished. “He is dangerous.”

“I can’t, Frank, that’s the trouble. He wants me in
his experiment.”

I looked at him in exasperation. “You can’t? Has
the man any power over your will?”
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“I believe he must have,” Irwin mumbled pitifully,
“for it seems I have to do his bidding.”

I turned away in disgust.
“Count me out,” I said harshly. “I believe I’ll take

my trip to Europe after all.”
I walked down the path and he followed me, a for¬

lorn, unhappy man. His courage seemed to return as
he left the vicinity of the laboratory.

“I rather wish I could get out of this whole busi¬
ness,” he said sheepishly. “I’d love to go to Europe
with you.”

“Come on, old boy,” I said delightedly. “Can you
be ready by Thursday? The boat actually sails Fri¬
day.”

His eyes were wistful and he seemed almost per¬
suaded when Ted Marston’s voice called from the re¬

gion of the laboratory, “Where on earth are you, Ir¬
win? Come here. I need you for an experiment.”

Instantly all the joy faded from Staley’s counte¬
nance.

“Sorry, Frank, but I’ll have to give up that trip.
Some other time maybe,” he muttered vaguely.

I stared mutely after him till he vanished behind
the shrubbery at a turn in the path.

IV

As luck would have it I learned upon my return
that I had been granted a sabbatical year, and so
instead of returning to my teaching that fall, it was
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not until a year from that autumn that I came back
to the States and plunged immediately into college
work. In the interim I had heard no word from Ted
and Irwin. The following summer I planned to visit
them, but the death of Professor Lewis shortly before
the close of the school year necessitated my remaining
and working at the college, for I had been appointed
head of the department of Biology to take Professor
Lewis’ place. I missed the kindly old man and hoped
I should prove a worthy successor. Thus it was three
years before I returned to the laboratory that stood
upon the beautiful Staley estate.

I had read of the death of Mrs. Staley two years
before, so I did not stop at the house as I had upon the
previous occasion, but started immediately in the direc¬
tion of the laboratory. As I approached, a strange sen¬
sation took possession of me. I had an irresistible de¬
sire to flee, and yet it was not exactly fear that pos¬
sessed me. Imagine my amazement when I realized
that contrary to my will I had turned my back upon
the laboratory and was walking away with the inten¬
tion of returning home!

I had reached a turn in the path when I was startled
by a hoarse, inhuman cry. I turned to see a decrepit
figure hurrying toward me in obvious distress. There
was a vague familiarity in the uncouth stranger and I
stood puzzled on the verge of discovering the elusive
identity.

“Who are you?” I demanded in fearsome appre¬
hension.

Before he could reply, he turned inexplicably about
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and retraced his steps toward the laboratory, and I,
discovering my movements now unhampered, followed
him with quickening pace. To the very threshold I
followed, but the door closed with a loud bang be¬
tween us, and again I felt powerless to enter. What¬
ever the force that controlled me now as it had a few
moments before, it had ceased to act while the de¬
generate was returning to the building. I was confi¬
dent that the control was from a source within the

laboratory, and that mighty though it was, it was lim¬
ited in its power of concentration to one subject at a
time.

Surely here was a state of affairs that needed in¬
vestigation, and yet I seemed powerless to act! I re¬
turned to college and pondered the situation. Should I
return with an armed force or should I try it again
alone ?

Several days after this inexplicable occurrence I was
the recipient of a letter from Dorothy Staley:

“Dear Mr. Caldwell:
“I heard recently that you are again in the

States, and if it would not be too much trouble
I should appreciate your coming here at once.
Things have been going from bad to worse, and
I am in serious trouble. May I count on your

help?
“Dorothy Staley.”

I confess I was puzzled. The letter did not seem
like the product of the pen of the addle-pated girl I
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had met three years before. Could three years, even
of trouble, so tone down and change the frivolous
maid whom I recalled with a feeling almost of dis¬
gust? Or was the author of the note someone who
was trying to trick me by the use of the girl’s name?

It was late afternoon as I approached the estate.
The long line of poplars like sturdy sentinels seemed
to guard the mansion from external danger, but what
was symbolic of its protection against an encroaching
menace within? As I mounted the veranda steps, the
door opened—and Dorothy stood framed in the entry¬
way. For a moment I discontinued my ascent of the
steps and gazed speechlessly at her, for it seemed I
had never seen this girl before—yet I knew it was
Dorothy. What refining process had altered her na¬
ture and appearance so intrinsically? Trouble is the
refiner’s fire necessary for some natures, yet somehow
this change in Dorothy was not so much one of degree
as one of actual difference of quality.

“Mr. Caldwell,” she said with a quiet, sad smile.
“I sent for you because I believed you could help me
as no one else in the world can.”

“I am flattered, I assure you,” I murmured as I fol¬
lowed her into the large gloomy interior and passed
the long mirror, where, three years ago, she had
primped herself so vainly.

When we were seated in the luxurious living-room
whose windows opened on a fountain outside, she be¬
gan the explanation of her worry. Her beautiful face
with its serious sincerity held my enraptured gaze as
she talked.
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“Things have advanced to a terrible state between
Ted and Irwin, and even I—” she paused and glanced
about her apprehensively, “am fearful of what the
future has in store for us all. Ted has—” here she
broke down completely and was unable to continue.

“Just what has Ted done?” I asked partly to relieve
the embarrassing and distressing silence.

“I have not seen Ted in the last year,” she replied,,
sitting up straight in her chair and making a renewed
effort to control herself, “but I have heard of his prog¬
ress through my brother, who is his helpless tool—and
it is my understanding,” she lowered her voice to a
whisper, “that Ted has progressed (if one can call it
progression) beyond any semblance to humanity as we
know it!”

“Horrible!” I ejaculated, mentally recalling a cer¬
tain example of feline evolution.

“I thought I loved him once,” continued Dorothy,
“but now I do not even respect him.”

“No, I should think not,” I replied dryly. “And it
seems to me he should be made to relinquish his hold
on Irwin. Maybe what he does to himself is his own
business, but he should not be allowed to involve
others.”

“ ‘Be allowed’ is a strange term to be used in regard
to Ted Marston,” said the girl bitterly. “He is his
own master. For some reason or other he will not

allow me to see him, but sends Irwin to me with his
messages. A week ago Irwin came to the house look¬
ing so wretched and miserable. I pleaded with him
to force Ted to go away, but all I could get from him
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was, ‘I can’t, sis. I know it is unbelievable, but I’ve
got to do what he says. He really is wonderful. If
you knew him as I do, you would think so too.’

“I was sitting in this very chair, Fra—er, Mr. Cald¬
well, a week ago,” the sweet voice went on, “during
the conversation with my brother Irwin. He looked so
unhappy, even while he praised Ted, that I knew his
tongue belied his real feelings in the matter. Suddenly
he told me very earnestly that Ted still loved me, but
that he knew that two beings so far apart in evolution¬
ary development would not be suited to one another,
so he intended inoculating me with the germs in order
to advance me to his stage of development. Then we
two, he told me through Irwin, would rule the world!
I was so horrified I found myself unable to move, and
as I sat there stunned, Irwin quietly advanced and,
without the slightest warning of what was to follow,
plunged a hypodermic needle into my arm. I must
have fainted, for the next I knew I was in bed and
Cora, our maid, was moving about in my room.
Strange to say I felt no ill effects; in fact, if there was
any difference, I felt better, not physically so much as
mentally. I seemed to understand things in a quiet,
impersonal sort of way, and was, so to speak, above
petty emotions and passions that had swayed me con¬
stantly prior to this experience. If this was evolution,
I thought, it was very much to be desired and I won¬
dered at Irwin’s very apparent fear of Ted. Then that
night Irwin came again, but this time he seemed dif¬
ferent.”
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Two tears rolled down Dorothy’s fair cheeks, but
she continued with obvious effort.

“He told me that Ted was asleep, and that upon
such rare occasions as he slept, he, Irwin, seemed free
to follow the dictates of his own will. Previously he
had found himself locked in, but upon this occasion he
had escaped through an open window and a torn
screen. He warned me earnestly not to allow him to
inflict me again with the germs of evolution.

“ ‘This dose, which was very light for the initial
treatment, would have very little effect on the body tis¬
sues,’ he told me, ‘but each subsequent injection would
cause such obvious change that in time one would be,
as Ted is, unrecognizable as a human being!’

“I begged him to tell me what Ted looked like, but
he only shuddered and turned away, and his last words
were a repetition of his first, ‘Don’t let me administer
to you any more germs of evolution.’

“That was a week ago and I have not seen him since
—my own brother—yet I dare not seek him under
these awful circumstances. I want to see that he is well,
but I dread his approach for what it will.mean to me.
Can you help?”

Her last words expressed such utter anguish, I
longed to put my arms about her and comfort her,
but instead I merely said, “Dorothy, if I may be al¬
lowed to stay here until this danger that threatens
you is put out of the way, I shall count it a very great
privilege.”

For answer she smiled a grateful acquiescence.
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V

“You may have the southwest bedroom during your
stay here,” Dorothy informed me. “Its windows over¬
look the laboratory, though the latter is so completely
surrounded by trees and bushes that only its approxi¬
mate locality can be detected.”

A few minutes later I stood at a window of the
beautiful room assigned to me and looked out across a
veritable Eden; winding gravel paths, a splashing foun¬
tain, tall trees and clumps of bushes. And suddenly,
with something like a shock, I knew that the large mass
of vegetation at the far end of the estate hid from
view the laboratory that housed my former friends.

“Former I” Was it true that I could no longer think
of them as such?

“Such is the effect upon normal man of gross distor¬
tions of God’s laws,” I thought.

It was dusk by this time, and as I turned from my
survey of the grounds below me to put on the light, I
detected a movement in the shrubbery near the spot
where the laboratory was hidden from view, and then
much to my surprise, a figure emerged from the sur¬
rounding shadows. As it walked with a slouching pos¬
ture and shuffling gait toward the house, along the
flower-bordered path, I recognized with a dishearten¬
ing shock Irwin Staley; no longer the aristocratic-
appearing youth I had left three years ago, but a dis¬
heveled hobo with apparently one vague but persistent
idea obsessing his mind.
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I rushed to the door of my room, opened it and
peered down the dimly lighted hallway. There was
no one in sight, but I heard Dorothy moving about in
the lower hall.

“Are you going to lock the house for the night?” I
called to her from the top of the stairs.

“Yes,” her sweet voice floated up to me. “I am on
my way to the front door now.”

Leaning over the broad banisters, I glimpsed her
as she approached the door, but before she reached it,
it was thrust open from the outside and Irwin stag¬
gered in. Her face, white with terror, Dorothy turned
beseeching eyes in my direction and I lost no time in
descending the stairs. Irwin looked at me with ap¬
parently no recognition. If his had been a one-track
mind in college days, it was now even a narrow-gauge,
one-track mind, for it seemed that no other idea en¬
tered his brain other than his mission in regard to his
sister.

“Hey, sis,” he said ignoring me as if I were non¬
existent, and for ought I know, I may have been so to
him, “Ted wants you to come out to the laboratory.
He wants me to give you the evolutionary bacteria
treatment in his presence. He claims he can advance
you to his state in a remarkably short time.”

As Dorothy shrank from Irwin, he continued, “It’s
no use opposing him, Dorothy. He is determined. And
really you don’t know what an honor it is to be chosen
as mate and co-ruler with one who is in a position to
rule the world. You and he would be so far in ad¬
vance of the rest of the human kind that the establish-
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ment of your recognized authority would be immediate.
Your progeny, the royal family would— Why Dor¬
othy !”

Dorothy swayed unsteadily. I thought she was go¬
ing to faint, but she rallied and turned to me. I stepped
up to Irwin and seized his shoulder in a firm grip.

“Irwin Staley,” ’I said harshly, “whether you know
it or not, I am your old friend, Frank Caldwell, and
though you and Ted are apparently not the same fel¬
lows I knew in college days, I am unchanged, and I
propose to bring you two to your senses. Of all the
crazy ‘goings on’ I ever heard of, this caps the climax!”

During my outburst, Irwin regarded me sullenly and
with a suspicion of defiance, but the latter quality was
not outstanding in his demeanor. To me it was ap¬
parent that he was a coward doing another’s will.

Suddenly he put a hand in his pocket and quickly
drew forth a small hypodermic syringe, at the same
time roughly laying hold of Dorothy’s arm. In an¬
other second I had caught him in the chin with my fist
and sent him sprawling on the floor. He staggered to
his feet whimpering and I grabbed him by his coat
collar.

This scene must have been very distressing to Dor¬
othy, but I could spare no one’s feelings if I was to
cope with the will of this monster of the future.

Turning to the girl, whom I knew now I loved
dearly, I said, “Wait for me, dear; Irwin and I are
going to see Ted and we’ll we back again.”

“Oh, Frank,” she cried, her voice trembling, “I am
afraid for you! Brave and fearless as you are, what
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can you do against the accumulated knowledge of cen¬
turies?”

“But it isn’t that, sweetheart,” I exclaimed joyfully.
“Don’t you see it couldn’t be! Environment must play
a part in the future development of the race, and Ted
has no greater environmental experience than we’ve
had. His physical body may have changed but not ex¬
actly as ours will, for the mollifying influence of man’s
changing surroundings would tend to soften and temper
any radical tendencies of development. We are all
subject to the inexorable law of cause and effect which
will develop everything proportionately. Ted is an
anachronism, and as such he has no place, in his condi¬
tion, in our world, now or in the future.”

“I believe you are right,” she said smiling through
her tears.

As I opened the door with one hand and clutched
Irwin firmly with the other, a disquieting thought came
to me, and I said to Dorothy, “If I succeed, as I hope
I can, in returning Ted to his former state, so that he
is really the Ted Marston of old, am I liable to lose you
to him, Dorothy?”

She came close to me and laid a hand on my arm.
“Don’t worry on that score, Frank. I believe I’m
changed myself, for I could never again love Ted.”
Coming close to my side and putting her lips to my
ear, she whispered, “And do you know I don’t believe
I’ve been quite the same since I had that light injec¬
tion of evolutionary germs. Could it — do you
think—?”
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“I know it,” I laughed. “Probably the very first
dose improved Ted, too, but he did not know enough
to quit when he passed beyond the range of present
possible environmental influence. He became drunk
with the lust for power which he mistakingly thinks
is his.”

“I’d hardly say ‘mistakenly,’ ” said Irwin, who had
been a silent listener. “His power is a fearful thing.”

Stooping, I kissed Dorothy as she stood close by my
side, and in another moment Irwin and I were outside
in the darkness.

VI

I kept a firm grip on Staley’s arm, for I did not
want him to escape and apprise Ted of my coming.
No words passed between us as we proceeded in the
direction of the secluded laboratory.

What an ideal place it had been from their point of
view, in which to develop their nefarious scheme. Com¬
pletely hidden by tall trees and dense shrubbery, it
seemed as completely isolated as a desert isle.

Knowing that Ted expected Irwin’s return with his
sister, I permitted Irwin to enter first and watched him
through the open door as he slunk abjectly into the
large room that was brilliantly lighted and occupied the
front portion of the building. Beyond this, its door in
a line with the entrance at which I stood, was a smaller
dark room where could be glimpsed the faint reflections
from bottles, test-tubes and various chemical parapher-
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nalia. It was apparent in his every move and his self-
conscious mien that Irwin hoped to reach the other
door before it became necessary to reveal to Ted the
fact that Dorothy was not with him. In thinking it
over, I presume that Ted’s eagerness to see the girl
enter, and his firm belief that she was with her brother,
allowed Irwin to reach the other door unmolested, and
just as he entered the darkened interior, I stepped
boldly into the first large and well-illuminated room.

I say I entered boldly. I did, but with that act my
boldness ceased, for I was rendered a craven by what I
beheld. Upon a cushion at the far end of the room re¬
posed what looked to me like a phosphorescent taran¬
tula. As I gazed with widened eyes and gaping mouth,
I realized that it was not the spider family at all.
The circular, central part was not a body, but rather a
head, for from its center glowed two unblinking eyes,
and beneath them was the rudiment of a mouth. The

appendages which had upon first appearance resembled
the legs of the spider, I perceived were fine hair-like
tentacles that were continually in motion as if a soft
breeze played through them.

When I realized that the thing was regarding me
with those staring, expressionless eyes, I tried to sum¬
mon forth what little dignity I could muster, for in¬
stinctively I sensed that the repulsive form housed an
exceptional intelligence. But I had never undertaken
a more difficult task, and I was thankful for the mo¬
ment that I was not standing in front of my Biology
class at the university.
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“Well, what do you think of the bacteria theory of
evolution now?”

Had the thought flashed through my brain, or had a
thin, piping, gasping voice put the question to me
through the medium of sound? Evidently sound had
played some part, for as I looked at the cushioned mon¬
strosity, I saw that the aperture beneath the eyes was
moving.

“Don’t you recognize your old friend, Ted Mars-
ton?” came the derisive query in thin, wheezing tones.
“Is the gap too great for your feeble consciousness to
cross?”

“God in heaven,” I fairly screamed, “you—Ted
Marston I”

“The same,” continued the voice which, though
faint, carried with it a quality of undying persistency.
“Do you realize that as you stand before me you are
perfectly powerless to do other than my will? Do
you know that it was I who prevented your entering
the laboratory a few days ago? When my mind is
concentrated upon you, you have no volition of your
own?”

I realized that what he said was indeed true. He
controlled me as completely as a master mechanic con¬
trols a machine.

He continued, satisfied with the demonstration of
his power.

“You have evidently prevented Dorothy’s appear¬
ance, but I can attend to that later. For the present
I will astonish your feeble mind with a few facts. The
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rapid growth of evolution bacteria has reduced my
body to an efficient minimum. The tentacles that sur¬
round my body take the place of all the old five senses
except that of sight, and in addition to the five senses
known to man in your stage of evolution, I have added
seven more, and I verily believe more will evolve in
time. These tentacles are more sensitive than the radio
antennae of your era, and they pick up thought waves
with little or no difficulty.”

At this moment Irwin was visible on the threshold
of the farther door, a decrepit being completely robbed
of his personality. I questioned Marston in regard to
him. The inhuman monstrosity gave a mirthless laugh.
“Here we are, the triumvirate,” and again that sar¬
donic laughter wheezed on the air. “I found Irwin
easier to manage with decreased mental ability, and
I find all I rule must be like him before Dorothy and
I can control the world.”

“Your scheme,” I cried in horror, “is to impair
men’s minds and then to rule mentally as a god?”

“You are really very intelligent for so low a crea¬
ture,” he mocked. “I would do well to begin with you.
Irwin,” he called, “I need your assistance.”

As he called to Irwin, I felt his mental hold upon
me relax, and I moved a step toward him while Irwin
looked at me in surprise. An invisible barrier stopped
me almost instantly. He continued to hold his atten¬
tion upon me, while the man in the adjoining room was
moving about apparently carrying out his command for
a mind-enfeebling treatment upon me.
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“You know it was one of your theories in the old
days, Frank,” the thing that was Ted continued, “that
God accomplishes His purpose through the agency
of man. Well, that is exactly the manner in which I
shall accomplish my purpose—through mankind. But
unfortunately I have to take humanity back mentally,
for I am not God—yet!”

“Yet; you vile blasphemer !”I screamed, and then I
saw it! I knew that the only thing to do was to for¬
get what I saw in the adjoining room and occupy all
of the monster Marston’s attention, all of it! I cursed
him, I threatened and even attempted violence, and all
the while a being, who stood mentally at the dawn of
humanity, approached from the ante-room bearing in
his arms a great crow-bar.

Could I keep from betraying by so much as a batting
eyelash the approach of the man with the clouded
brain?

“I will defy you, Marston,” I screamed, “and I will
do it alone, I—I—I. Do you understand? It is I,
Frank Caldwell, who will oppose your rule.”

A gathering mist blurred my vision, but as if viewed
through a breeze-wafted veil, I saw the spidery product
of evolution rise apparently without support and float
in the air toward me like a bloated octopus in the
water. Another second that seemed an eternity and
the bar descended with all the force of brute man

behind it, and I knew that the quivering mass of flesh
could exert no more evil influence upon humanity. A
few more blows and the thing that had been Ted
Marston was no more.



THE FIFTH DIMENSION

I

“Why, this has happened before!” I cried as I
poured my husband a third cup of coffee.

John laid down the morning paper and roared with
laughter.

“I’ll say it has, and it’s liable to happen again to¬
morrow morning! Did you ever know me to drink
fewer than three cups of coffee at breakfast, Ellen?”

“Oh, you don’t know what I mean,” I responded,
a trifle irritably. “I have reference to that feeling that
we all have occasionally; that the identical set of cir¬
cumstances that surround us has existed before in some

remote eon of time.”
“Fiddlesticks I” ejaculated John as he set down his

empty coffee cup and folded his napkin. “I’m going to
get my car started, as it takes so long these cold
mornings.”

In which unsympathetic mood he donned hat and
overcoat and disappeared through the kitchen door.
A second later his head was thrust through the re¬
opened door, and a jovial smile spread over his
features.

“Say, Ellen, it strikes me as I go out to get the old
286
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bus that this has happened before,” he called back
to me.

“Something else will strike you,” I cried, playfully
picking up an empty cup.

He dodged in mock consternation, then his face grew
earnest.

“But seriously, my dear girl,” he said, “I hope you
aren’t getting to believe in all that rot about soul
transmigration. Surely you don’t think your personal¬
ity has been previously decked in other corporeal trap¬
pings, do you?”

“No,” I replied, “I do not believe that. I have al¬
ways been myself, and you will always be yourself
(stubborn as ever) ! My explanation of the oft-re¬
peated phenomenon that my life has been lived before
exactly as I live it now lies solely in the theory that
time, which is the fourth dimension, is, like space,
curved, and travels in great cycles. You cannot con¬
ceive of either the end of space or time. The law of
the universe, as illustrated by the movements of the
stars and planets and the endless motion of the mole¬
cules and atoms and the whirling of the electrons,
proves that orbital motion is a cosmic law and that all
things return eventually to their starting point. And
so, in the vast cycles of time and space, we repeat our
existence upon this earth, and I claim that occasionally
a fleeting memory of previous cycles thrusts itself into
our consciousness.”

“Too deep for me,” said John with a shrug. “I
must get down to the office and, by the way, an apple
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pie for dinner tonight would be greatly appreciated!
I haven’t had any for a long time.”

“Do you like my apple pies, John?” I asked smiling.
“Do I? You are an expert at it. I suppose,” he

added as he all but disappeared through the crack of
the door as it stood slightly ajar, “the infinite number
of times that you have baked apple pies in previous
cycles of existence has made you adept in that line!”

The door closed and he was gone.

Dear John! Of course he understood the theory as
well as I did, but he was forced out among associates
in the business world and it was essential that his mind
be continually occupied with the practical affairs of
life. Dreamers might be vouchsafed glimpses of the
truth, but did such visions always prove beneficial?
There was no doubting that John was a greater suc¬
cess in life than I, whether he grasped the significance
of certain cosmic truths or not!

“After all,” I mused, “the difference between the
great and the small, the infinite and the finite, right
and wrong, good and evil, is sometimes one of degree
and not of quality. The most difficult is simple if
we follow the rules. The people who make a muddle
of their lives have deliberately, though unknowingly,
chosen the harder way. They are law-breakers, not
necessarily in our legal sense, but they are transgres¬
sors of Universal Law. Had they simply worked in
harmony with the Law, success would have come
easily.”
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“I have not always worked in harmony with the
Law,” I thought. “None of us have. Do I, now in
this cycle of time, possess the ability to change errors
performed in previous eons, or am I a mere puppet,
destined to a certain definite course of action through¬
out eternity? Was Henley right or wrong when he
wrote, ‘I am the master of my fate, the captain of my
soul’?”

I believed in the cycle theory of time, and yet in it
I saw no hope for changing the errors of the past.
My theory was a death-blow to progress and evolu¬
tion!

II

I had just slipped my last pie into the oven and
glanced casually out of the kitchen window when I
spied my neighbor, Mrs. Maxwell, on her cinder path
between her house and the garage. Suddenly I had
the same sensation that I had experienced at break¬
fast, “This has happened before. I know it.”

Then, like a flash, before a seeming darkness ob¬
literated my fleeting memory, came the warning to my
consciousness that Mrs. Maxwell ought not to enter
her garage. I took a step toward the door with the
intention of calling to Mrs. Maxwell. There was
plenty of time; the path was long and she was not a
third of the way to the garage. I watched her, my
heart thumping wildly. She had stopped to pick up a
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scrap of paper. I took another step toward the door,
then paused.

“Oh, what’s the use,” I argued, “she’d think I was
crazy to run out there and attempt to keep her from
her errand to her garage. I wonder why I have had
two sensations of this memory enigma today! Often
they are weeks, even months, apart.”

Resolutely I turned and left the kitchen, intending
to finish my remaining housework. I reached the first
landing of the stairs when the sound of an explosion
that rocked the house to its foundation caused me to

start in wild-eyed terror. In a panic of fearful pre¬
monition I rushed to a south window. The Maxwell

garage was a mass of roaring flames!
“It is fate, fate,” I groaned in my anguish. “There

is no hope! We mortals cannot escape. The cycles of
time like the wheels of the ancient Juggernaut ruth¬
lessly grind us to our destruction and there is no hope!”

It seemed that for months after Mrs. Maxwell’s
funeral I could not rise above a sense of despondency.
A hopelessness was ever present in my consciousness,
and nothing I did seemed worth the effort. Finally
realizing that my present mental state must not con¬
tinue, I plunged into domestic and social duties with
a vim that was most unusual for me.

Not once during many months following the Max¬
well tragedy had I experienced a single recurrence of
my unaccountable memory flashes. Then one day the
sensation returned.
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III

John was ready to make a business trip to the
south and had purchased his railroad ticket early in
the afternoon. The train was scheduled to leave town

at 8:15 P. M. The supper dishes had just been
cleared away and John had hurried upstairs to pack his
grip, when the feeling that this had all happened be¬
fore came upon me, more realistically than I had ever
before experienced it, and this time it was accom¬
panied by a premonition of the same nature as that
which had warned me of Mrs. Maxwell’s fatal trip
to her garage.

I lost no time in hurrying up to John’s room, where
I found him sorting over the things to take with him
on his trip.

“John, don’t go this evening,” I said, trying to keep
my voice steady. “There is a morning train at 11:53.
Can’t you take that instead of going tonight?”

My husband carefully tucked his hair brush into
his satchel, and for a moment deigned me no reply.

“I’m afraid to have you go tonight, John,” I con¬
tinued. “I’ve had a—a—sort of warning. You know
what I mean.”

John closed and locked his grip. “Are you afraid
here alone?” he asked, after what seemed an intermin¬
able silence.

“No. It’s not for myself that I fear danger, but
for you. Won’t you defer your trip?” I persisted.
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“Now see here, Ellen,” John responded with a show
of irritation, “I’ve already bought my ticket and laid
my plans for meeting Hopkins in Atlanta on Friday
and I can’t and won’t stop because of some fool no¬
tion of yours. I had supposed you had forgotten about
this fourth dimension time-cycle business!” He picked
up his satchel. “But whether you’ve forgotten it or
not, the 8:15 sees me ensconced on my way to
Georgia.”

“But, John dear,” I cried in desperation, “remem¬
ber the Maxwell affair. If I had only obeyed my im¬
pulse to rush out and warn poor Mrs. Maxwell, she
would be living now!”

John paused and looked at me as if considering, but
it was only for a second; then he resumed his descent
of the stairs.

“No,” he said, “I’ve got to be in Atlanta on Friday
or stand a chance of losing one of the biggest orders
we’ve had in months.”

Then it seemed as though something snapped in my
brain and I heard my voice as though it were another’s
coming from a distance, “The Juggernaut, Fate, grinds
mortals beneath its wheels and there is no hope.”

I soon became conscious of the fact that I was sob¬

bing hysterically and that John was holding me in his
arms.

“Ellen, Ellen,” his dear voice was saying. “I’m go¬
ing to fool Fate a trick and let Hopkins wait. I leave
tomorrow at 11:53. Let’s see what’s on the radio for
the rest of the evening.”
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I gazed at him with incredulity. “Oh, John,” I
cried ecstatically, “do you think we. can prove that
the cycles of time are not inexorable ?”

“We can at least give the theory a fair trial,” he said
smiling.

IV

I poured John his third cup of coffee, but did not
feel that it had happened before! A mild thump on
the front porch informed me that the morning paper
had arrived. I brought it in and laid it in front of
John, then I fled to the kitchen, where the odor of
burning toast apprised me of the fact that I was much
needed. Returning with the scraped toast, I seated
myself opposite John for the purpose of resuming my
breakfast.

“What news?” I asked casually.
For answer John handed me the paper and pointed

mutely to an enormous headline. His face was ashen
and his hand trembled.

With a sinking sensation I read the large letters:
“Head-on collision demolishes engines and cars, and
kills 70 persons.”

“John,” I gasped, “is it—was it—the 8:15?”
His voice was husky with pent emotion.
“Ellen, it was the 8:15, and I have been on it in the

other cycles of time. I know it now.”
I gazed at him incredulously for a moment, and then
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half in fun, half seriously, I said, “John, you are now
living on borrowed time!”

He smiled a little wanly.
“Not exactly that, dear,” he said, “but my mind has

been doing some rapid thinking since I saw those head¬
lines, and I believe I have a solution to your ever-
puzzling problem of the fourth dimension, time.”

“If you can prove my time-cycles are not incompat¬
ible with progress, evolution and growth,” I cried
eagerly, “you will make me the happiest woman on
earth!”

“Wouldn’t a new fur coat delight you more?” he
asked teasingly.

“Well, that would help some,” I admitted, “but tell
me what makes you believe that evolution and progress
are fact, despite the eon-worn ruts of the cycles of
time.”

“The fifth dimension,” he replied in a quiet voice.
“The fifth dimension?” I echoed, puzzled.
“Which is simply this, Ellen. There is a general

progression of the Universe over and above the cycles
of time which renders each cycle a little in advance of
the previous one. We see and recognize this truth
daily in the phenomena of humanity. Every baby born
starts life a little in advance, materially and mentally,
of its father. This process is very slow and we call
it evolution, but it is a perceptible progress neverthe¬
less. It may be aptly likened to the whorls of a spring
as compared to a mere flat coil of wire. The earth
follows an orbit around the sun, and every year it is
in the same relative position with regard to the sun
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as it was the previous year. It has completed one
of its countless cycles. But you know as well as I
do that the sun and the earth, as well as the other
planets, are all farther along in space together. There
is a general progression of twelve miles a second on
some vaster orbit. This general progression, then, is
analogous to our possibility of change and growth; the
power to better our conditions; in other words, it is
a fifth dimension.”

“The wheels of the Juggernaut can be turned aside,”
I said reverently, “and there is hope”



THE APE CYCLE

On the afternoon of January 18, 1930, a train
on a branch line of a well-known railroad slowed down
and stopped at a station in the northwestern corner
of the State of Illinois. Only two passengers alighted
from the train, but they were possessed of individuality
unusual enough to arouse the curiosity of the most
indifferent inhabitant of this typical middle-western
town. The man was clad in leather trappings, and most
of his paraphernalia was strapped to his back. His
face, though lined as if from continued exposure to the
elements, was that of a man in his middle thirties. His
eyes and forehead belied his general appearance, and
were characteristic rather of the scholar and dreamer
than of the rugged adventurer. The other individual
was a little boy about nine years of age. He was a
miniature counterpart of the man, and it was apparent
they were father and son.

Presently part of the boy’s bundle which was fas¬
tened to his back began to move violently, as if in an
effort to extricate itself, at which the child exclaimed:

“Father, Adam is trying to get away. How soon
shall we be home?”

“It is not long, son, before we’ll be able to let Adam
and Eve down, but they will have to be caged tern-

296
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porarily. Later they can have the run of the place,
as you shall see.”

The child smiled up into his father’s face and said,
“It won’t be long before they’ll be earning their salt,
and won’t folks be surprised?”

Over the man’s face there passed a troubled shadow.
“I’m afraid it will be a long time before folks will

be surprised,” he replied gravely. Then his face
brightened with a strange vivacity, and he added,
“but when they do wake up to the realization of what
we’ve done, the word ‘surprised’ will be much too
tame to describe it. I tell you, Ray, it’ll be the great¬
est thing the world’s ever known.”

That night, safely ensconced in the small farmhouse
that snuggled amid a grove of sentinel-like poplars on
the center of his large estate, Daniel Stoddart, having
satisfactorily and comfortably arranged Ray and Adam
and Eve for the night, sat before the log fire in his
great living-room and dreamed of the future—and the
past.

The fire died down several times and had to be re¬

plenished, but still Daniel Stoddart dreamed on, living
in retrospection the early years of his married life with
his beautiful wife, Stella. She had come from a fam¬
ily of professional men and was not accustomed to
the work necessary for the upkeep of a typical Illinois
farm. But she had done very well in spite of financial
reverses and her naturally poor health.

Conditions were hopeful, even promising, until Ray’s
birth, from which Stella was never able to recuperate.
Hired help had proved undependable and unsatisfac-
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tory, and it seemed that in sheer desperation at her own
helplessness, the fair woman, who was apparently born
for better things, died, leaving with her husband the
baby boy one and a half years old.

During the next five years Daniel had managed his
farm with whatever futile, itinerant help he could get
from time to time. It was during those years of appar¬
ently fruitless toil that the great idea found a perma¬
nent lodging place in his brain. It was born of a belief
that to men and women rightly belong freedom from
eternal toil. And when the idea had grown in his
mind, he determined to devote his life to its fulfillment.

One evening six years ago he had sat alone before
his fire just as he was now. Ray was in bed, the papers
read. At a loss as to how to pass the remainder of a
lonely evening, Daniel had sauntered over to his well-
filled bookcase and idly scanned the titles of the vol¬
umes therein. Absent-mindedly he picked one up,
opened it and glanced casually at the page before him.
What he read arrested his attention, and he turned the
book over and glanced at the title. It was the great
work on the ancient Egyptians by Sir Gardner Wilkin¬
son. Daniel turned again to the page that had orig¬
inally attracted his attention and read the following:
“Monkeys appear to have been trained to assist in
gathering fruit, and the Egyptians represent them in
sculptures handing down figs from the trees to the
gardeners below. . . . Many animals were tamed in
Egypt for various purposes—and in the Jimma country
which lies to the south of Abyssinia, monkeys are still
taught several useful accomplishments. Among them is
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that of officiating as torchbearers at a supper party;
and seated in a row, on a raised bench, they hold the
lights until the departure of the guests, patiently await¬
ing their own repast as a reward for their services.
Sometimes a refractory subject fails in his accustomed
duty, and the harmony of the party is for the moment
disturbed, particularly if the unruly monkey throws
his lighted torch into the midst of the unsuspecting
guests. But the stick and deprivation of food is the
punishment of the offender; and it is by these per¬
suasive arguments alone that the simians are pre¬
vailed upon to perform so delicate an office.”

A Great Dream

For the remainder of the night Daniel Stoddart
sat before the fire. Through his mind flashed image
after image of a world wherein mankind was forever
freed from the bondage of labor. True, men have had
such visions since the beginning of civilization. The
enslavement of the blacks had been such an attempt to
free the white man from the drudgeries of existence,
yet at what a fearful price! There must be another
way, Stoddart thought.

He saw how the age of machines was promising
man surcease from many types of work that have al¬
ways kept millions in drudgery. But there must be
something more, he thought, as he sat there in the
firelight.

“Machines can never do it alone,” he had exclaimed.
“There will always have to be men to tend machines,
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and do many other menial tasks. But with the careful
breeding and training of these primates it would be
different. Since time immemorial lesser animals have
labored for men, and if treated kindly, how better can
they justify their existence and help man in attaining
the high goal for which he is ultimately destined? The
horse, the ox, the camel, the elephant, the dog and
other animals less intelligent have all contributed
toward man’s emancipation from the eternal problem
of working for his sustenance. Why not the ape—
who most closely resembles man? His irresistible
tendency to ‘ape’ man could be turned into useful chan¬
nels. Slave labor was quite satisfactory until man
became awakened to the moral wrong. But here we
will deal with monkeys, apes, baboons and all of that
branch of primates that are not human, and the moral
objection that rightly abolished human slavery could
not be raised.”

The result of that night’s thoughts was that Daniel
packed up his belongings, closed the house, and with
little Ray, then a lad of six, departed for the near East.
And it so happened that the two and a friend, Job Wil-
hoit, an English business man of means, found them¬
selves in the vicinity of the Red Sea.

“It is here,” Job told Daniel, “that many of the
aromatic shrubs from which we get our spices and
medicinal herbs are grown.”

Along the rivers and in the ravines, recesses, and
glens, the shrubs Wilhoit sought were growing in
abundance. Stoddart was looking for something else.
The shrubs were difficult of access and the men won-
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dered how the Indians succeeded in gathering their
produce for the market. Of course, East Indians are
nimble, but the two adventurers knew it would require
most unusual agility to harvest the crops from some of
the taller trees, for their thickly-growing branches were
extremely difficult to handle. The natives were par¬
ticularly secretive about their methods of operation,
and would never allow the assistance of white labor.

But ohe day as the men were topping a hill they
looked into the narrow valley below and paused in
astonishment at the strange sight that greeted their
eyes.

A few natives were walking amid the shrubs and
underbrush, shouting strange words in their own
tongue. This was followed by unusual commotion in
the tree-tops, and turning their attention thither, the
white men saw hundreds of monkeys picking the fruit
and throwing'it to their masters below. The work was
done so quickly and efficiently that our friends became
fascinated by it and it was dusk before they realized it.

Dan and Job remained in the vicinity of the work¬
ing monkeys for several days, subsisting upon herbs
and roots, the while they watched with growing amaze¬
ment the startling intelligence displayed by the apes.
Often they were greatly amused at some of the antics
performed by the little beasts. Dan remembered par¬
ticularly one mischievous monkey who invariably
sought the top of the trees and always saw to it that
his plucked fruit never failed to strike the head of a
fellow-worker on its way to the ground.
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Daniel became more and more enthusiastic over the
future possibilities of ape-slavery and divulged his
dream to Wilhoit. But his ardor was not shared by
Job, who maintained that an innate treachery would
prevent these animals from becoming servants in a
civilized country. However, he could not prevail upon
Daniel Stoddart to give up his dream of emancipating
man from life’s drudgeries through the agency of the
ape.

Stoddart, Ray, and Wilhoit remained in the Orient
for nearly two years. When they finally sailed away
they had with them in cages six splendid, intelligent
specimens of monkeys. For a year Daniel and little
Ray were guests at the elder Wilhoit’s estate in Wilt¬
shire, England, where the two young men undertook
the initial steps necessary for the realization of their
hopes. The result was the breeding of some very intel¬
ligent simians whose aptitude was nothing short of
amazing.

It had been agreed between Wilhoit and Stoddart
that if it became necessary to replenish the supply of
suitable beasts from time to time, the former with his
ample resources would return to Asia for additional
animals which he would ship to his friend in America.

So the two Stoddarts now home again had with them
two monkeys, a male and female, whom Daniel des¬
tined to be the Adam and Eve of a future race of
servant-slaves. They were to make man’s existence
upon earth a paradise by relieving him of the distaste¬
ful duties that have always kept him in bondage.
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Daniel was surprised to learn just before his second
trip to the east that Job had married and taken his
bride with him. And prior to the third and last trip
of Job Wilhoit, the Stoddarts received the announce¬
ment of the birth of a baby girl. Young Wilhoit, how¬
ever, never returned to his wife and daughter. What
had been his fate none knew. The last that had ever

been heard of him was when he set out from Kabinda
in West Africa for an ape-hunting expedition into the
interior.

With the coming of dawn, Daniel Stoddart rose
from his chair and greeted the day with words of
determination, “I will devote myself to the breeding
and training of simians; each type for a specific kind
of work best adapted to the animal’s size and type
of intelligence. I have in mind the ultimate develop¬
ment of the perfect monkey servant

II

The New Servants

Emerson has said, “Everything is impossible until
we see success.” That the two Stoddarts had accom¬

plished the well-nigh impossible, there seemed to be no
question. The proofs of the success of their venture
during the ensuing twelve years were confined to their
Illinois farm. But with the rapid approach to its bor¬
ders of suburban homes, Daniel and Ray determined
to seek some isolated territory where they could stave
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off the encroachments of civilization until they were
ready to divulge their secret.

One day the two stood on their front veranda and
heard in the distance the sound of steam-shovels at

work on a highway to go past their land.
“With your education completed at the University

of Illinois,” said the older man, “it is time for us to
continue our work elsewhere. We must be away from
the prying eyes of neighbors.”

“But, father,” protested Ray, “hasn’t the time come
for us to prove the merit of our ‘unusual products,’
and to market our monkeys throughout the country?”

Daniel Stoddart placed a hand upon his son’s broad
shoulder.

“My boy,” he said sadly, “I fear I am not destined
to see that time. You know the old saying, ‘Rome
was not built in a day.’ It requires infinite patience
to accomplish visible and tangible results in the field
of evolution. You will see in your day the beginning
of man’s emancipation, but even for you and your
children the great day will not dawn. You and I will
pass on cognizant of the fact that we have but laid
the foundation for the great super-structure of hu¬
manity’s freedom.”

The two men gazed across the broad fertile acres
of the Stoddart farm which were secluded from the
outside by an arboreal wall of closely-planted poplars.
Everywhere was visible evidence of the scientific care
necessary for a perfect co-operation with natural law.
Yes, the two Stoddarts had prospered during the years
since their return home on that wintry day in 1930.
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The sound of a lawn-mower approaching from the
side of the house drew the attention of the two men.

It was being operated and guided by a gorilla, a trav¬
esty on the human form. The animal plodded along re¬
markably erect, and with its prodigious strength han¬
dled the lawn-mower as easily as if it were a toy, guid¬
ing it with careful precision. At sight of the two men
on the porch, it bared its teeth in what might be inter¬
preted as a smile of recognition, though it was not
returned by the two masters.

“Beta is almost worth his weight in gold,” remarked
the younger Stoddart as the huge ape disappeared
around the side of the house on the return swath.
“Not only does he perform his own duties well, but
he is showing marked ability in superintending the work
of others. A few more overseers of his and Alpha’s
ability, and you and I could retire and be mere figure¬
heads.”

“Scarcely that,” replied the older man with a smile,
“I cannot imagine a day when the brain of man will
not continue to be the prime factor in all human accom¬
plishment.”

“Man’s brain started the ball rolling,” commented
his son, “but the momentum will carry it on.”

“A sort of perpetual motion, eh?” queried the other.
“I declare, son, your enthusiasm exceeds my own.”

A baboon appeared, dragging a hose toward the
porch. At the foot of the steps it deposited its bur¬
den, quickly ascended the steps and commenced carry¬
ing the porch furniture to one end. This done, it
agilely descended, took up the hose, studied the nozzle
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for a minute as if slightly puzzled, then ran around
to the hydrant and turned on the water. As it picked
up the hose once more, its beady little eyes shifted
ever so slyly to the two men standing on the steps. It
brought the stream of water very close to its masters’
feet, thought better of its mischievous inclination,
passed the two and began to wash the dusty porch.

“Kappa will get too frisky for his own good some
day,” commented Ray.

Just at that moment a small monkey appeared in
the doorway and chattered to attract attention.

“Go get the mail, Bedelia,” ordered Daniel.
The simian came out of the house, cast an appar¬

ently disdainful glance in Kappa’s direction, descended
the stairs and proceeded at a loping gait down the
walk. The two men turned to enter the house when
a gurgling scream, followed immediately by an unusual
chattering commotion, held them to the spot. Bedelia
was being made the target for the water from the
hose, wielded in the capable hands of Kappa, who
jumped up and down in delight.

“Another case of atavism,” remarked Daniel with
an effort to suppress a smile. “Here, you young rascal,
drop that hose!”

A Strange Silence

Before either of the Stoddarts could enforce obedi¬
ence from the recalcitrant Kappa, a huge paw reached
up from below the porch railing, seized the hapless
monkey, and gave the terror-stricken little animal such
a blow that it fell to the ground.
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“Hey there, Beta,” cried Ray, springing forward,
“that’s not the way to do! Do you hear? I will attend
to Kappa. No, no!”

The gorilla blinked in amazement at Ray’s outburst,
then turned and retreated to the lawn-mower with
injured pride apparent in every move. A puzzled scowl
lowered the beetling brows beneath its receding fore¬
head.

Bedelia took herself to the house in quest of a towel,
and the two men bore the injured Kappa inside where
they rendered first aid. But it was several days before
the young baboon was able to perform his scheduled
duties.

Daniel received the letter proffered to him by Be¬
delia an hour later. It was dated from New York
and ran as follows:

“Dear Mr. Stoddart:

My daughter Melva and I arrived in America
day before yesterday. We have been so busy en¬
joying the sights of this wonderful city that I have
neglected writing you before of our intention to
call upon you and your son at the ‘monkey-farm,’
as Job has always termed it. Since my husband’s
disappearance my success with the few apes we
had upon the estate has been miserable. Melva
and I do not seem to employ the type of discipline
necessary to hold the animals in subjection. We
should like very much to be able to study your
methods for a few days during our sojourn in your
wonderful country. Margaret E. Wilhoit”
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Daniel turned the letter over to Ray in response to
the latter’s look of inquiry, and when he had finished
it the father suggested, “Let us send a telegram to
them to meet one of us in Chicago. It will be much
easier for them than to have to find their way clear
out here in the backwoods. Can you arrange to go,
Ray? You can be spared for a little while. The twins
born to Omega last Sunday will be the last arrivals
for awhile. Then I’ll keep a weather eye on Alpha
and I’m sure things will run along smoothly.”

It was with pleasant anticipation that Ray consid¬
ered meeting the wife and daughter of his father’s
former friend. He recalled Job Wilhoit quite dis¬
tinctly, though he had not seen him since he himself
was a lad of nine. Wilhoit had been a younger man
than Ray’s father, and at the time he knew him, was
married about seven years. Ray figured the daughter
was not yet twenty.

The meeting was one of satisfaction for all. Both
mother and daughter, while possessing characteristic
English reserve, proved friendly and entertaining, and
showed an intense interest in Ray’s description of the
development of monkey labor. Melva’s short brown
ringlets, ready smile, and sly humor might not at first
seem characteristic of a serious young person, but Ray
was not long in discovering that this charming little
English girl had deeper sides to her nature.

The trip to the farm ended all too soon as far as
the two young people were concerned, but Mrs. Wil¬
hoit was thoroughly fatigued after the long trip west,
and was desirous of resting for a few days.
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“Strange father isn’t at the station with the car,”
Ray exclaimed as they alighted and surveyed the
platform. “He knew when to expect us. You ladies sit
down and wait a moment. I’m going to use the phone.”

He returned shortly with a troubled, preoccupied
air, and it was some time before he spoke.

“I didn’t get father on the phone.”
“Maybe he was a considerable distance from the

house,” suggested Mrs. Wilhoit.
“No, the phone was answered by Alpha.”
“And who is Alpha?” queried Melva. “What an

odd name. It is the Greek letter for ‘A’.”
“Yes,” replied Ray absentmindedly, “Alpha is A,

and No. 1 in this case. He is our most intelligent ape.
He oversees the running of our household week in,
week out, with scarcely any interference from either
father or myself. Routine and habit, of course, in¬
stilled into him by generations of highly specialized
training. He is a large and important cog in this or¬
ganization of ape labor. He almost speaks, but his
articulation is very peculiar. Only father and I can
understand him, but to do so is no more a stretch of
imagination, I am sure, than that exercised by many
a fond mother over the first efforts of her babbling
offspring.”

“How interesting,” cried Melva. “How far you
and your father have progressed in the realization of
your dream! I don’t think even my poor father quite
realized its possibilities to such a vast extent.”

“Your father was an explorer and adventurer,
Melva,” explained her mother. “He was not of a sci-
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entific turn of mind. Capturing apes was sufficient
thrill for him, regardless of whether they or their
descendants were destined to be eventually human or
mere trained circus performers.”

“ ‘Eventually human!’ Why, mother, what a sacri¬
lege !” exclaimed Melva, a frown puckering her pretty
brow. “Of course they can’t become human. They
have no souls!”

“At just what point in the process of evolution does
the soul appear?” asked Mrs. Wilhoit with a knowing
side smile at Ray.

“Well, all I have to say,” continued the apparently
grieved Melva, “is that if they ever do become human
we can’t have them work for us any more. That would
be slavery.”

Ill

A Tragedy

Ray smiled gravely, but there was a twinkle in his
eyes: “With the first appearance of a soul, Miss Wil¬
hoit, we will pay them wages and they will be satisfied.”

The taxi gave up its passengers outside the row of
stately poplars.

“What ample protection these afford from pry¬
ing eyes!” observed Mrs. Wilhoit as the three entered
the grounds.

“Yes, our isolation has been all we could desire,”
answered the young man. “Of course, through the
years it has leaked out that we have animals that we
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are training, but no one dreams that our ambitions
soar beyond the confines of the circus ring.”

As the three approached the house they saw Be-
delia picking roses from the bushes at the side of the
porch. The women watched her with intense interest.
The simian’s selection was perfect. She picked only
those that were at the height of their beauty. Finally
when her bouquet had assumed ample proportions she
buried her ugly flat nose in it and nimbly climbed the
steps and entered the open door.

“Will she know what to do with them?” questioned
Melva.

“Wait and see,” was Ray’s response, but his mind
was not on Bedelia. “Come and be seated, ladies, I’ll
get father.”

The two seated themselves in the orderly and im¬
maculately clean parlor. They surveyed with interest
its furniture of excellent quality, but a generation old;
ottomans, tidies on chair backs, and long ornate mir¬
rors with wax flowers under glass domes.

“Maybe the monkeys like those things,” whispered
Melva with a suppressed giggle.

“Hush, child,” reproved her mother, “these two
men have more to occupy their minds than to keep up
with modern styles in house furnishings. Look at that
quaint china representation of those three monkeys
who, with their paws over their eyes, ears and mouths,
admonish the observer to see, hear and speak no evil.”

A pattering of tiny feet drew the attention of both
visitors to the door leading to the hallway. Bedelia
was approaching, triumphantly bearing aloft her bou-
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quet of roses in a vase of water. She set it gingerly
upon a small table near Melva.

“Come here, little monkey,” said Melva, holding
out her hands invitingly. Bedelia hesitated, then slowly
approached, her little eyes shifting continuously be¬
tween the two strangers. To their utter surprise, she
sprang upon Melva’s lap and nestled close to her
shoulder, occasionally watching her face to see whether
her action met with approval. She pawed over the
ruffles and trimming of Melva’s dress and examined
her beads minutely, then, amid the shrieks of laughter
of the women, she took Melva’s hat off her head and
placed it upon her own, where it nearly touched her
shoulders.

“If she has the fleas that our monkeys at home used
to have, I advise you not to let her keep it on,” laughed
Mrs. Wilhoit.

A shadow fell athwart the gay scene in the parlor,
and apprehensively mother and daughter raised their
eyes. Standing in the doorway, its head nearly touch¬
ing the lintel, stood the largest and ulgliest ape upon
which they had ever gazed. But, strange to say, its
extreme unattractiveness resulted not so much from
characteristic simian traits as from the fact that it just
escaped being human in appearance. The slope from
forehead to jaw was far less marked, the nose had a
suggestion of a bridge and in the proportionally small
eyes lay a look of amazing intelligence.

This “missing link,” for so both women uncon¬
sciously termed him, was possessed of prodigious
strength; for even through the clothes he wore they
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could see the play of great muscles on his arms and
shoulders. From the massive trunk rose his thick, hairy
neck, a pillar of strength, supporting the head that
paleontologists might have easily constructed from the
skull of the famous Piltdown man discovered in Eng¬
land. The hands, long and hairy, moved with restless
energy about the buttons of the coat.

If either of the two strangers in the house had
been less accustomed to apes of all sizes and descrip¬
tions, they would probably have fainted on the spot;
but though their experience had acquainted them with
a diversity of types, never had they conceived of such
a creature as stood before them now.

A guttural command evoked an immediate response
from the little monkey, who slipped unobtrusively from
Melva’s lap and disappeared through the door. But
the great bulk of the newcomer did not move. In¬
stead, he was gazing fixedly at Melva, and there was
that in his too-intelligent bestial face that struck terror
to the hearts of both women. Melva felt cold chills

running up and down her spine, and when she opened
her mouth to scream, not a sound was forthcoming.

The great ape, perceiving the fright of the two in
the parlor, walked slowly forward, and his facial ex¬
pressions gave clear evidence of the development of
certain small muscles that had been wholly atrophied
in his ancestors a few generations back.

It was Mrs. Wilhoit who finally spoke, her voice
husky with fright, “Ray—Mr. Stoddart—where are
you?”
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Reflexed

The gorilla-like creature ceased his stealthy advance
at the sound of her voice and looked toward the hall
and stairway. A faint rustling and the sound of rap¬
idly approaching footsteps were welcome sounds to
the visitors. In a moment Ray appeared, but a very
changed man. His face was ashen, his manner thor¬
oughly dejected. He entered the room as one walking
in a nightmare, scarcely cognizant of the three occu¬
pants.

“Why, what has happened, Mr. Stoddart?” cried
Melva, running toward him.

He sank into a chair and stared for a moment with
unseeing eyes; then, suddenly aware of his surround¬
ings, he looked at the great gorilla.

“Alpha, what do you know about Dan?” he de¬
manded imperiously.

“Dan gone,” growled the beast in a queer throaty
gutteral tongue.

“Is—is—your—father—?” breathed Mrs. Wilhoit.
“Yes—dead,” said the man in a toneless voice,

“dead with no marks of violence upon him. It must
have been his heart, but why—”

Melva had been watching Alpha covertly. The great
beast shifted its eyes from one to another of the group.

“Will you send Alpha away?” whispered Melva.
“Prepare the vegetables for dinner,” said Ray per¬

emptorily. The animal shambled toward the kitchen.
“Do you know, I detest that brute!” Melva ex¬

claimed after the kitchen door had closed on his huge
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bulk. “I think he is terrible—a travesty on humanity
at its worst.”

Ray thought a moment before he replied wearily:
“What else can one expect? The end, however, justi¬
fies the means. The intelligence of that ‘travesty’ and
others like him, will free mankind of drudgery. Though
my father is dead, I am sure at the hands of one of
these, I must carry on. Where monkeys are employed,
the menial tasks of men and women are performed
with scarcely any supervision. Think what it means
for us to be free to turn our attentions to the higher
things of life!” His voice rose rapturously.

“If there are many more like Alpha will there be
any of us left to consider ‘the higher things of life’ ?”
Melva asked, trying to divert his mind from the
tragedy.

“What do you mean?” Ray questioned, his voice
sharp with a sudden note of alarm. It was evident
that he was terribly disturbed.

“Simply this,” the girl replied evenly. “Alpha has
murdered your father and you should acknowledge the
truth. Why don’t you face this thing squarely and
admit that your perfect servant who saves you physical
fatigue, possesses mental quirks that have made him a
murderer?”

“But I questioned him,” answered Ray, “and he
says he found father dead.”

“Then why did he leave you to discover the tragedy
alone instead of apprising you of the fact at once?”
persisted Mrs. Wilhoit.
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“Gorillas cannot kill without leaving behind them the
tell-tale marks of their violence,” said Ray.

“Not even exceptionally smart gorillas?” queried
Melva.

“Not even those who are exceptionally smart,
Melva,” replied Ray gravely, “for their intelligence
is all concentrated in the direct field of their par¬
ticular labor. They are exaggerated specialists. Out¬
side of the care of this house, Alpha is a fool.”

“I wouldn’t be too sure, my boy,” said the older
woman, shaking her head sadly.

“Nevertheless,” replied the youth, “many years in
this work make me reasonably certain that I know
whereof I speak.”

“Indeed, we hope you are right, Ray,” said Melva.
“We—we are very sorry for your loss.”

Alpha’s Treachery

For three months following the sad demise of the
elder Stoddart, Mrs. Wilhoit and Melva toured the
western states, returning to Illinois to say good-bye
to Ray. They found him sad and lonely, but quietly
determined to carry on the work bequeathed him by
his father.

One evening, a few days prior to the date set for
the departure of the visitors, Melva and Ray sought
the lane that was shaded by the poplars. It had been
an interesting day. Ray had been instructing two
baboons who were specialized along mechanical lines,
in the operation of a new farm implement. The
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baboons had proved very apt pupils, and before the day
was over Ray was convinced that henceforth the care
and operation of that machine or any like it could be
entirely turned over to the two. Melva had taught
four very young monkeys the names and different uses
for all the dishes and silver-ware. They had played it
as a game and the monkeys always considered it as
such. Like their parents who for generations had per¬
formed table duty, the youngsters took to the task as
the proverbial duck to water.

“You know, Ray,” confided Melva, “for a while I
rather lost the vision that our fathers had of the true

greatness of this project. But lately I have caught
some of your enthusiasm when I see what is accom¬

plished here without the aid of human hands. What
cannot man do when, unhampered by the sordid,
monotonous tasks of daily life, he will be at liberty to
pursue science and art to the limit?”

“I have been on the lookout for a young man who
seemed inclined to share my enthusiasm,” said Ray
with a curious glance at the face of his companion.
“I am going west, out into the desert, where with un¬
limited possibilities of growth and in a climate more
healthful for the monkeys, I shall quietly revolutionize
the labor of mankind. Think of the time, Melva, when
I can say that the day of man’s emancipation has
come!”

Melva was silent. Her previous ardor seemed to
have left her.

“What is the matter?” her companion inquired.
“Don’t you believe the prospects of this enterprise
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demand a larger field of labor, and that I should have
a partner to help me?”

“I do indeed,” said the girl in mock solemnity. “I
approve of the desert, the climate and an enthusiastic
co-worker on this scheme, but why does he have to be
a young man?”

“Well—you see,” Ray said, looking off into the
distance, “an older man like my father might—”

There was a sudden shriek. Ray turned his head to
see Melva snatched at from behind the poplars and
bushes that fringed the path and through the gloom he
saw that she was being borne away, apparently uncon¬
scious, in the arms of Alpha. Ray began immediate
pursuit, shouting the gorilla’s name in imperious tones.
Never before had Alpha so defied him. The distance
between them rapidly increasing, Ray could hardly de¬
tect in the darkness the broad shoulders of the beast.
He noted the light patch of Melva’s dress floating
through the air and deduced that Alpha had shifted
his burden to facilitate his escape.

As Ray suspected, Alpha was headed for the mon¬
key houses at the rear of the estate. The great ape
did not possses the mental acumen to seek a hiding
place. Ray had been right in his previous assertion
that Alpha’s specialization had made him a fool along
other lines. The ape was now seeking the quarters of
his mate.

By the time Ray arrived at the out-buildings which
housed the monkeys, it was quite dark, and as he ap¬
proached he saw a light flash on, only to be immedi¬
ately extinguished. There was much confusion and
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chattering going on inside. When Ray finally burst
through the door he saw nothing of Alpha nor Melva,
but a group made up of gorillas, baboons, chimpan¬
zees, orang-outangs and a few tailless monkeys who
had formed a ring around some object. Ray hastened
forward, thrusting the curious apes roughly aside.
Lying prone and inert was the form of Beta. Ray
learned from the onlookers that he had been killed by
Alpha when he dared interfere with the predatory
ape. Beta had been strangled. The tell-tale marks
were plainly evident.

“Alpha cannot kill and yet leave no marks,” said
Ray aloud, as if to rid himself of an eternal over¬
shadowing doubt.

But now was no time for idle musings. Leaving
the quarters of the smaller monkeys, he forced a hasty
passage-way to the rear of the building. And then
a sound such as he had never heard in all the years of
his work among these beasts fell upon his ears; raucous
and piercing cries, and a deep thumping, like the distant
beating of an African tomtom. Instinctively he knew
it to be the sound of a gorilla on the war-path. Even
before he could reach the door the thumping ceased,
and was rapidly succeeded by the impact of huge bodies
in conflict.

He opened the door and an amazing sight greeted
him, but it was one that made his heart leap with
joy. Melva stood beneath the high window gazing
with terror-stricken eyes at what must have been a very
rapid drama. On the floor was Alpha, who, curiously
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enough, lay in the identical posture of Beta, his victim
of a few minutes before.

With a cry of joy Melva ran to Ray’s side just as
the irate female gorilla turned from the prostrate form
of her dead mate.

“Omega!” said Ray in stern tones. “What have
you done?”

The female turned her hate-filled eyes toward
Melva, who would probably have been the next victim,
but for the presence of the master. Ray took a step
toward the ape who coweringly retreated. Wishing to
impress upon this servant at this critical moment the
desired lesson, Ray stroked Melva’s hair, patted her
shoulder and said, “Nice Melva, good Melva.” Then
moving toward the carcass of the dead gorilla, he
kicked it and said, “Bad Alpha.”

Omega comprehended, and appreciated the moral in¬
struction which she was receiving, for the smoldering
hatred died from her eyes, and in imitation of her
master Ray, she kicked the body of her mate, and then,
in spite of Melva’s revulsion, stroked the girl’s hair
and patted her shoulder.

Melva tolerated it bravely, simply for the sake of
the moral to be drawn from it. She smiled up into
the serious face of her companion, whose appearance
gave evidence of the birth of some new idea.

“The loss of Alpha and Beta will be a temporary set¬
back to the monkey-farm enterprise, but I have an
idea,” he exclaimed with boyish enthusiasm. “These
monkeys must grow accustomed to the presence of a
woman in their midst as a co-ruler with me. Pardon
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my stupidity, dear, I see now why I do not want a man,
either young or old, as my partner in this desert project
—because I want—you.”

“It took a rather violent set of circumstances to con¬

vince you,” the girl demurred, “and I am not sure but
that a young man would be best for you after all. I
hate being proposed to in a monkey-house! In the
lane by the poplars would have been so much more
romantic!”

He laughed and caught her to him in a close em¬
brace. “You do not need to answer me now, Melva
darling. Wait until we get back to the lane by the
poplars.”

IV

A Moral Issue

Three centuries is a short time, geologically speak¬
ing, and Nature, through the action of the elements,
accomplishes little during that span; but give Man
three hundred years in which to change his environ¬
ment, and he accomplishes wonders. Great as was the
change in North America from the landing of the Pil¬
grims until the establishment of the first monkey-farm
on a large scale south of Death Valley, it was infini¬
tesimal as compared to the transition from the old
order of labor to the new.

During the lifetime of the early desert pioneers,
Ray Stoddart and his wife, the former Melva Wilhoit,
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little public attention had been paid to occasional news¬
paper accounts of a “monkey-farm.” But despite the
ridicule of many, the years were proving that man
had at last realized for himself an intelligent servant
for the performance of those irksome tasks that had
always chained him to earth. Just as in the life of the
individual, many conscious acts are gradually rele¬
gated to the supervision of the sub-conscious mind, so
the once menial duties of man were handed over to the
less intelligent apes, liberating man himself.

Wilhoit Stoddart, the present proprietor of the
original “monkey-farm,” south of what was once Death
Valley, was a direct descendant of Ray and Melva
Stoddart. Apes bred by his ancestors and himself were
carrying on the manual labor in every civilized country
on the globe. This labor in the year 2216 consisted
principally of tending machines; not only their me¬
chanical operation, but the manufacturing output as
well. And, as had always been proved to be the case
among men, so it was among the intelligent apes: Some
were more capable than others, and showed an aptitude
for learning that was amazing. Of course the develop¬
ment of the ape cycle had not been alone by uncon¬
scious evolution. It was Ray Stoddart’s son who had
perceived that the evolutionary development of apes
must be hastened. And so, turning over the actual
management of his estate to overseers, he buried him¬
self in his biological laboratories. It was a young,
vigorous man who entered the laboratory for a first
time. But it was an old, bent but gloriously triumphant
one who emerged thirty years later with the secret!
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By making extracts of the known glands of human
beings and discovering a few for himself, he was able
to procure in a concentrated form the vital substance
that controlled the mental growth of the race. His
next step was to test it on his apes.

His first success was phenomenal, but he died be¬
fore he could extend it, and his son was left to carry
.it on. It was found by Ray Stoddart’s grandson that
by application of the gland extracts to apes it was now
possible to transmit characteristics of any desired kind
and also to develop the speech organs of the brutes.
Accordingly, gardeners, domestic servants, chauffeurs,
mechanics, were all bred as the result of a definite ex¬
tract. Families of apes therefore became specialized
and men made it a business to breed these specialized
servants for sale to the general public.

“I do declare,” exclaimed Wilhoit to his mother one

day as they were enjoying the pure clear air of their
western home. “I sometimes think Rex, our local over¬

seer, shows more intelligence than some human beings.”
“Well, do you know,” replied his mother, “I think

that there are many people who should still labor 'as
do the great apes. Unless a man is mentally ready for
emancipation, he deteriorates instead of progressing.
It has always been so. It seems that not all people
can stand prosperity and the leisure that accompanies
it. Take Hayes Suiter for example.”

“There is something worrying me,” pondered Wil¬
hoit thoughtfully, “and I might as well tell it now
while we’re on the subject. There is a moral question
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that has arisen as to whether we should keep the apes
in servitude.”

His mother started in shocked surprise. “A moral
issue, son? But they are beasts. Surely—”

Wilhoit leaned forward in his chair and his voice
came in awed accent. “They are more than beasts.
We have made them so.”

“Hail, Abraham Lincoln!” said a sneering voice
from the door. “Wouldn’t it be some joke if the
descendant of the illustrious Stoddarts who gave man
his freedom from drudgery, should return him to that
state through a mistaken sense of philanthropy? A
nice mess civilization would be in, I must say!”

“Oh! hello, Hayes,” exclaimed young Stoddart with¬
out turning his head. But Mrs. Stoddart glanced up
at the indolent face of the newcomer.

“I think you misjudge Wilhoit,” she said quietly.
“He has no intention of freeing the apes—why they’re
—soulless beasts. Aren’t they, my boy?”

Wilhoit was enjoying himself hugely. He hitched
his chair a trifle nearer to the one Suiter had noncha¬

lantly lounged into, and riveted his eyes on the latter.
“I’m not so sure about this soul business, and where
the dividing line comes. If a lazy man has a soul, I
believe an industrious ape has one, too.”

“Oh, Wilhoit,” exclaimed his mother in shocked
amazement. “If that is true, our system is all wrong
and we should have to reorganize our entire economic
life, and for that matter, our civilization.”

“Yes, indeed,” chimed in Hayes, “and the age-old
controversies of capital and labor would appear again.
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Excuse me for being frank, but no sane person would
suggest such a thing. Just as the world begins to enjoy
life, along comes an agitator and upsets things again.
Bah!”

“Yes,” said Wilhoit unruffled, “there have been
many agitators known to history. They have shaken
civilization out of its complacency. Struggle and tur¬
moil have followed in their wake, but—the world has
been better for their interference.”

Hayes Suiter rose and bowed with mock courtesy.
“Mrs. Stoddart, we must do homage to this would-be
saviour and emancipator of the apes. Isn’t he marvel¬
ous?”

Signs of Rebellion

The woman ignored the young man’s sarcasm and
continued to regard her son with a troubled counte¬
nance. The latter walked over to a side of the room

that was occupied by the television screen and radio,
but there was no response to his pressure on the
switch.

“This is the fourth day,” he remarked irritably,
“that we’ve had no news of the outside world. Neither
Rex, nor Vance (the ape electrician) has been able
to locate the trouble.”

“I’d invite you over to use ours,” said Suiter with
forced civility, “but we’ve been out of touch with the
east for the same length of time.”

Presently a light footfall apprised the three of the
approach of someone. Upon appearance it proved to
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be a neighbor, Sylvia Danforth. The faces of the
young men lighted up at the girl’s approach, and Hayes
hastened forth to meet her. But with no apparent
rudeness she evaded him and smiled into the welcoming
eyes of Wilhoit.

“I dislike being the bearer of bad news, Wilhoit,”
the girl said a little ruefully, “but father has had
trouble again with his ape overseer, Felix. It has just
been one thing after another from underhanded trick¬
ery to open defiance, but today’s escapade caps the
climax!”

“Your father’s too easy with his apes, Sylvia,” said
Hayes, smiling unpleasantly. “A little corporal pun¬
ishment goes a long way.”

“What did Felix do?” asked Wilhoit quickly.
“You’ll wonder how things could have gotten so

upset in a once orderly world,” replied the girl miser¬
ably, “but Felix knocked the radio broadcasting appa¬
ratus to pieces and attacked father with a bar. It
took four of us: two apes, sister Inez and myself to
lock Felix up where he could do no more damage.”

“You hear?” cried young Stoddart in an uncon¬
sciously dramatic tone. “The era has dawned when
man can no longer depend upon monkey supervision
of machinery. It is true that the ape intelligence that
freed man from his drudgery is now working in its own
behalf. If it is allowed to continue unhindered, it will
result in the rise of a new order of beings who have
become cunning, efficient and powerful. We have only
ourselves to thank for the situation. We have created
our own nemesis.”
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“Oh come, dear,” said Mrs. Stoddart with an effort
at cheerfulness, “you’ll have to admit that what has
happened is a rare exception. One overseer in thou¬
sands runs rampant, and you take it as an ill omen of
the future. I thought superstition was a thing of the
past. Besides they are just specialized creatures who
have no initiative.”

“Some have, mother. You know that a number
have been bred to intellectual labor. Why should they
not read history and think of rebellion! Besides,
it is not superstition, but reason, mother, to read the
future by the trend of the present. What surer guide
have we than the logical unfolding of events?” He
rose quickly. “I must get back to the quarry. I can’t
trust the apes with any explosives yet.”

Sylvia turned to go and Hayes was at her side.
“May I come over and see Felix?” he asked. “I

flatter myself that my apes have never acted up. May¬
be I can handle him in a way to insure future obedi¬
ence.”

“I strongly advise against violence, Hayes,” Wil-
hoit called after him in steely tones. “My apes have
never ‘acted up’ either, yet they know nothing but the
gentlest of treatment.”

Hayes and Sylvia walked down the broad shady
avenue that led to the Danforth estate. It was a

perfect day. Everywhere around them life’s activi¬
ties seemed to progress with customary unhampered
regularity. The fields were dotted with monkey la¬
borers ; some doing physical work, others running ma¬
chinery, and still others superintending. Many of the
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new fuelless, electrically-activated cars passed the two
pedestrians, the majority of which were chauffeured by
liveried apes.

Airplanes were still piloted mainly by human beings,
though there were in North America in 2216 exactly
1308 licensed ape pilots who did nothing else but fly,
and who were competent in their profession. It must
be remembered that when a simian was bred to any¬
thing he knew it thoroughly, and usually he knew noth¬
ing else.

Sylvia and Hayes watched the speeding planes, and
tried to guess which were piloted by men or women,
and which by monkeys.

V

From Brawn to Brain

If three hundred years had marked a radical change
in the human inhabitants of the world due to their
altered mode of living, it was trivial in comparison
with that undergone by the great struggling servant
class, the apes. Evolution progresses rapidly under
stress and pressure. The human race had experienced
and overcome its difficulties in centuries past. It had
scaled the mountain and now at the peak of its civili¬
zation it did nothing but bask in the sunlight of free¬
dom and leisure, apparently unmindful of the fact that
its unused faculties were deteriorating. And while hu¬
manity congratulated itself on the ultimate attainment
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of leisure, those who made this leisure possible strug¬
gled ever upward. Could they ever overtake those mas¬
ters who had preceded them on the journey?

Man’s first vital mistake, after the initial error of
educating monkeys at all, occurred when he permitted
them to organize. Had each man remained the abso¬
lute overseer of his own group of servants all would
have gone well, but, eager to be relieved of all respon¬
sibility, he trained certain apes for the sole purpose of
controlling and superintending others of inferior intel¬
lect. The efficiency of organization is irresistible, and
the advantage of the organized monkeys over the scat¬
tered, pleasure-seeking, decadent members of human
society was obvious.

After the efficacy of organization in the individual
household was proved, overseers of neighboring estates
were permitted to meet into higher clubs for the pur¬
pose of strengthening the working power of their
groups. At first men had supervised these meetings
but they had gradually become dilatory in attendance
as they found that, left to themselves, the highly in¬
telligent apes were able to work out their labor prob¬
lems more satisfactorily. Men found it pleasanter to
follow their own scientific or artistic bents, leaving the
practical, active accomplishments of life to their serv¬
ants. They begrudged time spent in conventions where
the subject of discussion was the machinery of civiliza¬
tion and the practical carrying-out of labor schemes.
Finally human attendance at even national conclaves
ceased altogether.
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The modern site of what had formerly been Death
Valley remained the center of ape activities, although
the human capital of North America was in northern
Minnesota. The apes themselves had renamed Death
Valley “Reclamation City,” for to the enterprising,
progressive simians the new name had a pleasant sig--
nificance.

Rex, the present Stoddart overseer, was the concen¬
trated product of three hundred years of intelligent
breeding for qualities of leadership. In him were fo¬
cused traits which produced independent thinking. The
principal simian characteristic of imitativeness still pre¬
vailed, but it no longer applied exclusively to the physi¬
cal. His mental reactions, probably a complete evolu¬
tion of the ape’s innate cunning, would have done credit
to a business man of the twentieth century.

Rex presided at the fourteenth annual ape confer¬
ence held in Reclamation City which was once the very
heart of the great American desert. He occupied the
chair and gazed out upon the vast throng of his fellow-
beings with a new look in his little eyes. He knew
well that the day had passed when perfection in his
daily work for men would interest the ape. His am¬
bition for his kind was bred of keen observation of the
relative ability of apes and men. At his side was seated
a wizened, undersized figure, an ape of the Baris species
who was acting temporarily in the capacity of secre¬
tary. He was Marzo, an overseer from a large estate
in the capital city in Minnesota. He had shown acumen
in political matters.
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“Fellow apes,” said Rex, rising and grimacing at the
restless assemblage in the great hall, “this fourteenth
meeting here at Reclamation City marks a new day
for us. We will not stop working, but we will work
for ourselves, not for men. You who are here are all
overseers, and will tell those under you what I say.
But first of all let me tell you that what we plan must
be kept secret from men as long as they seem to be our
masters. Even they must not know that they are not
until the time comes to kill them all.”

Rex ceased speaking and looked down upon Marzo
whose shrewd eyes moved restlessly between Rex and
the assembly below.

“Do you want to talk?” Rex asked the other, noting
his uneasiness.

The Mysterious Ape

For answer Marzo came to the front of the plat¬
form restlessly fingering the pencil and pad with which
he took his secretarial notes. A hush of expectancy
hung over the audience chamber as he spoke.

“A year ago you chose Rex as your president be¬
cause he was a Stoddart ape. He deserved the honor
you gave him and his presidency has marked real ad¬
vance in the ape cause, but I have another candidate
to propose for the coming year; one who combines the
cunning of the ape with the reason of the white man.
This candidate has been advocated to the nominating
committee by Waldo, chief ape of Reclamation City.
I want to introduce him to you now.”
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At this juncture all eyes turned toward an opening
door at the rear of the platform out of which emerged
three figures, foremost of which was Waldo, head ape
in this, his native Reclamation City. The last figure
was Vance, Stoddart’s electrician, who came with Rex
and was qualified to act as an overseer should necessity
arise. But it was the figure between the two that
arrested the attention of the monkey gathering. For a
startled moment the apes thought they had been be¬
trayed, so human was the second figure that came for¬
ward on the stage with Waldo and Vance to join Rex
and Marzo. Curiously erect and practically hairless
the being was a travesty on both man and ape. He ap¬
peared to be an animate reconstruction of the Neander¬
thal man with his thick neck, long muscular arms, re¬
ceding forehead and beetling brows, and yet somehow
his face gave evidence of more intelligence than is com¬
monly accredited to those dawn men. He must not,
however, be compared to the more advanced Cro-mag-
non. It was not that he was less intelligent, but be¬
cause the trend of his development indicated lower
ideals than those of the unfortunate Cro-magnon race.

As the trio advanced Marzo again seated himself
while Waldo addressed the apes.

“Just at the time that ape civilization needs one who
combines the qualities of man and ape, Gunther is born
and comes to us to lead us from slavery. But he can
tell you more about his plans than I, so I will let him
speak.”

Ever since Gunther had put in his appearance excite¬
ment had been evident in the hall, but suppressed so
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that not a word from the platform should be missed.
As Gunther stepped forward a chatter arose that gave
evidence of the really primitive ape nature that lay
under the thin veneer of civilization.

“Gunther, Gunther!” cried the apes.
Gunther waited until all acclamation had ceased. He

stood remarkably erect and surveyed his audience with
a remote dispassionate gaze that was anything but
monkey-like in its quality. Again, as upon his first ap¬
pearance, enthusiasm waned, as doubt crept into the
assemblage as to whether this being was ape or man.

Taking advantage of the temporary cessation of en¬
thusiastic demonstrations, Gunther, the mysterious, be¬
gan to speak.

“I claim to be the only missing link between you and
those who have been your masters. I am unwelcome
in their ranks, but to you I can offer much. In my
veins flows human and ape blood and I believe I have
been born to bridge the gap that would prevent the
apes from gaining world power.”

“We want Gunther for our president,” was the un¬
animous cry from a multitude of throats.

But there was one dissenting voice. Rex recognized
the fact that though he himself lacked human qualities,
he was nevertheless the acme of ape intelligence, and
as such represented a pure strain that had evolved
naturally under the conditions imposed upon it. This
Gunther was half-breed and Rex instinctively felt that
he could not be sincere in his apparent loyalty to the
apes. If Gunther preferred the latter to men it was
only because he had not been welcomed to the ranks
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of mankind, and his hatred to men inspired a show of
loyalty to apes. Such a motive was not to be trusted.

“I have a plan to lay before you,” continued the
half-human Gunther. “If put into immediate effect it
should not be long before apes and not men rule this
planet.”

Here the creature’s eyes gleamed with the visioned
prospect, and his thick lips drew back from his teeth
in snarling semblance of a smile. “Since men have
withdrawn more and more from cities, and have be¬
come barons of estates, surrounded by their luxuries
and conveniences that ape servants make possible for
them, they are dependent upon the airplane and radio¬
televisor for intercommunication, the former for per¬
sonal contact and the latter for exchange of ideas.
Within the last twelve or fifteen years, airplane jour¬
neys have become less and less frequent with them, as
they dislike any physical exertion whatever, and their
radio-visors provide companionship from the depths
of their easy chairs. Consequently the number of li¬
censed ape pilots has steadily increased and it will not
be difficult to wreck all human flown planes, proceed¬
ing cautiously so as not to arouse suspicion. But our
strategic point of attack will be at broadcasting sta¬
tions. How fortunate for us that men are not congre¬
gated in great cities as formerly. Had they depended
upon machinery, the city would have remained the logi¬
cal community unit, but with intelligent apes to see to
their every want, the isolated estate was the reasonable
outcome.

“Of course they do have cities, but their boundaries
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are ill-defined and we find each man and his family
quite dependent throughout this great country upon his
overseer and the specialized apes. First, each of you
must at a specified time, which we shall here agree
upon, see that all airplanes are disabled and that radio¬
televisors are out of commission until we have control
of broadcasting stations. It will be perfectly possible
for each overseer to make his master believe that the
trouble is local. The ape pilots, mechanics and elec¬
tricians will work without avail upon the non-function¬
ing mechanisms; then, while human communication is
cut off, the apes will gain mastery over the helpless hu¬
man beings and kill those who offer resistance. The
men will know what it is to labor as we have labored;
the women—well—you see in me the possibility of
elevating the ape!”

Rex did not share the enthusiasm of the other mon¬

keys. True, he yearned for power as much as did the
rest, but a certain innate loyalty was inherent through
generations of his ancestors, to the Stoddarts who had
advanced him from his jungle state. He thought of
Wilhoit Stoddart with an emotion akin to affection,
realizing that his master was very likely the superior
of the other masters of the apes represented.

VI

The Missing Link

A gong sounded loudly. Instantly all was confu¬
sion, but above the din the new president’s voice rose
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in shrill tones, “I give you four days in which to put
out of commission all planes, and to gain control of
all broadcasting stations. At the end of that time sta¬
tions must be used by the apes for the furtherance of
their plans.”

Rex approached Vance, Stoddart’s electrician, as
they left the stage with the question, “What do you
think of this Gunther and his scheme?”

“I think Gunther will make apes the rulers of men.
I don’t care for him, but he will get us what we want.”

Rex was silent. He dared not intimate that he was

not wholly in sympathy with the ape uprising. He
mentally questioned the ability of his kind to maintain
permanent supremacy over a race that had hundreds of
centuries’ advantage over his own particular branch.

In a few hours all except resident monkeys had left
Reclamation City. Waldo went to the broadcasting
station where his master, Carl Brunenkant, the chief
announcer, was just concluding a speech on the ad¬
visability of permitting the apes to have an hour a day
for broadcasting purposes.

Carl asked his ape if the conference had resulted in
plans for more efficient labor schemes, and Waldo re¬
plied that it had. The ape did not tell his master of
the election of Gunther, for Carl Brunenkant, ever
since he had learned of the existence of the missing
link, had felt that it should not be allowed to live. But
time had proved that Gunther was very capable of
overseeing the labor of monkeys under him. He had
been bought and sold and changed hands many times
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purely because of the prejudice against his origin. No
one denied his ability as a first-rate overseer.

“Waldo,” said his master, having suddenly deter¬
mined to tell the ape of the white man’s concession,
“how would you apes like to have the air for an hour
each day to discuss your problems? We are willing to
give over an hour to you if you prefer that method to
personal meeting at conventions.”

“You are wise, master,” smirked Waldo, though the
man did not recognize the sarcasm. “Control of the
air for one hour in the twenty-four would let us settle
the difficulties of our life-work without leaving our
homes, and almost without stopping our work. The
apes living in the five cities of the country where broad¬
casting stations are located" are leaders anyway, and
they would broadcast orders to the overseers of all
estates throughout the nation.”

In the weeks that followed the last convention of
the apes the plan of Carl Brunenkant and Waldo that
the apes be allowed to broadcast an hour a day was
carried out. Those apes who had previously assisted
men at the broadcasting stations took complete charge,
and were aided by apes of lesser ability. When it was
quite evident that men were no longer even passively
interested in the broadcasts of the apes, the animals
discussed their situation with greater freedom. Dis¬
cretion was thrown to the winds. Waldo and Gunther
talked from Reclamation City, Rex from Stoddart,
California, and Marzo from the capital where he was
temporarily presiding until Gunther should arrive.
Gradually, mingled with the legitimate business of the
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apes, a plan for insurrection evolved around the nucleus
that was the mind of Gunther.

Carl Brunenkant had apparently fostered the new
ape freedom, and although he occasionally appeared
around the Reclamation City broadcasting station,
neither Waldo nor Gunther suspected his attitude of
good will toward them. He had always been a cham¬
pion of the monkeys, and their recent broadcasting
freedom was entirely due to his efforts.

One morning just before ape broadcasting hour Carl
and Gunther entered the station at the same time. Carl
noticed the suppressed excitement that the freak could
not quite successfully conceal. At the exact hour of
broadcast Carl bade goodbye to Gunther and appar¬
ently left the building, but as the half-ape, half-man
creature mouthed his greetings into the microphone,
Carl returned. He moved quietly with apparent intent¬
ness of purpose so as not to arouse the suspicion of
apes working about, and in this way managed to get
the content of Gunther’s speech.

Gunther was stirring the apes to immediate insur¬
rection. Carl was an eavesdropper outside the door.
So this was what had resulted from the additional lib¬
erties that had been granted the great servant class!
Yet as he stood, hesitant as to the correct course of
procedure in the face of this dire calamity, Brunenkant
realized that this was exactly the crises he had hoped
to precipitate by granting the monkeys unwarranted
freedom which their unphilosophical minds could only
interpret as license.
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Outside were the sounds of rushing feet, startled,
inarticulate cries, and back of these spasmodic excla¬
mations, like a running accompaniment, there issued
the incessant chatter of thousands of monkeys. This
chattering was a mode of vocal expression to which
they invariably reverted under duress.

Carl rushed to a window and gazed with horror at
a milling throng on the streets below. Men were flee¬
ing from the apes, who, armed with weapons of all
descriptions, were capturing all human beings they
could and killing those who offered too violent resist¬
ance. Into the young man’s mind rushed the thought
again that Gunther in the next room at the microphone
was the stimulus for the atrocities he saw taking place
in the streets below, and which he knew were being
repeated at the devil-ape’s instigation in all the cities
and on all the estates throughout America. His fear-
shackled limbs responded at last to the dictates of his
brain, and with murderous intent he turned toward the
broadcasting room from which issued the gutteral com¬
mands of Gunther.

Gunther Retaliates

Instant mental oblivion was the reward of his be¬
lated action. A huge ape whose duty it was to protect
Gunther during the inciting broadcast had felled Carl
with a blow the instant he had made a move in the
ape ruler’s direction.

During the hours that Carl Brunenkant lay uncon¬
scious in the corridor outside the broadcasting room in
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Reclamation City, the nation-wide ape revolution had
been proceeding uninterruptedly. As master of cere¬
monies Gunther still held the microphone and urged
his fellow-beings on to conquest. His throaty voice
was the first sound to register on Carl’s mind with
returning consciousness. Carl looked cautiously about
him. The hall was deserted. He had been left for
dead and was not being watched at present. He heard
apes moving about in the outer hall near the entrance
to the building. Presumably they were preventing new
entrants, but it was evident no molestation was antici¬
pated from inside. Carl dragged himself painfully to
a sitting posture and listened.

Came the voice of Gunther, “Marzo, it is rumored
that Rex has overcome his master, the great Stoddart,
whom he deems more valuable to us alive than dead.”

From the loud speaker issued the tones of the shrewd
Marzo, “Let me summon Rex to the television screen
and question him. He may tell me more than he would
you, for I have never been his rival for power as you
have.”

Brunenkant crept cautiously toward the open door
of the room whose sole occupant was the ape president¬
elect in radio television conversation with his depend¬
able aides. Gunther’s back was toward him, the tele¬
vision screen facing him with the wizened little face
of Marzo who was temporarily acting as president,
looking from it.

Suddenly the screen went black, Marzo had discon¬
nected with Gunther in order to communicate with
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Rex, but in a second another scene flashed to view and
prominent in it were the figures of Rex and Stoddart.

Carl Brunenkant and Wilhoit Stoddart had been col¬
lege friends, and it was with the first feeling of joy
that the former had experienced since the uprising of
the apes that he recognized his friend Stoddart.

“Now the apes will sit up and take notice,” thought
he. “Stoddart knows apes. They won’t defy him.”

But his jaw dropped as he listened to the words that
issued from the radio, “I acknowledge my defeat I
have met my superior. What skill I may have in my
line is at your service as yours has been at mine. . . .”

VII

Open Revolt

Meanwhile, indulging in pleasant, idle conversation,
Sylvia Danforth and Hayes Suiter entered the gateway
of the Danforth estate following their visit to Wilhoit
Stoddart. Instantly they sensed that something was
wrong. Apes were hurrying about in unaccustomed
haste, their grotesque, hairy bodies intermittently vis¬
ible through the dense foliage that surrounded the
house. Sylvia hastened forward, calling her father and
Inez; but the incessant monkey chatter about her
rendered her voice inaudible. With the characteristic
intrepidity displayed by the Danforths for generations,
she pushed open the front door and entered the house.
Hayes was a few paces behind her, but in the short
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time it took him to cross the threshold things began to
happen. A scream of terror from Sylvia quite un¬
nerved him, but mindful of masculine obligations, he
pushed forward.

He was brought to a sudden halt by unexpected
contact with a huge hairy body, and looking up with
apprehension he met the baleful gaze of his own
overseer, Tony. His horror changed to immediate
indignation at this interruption of the orderly run¬
ning of his estate, and he flew into a rage at his over¬
seer’s unprecedented behavior.

“What are you doing over here, Tony?” he de¬
manded.

Those were his last words. The thick neck of
the gorilla was suddenly thrust forward in a line
with the curvature of the spine. The beast took one
shuffling step forward on his bent, awkward legs,
seized the throat of his hapless master, and all was
over before the latter could cry out.

Sylvia had been ignorant of the tragedy enacted
at the door. She had been seized immediately by her
father’s overseer, who had been released by Tony;
and despite her hysterical cries to be released, she had
been ruthlessly borne to the library. The scene which
she witnessed there was indelibly imprinted upon her
mind. Her father had been strangled, apparently in
the act of using the radiophone; and Inez lay a suicide,
her fingers locked about the handle of the small re¬
volver that was always kept in a secret place behind the
mantel.
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Inez’ death was seemingly a surprise to Felix, though
he appeared aware of Mr. Danforth’s murder. Hold¬
ing firmly to Sylvia with one huge paw, he shuffled over
to the body of her sister and gazed at it in perplexity.
A moment later Tony appeared on the scene. When he
saw the lifeless form of Inez, his jaw dropped and his
beady eyes bulged out in their intensity.

“You do?” his malignant gaze sought Felix.
“No, girl do self,” responded Felix, pointing to

the weapon clutched in the dead fingers.
“Hold live girl so no shoot,” admonished Tony;

then, lowering his clumsy bulk into the chair by the
radiophone, to Sylvia’s utter amazement, he called
the Stoddart home.

As was natural, Rex, the ape overseer of Stod¬
dart, answered the call.

“Apes rule,” Tony called in excited tones. “Kill
master and phone rest. Man now weak, ape strong.
Ape rule world. Ape work, why not?”

The voice of Rex came distinctly to Sylvia’s ears.
Owing to the teaching of Stoddart he had much
better mastery of the language than other overseers.
Stoddart had in the past prided himself on Rex’s
power of expression. The creature could actually dif¬
ferentiate between shades of verbal utterance.

“Be careful,” the words were well enunciated.
“Tricks are better than force. Did you get girls ? You
know we need them for future race.”

Evidently, for reasons of his own, Tony did not
divulge the death of Inez.
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To all this horror Sylvia was a silent and helpless
witness. Would Rex outwit and kill the human in¬
mates of the Stoddart estate? Sylvia had great con¬
fidence in Wilhoit’s ability to handle his monkey serv¬
ants. For many generations his ancestors had done
nothing else. He was as qualified for success in his as
were any of his apes in their specialized vocations.

Ape Versus Man

Wilhoit Stoddart was not exactly happy after the
departure of Hayes and Sylvia. He had loved the girl
since childhood, and while he had no doubt that she
returned his affections, he did not trust the friendship
of Hayes, and was troubled to have Sylvia in his
company.

In this mood, he walked to the television screen and
pushed a button. And now after a four-day hiatus the
apparatus was functioning. It was as if he stood at
an open window. A most unusual scene was depicted;
a typical American city of twenty-third century, yet it
was most unfamiliar in many of its aspects. Even in
his panicky bewilderment Wilhoit observed the details
of the scene before him, and the awful truth of its
significance struck him with stunning force. Men and
apes had changed placesI The leisurely pedestrians
were monkeys, big and little, while those who labored
at the menial tasks of a complex civilization were men,

cowardly, frightened men and women, held in subjuga¬
tion by the very beings whom they had once controlled.
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What was this place where man’s sovereignty had
toppled? Wilhoit scrutinized the screen, but could see
no indication of its locality. This was indeed not to
be wondered at, for the trend of civilization had been
toward a uniformity of civil and social structure until
but little difference existed in communities.

With trembling fingers he turned on the radio, con¬
fident that the daily bulletin would give some explana¬
tion of the situation. It did—but alas for its revela¬
tion 1 A bestial snarl issued from the loud speaker, fol¬
lowed by a mirthless imitation of man’s laughter—and
then words pounding their horrible significance into
Stoddart’s brain—“and so by this time tomorrow every
overseer must be in complete control of the man who
once controlled him. We have nearly all the broad¬
casting stations now. Our sudden nation-wide uprising
will put us in power. We have long deserved this.
For centuries our bodies have been the tools of prog¬
ress, then our minds took over this task while man
has done nothing but strut about and play. We will
continue this civilization where man has left off, but
we will do it for ourselves and not for him. Those
men who can be made to use their intelligence to fur¬
ther our needs will be used, the strong ones will work,
the weaklings will be killed; the women who are young
and—”

The ring of the radiophone in the next room turned
Stoddart’s attention in that direction. Scarcely before
he had lifted his hand to disconnect the national broad¬
cast radio instrument he heard the low throaty tones
of Rex’s voice answering the instrument. There fol-
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lowed a moment’s silence and then Rex’s warning, “be
careful,” roused Wilhoit to instant concentrated atten¬
tion. “Did you get girls?” What did it mean? Wil¬
hoit Stoddart after a flashing instant knew very well.
The time that he had long dreaded had come, though
not exactly as he had feared. Through his brain
flashed a casual remark made by a friend just last
week, “Man need never fear the ape. When mentality
and mere brute force vie for supremacy, the former
will always win.” But vaguely Wilhoit was beginning
to realize that the mind of the ape was a power to
be conjured with; and together with his superior
physical prowess he was a formidable adversary. Yet
as he sat crouched, listening in stunned silence, the
whole situation struck him as unreal and illusory. His
faithful and capable Rex, who had managed his af¬
fairs in a most competent and satisfactory manner,
would surely continue to do so. They were dependent
upon each other. Their mutual exchange of service
was absolutely indispensable.

“. . . we need them for future race.” The closing
words of Rex’s conversation stirred the eavesdropper
to instant action. No longer did the situation seem
fatuous. It was one to be instantly reckoned with. A
sane man must perform a distasteful duty without fear
or hesitation.

In a lower drawer of the writing-desk was a loaded
revolver, but in order to reach it, it was necessary to
pass the door which Rex, now phoning, faced.

It was a difficult situation for Wilhoit, but there
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was no other prerogative. It was suicide to tackle an
ape unarmed.

It struck Wilhoit at once as strange that if the apes
had been wanting power for years, they should have
been so long discovering this fact consciously.

The young man took a cautious step in the desired
direction, but drew back as Rex came toward the door
near which he crouched. The great hairy body brushed
by Stoddart and ambled over to the television screen
where it fumbled awkwardly with the buttons and
dials. Now was his chance. The next few seconds were

filled with activity. Wilhoit reached the drawer but
it failed to respond to his first pull, and before he could
renew his efforts Rex had leaped toward him and pin¬
ioned his arms to his sides.

Struggle was not only useless, but dangerous. So
this, Wilhoit thought, was to be the end of all man’s
effort toward a higher plane of existence! Man should
never have relinquished his active hold upon the per¬
sonal management of his affairs. With such intelli¬
gence as he claimed he should have been warned of
the inevitable danger of trusting power to those whom
he had enslaved. All of his idealism fled in this mo¬

ment as the vision of a possible downfall of the human
race flashed through him.

“Kill master.” The words rumbled from Rex’s
throat and his grip about Wilhoit’s chest tightened.
The ape was repeating mechanically his orders.

The man gazed into the beady eyes of the monster
towering above him, conscious for the first time of the
power he possessed.
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“Be quick about it, Rex,” he muttered hoarsely.
The plea must have astonished the great ape, for

he relaxed his hold and an expression of perplexity
puckered his ugly features. Plainly he was being torn
between love and duty.

“Surely such an emotion indicates the birth of a
soul,” thought Wilhoit, his terror giving way to a feel¬
ing of sadness. “It is possible I am in the presence of
a representative of the next future race of our world.
We human beings forfeited our birthright!”

It was apparent that love had conquered, but not
without a compromise. Wilhoit was to live, but as a
prisoner. As easily as one would carry a baby the huge
ape bore his captive in his arms into the storeroom
where he secured a ball of stout twine. Returning
with his burden to the den and placing a chair before
the television screen he deposited Wilhoit in the chair
facing the screen and bound him securely. This accom¬
plished, he turned on the radio and television and left
his captive to enjoy it as he might.

VIII

A Rescue

Only by closing his eyes could Wilhoit Stoddart
shut out the distressing scenes pictured before him
on the screen, but he found his attention irresistibly
drawn to the views which by the mechanical device
so popular then shifted the scene from one popular
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center to another, all showing with little variation
the downfall of a civilization. No other destruction
in history could be compared with it. If for an in¬
stant one is reminded of the descent of the barbarous
hordes from the north upon the comparatively high civ¬
ilization of Rome, he must bear in mind that at least
those Vandals and Goths were human, and they were
destined to pour strong fresh blood into the decadent
life of the empire.

“Maybe my vision is too short-sighted,” thought
Wilhoit in his misery. “If man has come up through
the ages from life-forms similar to the apes, perhaps
ape ascendency at this time might be only a temporary
setback for the human race and in that vaster concept
that man can scarcely grasp, it may be nature’s method
of keeping us strong and pure. Evolution has not
ceased, nor can we imagine it to cease until all life
forms have attained a state of perfection.”

Suddenly Wilhoit saw a very frightened-looking man
appear on the scene. He was speaking. “Fellow-men,
resist the apes no longer. They are qualified to be our
masters; superior in physical strength and in mental¬
ity. We are nothing but decadent philosophers and
dreamers. The Ape Cycle has come; and it is for the
good of our race that we usher it in gracefully.”

“The contemptible coward,” muttered Stoddart,
clenching his fists. “I’d like to lay hands on him!”

The man’s place was taken by an ape who echoed
the previous speaker’s sentiments. Then the scene
shifted and there flashed across the screen scenes of

pillage and disaster where men tried to resist the power
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of the apes. It was evident that where monkeys could
not get control of power-houses, radio stations or air¬
lines, they destroyed them.

Now the scene went direct to a broadcasting-station
where ape announcers stood before the microphones,
while human assistants stood helplessly by; again a
view showed a few highly specialized simians occupy¬
ing chairs of the nation’s executives, while another de¬
picted in the street murder, rapine and incendiarism.

Presently something touched Wilhoit’s sleeve, caus¬
ing him to start violently. It was difficult for him to
realize that his body was not actually in the midst of
the scenes which his eyes beheld. He turned round
quickly, as far as his bonds permitted—and saw Sylvia
crouched by the arm of his chair, a finger indicating
that he must be silent. Swiftly she cut his bonds,
grasped one hand in hers and in the other she placed
a small revolver. Still maintaining silence, she led him
from the room. The house seemed strangely deserted
and they passed through to the rear without meeting
a single ape-servant.

“Now,” she whispered, “do your duty.”
For a moment her words had no significance to the

man, but following where she pointed, he saw a hairy
prostrate form lying midway between the house and
the power-station.

“Why,” he gasped, “it is Rex, but how—?”
She nodded and pointed to the weapon which he

held in his hand.
“You mean you did that?” he queried unbelievingly.
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“Yes, I killed Felix and escaped a worse fate than
death. Then I came over here to save you, if it were
not too late. Oh—look!”

Rex was not dead. With obvious effort he was ris¬
ing, and in his great black hand he held a small object
that glittered in the afternoon sun. It flashed once,
twice. Wilhoit had already fired and the ape dropped
his pistol.

Wilhoit and Sylvia ran forward together as Rex
made an attempt to recover the weapon. Wilhoit fired
again, and the great beast sank to his knees, a gutteral
growl issuing weakly from his throat.

“Well, I guess the game’s up, old sport,” said Wil¬
hoit grimly as the gorilla clutched at his side. “Sorry
to lose the manager of all my affairs, but I guess I can
shift for myself.”

The fierce, little eyes of the gorilla rested craftily
upon the face of his master. Yet in that gaze, mingled
with the sly cunning, Stoddart read an emotion akin
to pity.

“I am dying, master,” the ape said, “but for your
kind it is the end, too.”

Rex gradually sank back and in a few moments his
body twitched and lay still.

A Disguise

The isolated estate of Wilhoit Stoddart had been a

small but complete unit of civilization typical of the
trend of rural progress in the twenty-third century.
As feudal lords of the middle ages the human masters,
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surrounded by their monkey serfs, had reigned su¬
preme.

Wilhoit, however, could not now trust any of his
ape-slaves to assist him in a daring project which he
had evolved, so, with regret, he killed his few remain¬
ing apes.

All the evening before and far into the next morn¬
ing Wilhoit and Sylvia had planned the best method
of attacking the organized ape civilization of the
world. One scheme after another had been discarded
as impracticable; but gradually they evolved one that
seemed possible of accomplishment. Of course they
did not know what had taken place at Reclamation
City. They did know, however, that the apes had re¬
moved their capitol to the former capitol of the na¬
tion in northern Minnesota.

One morning several days later Sylvia was at work
in front of the hangar repairing the plane which had
been damaged by Wilhoit’s ape-pilot prior to his death.

Sylvia looked up from her work expecting to meet
the adoring eyes of Wilhoit. She dropped her tools
and stifled the scream that rose to her lips. Beside her
stood a giant gorilla. Any gorilla would have been a
formidable presence at that particular time and place,
but this gorilla was none other than Rex—whom her
lover had shot before her eyes!

A chuckle, most ungorilla-like, issued from the loath¬
some mouth of the beast. Sylvia gasped in relief.

“Oh, how you frightened me, Wilhoit! But you do
look like the real thing. How natural the hide looks.”
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Wilhoit threw back the hideous ape-mask that had
covered his head and regarded his sweetheart tenderly.

“It was rather a raw trick to pull, I’ll admit,” he
said apologetically, “but I had to find out for sure
what a successful camouflage it was. The hide dressed
nicely and will prove a very useful costume for my
proposed trip to the ape civilization centers.”

“The plane is about ready,” said Sylvia, “but I
think you had better give it a final going-over. Here
are the tools.”

Wilhoit smiled down at her. “Still somewhat of a

relic of the age when women were not at all mechanic¬
ally inclined.”

“It was purely a matter of environment,” she coun¬
tered. “You know women finally came into profes¬
sions that had been hitherto considered solely man’s
field, and they found they could do as well as their
brothers.”

“Granted,” agreed Wilhoit, “but they have through
it all maintained characteristics that no amount of en¬

vironment can change.”
“Only desirable qualities,” she smiled up at him.

“Won’t you please give the machinery a final looking-
over?”

“Which only proves my point,” he remarked as he
picked up the tools and went to work.

Precisely at noon he climbed into the cock-pit of his
plane. With a last tender adieu to Sylvia and a warn¬
ing to be on constant guard against chance prowlers
of the enemy, he flew across the country. It sickened
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him to see with his own eyes the overthrow of man.
Everywhere monkeys were in control.

There was not so much actual devastation visible
as the subtler indications of a radical change of admin¬
istration. Wilhoit saw now that the plan of the ape
overseers must have been on foot for some time past,
and that the secret must have been cunningly guarded.
Naturally they had taken possession of the great cen¬
ters first, and then carried the fight to the rural com¬
munities. That Rex had been biding his time for the
opportune moment to strike was apparent to Wilhoit
as he reviewed the events of the past weeks; a brood¬
ing unnatural reserve on the ape’s part; catching the
servant at eavesdropping; the apparently disabled
radio and television, all things pointed to a plot that
had been growing before his very eyes.

He was flying above what used to be the Canadian
border when *his plane radio-phone buzzed.

“Hello,” he called.
“Who flies the Stoddart plane?” came the question.

“You’ve been watched for some time. Where are you
going?”

“This is Rex. I have Stoddart a captive on the
ranch. Am going to the Capitol to see President
Marzo. Come along. I have a great scheme.”

He reached over and manipulated a dial on the com¬
plicated instrument board, looked into a small mirror¬
like object and saw there the faces of several apes
grouped curiously together.

Before four o’clock Wilhoit spied the gleaming
domes of the continental capitol buildings which were
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located at the geographical center of the North Ameri¬
can continent. His radio and television were constantly
active as he neared the national airport, but it was
apparent his disguise was satisfactory, for he met with
no opposition.

Wilhoit was grateful for his almost instinctive
knowledge of ape psychology. It would stand him in
good stead in the present situation. So well did he
know what Rex would say and do under these given
circumstances that he felt his confidence increasing.
Of course there was this fact to face, and face squarely.
It would not be enough to do just what Rex would,
natural as that might seem. He must talk as his
servant talked, and put his knowledge of ape psy¬
chology to the utmost test.

IX

The Conference

President Marzo, who was filling the chief execu¬
tive chair, was an ape of the Baris species. He was
smaller than any of his executives who surrounded
him; agile, cunning and with that rare type of intelli¬
gence that had become alarmingly manifest of late.
But Stoddart felt equal to the task of matching wits
with the little creature before him, who reminded him
of a shrewd, wizened old man. Marzo knew Rex as
a dependable ranch overseer, specialized in his par-
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ticular type of work, but with nothing spectacular to
his credit.

“Why did you want to see me?” Marzo’s eyes sur¬
veyed the gigantic figure before him, and Stoddart
trembled inwardly in fear of discovery.

“My master is tied and servants guard him,” Wil-
hoit made answer in the excellent imitation of ape
talk in which he had become well versed.

“I didn’t know you could fly a plane,” continued the
president suspiciously.

“Stoddart taught me a little of all kinds of work.
I was his overseer, and he knew apes, and his father
knew apes.”

“Yes, yes,” said the other testily, “but I want to
know how loyal you are to us and why you have not
killed your master as thousands of apes have done.”

“I am with you,” replied Stoddart, “and I did not
kill my master because I think I can use him for the
apes’ cause.”

“Yes?” queried the cunning Marzo, and the eyes
of the members of his cabinet gazed intently at the
gorilla.

“As you know,” continued the disguised man, “my
master knows more about the breeding of apes and
their training than any man alive. His family has done
nothing else for generations back. Unless we keep
him to advise us, we may get back to what we were
before man bred us for servants, and then this fight
for freedom would be for nothing.”

A chimpanzee-like creature standing behind the
president spoke in high-pitched, chattering syllables:
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“I don’t trust you, Rex. You are the overseer for this
one man in the world who knows more about us than
we do about ourselves. He would know just how to
get you to do his bidding. He has been an expert at
that all his life. Fellow-apes, I advise that we have
nothing to do with either Stoddart or Rex.”

There was a rumble of mixed approval and dissent
after the chimpanzee’s words, but Marzo silenced them
with an indescribable monosyllabic grunt.

“We have to take some chances,” he said, then ad¬
dressing himself to Rex. “Can we see Stoddart by
television? I should like to talk to him.”

“As you know, during this uprising we damaged the
radiovisors, but I will return and repair it.”

“Very well, Rex,” said Marzo. “And remember,
Stoddart in the future is our servant. His brain will
work for us as our brawn has for him and his kind
in the past. Go and let us hear from you both as soon
as you reach the estate.”

“Are you and Stoddart the only ones at your home?”
questioned the chimpanzee suspiciously.

“There are just two of us,” replied the supposed
Rex.

After he had left, the chimpanzee addressed his
president again. “I don’t trust either Rex or Stoddart.
If you take my advice you will see that both of them
are killed.”

But Marzo insisted that the small ape’s suspicions
were unfounded. Then for several hours the cabinet
meeting continued until a television call for the Stod¬
dart estate from Gunther at Reclamation City ended
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the discussion. The screen revealed two figures; the
one, Stoddart nodding in salute to the ape-cabinet, and
the other, Rex, his huge paw resting on his former
master’s shoulder.

Wilhoit Stoddart spoke. “I acknowledge my defeat.
I have met my superior. What skill I may have in my
line is at your service as yours has been at mine. Rex
wants me to talk personally with all the national over¬
seers in the Grand Auditorium.”

He turned inquiringly to the gorilla, who patted his
shoulder and nodded assent.

“I will come in person, or perhaps you would rather
have me talk by radio, and you could be in your sev¬
eral communities.” He paused for answer.

“Have him come in person,” whispered the ever-

suspicious chimpanzee to Marzo, whose shadow he
seemed to be.

“All right, but you let him alone,” growled Marzo.
“It is better to have him in our midst if there is

treachery,” finished the self-appointed adviser.
“Very well, the overseers will meet in the Grand

Auditorium tomorrow at this time and we will expect
you, Stoddart, in personsaid the president.

Wilhoit disconnected the radiovisor and turned to

Rex, who was acting in a most peculiar manner, and
from whose hairy chest mild feminine exclamations
were issuing.

“Wilhoit, dear, please get me out of this thing. I’m
nearly suffocating! It’s a good thing you didn’t talk
five seconds longer or I’d have collapsed and given the
whole secret away.”
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The young man laughed as he assisted the girl from
the gorilla skin. “Well, the game’s on, darling, and
you’ll have to wear this outfit awhile tomorrow, but it
won’t be where you’ll have to bear close inspection.
It will just be in the plane, and I can fix it so you can
have ample breathing space.”

What Happened at the Capitol

During the greater part of the night Wilhoit and
Sylvia worked on a far corner of the estate making
grenades of blasting material that had been used in
quarrying stone for the construction of building foun¬
dations. Two monkeys had lost their lives a few weeks
before through carelessness in handling the explosives,
so that it had been necessary for Wilhoit to take over
most of the dangerous work himself. The bombs
were so heavy when completed that it was decided
to construct a trap-door arrangement in the bottom
of the plane that could be opened by a lever releasing
them to do their work of destruction below.

The early part of the following morning was spent
in equipping the plane for the trip to the Capitol. With
the bombs properly stowed, the two passengers climbed
into the plane and sent it flying directly northeast
toward their ultimate destination. Beneath them
stretched a scene that would have been unbelievable
to their ancestors of the twentieth century; the great
American desert blossoming as a rose. The reclama¬
tion of the desert wastes of Earth had been accom¬

plished during the early years of monkey training.
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Artificial rainfall and ape-slavery had made it possible
to inhabit territory that had been just so many thou¬
sands of waste acres separating two thickly settled
portions of a country.

They saw many planes traveling in their direction,
carrying monkey overseers from all over the country.
The convention would be a large one. Flying low over
Reclamation City, Sylvia and Wilhoit noticed that the
streets were crowded with scurrying figures, and they
were amazed to note that in this one city alone human-
beings were in the majority. Why they should be more
in evidence than the apes could not be surmised until
their radiovisor buzzed and indicated that someone in
Reclamation City wanted to speak with them. They
were surprised to see in the television mirror not the
face of any baboon-like creature, but the indignant
features of Carl Brunenkant.

“Well—hello there—” began Wilhoit, but stopped
at the contemptuous gaze that encountered his own.

“Wilhoit Stoddart,” said Brunenkant in steely tones.
“We have been watching what has been going on.
Know that Reclamation City, which had been captured
by the apes is now in our hands again. We look with
utter contempt upon you as a coward and traitor.”

Brunenkant turned his scornful eyes to Rex, from
whom peculiar muffled exclamations of indignation
were issuing. A quiet word silenced the ape figure.

“If you will descend quietly and surrender,” pursued
Brunenkant, “all will proceed in an orderly manner; if
not, we will shoot your plane down!”
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Wilhoit thought of the girl at his side and of the
bombs stowed on the plane floor. Yet he knew he was
being watched by the apes at the capitol. But before a
reply could be made a shriek of terror was followed
by an inarticulate cry from the radio, and the television
mirror depicted a surprising scene. Brunenkant’s cry
was cut short by the appearance of two gorillas who
bound and gagged him so quickly that the two occu¬
pants of the plane could scarcely realize what was tak¬
ing place. One of the animals bore away from the
range of their vision the struggling form of Brunen-
kant, the other turned to the radiovisor and spoke.
“Go ahead to the Capitol, Rex and Stoddart. We
have just recaptured Reclamation City.”

Rex nodded a curt acquiescence and Stoddart
snapped off the visual and auditory connections with
Reclamation City. He knew that Sylvia disguised as
Rex would not bear close inspection, and that she
dared not speak.

“I expect our fellow-men in the city below us need
our assistance badly, dear,” Wilhoit said as the plane
sped on, “but we can render better service by getting
to the Capitol. To help the citizens of Reclamation
City now would be like shooting a gorilla in the arm
when one could just as well aim at the head or heart
and put the beast out of commission forever.”

“This is ‘gorilla’ warfare,” commented Sylvia dryly.
On the remainder of the trip they did not see a single

community center in which men still ruled.
After a time there came a persistent buzzing in the

radio that Wilhoit ignored as long as it was safe to do
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so. Then he at last answered by snapping in the
switches. The two realized now that they were visible
on the screen to the myriads assembled in the Grand
Auditorium at the Capitol. Sylvia and Wilhoit viewed
the vast assembly of hideous upturned faces; faces
which masked the intellects that had attained such a

high state of perfection that they had conquered their
masters!

Stoddart spoke. “We shall soon be there.”
“We want to hear from Rex,” cried a voice from

the assemblage.
“Yes, a speech from Rex, who is bringing his master

to us,” called another.

Sylvia raised her arm, encased in its heavy, hairy
covering and the throng shouted in acclamation. Presi¬
dent Marzo drew back his thick lips from his pro¬
truding teeth to speak when the plane suddenly lurched
to one side and then dropped like a plummet. In the
excitement of the falling plane no one noticed that
Wilhoit disconnected the instruments of communca-

tion. All thought they were naturally injured in the
fall.

A few seconds later the plane mysteriously righted
itself and took off in the direction of a secluded land¬

ing place.
“Say, Sylvia, you sure were plucky not to scream

and betray your identity,” said her lover admiringly.
“But I knew you couldn’t make a speech without giv¬
ing yourself away.”
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Hastily he revealed his plan to her, which they com¬
menced to put into action. Wilhoit donned the gorilla
suit and seated himself in the apparently wrecked
plane, admonishing Sylvia to stay out of range of the
television. Soon he was in communication with Marzo
and the assembled overseers.

“What happened?” asked Marzo.
“Enough,” replied the supposed Rex. “—Stoddart

lost control of the machine and we began to fall. I
grabbed the controls in time to break the fall, but we
hit hard. Stoddart was killed, and it is just as well,
for I was beginning to suspect him of treachery.”

“So were we,” exclaimed Marzo emphatically.
“It is well,” came the gruff tones of Rex. “I know

all he was going to tell you, and we can carry on our
great cause alone. I’ll start as soon as I can make
some repairs on the plane. Am bringing the body of
Stoddart to the Capitol.”

He abruptly severed communication.
“Quick, Sylvia, dear, you’ll have to put on this suffo-

cator once again. I promise you it won’t be long now.
For the rest of the act I am a corpse, but I will lie
with my hand on the lever that will release the gre¬
nades, waiting for you to say when is the instant to
act. We have to be careful all along the route, for
spy-glasses may be turned in our direction and we must
be prepared to respond to insistent radiovisor calls.”

During the rest of the trip to the Capitol television
observers had momentary glimpses of an ape guiding
a plane to the continental capitol, and slouched beside
it in the seat the inert form of the man who had been
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most dreaded in the newly-created monkey republic.
At length the lofty buildings of the Capitol hove in
sight. Nesting in the center of them was the low, broad
structure of the Grand Auditorium. Twice the long-
awaited plane circled the low structure as a bird about
to alight on her nest. The human beings and their
ape captors that thronged the streets watched intently;
the former with chagrin, the latter with elation.

“Now the plane will land on the broad dome of the
Auditorium,” cried many as the object of their scrutiny
cut a half circle and made for the center of the dome.

“Let her go, Wilhoit,” came a whisper from the
gorilla’s chest.

The hand of the apparently inanimate being pulled
violently backward and almost simultaneously, under
the deft control of the girl, the machine climbed rap¬
idly upward into the clouds. There was a deafening
explosion and the plane rocked crazily.

“Keep her going, Sylvia. We must have altitude.
Don’t straighten out for another thousand. Gee, you
sure are some pilot I” Wilhoit finished admiringly.

“You pulled a few fast tricks yourself,” she threw
back at him. “Boy, if I didn’t have on this killing out¬
fit, I could fly to Mars!”

Another thousand feet registered on the altimeter
and Sylvia flew the plane in a horizontal position.
Once again over a stretch of open country they de¬
scended, landed, and Sylvia shed her ape disguise.

“Do you really think that will be the end of ape
rule?” asked Sylvia.
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“It cannot be anything else,” Wilhoit replied confi¬
dently. “The outstanding ape intellects of the conti¬
nent were wiped out in one fell blow. The remaining
terrified, disorganized monkeys can be either destroyed
or properly subjugated as the world sees fit.”

% s|c ★ ♦

A month later a pretty domestic scene at the Stod-
dart ranch was interrupted by a summons from the
radio phone, and when connection was established a
friendly countenance greeted Wilhoit and Sylvia.

“Carl I” Wilhoit exclaimed delightedly.
Carl Brunenkant smiled into the blushing faces of

Sylvia Danforth Stoddart and her proud husband,
“You—know?” queried Wilhoit.
“Everyone has followed your romance with in-

tensest interest, and for its happy outcome the country
offers its best wishes, but the nation’s congratulations
are extended to you, President Stoddart, and your pres¬
ence is requested at the Capitol, for the affairs of the
nation need immediate attention. Also, I imagine the
future ‘first lady’ will like to get an intimate view of
the White House.

“You mean—” gasped Stoddart.
“The nation signifies its confidence in your ability

and takes this means of showing its gratitude for de¬
liverance from the menace of the ape cycle by electing
you president of North America, and your duties are
to commence at once.”
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